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Anonimo Bolognese
Volume I:
In the Name of God
Anonymous Incomplete Manuscript upon Fencing: or Treatise of Fencing
How wonderful is this ingenious art of defense when it derives from four principles that
between them are more important than are any other. They are courage, cunning, strength, and skill
and he that will adopt these four qualities shall never have shame … 1
Now it is possible that a man could think to make some attack without thought to his own
defense. As it will be necessary that in so doing he must first move his weapon from whatever position
it may be in, and then his feet from wherever they bear him up, he may instead act from one of these
positions of hand and foot known as guards, and thus act from a position of being able to safely attack.
And so likewise I shall too follow this natural order of starting with these positions known to all as
guards, based upon their usage, as placements into which a man may put himself and from which a man
may safely move his sword hand, and then his feet, as following they musti.

The Guards
Guardia di Testa
There is a guard which more than the others protects the head; from this it takes the name
guardia di testa, and you may make this guard having either the right or left foot forward, so long as
you keep the lead foot far in front. As for your arms, the right arm is the sword arm and the other holds
the buckler, and they must both be extended strongly towards the enemy and they will be no higher
than your shoulder, though the sword arm must be a little lower than the buckler arm.
Guardia Alta
One makes guardia alta by lifting the sword arm aloft into the air, such that the sword is
completely back, and by also extending the buckler arm, driving it towards the enemy's face. As to the
feet, either the left foot or the right foot may lead. Or we may place the right foot a mere four fingers
ahead of the left, and if we settle in this manner we shall also keep the heel of the right foot a little
lifted from the ground, and placing ourselves this way we will keep both legs straight, without the least
bend in them.
Guardia di Lioncorno2
To set yourself in the so-called guardia di lioncorno, make the sword point downwards just like
the horn of the animal, you will lift the sword arm up in such a way that the point is directed at the
enemy's face and you will likewise push the buckler forward. As to the feet we may place the right or
left foot forward somewhat forward.
Guardia di Faccia
Placing yourself into guardia di faccia will be similar to guardia di lioncorno, in that either foot
1 Text breaks off here
2 Guardia di Lioncorno is the equivalent to Guardia d'Alicorno or Becca Posa/Cea found in other Bolognese masters.

may lead. But the arm needs to be kept extended towards the enemy, and lower, at the height of the
shoulders as how we describe the guardia di testa; and in a manner that the hand comes to direct the
point driving it straight towards the enemy's face, and the hand will be covered by the buckler hand.
Guardia di Sopra Braccio
In order to form the guardia di sopra braccio, one needs to place the sword arm such that the
inside of the elbow is near to the point where the buckler arm bends, and in a way that the point of the
sword faces well backwards. And the shoulder points towards the enemy and the buckler is strongly
pushed towards his face. And so the right foot is only a good palmo3 forward, such that the front leg
shall be found having little bend in it.
Guardia di Entrare
To place yourself in the guardia di entrare, extend the arm so that the point of your sword
threatens his face. Despite this, your hands, while threatening him, will not extend much past your own
face. And so that you can be strong in this guard, your right foot needs to be in front and with the foot
but lightly upon the ground.
Guardia di Sotto Braccio
When one wishes to stand in guardia di sotto braccio, it will be necessary to place the sword
hand below the buckler arm either under the arm or in the armpit, in such a way that the sword will be
straightened behind you and the buckler pointed towards the enemy's face, and the feet placed as in the
aforementioned guardia di sopra braccio.
Porta di Ferro Alta4
The guard called porta di ferro alta is such that one setting himself in it will position himself at
an angle, directing the right shoulder to the enemy's chest and keeping the sword arm well-extended
with the point toward the opponent's face and so that the sword hand is flush with the right leg, and as
to the feet, the right needs to be a great step forward, towards the enemy, and the left must be at an
angle and at such a width that the knees are somewhat bent.
Porta di Ferro Stretta
If you want to place yourself in the guard of porta di ferro stretta, such that you push yourself
strettamente5 towards the enemy, then you will be no different than how you stood in the previous
guard directing your right shoulder at the enemy and extending the sword arm before the right knee
such that the hand will not be distant from the top of the knee; and the buckler will be driven strongly
towards the enemy to defend the head. In this guard the right foot needs to be in a long stride forward
towards the enemy and the left foot at an angle, keeping both legs somewhat bent.
Porta di Ferro Larga
Porta di Ferro Larga is so-called because it is wider and more exposed to the enemy; the
placement is the same as we have said for porta di ferro stretta, the sword hand should not be changed
from the right knee, and the point shall be directed at the ground and the sword hand should not be
farther down than the middle of the bent knees.
Cinghiara Porta di Ferro Alta
3 Palmo. Unit of measure of varying width but probably about 8”/20cm.
4 In the text, this is actually called Porta Alta di Ferro, but the word order appears here in a manner that conforms with the
general usage by other masters of the Bolognese Tradition.
5 Actual word here is “strettamente” literally meaning, “narrowly”

Repairing yourself into the guard cinghiara porta di ferro alta takes its name from the boar,
which is accustomed to attacking with its tusks from the side; you will set the left foot traversing your
left side over the somewhat bent knee; and the right leg fully extended in a wide step behind; and
likewise the sword hand with the point directed at the enemy's face. But in this guard you must hold the
buckler high to guard the head.
Cinghiara Porta di Ferro Stretta
The guard cinghiara porta di ferro stretta is similar to cinghiara porta di ferro alta, and differs
only in that the hand will lowers itself until it is in front of the left knee and there it stays to secure the
knee, but in all other ways the placements are all the same.
Cinghiara Porta di Ferro Larga
The guard cinghiara porta di ferro larga is made no differently with the body than the preceding
guard, except the sword hand has the point towards the ground in such a way that it lies across the left
knee.
Coda Lunga Alta
The guard called coda lunga alta is composed such that the sword arm is extended to the side
diagonally not higher than the shoulders and it should have the point guarding the enemy, and likewise
with one will keep the buckler pushed strongly forward towards the enemy. And the left foot will lead
in a long step towards the enemy, keeping the knee somewhat bent.
Coda Lunga Stretta
The guard coda lunga stretta, so called from the fact that it is narrower than the rest of the other
coda lunga guards, and proceeds according to the previous except that the sword hand goes down by
the right knee and you keep the point directed at the enemy.
Coda Lunga Larga
Similarly the guard called coda lunga larga is made in the made way shown above, except that
the sword hand holds the point towards the ground, and it is from this, that the guard coda lunga larga
takes its name, since the point is not kept in presence.
Coda Lunga Lunga
With the previously described placement one may also fashion a guard with a redoubled name,
except that the sword hand turns extending the point backwards, showing a broad tail, from the beside
of the right knee, and it is from this that the guard takes its name.
Coda Lunga Alta (Right Foot Forward)
And there is another coda lunga alta, made like as described above, but is made not with the left
foot forward with the right foot forward in a long step towards the enemy, and like the left foot having
the right foot pointing somewhat off to its performers right side and under a somewhat bent knee, but
the location of both arms will be the same as in the other coda lunga alta.
Coda Lunga Stretta (Right Foot Forward)
Similarly there is another coda lunga stretta in which you will position the feet in the same way
as above and put the arms as in the other coda lunga stretta.
Coda Lunga Larga (Right Foot Forward)
And so there is another coda lunga larga, into which any may place themselves having the

sword outside the right knee pointing down towards the ground, and the feet positioned as in the one
before it, with the right foot forward.
Coda Lunga Lunga (Right Foot Forward)
And the other coda lunga lunga will be made like the other but with the right foot forward, and
the only difference is that the buckler arm will be strongly pushed towards the enemy.
High Guards, Narrow Guards, Wide Guards
Now that we have named all of the guards, note that you will find them in three different
manners: high, narrow, and wide, and so that you will know them from one another, they will be named
herein.
•

•

•

•

The High Guards: guardia alta, guardia di lioncorno, guardia di intrare, guardia di testa,
guardia di faccia, and guardia di sopra braccio. In all of these high guards you may
stand with either foot forward, or with the feet together.
The Other High Guards: porta di ferro alta, cinghiara porta di ferro alta, coda lunga alta
with the left foot forward, and coda lunga with the right foot forward. In all of these
guards you may stand with your feet together.
The Narrow Guards: porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward, cinghiara porta di
ferro stretta with the left foot traversing, coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward,
coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward. These you may also form with feet
together.
The Wide Guards: porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward, cinghiara porta di
ferro larga with the left foot traversing; coda lunga larga with the right foot forward,
and coda lunga lunga, coda lunga larga with the left foot forward, coda lunga lunga
with the left foot forward. Guardia sotto braccio is also a wide guard, which you may
form with either foot forward, and with feet together.

And so because we have taught and given the knowledge of the gallant guards that pertain to
this ingenious art of defense, because there is no other thing in this art that you may need to understand
as much, so that when you find yourself against an enemy, you can immediately identify how he keeps
his sword, the placement being from the infinite and innumerable ends of the various attacks and
modes that vary from that from guard to another; and so you will know what it is suitable because
being very shrewd and illuminated with the knowledge of his placement you will make effective
attacks, with tempo, and with the sword, and the body; and doing them in such a manner that you will
remain secure from harm.
The Blows of the Sword & Turns of the Hand and Body
So that you may understand this art, know that there are two cuts, those made with the true edge
and those made with the false edge. When holding the sword the edge facing the inside of your right
arm is the false edge, and so it follows that the one facing the outside is called the true edge.
Now here it is necessary to know that when you and your opponent are in porta di ferro stretta
with the right foot forward, the false edges of both your swords will be defending against one another.
The other way is that you will be able to be place the true edges of the sword defending one
another, both in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward, and so here it is necessary to always

be shrewd for it is a great virtue to be aware of the swords, for even in a single placement there are
many precise ways in which they can be made.
Also you may find yourself set with the left foot forward against your enemy in coda lunga
stretta, and should he be in the same placement it will be wise to heed the manner in which your swords
are found, because there are two ways in which you may be found, either with the true edges facing one
another or with the false edges facing each other, for there is a great variety of cuts that from either
placement one may use.
But you must utilize this judgment in any guard or placement in which you have set yourself
against your enemy because there is a great variety of attacks that can be made from one or the other;
and note that by keeping the sword half a finger higher, or lower, or to the side, even by just a hair's
breadth, can ruin your guard, because the sword passes and enters so many small positions that only to
think about it is a marvel.
And so you will heed that finding yourself against your enemy and you set in cinghiara porta di
ferro stretta with the left foot traversing, and he will oppose you in coda lunga stretta with the right foot
forward, and in this situation you will be able to find yourself set in two manners: such that your true
edge edge guards his false edge, or such that the false edge of your sword faces his true edge, and so
on, he has moved not were not wounding said guards were composed …6
This ingenious art of the sword consists above all of a half turn of the hand or a full turn of the
hand; but this half turn of the hand or full turn has a great need to accompany full cuts or half cuts, and
this half turn of the body has a great need to be accompanied by a half step or a full step; and this half
step or full step has great need to be accompanied by a mezzo tempo or a full tempo; and this half
tempo or full tempo has great need of agility and skill; and this skill and agility has need of courage,
and this courage has great need to be accompanied by judgment, and this judgment one cannot have
without experience, the mother of all education, and that which we will provide.
You will notice that this half turn of the hand, one makes in even more ways, and is of great
importance, and the cornerstone of this art, and to let one know the manner and modes that one may
make this half turn of the hand, I say, that finding yourself set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot
forward; by turning only the wrist of the handand easing yourself into porta di ferro stretta; this will be
a half turn of the hand; and so were you set in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward and
turning only the wrist of the hand and easing yourself into coda lunga stretta, so this will also be a half
turn of the hand; and so one may make this half turn of the hand with a variety of footwork as you will
see written in this work, and so in various ways of striking you will find that you can wound your
enemy with only a turn of the sword hand. But you know that every time that you find yourself in some
guard of your choosing, and without throwing any attack, only turning your sword and placing yourself
into another guard, this movement will also be a half turn off the hand.
A full turn of the hand one makes such, that finding yourself in guardia di lioncorno with the
sword hand high and having the point directed at your enemy's face; and having your right foot forward
if you were to turn the hand such that you should wind up in guardia di entrare turning well the hand of
the sword, this will be a full turn of the hand; and so you will understand me better, I say that if your
enemy is set in porta di ferro larga with the the right foot forward and you are placed opposite him in
guardia di entrare with the right foot forward such that the point of your sword is directed at his sword
6 Text breaks off here and so complete sense cannot be made.

hand; and staying in this placement, if you were to turn only the wrist of the hand keeping the point of
the sword directed at your enemy's sword hand, and move yourself into guardia di lioncorno with the
hand high and the point directed at his sword hand this will be a full turn of the hand.
Another way that will be called a turn of the hand, as you will be set in porta di ferro stretta
with the right foot forward, and should you turn the sword hand such that the point goes towards the
ground, and so you subsequently make the sword turn to your left side making a circular turn, and
turning the sword into porta di ferro stretta, this will also be able to be called a turn of the hand; and to
be done well it should be made quickly; this blow is called a tramazzone or a turn of the hand, but is
also a turn of the sword.
Also I say, that you being in porta di ferro alta with the right foot forward, and were you to turn
the sword to the outside of your right arm so that the point looks at the ground, and subsequently to
make a circular turn and to return the sword into porta di ferro alta, this action will also be called a turn
of the hand, but needs to be made quickly, and this will also be called a molinetto or a turn of hand
accompanied with a turn of the sword.
Thus have we demonstrated the necessary and principal stances, strong places into which you
may retire and where it may be possible to place yourself near the opponent without shame when you
are ready to take the tempo; now briefly we will consider the names and manners of cuts, there being
two of them, those made with the true edge and those made with the false edge as you have already
seen; I say that there are five principle attacks: mandritto, roverso, fendente, thrusts, and the falso. The
mandritto is a cut that proceeds across the enemy from the enemy's left, and is most suitably made by
cutting from his left ear to his right knee; one makes its opposite, the roverso, by cutting from the
enemy's right to the left; cuts made with the false edge, whether high or low7 are called falso; the
fendente is made in no other manner than lifting the sword to strike directly onto the enemy's head; also
there are two rising cuts made to the enemy's face, it may be called falso if made with the false edge,
and if it should be made with the true edge it will be called rising mandritto or rising roverso depending
upon which side the cut hails from.
And so there are four manners of wounding with the point: the first is the underhand stoccata
trivillata, the second goes overhand, descending with great force like a like a bolt of lightning and is
called the overhand imbrocatta; the third is another overhand imbrocatta that comes similar to the first,
but in the manner of a roverso; the fourth is the punta ferma, which you will push forcefully without
turning the wrist of the sword hand.
In addition to these five blows, there are two more which you may make: the first is called the
tramazzone and is often used in the play of the sword and small buckler. You may make this by turning
the wrist of the hand, starting by turning the sword below and to your left side and then sending it in the
manner of a fendente. The other cut is called the montante, which you will make from below, raising
the false edge up into guardia alta.
But because in this ingenious art of the sword, there are also half cuts, full cuts, and redoubled
cuts, feints of a cut, and feints of a redoubled cut; half cuts are such that finding oneself in a stretta
guard, one makes the cut in such a way that it doesn't pass the other stretta guard and making sure to
keep the point of the sword directly threatening the enemy, this is called the half cut and be aware that
you must make it quickly.
7 This likely means, “Both ascending and descending cuts with the false edge.”

The full cut is such that when you have the sword in a high guard and you cut from the head to
end at the feet, this is called the full cut or finished cut as you wish to call it, but we will call it a perfect
cut. But because you will understand me better every time, that the sword will find itself in a high
guard and that it will descend in the throwing of a cut, to a wide guard this cut, we will call this the full
cut, or finished cut, or perfect cut, however you want to call it.
The feint of a redoubled cut can happen in so many ways that here I do not wish to discuss it, let
it suffice that it is here mentioned.
Since these attacks can be made with or without mastery, those made with mastery are perfect
attacks to be known from that manner in which they are made, because if the attacks wound the enemy
without prejudice to he that throws it, this will be called a perfect attack; these attack that are done
without art to the end that in wounding the enemy he may also hurt you, they will be called imperfect.
The so-called perfect attack can be so much more perfect should you make make it with with grace and
skill. The imperfect attack can be so much more imperfect should you execute it with little grace and
little malevolence. And so note that these attacks can be more perfect or imperfect depending upon
how much agility and skill is used, as well as savvy and artfulness, or more imperfect should you make
them crudely, without art, and incorrectly; and that with more quickness or tardiness you can acquire
for yourself either more glory or more shame.
Now we have treated the graceful guards of the sword, and so of the gallant ways of turning the
sword and of knowing the forms and manners in which one may attack with the sword. Now I also
speak of the great profit and not little necessity to accompany the attacks of the sword with graceful
turns of the body, because in so many graceful ways you will turn the body only a little, just as you do
when making the half turn of the hand that happens when throwing cuts or blows that you will want to
make; this is of as great a profit as anything else that you may think to endeavor at, because this action
of turning the body with the blows is contained in all facets of the art.
Now wanting to treat the graceful footwork that belongs to this ingenious art of of fencing that
is so perfect, one may even say marvelous, and so, among with other things, this footwork will bring
delight to he him that endeavors lovingly for the best footwork is that adorned with understanding.
The Medium Stance (Mezzo Passo)
Now I say that the so-called half step is such that finding yourself set with the right foot forward
—but not going so far that you are in a wide stance—and so if you move your right foot half an arm
forward 8 this will be called the half step, or for having attacked or defended, or for your other thoughts
and designs this may also be called a renewal of stepping.
The Wide Stance (Passo Intiero)
And so to make the full step, I propose that you find yourself again settled into coda lunga
stretta with the left foot forward and passing your right foot a long stride forward towards your enemy
to strike your enemy or for any other designs, one calls is the full step.
The Changing Step (Cambiare di Piedi)
If you want to make a change of the feet, I propose that were you to be found with the right foot
forward and were your enemy to throw some attack in any manner to your front leg, you will then hurl
8 A braccio was a common unit of measurement at the time; in Bologna it was equal to .64m.

your right foot near the left and subsequently you will pass the left foot forward, we call this action the
change of the feet. Similarly in the case that you find yourself set with your left foot forward and were
you then to throw thee left foot near the right and immediately pass the right foot forward so too will
we call this a changing of the feet
The Gathering Step9 (L'uno piede spinga l'altro)
One makes a gathering step by bringing your rear foot forward until it touches the front and
then pushing the front forward, this action we describe this as a gathering step. This can also occur
when the front foot pushes the rear foot backwards in a manner resembling the first example.
The Reprise of the Feet (Ripresa di Piedi)
The Reprise of the Feet is such that finding oneself set in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot
forward and throwing the left foot near the right, this is called a Reprise of the Feet when the front foot
subsequently passes forwards. Note that one may make this action stepping backwards, forwards,
traversing and in any way that you want.
Passing Steps (Trapassare di Piedi)
The passing steps are such that finding yourself in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot
forward, you will pass your left foot in a long pass forwards to beat the sword of your enemy, or to
defend yourself, or make a feint of striking and subsequently pass the right foot forward in a long pass
towards his left side, working the sword secondly that in this operation at him it will be necessary this
action is called therefore a double pass that is of two steps, because it arises in the turning of the two
attacks that they have need of three and four steps one after the other to have been carried out.
The Traversing Pass (Passare di Traverso) & The Triangle Step (Passare di Triangulo)
The traversing pass is such that if you find yourself in coda lunga stretta with the right foot
forward and were you to then pass the left foot in a long steps towards the enemy's right side, such is
called a traversing pass and if you were to step away from that foot a half arm more behind that is to
say deeper towards his left side this manner of footwork shall be called a triangle pass and not a
traverse.
Raising the Foot (Levare di Piedi)
You may still lift one foot to retreat backwards and return it forwards without touching the
ground as occurs many times proposed in the art of fencing; that were you to be set in coda lunga larga
and were the enemy to throw a mandritto or roverso to your right font leg you will be mindful to lift the
left leg and pulling it bestride10 the right leg without placing it upon the ground at all. And as the
enemy's blow has passed your body you will immediately return the left foot forward pushing a thrust
to the chest and this action will be called a raising of the foot. It may also be possible for you to
withdraw the foot backwards without it touching the ground, but not putting it bestride the other leg but
actually behind it and then returning it forward in a manner similar to the first instance; and so you may
also use this action when you happen to be set with the right foot forward, also placing it on the ground
and returning it forward without disordering yourself; note use of this in the para piedi, making it such
that finding your enemy in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward and you being set in coda
lunga stretta with the left foot forward, were you to then make a long pass forward with the right foot
thrusting to the right side of his face, you will immediately make a half turn of the hand and so you will
come to find yourself at crossed swords with your enemy, and as you find yourself here you will be
9 The modern term “Gathering Step” will be used in this text in preference to the given description in the text “L'uno piede
spinga l'altro”
10 “incavaliarglia sopra la destra” the sense of this seems to be placing the left leg over the right as horses do when circling.

mindful to put the instep of your left foot behind and outside of his right foot so that it is four fingers
above his heel lifting him forcefully from below; one calls this action a para piedi.
Straightening of the Bent Leg
But to move a few times the foot a half palm forward and backward or traversing is of such
importance, that it is a marvelous thing. And so often will it happen that finding oneself against a
fencer, having your leg bent, and the enemy then throwing some strike to your leg, you may without
moving the foot at from its location, but only straightening it as the enemy's blow comes, make it go by
harmlessly rendering it unable to injure you, this straightening or lengthening of the bent leg is
important for it will take you a palmo11 from the sword.
The Tempi
And here we will cover the tempi that pertain to the sword and their manner and how these
tempi are born from attacks, because as you move the sword from one location to another, if you were
following one attack with another, so the very nature of the tempo shall accord to the nature of the
attack, and so as you change the attack thus you change the tempo, because it is the movement of the
sword that creates tempo and the aforesaid tempi come from the attacks, and as soon as you move the
sword you give birth to the tempo it creates.
Now having understood how the tempi are born from the attacks, and so you will understand
that the attacks are born from the tempi in this way, to wit, that it is of great necessity to every person to
understand first the tempo in which you make the attack, because if you were to stir, or to throw the
attack without knowing the tempo, you could not do it well; and though the tempi are born from the
attack nevertheless it is necessary, perforce, to understand the situation of the tempo, particularly that of
the attack you throw; because if you should wish to throw some some attack without knowing the
tempo you do so blindly and so will be unable to make it well insofar as it is necessary to first know the
tempo and then to make the attack, if you should wish to proceed artfully.
In the art of the sword there is no such thing as a half tempo because all are simply tempi, but
because of the half cut, in this art of the sword we have things we call a half tempo, and so the term
half attack comes to form the term half tempo, but in the usage of the sword all actions are simply
tempi; one may find tempi that must be made with greater quickness, and so it will be necessary to
make the blows or cuts with greater speed; but because very often a fighter will want to make an attack
at the enemy in the shortest time and will stop the sword in presence in a stretta guard, some will call
this occurrence a half tempo, by reason of the half attack, but nevertheless it will be a tempo.
There is one tempo of the sword that one calls contratempo, which is an attack that one makes
artfully in many different ways. Contratempo happens when the enemy wishes to strike, and you
interrupt his attack, rendering it useless and as his attack has failed, so you have simultaneously made
one that strikes him. That is to say, when the enemy wants to seize the tempo to throw some attack and
you stop him by interrupting his attack, this action is called contratempo, because you interrupt the
tempo of the enemy's attack.
Of all the blows that one may make the thrust provides the easiest defense, for those who are
skilled in the art of the sword, and for the unlearned, the thrust is the most difficult attack against which
to defend themselves. And so I will also say that even for those that have the art of defending against
11 A palmo was a unit of measurement equal to 8-14 inches (20-35 cm) depending on local usage.

the thrust, it is still the most difficult blow to defend oneself against, when it is made correctly and with
malice; and so I say that blows to the hand are the most profitable attacks that one may make because
the hand guards the body, but the body does not protect the hand; and as you must attack the part of the
enemy that most threatens so you should attack the hand; and so also to throw at the enemy's sword
hand is advantageous because you can reach it a mezzo braccio12 before you can reach the body.
In the art of fencing with blunt arms, such is called play, and it is not allowed for a fencer after
he has received a blow to pass forward more than one step to strike his enemy; the reason for this is
that this freedom to move as much one pleases is not play but is what one would do in an earnest fight.
And because very often it will happen that a fighter, retaliating after having previously been stricken by
an attack, will, born of his anger, attack his opponent in a bestial manner leaving his body exposed to
any attack that the enemy may make anywhere upon his body, and so it is not actually sound for him to
take more than one step forward. And now because I have said that he shall not go more than one step
forward after he has received a blow and yet others may say that he ought to be able to step as much as
he prefers, I respond that this type of action is used in the art of combat, that when one has a wound he
can cchoose to step forward or back as he prefers.13 But very often it happens that one will have been
hit and will desire to want to go after his enemy to get vengeance, but the blow is of such nature that it
may not be possible for him to move, for he may have been knocked to the ground. In respect of this,
in the art of play one may not pass forward more than one step after having been hit, because if you
wish to pass yourself more steps I say that for the reasons above that if the sword were sharp the cut
may be such nature that you may not be able to rush forward for that blow may have laid you low.
The General Teachings
*“I'll say that if you aim for the honor of expertise in this art, you need to prepare yourself in the
way I describe. First you need to adopt a high degree of attention to detail and perseverance. Attention
to detail and perseverance must come with much toil. Toil must come with a good deal of patience.
Patience must come with love of the art, which cannot materialize without understanding.
Understanding requires grasping the reason behind the art, and these require support which in turn
requires intellect and prudence. Prudence must come with knowledge. Once you attain this prudence
and knowledge, your judgment will be that of an expert.”
“If you cultivate or follow the highly-ingenious art of fence (or art of arms) you must make sure
that as you acquire the aforementioned virtues, you are totally devoid of fear. It is quite obvious that the
fearful will never win a battle or be crowned in victorious triumph. The roots of trees that produce
unjust, poisonous branches and fruits never yield good refreshment.”
“The proper feeling for this art is one that knows no humility, caring displays, nor mercy,
niceties, inanity or laziness. If you were to keep any of these alive in you and persevered in niceties and
loving meekness, you would lose honor and gain shame to a high degree. So, you must first rid yourself
of fearful thoughts and actions, or other traces of what produces anxiety. These thoughts and action do
not contain the virtues required in a manly and formidable fight, since you become a slave to these
feelings, you are like the dew in the sun or like a fable with no moral.”
“All should regard this art as not needing the feelings I have just mentioned, which is quite the
opposite from the virtues that normally embellish a person as precious stones are mounted on unmixed
gold. Likewise, in fencing,you must be virgin-pure from any hint or whiff of fear, and of any negative
12 Another unit of measurement equivalent, a Bolognese braccio was equivalent to 64cm or 25 inches.
13 “che quando uno ha ferida che l'è in suo arbitrio di passare innanzi et cosi di ritirarsi indiietro quantoo gli piace a lui”

mental image. The true virtue of this art consists in being intimidating, and in possessing such ferocity
as to appear to be on fire, with fierceness and absolute mercilessness in your countenance. Every
slightest motion you make must exude a craving for delivering cruel blows; when you approach the
opponent with such fierceness, you will completely wipe out his self-possession.”
“Move in such a way as to give him the impression that every gesture from you carries the
potential for inflicting a crippling wound. Make your attacks so cruel and violent that even the slightest
blow is enough to fill the opponent with dread. In this art, you need to act and have the countenance of
the cruelest of lions or the angriest of bears. Actually it wouldn't be a bad thing if you could make
yourself look like a great devil and act like you wanted to whisk away his soul.”14
So much is this ingenious art of defense based upon four principal factors more important than
any others: courage, cunning, strength and skill; and he that will adopt these qualities will never have
shame, because should you have adopted these qualities and encounter an opponent who is lacking one,
so shall you never need to worry of being able to have victory; and moreover should you encounter one
who does possess all of these virtues, he will will not last long in a fight, so long as you surpass him in
one or more of these virtues; and so one who will possess these said qualities will fill his art with glory
and honor, because in the discipline of these martial arts they demonstrate the erudition and intelligence
which are the principles to the adornment that are the self-evident fruits of the workings of those
principles, those principles being courage, cunning, strength and skill; and from these come the roots
which give the delightful fruits; the glory of courage is to have cunning and wanting to enrich this
cunning with a crown of pure gold, we will accompany it with a fortress; and wanting to embellish this
fortress and give to it the fountain of life we will accompany it with a faithful escort of intelligent skill
of such art that its ornament is salvation.
You all must know that these are the most worthy qualities in this art and have no peer in this art
and he that possesses them shall lack for nothing, however there is another talent that is better than all
the rest and that is good eyesight. In the general practice of fencing it is a necessary thing not only in
yourself but in the person you find yourself arranged against, and so much so that good eyesight will
embellish every person as much as the clear light of the stars ornament the night sky. And as lauded as
are springtime flowers in our meadows, so are eagle eyes in a fencer that which is most laudable, and
even relative to the principal virtues this one is pleasing, appreciated more than any other latent
physical ability, and is more honored for that light comes from Heaven and eyesight has more power
than all the senses because, were you to be deprived of this one virtue of sight, you could not be worse
off; and for this reason, sight is the most worthy aspect that will be in every person and as to myself I
declare that sight is the most beautiful thing in the world.
Because one finds that among valiant men it is better to die than to live in the world without
virtue, and not being able to present himself before the prudent and valorous men of courage and
ingenuity and therefore one needs to have great care to delight yourself of the discipline of the virtue of
the ingenious art of defense, because of the great respect given to honor which is the greatest thing one
may possess; and well it is for the virtuous , that the ignorant delight in mocking the things that ought
to be revered, and many times and very often happens that with the fools and with they giving
sometimes themselves seek backwards, nevertheless always one must have and, observe reverence to
the true virtue of this art, as they are the son of mother experience, and so cognizant of the intelligence,
and so every great thing to them it will often appear very small and minimal, and so as all the waters
will return to the sea so all honors will return to the virtuous. And there one must never value nor
14 The preceding five paragraphs are reprinted from the Complete Renaissance Swordsman, translation by Tom Leoni,
reprinted by permission of Freelance Academy Press.

esteem this prevarication of the virtue of this art because in the end it will be employed by everyone,
that will have a little of the intelligence of this art and because he that will have even a minimum little
sparkle of the intelligence of the art will make it appear to the ignorant that he dwells in the peaks of
the trees over the knavish tricks of the ignorant.
If at any time when fighting with your enemy and you become aware that you have been
wounded you must show no pain nor make any exclamation, rather you should bravely show contempt
for this wound because, should the enemy become aware of your little mishap you will find it harder to
maintain a psychological advantage over him. Also should you be stricken it is necessary for you to
show your strength because in every matter it is necessary to think towards the desired end, and in no
case ought you notify your enemy of your misfortune; such is of little vigor and as soon as he becomes
aware of your wound it will redouble his courage which is the most important thing to a man. And so
insuch case it is necessary for you to proceed artfully in the manner of the malicious, and of to be
aware of the intelligent truths to the end that your enemy cannot with this shrewdness ever know your
secret at any time, so it will be impossible for him to ever to succeed at all.
Now he that that will work in this art will be most quick and vigilant and mindful of the great
secrets of the execution of the discipline, and will be secure in his operation and know well what his
enemy will be able to do, and know all those things he may try in his tempo. For once you understand
the tempi you will find confirmation of their virtue as you use them; and from there you need have little
fear of obtaining good results. As he on the day of battle who is thoughtful and deliberate and proceeds
with in ingenious artfulness in order to perseve his life and honor, he shall never need to fear; rather he
will make himself happy in its workings for the manliness of his resounding fame which stands above
all other things because the virtue of the honored lifts itself over all other glories and so is wonderful in
the faith of the fruits of the ingenious art of defense.
Also you will be aware to not turn the shoulders towards towards your enemy when you find
yourself fighting with arms in hands because and may be an action that demonstrates poor instruction
and you may do an intolerable thing in the sight of all men and doing this may start perhaps for
yourself to have done such a misdeed could perhaps cause the ruin not so much of your life as to your
honor due to follow.
This virtue of the art of defense of the body is as resplendent in its beauty as the stars and the
firmament in heaven. And if some of the nature could be adopted of the quickness of the hands or the
mind, he needs to not therefore give up on trying to augment and increase every time his virtue by
delighting himself in the learning the ingenious art of defense, and will not want to cheat himself by
thinking he has more knowledge that he in fact does, because the cheater will often times find himself
at the feet of his opponent, defeated.
And so you will be advised that never because of any severe attack that the enemy might throw,
you must not become dumbfounded, but keeping to your usual readiness and so you will respond in
kind throwing a fearsome attack at your enemy, and you must not put yourself into a position of not
trying to strike him, but keep throwing more attacks, and not losing hope but staying constant and
strong because such is the worthwhile method of he who seeks victory.
The fundamental of the art of defense is to diligently learn all the guards and the spirit of the art
and to know to make fierce attacks in one's tempo, and the glory of the art is to be be valorous.
Oh how it is a clear thing and manifest of the great valor that gives the virtue of this art, to the

one that loves her, and nobly undertakes her, she grants her favors to his safety and is honored by others
near and far, for to be well-founded in the ingenious art and also more I say that the learned coming to
fight will labor but little and demonstrate the beauty of the virtue of this art, and moreover I say that an
understanding of this art may tire many men that are lazy and ignorant and that where many of these
men may have neither the virtue nor the strength that may enable them to fight with artful boredom.
Although I intend to demonstrate how much this ingenious art of defense most valiantly defends
one from the taunts of the ignorant rabble which they never doubt they perceive its defenses.
But coming to the nature of the work I say to the contrary that working it in suitable ways, that
the truth is self-evident that those who delight in its art with the most constancy of spirit must succeed.
You all need to know, how the foolishness and ignorance often times elicits other difficulties
and places one in the greatest misery, and so there are many example where one sees that its selfevident that one who adopts this ingenious art will escape from the greatest dangers, for his ingenuity
and rest assured if he so conducts himself and that the truth will be that the valor of this art will be of
such salvation that not only from great danger will it take him, but also many victories over his enemies
in diverse fights and so get the greatest magnificence for himself.
How often it happens that one fighter shall stay gallant and polite with the sword in hand and
nevertheless it does not serve him well because he arranges himself against another fighter that fights
brutishly with his own sword in hand, and so the gallant fighter that comes to grips with one that fights
brutishly does not perceive that the brutish fighter will come out on top because the brute cares only for
utility and cares not a jot for the beautiful play and has his mind only upon utility and dispenses with all
pompous displays; and so there are those that stay polite with the sword in hand and delight in
refinement, and do not focus upon utility; and therefore it is necessary for all fighters coming to grips
with his opponent to have good judgment about his opponent because so often it happens that a fighter
who will play politely and gallantly, others will say he fights well even though his play is not useful,
and so it will often happen that of the one that fights brutishly they will say he does not know how to
hold his sword and that he will not be a good fighter, and will not defeat the pretty fencer when their
skills are put to the test.
A fighter with the sword in hand wants to be proud and haughty, of a nature that is both clever
and nasty, and he that will possess the greater surfeit of these qualities will will overcome his foe; and
so that will secure his honor needs shall bedeck himself in steadfastness; and he that will acquire honor
shall not fear toil; and so he that who wishes to become a fighter, he shall be wicked and false and
deceitful, his attacks artful, made in the correct tempo, and with a joyful spirit, and in the heart of the
agent15, that same man who wants to handle weapons will not be ignorant lest he hand his opponent an
easy victory, for so many die from ignorance that even if one has the heart of a lion, it shall still not
avail him should he be ignorant.
The multitude and varieties of excellent attacks that are made by the hands of the worthy
masters, who from diligent study and experience develop an understanding of this art; and from then
longing to make a thing of great honor they may be attentive to such greatness of the virtue of this
ingenious art and to consider the logic that organizes it, which is of such perfection as to be esteemed
over all other arts. But as it is always necesarry to fashion new methods in the mind, and address it to
new actions and ways of organization such that it improves the whole art with refinement and great
beauty and does not keep always to a rule or regulation; where you wish to strike, or use its varied
15 Agente means the one who seizes the initiative, or as the Germans would say, “that takes the Vor.”

defenses; it is due to the beauty of this virtue, its abundance, brimming with new inventions, this is the
true reason and distinction, for being composed of all these parts, through the excellence in these varied
inventions forms such a resplendence and a marvelous beauty as to make one seem, in the eyes of
others, as ornate as precious gems. And so made artfully and with such resplendence that for the
composition of the beauty that they represent, the wonderful methods of the artfully composed attacks,
from this genius blossoms an intelligence of artful work to the expert men, who, cognizant off how
each individual element contributes to the final end; that they needing to throw forward some attack,
which as they the end which they seek, that in wanting to join these elements, can in the ornate beauty
of his fencing, undertake everything that he desires due to the excellence of his artful understanding is
wonderfully delightful, going with careful method and demonstrating a great and cunning artfulness,
that those watching will not be able to take their eyes from his fencing; and therefore to gaze at the
ornate you will focus your eyes on him and towards the marvel of so many varieties of beautiful cuts
flowing from him, and never wanting for that artfulness found in him, and therefore the knowledge of
so many things, so much more clearly you understand and you grasp, and you will know the cognition
of said thing and so more more nicely one shows so much that with ornament of intelligence, and
practice, and is done without stain, and with total clarity of the art.
Everyone must know and understand that in this ingenious art of the sword one may find two
ways of fighting, these are the gioco largo and the gioco stretto and that they can both be used safely;
but for he who wants to be a good fencer it is necessary to have every understanding that when you
fight one that understands the gioco stretto, and should you work against him from the gioco largo,
your talent will be confounded; so were you to find yourself against one with the gioco largo you can
fight him from the gioco stretto if you please16 And so that this may be a simple thing if you will
understand well the art of defense if you wish to use the full array of techniques and guards and all of
your understanding, then running across a fencer that fences in the gioco stretto it is necessary for you
to understand that you will act as though you plan to fence in the gioco largo, and so astutely strike him
from the gioco stretto; and so finding a fencer that fences at gioco largo it will be necessary for you to
act as though you intend to fence in the gioco stretto, but actually strike him with an attack from the
gioco largo; and so likewise finding one that fences in the gioco strettao you will strike him from the
gioco stretto.
And so because some may be able to say, “What is this thing called gioco largo and gioco
stretto,?” And also because that same person would not understand the thing I describe here, we will
explain to you what they are. I say that the gioco largo is pleasing to the eye and makes a wonderful
sight and is agreeable to all men, and to them appears more fine and more charming than does the gioco
stretto. I must have you know that this term gioco largo means nothing more than that the attacks one
makes will be complete, that is to say that they begin at the head and go through to the feet; and so they
allow the sword to turn or stop in a wide guard and setting oneself always in a wide guard, and staying
completely open, and also keeping one's feet in a wide stance, this clearly will be the gioco largo; it
derives its name from this manner of proceeding; and the most important thing is to never allow oneself
to become struck in mezza spada with the enemy; and and if one should come to such stuck in mezza
spada, it will come with shame, and this will not be the gioco largo; for the one who wants to fight in
the mezza spada it is necessary to learn the gioco stretto. But the beauty and gallantry of the wide play
is a great delight in the eyes of others, and he that makes those gallant cuts with the arms completely
extended and refined, and following them with graceful turns of the body, and with the quick steps, and
making with grace, beautiful turns of the hand, quickly throwing molinetti and tramazzoni and so also
extended false edge cuts, so that in the eyes of others who watch such artful actions of the body, this
16 This may be an error in the transcription or the author as this advice is possibly contradicted.

will seem a thing most wonderfully done; although he may not may do naught else but throw these
gallant attacks from a distance and accompany them with agile steps to produce together such a
delightful effect.
And so wanting to elaborate upon the utility of the gioco stretto, I say that one could put forth
innumerable reasons to describe its utility; first to be clear, the subject of this term gioco stretto refers
to the situtation when one has the sword in hand and places oneself into a stretta guard, and throws a
blow that does not pass the other stretta guard and so keeps the sword with the point directed always at
the enemy's body or his sword hand, and throwing half attacks and not full attacks17; and keeping the
feet somewhat close together in a small step, this way of fighting is called gioco stretto. And so here it
is necessary to remember to guard the sword hand well and not only the sword hand but also to guard
the whole body; and also to be very astute because if this gioco stretto is not accompanied by a shrewd
mind, it will not be a useful manner of fencing; and when keeping the sword in presence you must be
malicious, and failing to do so demonstrates both cowardice and ignorance; it is ignorant because
keeping the sword in hand is particular to the ignorant because they believe themselves safe from the
enemyii Keeping the sword in presence demonstrates cowardice because is born from this fancy that
one cannot entrust oneself into a larga guard, essentially saying, “I am here, he cannot come forward
without addressing my sword and because.” And because you already know that that one with the
sword in sword presence can more easily enter mezza spada than in any other manner; and if you keep
the sword in presence, and you happen to be ignorant, then a shrewd fencer not only will be able to
strike you in infinite ways, and so as I have said it can more easily enter mezza spada, you shall then
bring shame upon yourself; for he that will fight wisely from the gioco stretto must be skillful at
handling the sword18, so that he will not allow his sword to be found if it is not to his advantage.
So that the art will become apparent to you, I say that being against an adversary with arms, you
should make a point of keeping your eyes on his weapon hand rather than on his face; while his face
may deceive you, by watching the movements of his sword hand you will be able to understand all of
his designs, and so he will have more to fear from you then you will from him.iii
Although necessity compels you to attack your enemy so as to not be overwhelmed by his
attacks, you must not throw a profusion of attacks hoping that one strikes him; because true virtue
derives not by chance but from an art governed by choice, and while through chance some good things
may come, you cannot always count upon being so fortunate.
It is also suitable for you to train with both hands because many varied and strange accidents
may befall you, and if they do, then you can thus trust either hand and not just that which you are
accustomed to using when necessity compels you to defend your life or your honor. And so who
deserves more scorn than the man who, from a failure to train both hands, is forced to flee from the
field of battle, when he may have reclaimed glory had he only practiced with both hands?
And so if you were to find yourself unexpectedly arranged against a left-hander and you had
any skill in fighting against a left-hander, and wanting to follow my counsel, it will be wise for you to
go continually forward, stepping with both feet towards his sword19 and whichever off the two cuts he
17 Elsewhere the author of the Anonimo states that full attacks are one that end with the point off line, generally in a larga
guard.
18 “Bonissimo paradore” could just mean skilled at making parries.
19 “Radoppiati passi,” “double steps” what this likely means is that, versus a left hander, a right hander will make continual
passing steps towards the opponent's left side.

throws, mandritto or roverso, you will make its counter cut20, towards his sword hand or sword arm,
and so that he being accustomed to only using his left hand, and you placing him under a dangerous
rain of counter cuts, from which he might receive some wound, which good fortune may come to you
by throwing blows in front of you as he attacks.
If you want to strike your adversary some place on his body that he is already focused on
defending, it will be wise for you to first feint to strike him elsewhere and distract him away from that
spot he was defending; if you do not know how to take the tempo with a single attack, then thinking
through the ideas of how to do this will increase your knowledge of this art.
A fencer must not always flee before his adversary's blows because to do so is pernicious to that
honor, which, like the clear light of the sun cannot see be seen through fog; and yet the the great virtue
of a fencer may be able to come when he yields before a timid opponent. The reason being that should
you take yourself away from your opponent and so stake your honor to a more perilous chance, you
will actually demonstrate great solicitude in your actions, because this will embolden him and give him
some courage and will likewise render the foremost testimoy of your own virtue.
God forbid the enemy should know what you have in mind, for that is the worst. Should you
come to the field of battle and want to gain some reward for you honor and in such a way that the
enemy cannot strike you, then you will follow this ingenious counsel: that finding yourself set in any
placement you will change and change again, I say, give this appearance so that he will be unable to
develop a plan of attacking you, and in truth they, who in the ancient centuries had lost all hope of
salvation, that the wise poets, not unlike Proteus that by quickly changing from one form to another,
saved himself from even the most clever and deceptive of attacksiv.
Although the gallant steps of a dancer are of no small use to this art, we must eschew
ornamentation, for they must suit the needs of the warrior; were they womanly and suave they must
quickly become strong and manly, so that standing on the dusty field of battle, and in the judgment of
all, you must use the footwork learned under the roof of a master-of-arms and not that of a dance hall,
for those are not the steps of manly feet, but the lascivious kicks of a woman, and we know that in this
situation these are not called for. The steps therefore must bear the feet evenly, and moreover, in such a
way that the feet accompany the sword and the sword accompanies the feet. And also thoughtfully, to
the end that you may fight more strongly; it is necessary that with greater control of the body you will
be able to withdraw yourself or spring yourself forward were the enemy too far away.
If at any time your enemy has come at you throwing attacks from a wide distance, you should
plan to respond with attacks at him that are fully extended21. So that if he should gain some advantage
over you at a distance you will be able to bring your sword back and still perhaps take control of the
linev. When you are near your enemy you will not only keep your body near your sword, but arranging
your body for safety that you will masterfully show yourself fully covered and if the enemy should
make any attack to your sword, for reasons described elsewhere you must strike him with a half attack
and not a full attack.
Constant practice with heavy weapons and also with arms fully extended towards your enemy,
while maintaining a pleasant spirit, is a practice you must uphold; and note that one exercise
complements the other; anyone who thinks them separate will do neither well; if you would increase
your skill or learn to fence more prettily, then you will never be able to rid yourself of this need of
20 A mandritto is the counter cut to a roverso and a roverso is the countercut to a mandritto.
21 Distesi – in this case extended is likely to mean that the point will go out of presence, into a larga guard.

practicing with heavy weapons. If you do not practice with heavy weapons, you will not fence nicely,
nor provide yourself with every skill. And delighting in fencing with the arms fully extended will not
only prepare your fencing so that you can set aside the attacks of the enemy, but also show you a
refined manner of making attacks in tempi of any length, which will delight those watching with the
beauty of your fencing.
It is even more praiseworthy to know how to defend against attacks than to make the attacks
themselves, and so as is said in the wise maxims, the riposte is to be more esteemed: because quickness
and talent are better demonstrated in he that makes the riposte; and so truly the riposte is more refined,
and so as the birds from the Ancient Italian forests other than with the other sweet refinements of Egypt
in this our sky surpassed; and so the learned repeat that he who makes the riposte demonstrates his
knowledge.
Because with the sword there are two manners of fighting, the gioco largo and the gioco stretto,
so it is necessary that whomsoever wishes to be a fencer shall learn both. And so as honor is more
valuable than life itself, note that that he who fights with the gioco largo shall have every praise, yet
should he find himself against an enemy fighting from the gioco stretto, and shall the first fencer be
ignorant of its secrets, then he shall be forced to give ground; and not only may he detest the favor
flying to his adversary, so the shame of retreating will fill his heart with shame, and so, to the greater
part of those watching, he shall make himself seem despicable.
The defenses with the false edge of the sword are preeminent over all the others, beccause they
more strongly push aside the enemy's sword and subsequently open a line of attack. That wearing a
similar countenance to the enemy they take possession, first chasing away the enemy's lost virtue; and
the valorous one using his art correctly, and not delaying in his riposte, shall render himself victor by
striking some part of the enemy's body with his weapon.vi
The Art of the Single Sword
Now that we have shown the gallant stances known as guards, and in how many varied manners
a man can find himself against his enemy; and so we have also shown the half and full turns of the
hand which are required to use the sword; and so similarly the attacks that a man might generally use;
and also we have show the turning of the body, and the refined footwork; and note we have shown the
tempi, and what causes them and in what manner they are formed, and so we have also shown the
general teachings. Now we shall digress upon the most admirable art of the single sword.
Here we will tell of all the ways that a man will be able to use a sword in hand, when he comes
to grips with his enemy.
I say that to one with the sword in hand against his enemy may do only one of three things: to
go valorously forward against the enemy, or retire back, or stay strongly in place going neither forward
nor backward. Furthermore each of these three things can be done in three different manners, and as
you will come see one naturally overcomes the other.
The first we shall focus upon is that of going valorously forward. One may go forward in three
manners: the first is to go forward having thrown an attack in the manner of a beast; the second is to go
forward without making any attack, always defending oneself strongly; the third is to go similarly
forward defending oneself and throwing an attack at your enemy.
The second way is to retire oneself backwards which may also be done in three ways: the first
can be retiring oneself back without throwing an attack, staying always in defense of oneself; the

second is go retire backwards continually dealing blows to the hand; the third manner is to retire back
and so defending oneself while also striking your enemy.
The third way is to stay strong neither going forward or retiring backward; one may do this in a
beastly manner throwing fast attacks without ever defending oneself; the second is that one may stay in
place defending oneself without ever throwing an attack; the third is that one may be able to defend
oneself and so also strike;
All nine ways maybe useful to anyone who will do them with malice and art; and as pertains
going forward and throwing attacks like a beast, this one can do with malice and art, and yet show in
his action an ignorance as to how actually strike his enemy; and as pertains retiring back continually
throwing attacks, one may also be doing this maliciously and artfully, as one beckons the enemy
forward.
In addition to these, as to staying firm and throwing attacks in the manner of a beast, similarly
this can be done maliciously and artfully.
And so that in all the ways that it will be possible to proceed one can make them maliciously
and with the greatest of art, just as they can be done from ignorance.
Other than all these manners you may also use other forms which differ from the
aforementioned, and that are good; note that the usage of the sword cannot be used in other ways, but
the feet can be differently used.
That mode is to go circling around the enemy with weapon in hand moving towards his left
side. The other mode is simply circling towards his right side making one foot push the other forward
or else stepping quickly as will appear best to you; in these such that in these two ways one may be
able to use as concerns the feet; but as to the sword one may use it in ways other than those that we
have already explained in the aforementioned parts.
Perseverance in continuing this most refined art of fencing shall quickly render agility and skill,
and so their virtue shall shine brightly; and so the greater is one's solicitude and perseverance, the
greater shall be the light of their perfection.
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And so because some may be able to say, “What is this thing called gioco largo and gioco
stretto,?” And also because that same person would not understand the thing I describe here, we will
explain to you what they are. I say that the gioco largo is pleasing to the eye and makes a wonderful
sight and is agreeable to all men, and to them appears more fine and more charming than does the gioco
stretto. I must have you know that this term gioco largo means nothing more than that the attacks one
makes will be complete, that is to say that they begin at the head and go through to the feet; and so they
allow the sword to turn or stop in a wide guard and setting oneself always in a wide guard, and staying
completely open, and also keeping one's feet in a wide stance, this clearly will be the gioco largo; it
derives its name from this manner of proceeding; and the most important thing is to never allow oneself
to become struck in mezza spada with the enemy; and and if one should come to such stuck in mezza
spada, it will come with shame, and this will not be the gioco largo; for the one who wants to fight in
the mezza spada it is necessary to learn the gioco stretto. But the beauty and gallantry of the wide play
is a great delight in the eyes of others, and he that makes those gallant cuts with the arms completely
extended and refined, and following them with graceful turns of the body, and with the quick steps, and
making with grace, beautiful turns of the hand, quickly throwing molinetti and tramazzoni and so also
extended false edge cuts, so that in the eyes of others who watch such artful actions of the body, this
will seem a thing most wonderfully done; although he may not may do naught else but throw these
22 This and the following paragraph are a repeat of previous materials that appear in the source text and have been included
because they appear there.

gallant attacks from a distance and accompany them with agile steps to produce together such a
delightful effect.
And so wanting to elaborate upon the utility of the gioco stretto, I say that one could put forth
innumerable reasons to describe its utility; first to be clear, the subject of this term gioco stretto refers
to when one has the sword in hand and places oneself into a stretta guard, and throws a blow that does
not pass the other stretta guard and so keeps the sword with the point directed always at the enemy's
body, and throwing half attacks and not full attacks23; and keeping the feet somewhat close together in a
small step, this way of fighting is called gioco stretto. And so here it is necessary to remember to guard
the sword hand well and not only the sword hand but also to guard the whole body; and also to be very
astute because if this gioco stretto is not accompanied by a shrewd mind, it will not be a useful manner
of fencing; and when keeping the sword in presence you must be malicious, and failing to do so
demonstrates both cowardice and ignorance; it is ignorant because keeping the sword in hand is
particular to the ignorant because they believe themselves safe from the enemyvii Keeping the sword in
presence demonstrates cowardice because is born from this fancy that one cannot entrust oneself into a
larga guard, essentially saying, “I am here, he cannot come forward without addressing my sword and
because.” And because you already know that that one with the sword in sword presence can more
easily enter mezza spada than in any other manner; and if you keep the sword in presence, and you
happen to be ignorant, then a shrewd fencer not only will be able to strike you in infinite ways, and so
as I have said it can more easily enter mezza spada, you shall then bring shame upon yourself; for he
that will fight wisely from the gioco stretto must be skillful at handling the sword24, so that he will not
allow his sword to be found if it is not to his advantage.
The Noble Art of the Single Sword
Firstly I say that finding yourself with the sword alone in hand against your enemy, and being
near to him you must heed this supremely well: ****** that no matter what guard he chooses, you will
keep the point of your sword guarding his person and if he should feint some strike or if you should
wish to make some feint at him; then note it will be necessary that no matter the manner you should
happen to choose, when you make your half turn of the sword hand you will always keep the point of
your sword directed at your enemy, because if you should wish to move the sword from the hilt
forward25 to defend yourself from any feint or blow, and so take your point over the dritta via26 and so
outside the proper mode, then you will easily create a potential opportunity for him to do you in; for
whenever you are near your enemy and you move the point of the sword it must remain directed at
your enemy.
If it should so happen that you wish to bring your enemy out of his guard with some feint
without moving the the point of your sword from being directed at his person, it will be necessary for
you to follow this method: that should you be in porta di ferro stretta and having the point of your
sword directed at his body you will be able to make a half turn of the hand and take yourself into coda
lunga stretta; and note that in this movement the point of your sword must stay in the same location;
and just as soon as you get into this guard you will feint a thrust to the chest.

23 Elsewhere the author of the Anonimo states that full attacks are one that end with the point off line, generally in a larga
guard.
24 “Bonissimo paradore” could just mean skilled at making parries.
25 “L'Elzo inanzi” the precise meaning here is unclear.
26 Equivalent to the modern fencing term, “Line of Engagement.” There is a great explanation in the Complete Renaissance
Swordsman, Tom Leoni, Freelance Academy Press.

And so if you were in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward against your enemy and not
wanting to make some feint or wanting to change yourself from one placement to another, it is
necessary to move only the sword hand and to keep the point of the sword directed at your enemy's
body because if you move in some manner that disorders you and so put the sword into some larga
guard, you will thus open a way for your enemy to kill you.
No matter what guard your enemy chooses you will not be wrong should you always set
yourself with the sword in presence, and keep thus to the rule that the point of the sword stays pointed
at the enemy's body; and should you then desire to move, it will suffice to make only a half turn of the
hand and while doing so, going from one guard to the other without disordering yourself, you will keep
the point in the same location as you will have already understood from the aforementioned argument.
Because putting the sword in one place or another can cause injury. And so keeping the sword
only one finger high, or low, or to the side makes a great difference. Because quite often moving the
sword from the place it should be by just a hair will entail its ruin, because the sword enters and passes
through so many small locations that it's truly a marvel.
Also you must know that if you should find your enemy in a larga guard that you will use your
art to bring his sword into presence; and if he should have his sword in presence it will be necessary for
you, by means of feinting, to force him into a larga guard, and you will control the dritta via of the
attack such that his sword will point away from your person and off to the side of your body, and so
you will then be able to make such action as you wish.
Persistence in continuing this most refined art of defense will quickly render agility and skill,
and so the virtue in the persistent shines brightly and the greater is one's solicitude and perseverance the
more brilliant shall their perfection be.
Now that we have covered the best ways of placing ourselves, and also shown how to make
those attacks from which come victory, and also demonstrated some of the general actions and
instructions which, if you set yourself to them, and to other notions, then at times you may perhaps gain
a feel for this art, thereby grasping what this art makes you capable of performing.
Now I will arrange everything to show you the play and the art of the single sword and how first
one who is a skillful fighter with the sword shall alight upon the field of battle; and if the art be well
understood, and if you will be well-informed of it, then shall you see appear before you the vast scope
of the sundry virtues of this most noble of artsviii.
1. (p.50/#1) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Any)
First having the sword alone you can place yourself into porta di ferro stretta with the right foot
forward against your enemy keeping your sword hand on your rump, and your enemy being in any
placement, you will be able to perform stringere27 upon him, making a gathering step. Without
throwing an attack, you will be sure to stay in a wide stance, so as to be better able to push yourself
near him or retire backwards without disordering yourself. Because your enemy has been pressed, he
will be able to either throw some attack or retreat backwards; and so if he should retreat and not attack,
in the case that he is also in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward, you will, drive the false
edge of your sword over that of the enemy pushing it towards his left side and setting it aside, and this
tempo you will pass with your left foot in a great towards his right side throwing at him a mandritto to
27 In the Bolognese tradition stringere (“to constrain”) is a technique whereby one performs gathering steps into narrow
measure provoking the enemy to attack. This should not be confused with its meaning in later Italian fencing treatises.

the face or to the sword arm that does not pass cinghiara porta di ferro stretta, your right foot following
behind the left28; and if here your enemy should respond with some attack you will be able to strike his
sword hand with a mezzo roverso with a turn of the sword hand that does not pass coda lunga stretta;
and note that if he does not respond with some attack you will still do the same action throwing the
roverso with a turn of the sword hand making it in such a manner that it does not pass coda lunga
stretta. And here if the enemy should have his sword in presence you will pass the right foot towards
his left side driving the true edge of your sword onto his and in this action of driving your sword, you
will making a half turn of the hand pushing behind his sword a thrust to the gut and your left foot needs
to follow behind the right; and note also that you must perform this action of driving your sword onto
his forcefully, pushing it to the outside or towards the ground, overwhelming him with force such that
you can drive a thrust into his flank; and if in some way he is able to save himself with his sword and
with his true edge push your sword aside or up, as he does that you will make a great step with your left
foot towards his right side and make a presa29 with your left hand to his sword pushing it strongly
towards his left side, and in this act will turn a roverso fendente onto his head, and your right foot will
follow behind the left.
2 (p50/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward; as Patiente)
If you are set in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and he throws a mandritto or
stoccata or imbrocatta to strike your upper parts, you will pass a great step with your right foot towards
his left side and in this tempo you will make a half-turn of the hand driving the true edge of your sword
into your enemy's attack; and then behind his sword you will forcefully push a thrust to the chest and
you will turn the body well behind your sword such that the right shoulder will be pointed at your
enemy, the sword going into guardia di intrare and the left foot following faithfully behind the right;
and then you will retire back the right foot setting yourself gallantly in coda lunga stretta with the left
foot forward.
3. (p.51/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward you will yourself be placed
in the same guard; and there you will pass the left foot traversing towards his right side throwing a
mandritto to his sword hand that does not pass cinghiara porta di ferro stretta; the right foot needs to
follow somewhat behind the left; and if the enemy throws some attack to wound your upper parts you
will advance left foot somewhat towards his right side, and in this step you will make a half turn of the
hand rising up into the enemy's blow with the true edge of your sword, in the fashion of guardia di
testa; and subsequently you will push behind his sword a thrust to his chest, the right leg following
behind the left, and in this thrust, you will turn the body well, so that your right shoulder will point at
the shoulder of your enemy, forcing his sword towards his left side and you will drive the thrust with
great force into his chest.
4. (P.51#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta as Patiente)
If you are set in coda lunga stretta with the right forward against your enemy; and if he should
throw a mandritto, or fendente, stoccata, or imbrocatta to your face, you will step four fingers or a
hand's breadth with your right foot towards his left side, and in this step you will make a half turn of
the hand meeting his blow with the true edge of your sword; and behind his sword you will push a
thrust to his chest or his face; and note that in making this blow it is necessary that you make every
effort of knocking his sword away so that you can drive a thrust to the face or the chest; your left foot
needs to follow somewhat behind the right, and in making this thrust it is also necessary that you turn
the body well; that is to say, your right shoulder will face your enemy and your sword will find itself in
28 This is a typical way of describing a compass step
29 “Make a presa” means to perform some kind of grappling action with the hand usually to the opponent's sword hand.

guardia di intrare; and after that you will withdraw the right foot back setting yourself in coda lunga
stretta with the left foot forward.
5. (p.51#3). (Coda Lunga Stretta (L) vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward or in porta di ferro stretta,
and you are set in coda lunga stretta but with the left foot forward; there you will make a feint of
pushing a thrust to the right flank; and as soon as he makes some movement to defend himself, you will
subsequently make a sfalsata30 of your sword under his, and in that in that tempo you will pass the right
foot in a great step towards his left side and while stepping you will drive the true edge of your sword
into his, knocking it down somewhat towards the ground, or at least pushing it a little towards his right
side, so that you may then push the point of your sword into his flank making your left foot follow
faithfully behind the right, the sword ending in guardia di intrare; note that this attack needs to do be
done such that you strongly force his sword away with yours, and that you allow your body to turn as
much as is possible because this will then leave you finished in a noble aspect.
6. (p.51/#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta (L) vs. Coda Lunga Stretta (R))
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, you will be set in coda
lunga stretta, but with the left foot forward, opposite him; and there you will pass the right foot forward
in a great pass towards his left side throwing at him a mezzo roverso to the sword hand that does not go
past coda lunga stretta; and your left foot needs to follow behind the right; and there, you will
immediately feint a thrust to his chest making a demonstration of a half turn of the hand towards his
left side; and as soon as he makes some movement to defend himself from this feint, you will
subsequently will make a sfalsata of your sword under his, and make a half turn of the hand driving
your true edge into his; and in that tempo you will pass the left foot in a great pass towards his right
side pushing behind his sword a thrust to the flank, and your right foot needs to follow behind the left,
and making this blow requires you to force his sword towards his left side to be able to strike him with
the thrust; and you will turn your body so that your right shoulder will be opposite your enemy's chest,
the sword finding itself then in coda lunga alta, with the point extended as far forward towards the
enemy's body as possible.
7. (p.52/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta (L) vs. Sword in Presence)
If you are set in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward, you will stay aware, that if the
enemy should have the sword in presence; your point will not be guarding his person, but the sword
should be guarding aslant towards his right side, for you will set yourself up better in this crafty
manner, and then you will immediately drive the true edge of your sword into his true edge, while
passing the right foot a great step forwards, and pushing a thrust to his chest behind his sword; and this
blow needs to sling the enemy's sword forcefully towards the ground, and so in the same tempo, you
will push a thrust to the gut; and if he should lift up the sword to defend himself from said thrust, you
immediately will pass the left foot forward in a great pass somewhat towards his right side and you will
make a presa to his sword with your left hand.
8.(p.52/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta (L) vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward or in porta di ferro stretta,
you will be opposite him in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and there you will make a
falso tondo, the falso does not need to touch the enemy's sword at all31, and subsequently you will pass
30 Sfalsata in Bolognese sources is a disengage wherein one changes from the inside line to the outside line by going under
the opponent's sword.
31 “Il quale falso non deve tucare la spada del nimico per niente,” this could also mean that the falso must not touch the
enemy's sword at all

the right foot in a great pass forward somewhat towards his left side feinting a mandritto to the head;
and as soon as he sets himself to defend against this mandritto, you will abandon your mandritto feint
and will quickly drive the true edge of your sword onto his pushing at it with all possible strength or
pushing it towards the ground; and so in the same tempo, you will push behind his sword a thrust to the
chest, the left foot needing to follow behind the right, and the sword going to guardia di intrare, and in
making this attack you will turn the body as far as you are able to, so that the right shoulder shall point
at your enemy.
9. (p.52/#3) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta)
If your enemy is set with the sword settled in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward,
you yourself will be set in the same arrangement, and there you will pass the left foot traversing
towards his right side, and in this passing you will make a falso and roverso, such a falso and roverso
goes not to wound the enemy, but for disconcerting him, and for being able to then hit him with another
attack, and therefore it is necessary that this falso and roverso be made wisely such that the sword
needs to stop in coda lunga stretta, and the right leg needs to follow behind the left; and now you will
heed in what fashion the enemy will have the point of the sword because if he should have it guarding
outside your right side the at you he will make it necessary to use one mode and if he should have, the
point guarding your left side it will suit to make another.
But we propose, that he has his point guarding somewhat aslant towards your right side, then
you will subsequently pass a great pass of the right foot forward driving the true edge of your sword
onto that of your enemy, and pressing it somewhat towards the ground; and in this tempo you will, with
all force, drive a thrust to his guts behind his sword; and if he throws himself somewhat back you will
pass on with the left foot, seeking to make a presa to his sword with your left hand.
10. (p.53/#1) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta) (Continuation from #9)
But if your enemy has the sword in such a way that it guards against your left side and you are
set in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward, you will be advised that as soon as you will have
seen that the enemy has the sword in this fashion you will presently pass the right foot in a great pass
towards his left side; and in this passing you will make a half-turn of the hand driving the true edge of
your sword into that of your enemy pushing it as hard as you can towards his right side, or knocking it
towards the ground; and presently behind his sword, you will push a thrust to the flank, the left foot
needs to follow the right and the sword needs to find itself ending in guardia di intrare, turning the body
well; and if the enemy lifts up his sword high to defend against said thrust, you will immediately pass
the left foot forward, seeing if there is some way you can make a presa to his his sword hand or to his
sword with your left hand.
11. (p.53/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta(L) vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward you yourself will be in
coda lunga stretta, but with the left foot forward; and there you will make a mezzo mandritto to his
sword beating it to the his right side; and thence subsequently you will feint a thrust to his chest; and as
soon as he will want to defend himself of said thrust you will act as though you will drive down his
sword but you will be careful not to actually allow your sword to touch his, but will quickly perform a
sfalsata of your sword under his; and then you will pass the right foot in a great pass forward making in
that tempo a half turn of the hand, driving the true edge of your sword onto his, smashing it towards the
ground; and behind his sword you will push a thrust to the chest with all your might; but if in the tempo
when you are making the thrust, he were to step back turning a tramazzone to your head with just his
wrist, then you will defend yourself of said tramazzone going immediately with the sword in guardia di
intrare; and presently you will pass the left foot in a great pass towards his right side, turning a roverso
fendente onto his head, the right leg needing to follow behind the left and the sword needing to stop in

coda lunga stretta.
12.( p.54/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, you will yourself be in the
same guard; and there you will make a feint of pushing a thrust to the left side of his chest; and as soon
as he will move defend himself from the thrust in any manner, that is to say, that he will go with the
point of his sword out towards your right side, then you will have gained the reward of your feint; and
so you will pass the left foot forward, and you will make a sfalsata of your sword under his, and in this
tempo you will drive the true edge of your sword onto his knocking it towards the ground; and so
behind his sword you will push a thrust to his chest, and your right foot needs to follow somewhat
behind the left; and if he should defend against this thrust and wants to turn a mandritto to your head, in
that tempo, you will pass your right foot towards his left side making a half-turn of the hand, and so
you will drive the true edge of your sword into the mandritto; and in this tempo behind his sword, you
will drive a thrust to the face or to the chest, the left foot following behind the right and the sword
going to guardia di intrare, and by turning your body you will be able to stay behind your sword. Keep
yourself aware that when you drive the true edge of your sword into the enemy's blow, you need to
make every effort of smashing it towards his right side to better push the aforesaid thrust into his guts.
13. (p.54/#2)(Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta (L))
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward you will be in coda lunga
stretta but with the right foot forward; and there you will feint a thrust to the left flank; and as soon as
he will move the sword to defend himself from this thrust, that is to say, he will make that the point of
his sword guard out towards your right side, you now will make a sfalsata of your sword under his
driving the true edge of your sword onto his halfway up the blade, and in the same tempo you will pass
the left foot in a great pass forward driving a thrust to the chest behind his sword; but note that you
must push his sword strongly down with your when making the thrust to the body behind his sword;
and if he should lift the sword to defend himself from the thrust blow you will seek **** (forward)
with your left hand to make a presa to his sword.
14. (p.54/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Larga (R))
If your adversary is set in coda lunga larga with the right foot forward, and you are opposite
him, then you will be set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward; and there you will feint a
thrust to make him bring his sword into presence, and as soon as he lifts his sword to defend against
said thrust, you will subsequently will make a sfalsata of your sword under his, not allowing his sword
to touch yours; and presently you will pass the left foot towards his right side driving the true edge of
your sword onto his; and so in the same tempo you will push a thrust to the chest behind his sword; and
make every effort of knocking it somewhat towards the ground as powerfully as you are able in order
to make it easier to strike him with the aforementioned thrust; and you will drive the right shoulder as
far forward as possible with the right foot following somewhat behind the left.
15. (P.54/#4)(Porta di Ferro Stretta as Patiente)
If you are set in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward against your enemy, and so your
body somewhat lowered; and having your sword guard against his right side, there in that positioning
you will stay aware that if he should throw at you a stoccata, or any other blow to wound your right
side, you will make a half turn of the hand causing his attack to turn up against the true edge of your
sword, and in that tempo you will pass the left foot in a great pass forward, and in this step keep the
point of your sword directed at his person, pushing your arm as far forward as you are able; the right
leg needs to follow somewhat behind the left.

16. (p.55/#1) (Porta di Ferro Stretta as Patiente)
You will be set against your enemy in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward and you
will have the sword arm extended as far forward as possible towards your adversary; and there in that
placement you will stay alert that if he should think to wound you with some attack in whatever manner
to your lower parts, you in that same tempo will push a thrust to his face or to his chest, throwing your
right foot somewhat near the left; and then you may pass with the left foot for better being able to strike
him with said thrust.
But if he should throw a mandritto to wound your head finding you placed in the guard of porta
di ferro stretta, as, is said above, you will pass only four fingers with your right foot towards his left
side defending yourself from the incoming attack with the true edge of your sword in the manner of
guardia di intrare; and in this defense you will make every effort of pushing a thrust to his face and the
left foot needs to follow somewhat behind the right, and when you will make this defense you will turn
the body as mush as possible, that is to say that your right shoulder will point at your enemy.
But if he should throw a roverso to wound your upper parts, finding yourself in the
aforementioned guard of porta di ferro stretta, you will pass the left foot towards his right side, and in
this passing you will make a half turn of the hand defending yourself against the incoming attack with
your true edge in the fashion of coda lunga alta, and in this tempo you will make every effort of
wounding with a pushed thrust to the face or, to the chest, the right foot needs to follow behind the left,
making the right shoulder face the chest of your enemy.
But if he should throw a stocatta or an imbrocatta to your chest, finding you set in porta di ferro
stretta, you will stay aware that if he should thrust or feint at the left side of your chest, you will throw
your right foot four fingers towards his left side driving the true edge of your sword into his, and in that
same tempo you will push a thrust to his chest, your left foot following faithfully behind the right and
the sword finding iteself in guardia di intrare.
But if you should throw or feint to your right side you will be advised in this same tempo to
make a half turn of the hand passing with the left foot in a great pass towards his right side driving a
powerful thrust into his chest, and the right leg will need to follow behind the left and the sword will
find itself in the fashion of guardia di coda lunga alta, and so doing this with your true edge you will
push aside the sword of your enemy.
17. (p.56/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta as Patiente)
Finding yourself set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward against your enemy you
will stringere him in that guard, making the left foot push the right forward, and as you do you will
feint a thrust to his flank staying aware that if he should think to wound you with some attack to your
lower parts, then in the same tempo you will push your sword into his chest or his face; you will now
be able to now wound him in the sword hand with a thrust or cut as you wish.
But if he should throw a mandritto to wound your head you will step four fingers with your
right foot towards his left side, making a half turn of the hand and pushing a thrust to his chest,
allowing your left foot to go behind the right, and you will turn your body as far as possible, and note
that in order to make this defense effective, you will need to push the enemy's sword aside to better
make this thrust to his chest and making yourself safe against any riposte.
Finding yourself now in the guard of coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, note that if
he should throw a mandritto to wound your head you will make only a half turn of the hand giving him
a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand or to the sword arm, turning the body a bit and making the sword
give resistance in porta di ferro stretta; and if, from here, he should think to give you a roverso to your
upper parts, you being in porta di ferro stretta32, you will make only a half turn of the hand giving him a
mezzo roverso onto the wrist of his sword hand, turning the body some and making sure that the sword
32 “Asendo tu agiato in porta stretta di ferro” Here I have translated “asendo” as “essendo.”

does not pass coda lunga stretta.
18. (p.57/#1) (Patiente: Porta di Ferro Stretta vs Porta di Ferro Stretta; beginning with
engagement)
If you are set in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward against your enemy, and he is
set in the same but in such way that the true edges of your sword touch against each other; you will stay
alert that if he should make a sfalsata of his sword under yours, to then come at you with a thrust to the
chest; in that moment that he wants to disengage the sword, you will pass the left foot forward making
a half turn of the hand and with the true edge of your sword you will come to press his sword towards
the ground and so with admirable quickness behind his sword you will drive a thrust into his chest, and
your right leg needs to follow somewhat behind the left and the sword needs to find itself in the fashion
of coda lunga alta, pushed as far forward as you are able.
19. (p.57/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta)
If your enemy is set in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward you will be set in coda
lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and then you will pass the right foot in a great pass forwards,
while you make a half turn of the hand, driving the true edge of your sword into that of the enemy,
pressing it somewhat towards his right side and towards the ground, and with remarkable quickness
you will extend a thrust to his flank behind his sword; and if he should defend with his sword taking
your sword aside to your right, and finding himself in guardia di intrare, then you will pass the left foot
towards his right side, turning a roverso fendente onto his head or onto his sword hand, the right foot
following behind the left; and note that if you do not wish to throw the aforementioned roverso, you
may also make a presa with your left hand to his sword or to his sword hand, striking him then
wheresoever you wish, the right foot following faithfully behind the left in that presa.
20. (p.57/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your adversary is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward you will be in the same;
and there you will pass the left foot, traversing towards his right side while throwing a mezzo mandritto
to his sword hand that does not pass cinghiara porta di ferro stretta; and if he should think to wound
you with some attack to your upper parts, then you will pass the right foot in a great step forwards
somewhat towards his left side, and in that pass you will make a half turn of the hand defending against
the enemy's attack with the true edge of your sword in the mode of guardia di testa; and then you will,
with all your might, push a thrust into the left side of his face. If he does not throw another attack after
your mezzo mandritto to his hand, you will still pass forward with the right foot driving your true edge
onto that of your adversary pushing a thrust to his chest, your sword going to coda lunga stretta or coda
lunga alta with the arm well-extended as far as you are able; and if here your enemy should step
towards your left side throwing a mandritto to your head, you will allow the left leg to go behind the
right, making in that tempo a half turn of the hand, defending yourself from the incoming attack with
the true edge of your sword in guardia di intrare; but it will be necessary in this defense to press or to
crush the sword of your enemy towards his right side, and to then jam a forceful thrust to his face and
turn your body as far as possible to better strike him.
21. (p.58/#1) (Guardia di Lioncorno vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in what placement he wants, you will be in guardia di lioncorno with the
right foot in narrow stance; and there you will step somewhat forward with the right foot throwing an
overhand imbrocatta to his sword hand that descends into porta di ferro stretta or porta di ferro larga as
you prefer; if he should respond with some attack to your upper parts you will defend yourself with the
false edge of your sword passing presently with the left foot in a great step towards his right side and
throwing a mandritto to his face or to the sword arm that then descends into cinghiara porta di ferro

stretta, and you will allow the right leg to go behind the left; then immediately you will step forward
with the the left foot making a half turn of the hand and pushing a thrust to the chest behind his sword
to his right side; if he should think to turn a mandritto to your head you will immediately pass with the
right foot in a great pass towards his left side, whilst making a half turn of the hand and pushing a
thrust to the face, and with this you will be striking and defending in the same motion, but it is
necessary for you to make the enemy's attack end up on the true edge of your sword and in this same
motion you will push the said thrust into his face, and your left leg needs to go faithfully behind the
rightix.
22. (p.58/#2) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy is set with sword in presence with his right foot forward you will face him from
porta di ferro larga; and there you will turn a roverso tondo to his face and over his sword making sure
it does not pass coda lunga stretta; and subsequently you will pass the left foot somewhat towards his
right side feinting a thrust into his right flank; and as he defends himself of the said thrust you will
immediately will make a sfalsata of your sword under his, and in that tempo, you will pass the right
foot towards his left while driving the true edge of your sword onto that of your adversary pushing it
forcefully towards his right side or pressing it towards the ground; then with admirable quickness you
will push, from behind his sword, a thrust to his flank, and the left foot needs to follow faithfully
behind the right in that thrust, so that you will turn the body as much as possible the sword to find itself
going in the fashion of guardia di intrare.
23. (p.58/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
If your adversary is set with the sword in presence with his right foot forward you will be set in
coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and there you will throw the left foot beside the right
making a falso tondo; and subsequently you will pass the right foot forward turning a mezzo mandritto
to the sword hand; and as he moves to defend himself against this attack to his hand, you will
immediately feint a thrust to the right side of his chest, passing with your left foot forward; but then
you will quickly pass the right foot in a great step towards his left side making a sfalsata of your sword
under his, and then throw a thrust to his chest, and note in making this thrust you must drive the true
edge of your sword into that of your enemy, pressing it towards his right side or flinging it to the
ground and following then with a thrust to his flank, the left foot following faithfully behind the right,
so that you can turn your body as much as possible and consequently you may more effectively drive
your thrust into his chest with your sword finding itself in guardia di intrare.
24. (P.59/#1) (True Edge Mezza Spada)
Remaining in guardia di intrare, with your enemy likewise, if your adversary shall have
defended himself from the above-mentioned thrust and finding himself joined in guardia di intrare, you
will pass immediately with the left foot towards his right side turning a rising roverso to his sword arm,
your sword to stop itself in guardia di lioncorno; and your right foot needs to follow behind the left;
and finding yourself there in that position you subsequently will pass the right foot forward throwing at
him an overhand imbrocatta to his body that descends into porta di ferro stretta.
But if he knocks your rising roverso to the ground you will not be able to throw the overhand
imbrocatta; you will instead quickly make a presa to his sword and wound him wherever seems best.
In the name of God
25. (p.59/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with the the right foot forward, you will be set in coda
lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and so you will make feint a stocatta trivillata; and as he goes to

defend himself you will not allow his sword to touch yours in any way, but you will quickly make a
sfalsata of your sword under his, passing presently with the right foot forward, driving the the true edge
of your sword onto that of the enemy, pressing his sword to the ground; and in this tempo you will push
a thrust into his chest from behind his sword; and if he should save himself from this thrust you with
admirable quickness will withdraw your right foot back giving him a thrust to the sword hand, setting
yourself then in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward.
26. (p.59/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left foot Forward as Patiente)
Remaining as in the previous chapter in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward against
your enemy you will stay way aware that if you should throw a mandritto to strike your head you will
be able to make such an action such, that if he throws the said mandritto halfway up your sword it will
be necessary for you to treat it differently than if he was throwing the mandritto to your head; if he goes
to throw the mandritto to your sword you will not allow him to find your sword with his but will yield
and allow it to go by and will immediately drive a thrust to his flank; and if that mandritto goes towards
your head you will be able to make a mezzo mandritto to the sword arm.
27. (p.60/#1) (Guardia di Lioncorno vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in what guard he wants, you will be set in guardia di lioncorno with the
right foot forward; you will throw an overhand imbrocatta to his sword hand ending porta di ferro
larga; if he should respond with some attack you will yourself defend with a falso that does not pass
guardia di faccia; and immediately you will step somewhat forward with the right foot forward giving
him a thrust to the face, keeping the arm well-extended; and so if he should throw some attack you will
make a half turn of the hand defending yourself with the true edge of your sword; and subsequently you
will pass with the right foot forward pushing an imbrocatta to the face and the left leg will follow
behind the right, the sword to find itself in porta di ferro stretta with the arm extended as far forward as
possible.
28. (p.60/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta as Patiente)
If you are set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward and your adversary throws a
mandritto at you, you will defend yourself with a half turn of the hand, turning the true edge of your
sword into porta di ferro alta, while pulling the left foot near the right; and so presently you will step
forward with the right foot extending a thrust to his face, stopping with the arm well-extended, as far
forward as you are able; and if he should think to wound you a second time to the head or the face with
either a mandritto or a thrust, you will defend yourself by just using the true edge of your sword,
pushing his attack aside towards his right side and with all possible speed you will step with the right
foot somewhat forward driving a violent thrust to his face or to his chest setting yourself then for your
security in porta di ferro stretta; or if this does not please you to give him a thrust then you will be able
to throw a roverso traversato to his face or to his chest that stops in coda lunga stretta.
29. (p.60/#3) (Porta di Ferro Larga as Patiente)
Finding your adversary in what placement he wants, you will be opposite him in porta di ferro
larga with the right foot forward; stay wary that if throws some attack to wound your upper parts you
will defend yourself with a falso that does not pass guardia di faccia; and subsequently you will step
somewhat forward with the right foot, extending a thrust to his face and stopping in guardia di faccia;
subsequently without demure, you will pass the left foot forward, making a half turn of the hand and
pushing a violent overhand imbrocatta to the face or to the chest; the left leg will follow somewhat
behind the right and the sword will find itself in coda lunga alta with the arm extended as far forwards
to the enemy as possible; and so for your defense you will pass back the left foot making in that
moment a half turn of the hand, setting yourself in porta di ferro stretta.

30. (p.61/#1) (Porta di Ferro Larga as Patiente)
Finding your enemy placed however he wants, you will yourself be in porta di ferro larga with
the right foot forward; and you will stay aware that if he should throw some attack to wound your
upper parts, you will defend yourself from the incoming attack with a falso that does not go past
guardia di faccia; and subsequently you will pass the left foot towards his right side extending a thrust
to his face, the right leg needs to follow somewhat behind the right and the sword needs to go to
cinghiara porta di ferro alta; and without any delay, you will pass the right foot forward making in that
tempo a half turn of the hand beating the enemy's sword aside towards his left side, and presently you
will throw an overhand imbrocatta at him that ends in porta di ferro larga.
31. (p.61/#2) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Porta di Ferro Alta or Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set in porta di ferro alta or in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward you
will be set in porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward; you will beat his sword with the false edge
towards his left side, then advance the right foot somewhat forward, feinting a thrust to his face; as he
makes to defend against this thrust, you will immediately step a few inches with your right foot towards
his left side making a sfalsata of your sword under his, and making a half turn of the hand, and feinting
a thrust to his face; and as he will have to make some movement to defend himself from this thrust, you
will subsequently make a great pass of the left foot towards his right side, making another sfalsata,
driving the true edge of your sword into that of the enemy, pressing it to the ground, and in the same
tempo, pushing behind his sword an overhand imbrocatta to the chest with the sword stopping in coda
lunga alta with the arm extended as far forward as possible; thence immediately you will withdraw the
left foot making a half turn of the hand setting yourself then in porta di ferro stretta.
32. (p.61/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your adversary is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward you will be opposite
him in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; you will throw a mezzo mandritto to his sword,
beating it out towards his right side; and making sure your mezzo mandritto does not pass cinghiara
porta di ferro alta; subsequently you will pass the right foot towards his left side throwing a roverso
tondo to his face that does not pass coda lunga stretta; and if he tries to thrust at your chest, you will
presently make a half turn of the hand, driving the true edge of your sword into his thrust, pushing it
out towards his left side, and in that same tempo, you will also push a thrust to his face behind his
sword, and so that you will be better be able to wound him, your left leg will go behind the right and
you will turn your body as much as you are able; and note you can also step four fingers forward with
the right foot, so that the aforesaid thrust is even more successful.
33. (p.62/#1) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta or, in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward,
you will be set in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward; there you will throw a falso to his
sword chasing it out towards his left side, and subsequently you will make a great pass of the left foot
towards his right side, throwing a mezzo mandritto to his face, or to his sword arm, that does not pass
cinghiara porta di ferro stretta; and there without any delay you will pass the right foot in a great pass
towards his left side, while making a sfalsata of your sword under his, driving the true edge of your
sword into his with all your might, knocking if off to the right or pressing it to the ground; and in this
tempo you will push a thrust to his chest behind his sword, allowing the left foot to go behind the right,
and you will turn the body as much as you are able to better strike him with this thrust; and then you
will withdraw your right foot back setting yourself in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward.
34.(p.62/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)

If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, you will be in the same
guard opposite him; there you will withdraw the right foot throwing a mezzo mandritto to his sword;
and subsequently you will turn a mezzo roverso to his sword hand that stops in coda lunga stretta; and
there, with noble skill, you will pass the right foot forward, feinting a thrust to his chest while making a
half turn of the hand; he will make some move to defend himself from this thrust, that is to say that he
will take the point of his sword towards your right side and when he does you will make a sfalsata of
your sword under his, making a half turn of the hand in the same tempo, and you will pass the left foot
forward pushing a thrust to his chest the sword, will find itself in coda lunga alta; and if he should
defend himself from this thrust to the chest in some way, you will subsequently pass the right foot
forward beating the enemy's sword with the true edge of yours somewhat, knocking it towards his left
side, and with all possible haste you will throw an overhand imbrocatta to his chest that descends into
porta di ferro larga.
35. (p.62/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward you will be in the same
guard; there you will feint a mezzo mandritto to his sword, to induce him into avoiding your sword and
making a sfalsata of his sword under yours to then stab you in the chest, and because he will do this
your mezzo mandritto must stop in porta di ferro stretta; so that now as he avoids your sword and
disengages his sword under yours to stab you in the chest you will make a half turn of your hand
passing the left foot towards his right side, you can push behind his sword a thrust to the chest, your
right leg following the left, the sword going into coda lunga alta with the arm extended as far forward
as possible.
36. (p.62/#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward you will be set in the same
guard opposite him; there you will pull the left foot near the right making a half turn of your hand and
extending a thrust to your enemy’s hand; now you will withdraw the right foot, dropping the sword into
cinghiara porta di ferro stretta; and then immediately you will pull the right foot somewhat near the left
making a half turn of the hand setting yourself in coda lunga stretta; and here if your adversary should
throw an attack, or if he just has his sword in presence, you will pass the left foot forward giving a
mezzo mandritto to the enemy's sword knocking it towards his right side; then you will give him a
roverso to the face that does not pass coda lunga stretta; if he now attacks your upper parts, you will
allow your left leg to go behind the right, making in that tempo a half turn of the hand defending
against the incoming attack with the true edge of your sword, and while turning your body as much as
possible you will push behind his sword a thrust to his face, your sword going into guardia di intrare;
and then for your security you will withdraw the right foot back setting yourself in coda lunga stretta
with the left foot forward.
37.(p.63/#1) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta)
If your enemy is set in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward you will yourself be set
opposite him in the same stance; and there you will throw the right foot near the left and subsequently
you will pass the left foot somewhat towards his right side, feinting a thrust to his chest; and as he will
make some movement to defend himself from this thrust you will pass the right foot in a great pass
towards his left side making a sfalsata of your sword under his, beating his sword aside towards his
right side with a mezzo mandritto; and subsequently you will make a mezzo roverso to his face making
it such that your sword does not pass coda lunga stretta; and if the enemy should think to wound your
upper parts, you will allow the left leg to go behind the right making a half turn of the hand, and so you
will drive a thrust to his face defending against the enemy's attack with the true edge of your sword,
and turning your body as much as you are able you will drive a thrust to his face, pushing the sword far

forward.
38.(p.63/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward you will be opposite him in
coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; there you will throw a stoccata trivillata to his sword hand,
but warily, so that he will not be able to beat it with his sword; you will step a little forwards with the
left foot dropping your sword into coda lunga lunga; and you will pull your left foot near the right, and
presently you will pass the right foot forward feinting an imbrocatta to his face; and as he goes to
defend against it, you will pull your sword hand somewhat back, not allowing your sword to be found;
without delay you will make step forward again with the right foot, feinting another imbrocatta to his
face, but then you will abandon the imbrocatta and give him a mezzo mandritto to his sword, beating it
away towards his right side; and so presently you will throw a mezzo roverso to his face that does not
pass coda lunga stretta; and if your adversary responds with some attack to wound your upper parts,
you will allow the left foot to go behind the right, making in that tempo a half turn of the hand to
defend against his attack with the true edge of your sword, then you will turn the body as much as
possible, driving a thrust to his chest, your sword ending in guardia di intrare; and then you will
withdraw the right foot back making a half turn of the hand setting yourself in coda lunga stretta.
39. (p.64/#1) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta)
If your enemy is set in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward, you will be opposite him
in the same guard; there you will feint a thrust to his body, but thoughtfully, for you will be provoking
him to make some movement of his sword; and as he moves it you will beat it with the false edge of
your sword his towards his left side; subsequently you will pass the left foot towards his right side
pushing a thrust to his face; you will then pull the sword into cinghiara porta di ferro stretta; now if he
has defended against your thrust and now thinks to wound your upper parts, you will defend against the
incoming attack with the true edge of your sword immediately passing the right foot forward hurling an
imbrocatta to his face; and if he wants to defend himself from this imbrocatta, you will subsequently
turn a mandritto traversato to his sword hand; or instead you can throw the mandritto traversato to his
front leg and then turn a rising mezzo mandritto to his sword hand; or instead if these mandritti do not
please you, feint a mandritto that will ruin his head, giving him nevertheless a rising falso in the
manner of a montante to his sword hand that stops in guardia di faccia, and then going at him
immediately with a stoccata trivillata to his face, and as he makes to defend himself from the stoccata
trivillata, without delay you will pass the left foot in a great pass towards his right33 turning a roverso
fendente onto his head or onto his sword hand, your right leg to following behind the left and the sword
going into coda lunga stretta.
40. (p.64/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your adversary is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward you will be set in
opposite him in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and there you will pass the right foot
forward while making a falso of your sword into your enemy’s sword beating it towards his right side;
and subsequently you will throw a roverso tondo to the face; and as he tries to defend himself against
this roverso; you will immediately pass the left foot towards his right side, making a half turn of the
hand and pushing a thrust to the right side of his face; and then you will pass the right foot forward
turning a rising roverso ridoppio to his sword arm that does not pass guardia lioncorno; and then you
will throw an imbrocatta to his chest that will fall into porta di ferro stretta.
41. (p.65/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta as Patiente)
33 Text here says “left”

If your adversary is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward and you are set in the
same way; you will stay aware that if he should want to to beat your sword towards your right side with
a mezzo mandritto, to then pass somewhat with his right foot extending a thrust to your chest and
throwing a roverso or falso to the face then you will make this counter: as he makes to beat your sword
with the aforesaid mezzo mandritto, you will not allow him to find your sword, but you will quickly
make a sfalsata of your sword under his, allowing his mezzo mandritto to go in vain; and now you will
throw a mezzo mandritto to his sword arm; or if you prefer, after making the sfalsata, you may instead
pass the left foot forward and push a thrust to his chest with all possible haste, the sword ending in coda
lunga alta with the arm extended as far forward as possible.
42. (p.65#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta; Counter to play 41)
The counter to the counter above is that, you and your enemy both being in coda lunga stretta
with the right foot forward; there you will beat his sword towards his right side with a mezzo mandritto
that does not pass porta di ferro stretta; and if he should now make a sfalsata of his sword under yours,
to then make a mandritto or thrust to your chest, then you will be mindful that as he makes the
disengage, then you will pass the left foot forward, making a half turn of the hand, and then pushing a
thrust to his chest, the sword ending in coda lunga alta with the arm extended as far forward as
possible; or if you prefer, as he makes his sfalsata under your sword, you may defend yourself with the
false edge of your sword, knocking the enemy’s attack towards his left side, and as quickly as possible
you will make a mandritto to his face or to his sword arm that does not pass porta di ferro stretta; and
note that when make this mandritto, you may either pass the right foot a little forward, or pass the left
foot towards his right side and allow the right leg to follow behind the left.
(p.65 #3) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward; as Patiente)
If your enemy is set in guardia coda lunga larga with the left foot forward and you are in porta
stretta di ferro with the right foot forward; you will be wary that if he throws a rising falso to your
sword, enticing you to beat his sword down and then thrust him in the chest or give him a roverso
across the face; beware that this falso is a truly nasty attack, for as you lower your sword, he can throw
a second rising falso to your sword hand.
44. (p.65/#4) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward)
(Counter to play #44)
One's counter to the above (play 44) is that finding yourself in porta di ferro stretta with the
right foot forward and he in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward; now that he throws the first
falso to induce you to lower your sword, you will not move your sword at the first falso, but will
instead immediately feint a thrust, inducing him to throw the second falso to your sword hand; you will
defend against this second falso with the true edge of the sword beating it towards his left side in the
way of a roverso ridoppio; then with all possible speed you will step forward a little with the right foot
hurling an overhand imbrocatta to his flank or into his guts that stops in porta di ferro larga.
45. (p.66/#1) (Porta di Ferro Alta vs. Porta di Ferro Larga) (As Patiente)
If your enemy remains in porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward and you are in porta di
ferro alta with the right foot forward; he can throw a rising falso to your sword that does not pass over
your sword at all, and he may then quickly pass a little forward with his right foot, giving you a rising
falso or thrust to your sword hand, setting himself then in porta di ferro stretta; note that if after he has
delivered the first falso and you shall beaten it to the ground and he then went to subsequently give you
a thrust or mandritto to your face or sword arm; note that you may throw another rising falso to better
strike him and this will work even if does not make some follow up movement following your response
to his initial falso.x

46. (p.66/#2)(Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Larga; as Patiente)
If you are set in coda lunga stretta or in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward and
your enemy is in coda lunga larga with either foot forward; there if your enemy throws a rising falso
you will throw a roverso ridoppio into his falso, beating out towards his left side, giving him
subsequently an imbrocatta to the gut, passing the right foot forward in this tempo somewhat forward,
your sword falling into porta di ferro larga.
47. (p.66/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Larga; as
Patiente)
If you are placed in coda lunga stretta or porta di ferro stretta with the right forward; and if the
enemy throws a falso from porta di ferro larga; you will throw a strong mandritto to his sword, beating
it out towards his right side; giving him subsequently a thrust to the chest or a roverso to the front leg
that stops in coda lunga larga, stepping somewhat forward with the right foot when you make this blow.
48. (p.66/#3 (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta)
If your enemy is placed in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward and you are in coda
lunga stretta with the left foot forward opposite him; there you shall feint a mezzo mandritto to the
wrist of his sword hand, inducing him to defend with his false edge; then you will subsequently throw a
mandritto to his face or to his sword arm; and you will bear in mind, that as he goes to defend against
this mandritto, you will bring your sword hand a little bit back, not allowing the swords to touch; then
with all possible speed you will hit his hand with a mezzo mandritto that ends in cinghiara porta di
ferro stretta, passing forward a little with your left foot; and if he responds with some attack here, you
will pass forward with the right foot defending yourself with a falso that does not pass guardia di
faccia, giving him then presently a mandritto to the face, the chest, and the sword arm that stops in
porta di ferro larga.
49. (p.67/#1) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro Stretta)
If you are in porta di ferro larga and he is coda lunga stretta or porta di ferro stretta with the
right foot forward; if you would like to hit him in the face with a falso, it is first necessary that you start
by feinting a rising falso to his sword hand and to his sword; and whether or not he tries to defend
against it, you will make a sfalsata of your blade under his and beat his sword aside towards his right
side with a mezzo mandritto; then immediately you will step somewhat forward with your right foot
and you may now give him a falso to his right temple followed by a roverso fendente to the sword arm
that stops in coda lunga larga.
50. (p.67/#2) (Coda Lunga Larga vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta or Coda Lunga Stretta)
If you are placed in coda lunga larga with the right foot forward and your enemy is settled in
porta stretta di ferro or coda lunga stretta with his right foot forward; there if you wish to hit him with a
rising falso to the face, you will need do this: feint a rising falso to his sword hand and to his sword and
as he tries to defend himself, or if he chooses not to move in the slightest, you will make a sfalsata,
passing your sword under his, stepping forward somewhat with the right foot and beating the sword of
your enemy with the true edge of the sword towards his left side; then you will throw a rising falso to
his left temple then throwing subsequently a mandritto fendente to his chest and to his sword arm that
will fall into porta stretta di ferro.
51. (p.67#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta)
If your enemy is placed in porta stretta di ferro with the right foot forward and you once again
find yourself in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; there pull your left foot to within half a

hand's breadth of the right doing a half turn of the hand setting yourself in porta stretta di ferro; and
thence immediately make a great pass of the right foot forward feinting a thrust to his right side; and as
soon as he makes to defend against this, you will pull the hand a little back, not allowing his sword to
touch yours, and then you will throw an overhand imbrocatta to his sword hand that ends in porta di
ferro larga.
Or when you will have (from coda lunga stretta) pulled the left foot to within half a hand's
breadth of the right, you may pass the right foot in a great pass forward feinting a thrust to the left side
of his chest; and as soon as he defends himself in whatever way, you will make a sfalsata of your sword
under his, passing the left foot forward; and with all possible haste make a half turn of the hand pushing
a punta ferma to the right side of his chest, the sword going into coda lunga alta with the arm extended
as far forward as possible.
52. (p.67/#4) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If you are settled in porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward against your enemy and he is
settled in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward; note that if you want raise to a falso to beat his
sword and subsequently throw a mandritto to the face, you should keep in mind that in the lifting of
your sword he may drive your sword strongly to the ground and dig a thrust into your chest or throw a
mandritto to your face or your sword arm. So that being in porta di ferro larga, you may make a feint of
lifting a falso to his sword hand, luring him to beat your sword to the ground with a mandritto; now as
he throws his mandritto, you will fly with your sword to his left side in such a way that your swords do
not touch, his mandritto to your sword going in vain; and with all possible speed him you will give him
a mandritto to the face, or a thrust to the chest, or a thrust to the hand and arm of the sword and when
you will do these attacks you will step somewhat forward with the right foot.
#53 (p.68/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence )
If your adversary is in guard with the right foot forward with the sword in presence, and you are
settled in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; there you will pass forward with the right foot in
a great pass traversing his left side, throwing a roverso to his sword hand that ends in coda lunga larga
leaving yourself uncovered; thus will he be provoked into throwing some attack and when he does, you
will pull the left foot close to the right throwing a mandritto to the sword hand and to his arm that will
end in porta di ferro larga. Or if you rather, in lieu of this mandritto, you may instead push a thrust to
his chest, the sword going to guardia di intrare.
#54 (p.68/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy is settled with the sword in presence, with the right foot forward, and you are
settled in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward; pass the left foot traversing towards his right
side and throw a mandritto to the sword hand that ends in cinghiara porta larga di ferro; and
subsequently you will pass the right foot forward throwing a rising falso to the enemy's sword
knocking it towards his left, your sword going to guardia alta; there you will throw another rising falso
to the sword hand in the fashion of a montante that ends in guardia di faccia; and then you will
immediately drive a thrust to his hand or his face or his sword arm; then you will retire the right foot
back immediately setting yourself in coda lunga stretta.
#55 (p.68/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy is settled with the sword in presence with the right foot forward, you will be in
coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward opposite him; there you will pass the left foot traversing
towards his right side while throwing a mezzo mandritto to the sword hand that ends in in cinghiara
porta larga di ferro; and subsequently you will throw your right foot forwards near the left lifting a
rising falso to the sword of the enemy that does not go past guardia di faccia; and subsequently you will

pass the left foot forwards throwing presently a mandritto to the face, and to the chest and to the sword
arm that ends in cinghiara porta larga di ferro; and if the enemy is placed having the sword in presence
with his right foot forward, you will immediately step forwards with the right foot lifting a rising falso,
as though you intend to beat the enemy's sword to his right side, but you will not let your swords touch;
with all possible skill you will turn your sword around his, passing the left foot forward making a half
turn of the hand and pushing a thrust to the right side of chest, outside of his sword, your sword ending
in coda lunga alta with the arm extended as forward as you can make it.
#56 (p.69/#1) (Porta Larga di Ferro vs. Point in Presence)
If your adversary is settled with his sword in presence and you are settled in porta larga di ferro
with the right foot forward; there you will throw a rising falso to the sword of your enemy beating it out
towards his left side, not allowing your sword to pass guardia di faccia; subsequently you will turn
another falso identical to the other one but to the hand and his sword, that also does not go past guardia
di faccia, stepping somewhat forward with the right foot in this tempo; because turning another falso
behind the first will not be great at wounding the hand, however as you turn the hand after the first
falso the enemy will think you intend to throw a roverso, however you will throw the aforementioned
second falso and immediately you will make a half turn of the hand going for your safety into guardia
di testa; thence you will feint a mandritto to the head but nevertheless him you will throw a rising falso
to his sword hand in the way of throwing a montante that does not pass guardia di faccia; and if the
enemy tries to defend himself against this falso you will immediately pass the left foot forward
traversing towards his right side turning a mezzo mandritto in the way of a tramazzone to his arm, and
to the sword hand that descends into cinghiara porta larga di ferro.
57. (p.69#2) (Cinghiara Porta di Ferro Larga as Patiente):
As in the previous chapter, remaining in cinghiara porta di ferro larga if he thinks to attack your
upper parts, you may defend yourself against the incoming attack with the false edge of your sword; or
also with the true edge in the manner of a mezzo mandritto, but in such way that you knock his sword
towards his right side; (then whether you have defended with the false edge or the true) with all
possible haste that you can manage you will pass the right foot forward, hitting him with a roverso to
the face or to the sword hand that descends to coda lunga larga, and subsequently him you will throw a
falso traversato to the sword hand that this goes to guardia sopra braccio, and then immediately for
your safety you will retire the right foot backwards throwing at him a roverso to the sword hand that
descends to coda lunga larga.
58. (p.69/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy is settled with the sword in presence and you are set with the left foot forward, in
coda lunga stretta; and there you will throw the left foot near the right and immediately you will pass
the right foot forward feinting a thrust to the right side of his face; and as he makes to defend himself in
some way you will, with all possible agility withdraw the sword hand somewhat, giving him
subsequently a rising falso to his sword that goes to guardia sopra braccio; then for your safety you will
throw the right foot back throwing a roverso to his sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
59. (p.70/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Any)
Your enemy being in what guard he chooses and you in coda lunga stretta with the right foot
forward; there you will pass the left foot traversing towards his right side throwing a mezzo mandritto
to his sword hand that does not pass cinghiara porta di ferro stretta; but note that if he has the sword in
coda lunga lunga, you will not throw this cut to the sword hand; and this attack you throw not to wound
but so that the enemy will be provoked to throw at you some attack and as he will throw some blow,
you subsequently will wound the sword with a mezzo mandritto, that descends into cinghiara porta di

ferro larga, and if it does not please you attack with the mandritto, you will be able to also throw a
stoccata to his sword hand setting yourself then in coda lunga stretta.
#60 (p.70/#2) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs Any)
Your adversary set in what stance he wants, you will be settled in porta di ferro larga with the
right foot forward; and there you will make a rising falso that does not pass guardia di faccia and
subsequently you will pass the left foot forward traversing towards his right side feinting a roverso
tondo to the right temple; and as he goes to defend himself from this cut, you will immediately pass the
right foot forward, throwing at him a rising falso, in the way of a montante to his sword hand that goes
to guardia sopra braccio; then you will immediately withdraw the right foot back throwing a roverso
traversato to the sword hand and sword arm of the sword, descending into coda lunga larga.
61. (P.70/#3) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with Either Foot Forward)
If you are set in porta larga di ferro with the right foot forward and your enemy opposes you in
in coda lunga stretta with either the left or right foot forward; there you will feint a rising falso to the
sword hand, but will nevertheless make a sfalsata of your sword under his, and then pushing a thrust to
the left side of the face and when you will do this attack you will pass the right foot forward somewhat;
and if he intends of defend this attack in some way, you will subsequently pass the left foot forward in
a great pass towards his right side turning a roverso spinto to his right temple, the right leg following
the left forward, and the sword going to coda lunga alta.
62. (p.70/#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta / Porta di Ferro
Stretta)
If your enemy is found in coda lunga stretta or porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward
you settled in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; there you will feint a thrust to the left side of
his chest and as he goes to defend himself against this thrust, you will immediately step with the left
foot forward giving him a roverso spinto to the sword hand; then you will immediately settle into coda
lunga stretta.
63. (p.70/#5) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Any)
If your enemy is settled in whatever guard he wants, you will be set in porta di ferro larga; and
there you will step somewhat forward with the right foot throwing a roverso traversato to the sword
hand that descends to coda lunga larga; and subsequently you will turn to his sword hand a rising falso
going to guardia sopra braccio; and without delay, you will step somewhat forward with the right foot
throwing a rising falso to his sword and to his hand that does not pass guardia di faccia; *** presently
wounding him in the face with a mandritto fendente, or the sword arm that descends into porta larga di
ferro; and then subsequently for your safety you will retire the right foot backwards throwing a roverso
traversato to the sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
64. (p.71/#1) (Guardia di Testa vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with Either Foot Forward)
If your enemy is settled in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward or with the left forward,
you will set yourself opposite him in guardia di testa; in this placement he will be provoked to throw
some cut to the sword hand because it will appear to be open; in the tempo when he makes the attack to
your sword hand you will quickly pass the left foot across his right side making a half turn of the hand
and pushing a thrust to his face; and if he defends of said thrust in some way, you presently will make a
half turn of the hand responding to him with another thrust to the face, stepping somewhat forward with
the left foot, and the right foot will need behind the left; and if he should defend against this thrust in
some way, you will, with supreme quickness, make a presa with your left hand to his sword, or to his
sword hand, and give him then a thrust to the flank.

65. (p.71/#2) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy is settled with the sword in presence with the right or left foot forward, and you
once again find yourself in porta larga di ferro with the right foot forward; there retire the right foot
backwards lifting a rising falso that ends in guardia alta; and thereafter immediately feint a roverso
tondo to the right temple; and as he makes to defend this roverso you will subsequently pass the right
foot in a great pass somewhat towards his left side, throwing the sword fist somewhat backwards
towards his left side, going to coda lunga alta; you will then feint a thrust to the left side of his chest
and as he goes to defend it, you will immediately pass the right foot in a great pass towards his right
side, making a half turn of the hand and pushing at him presently a thrust to the right side of his chest
for his right side, your right leg following behind the left; and then you will pass the left foot
backwards making a half turn of the hand and settling in coda lunga stretta.
66. (p71/#3) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs Sword in Presence)
If your adversary is settled with the sword in presence with the left or the right foot forward,
and you find yourself in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward; there you will pull back the
left foot making a half turn of the hand and setting yourself into coda lunga stretta; and immediately
you will pull the left foot near the right making another half turn of the hand and setting yourself in
porta di ferro stretta; subsequently you will pass a great pass of the left foot traversing towards his right
side and throwing at him a mezzo mandritto that stops in cinghiara porta di ferro stretta; and there
whether or not your enemy responds you will make a great pass of the right foot forward doing a half
turn of the hand and pushing a thrust to his face, and this thrust goes to guardia di testa so that you are
positioned to defend yourself, and this thrust will wound in the same tempo by being pushed to his
right side {of his face, possibly}; and if he should defend this thrust by lifting his sword up from below,
you will subsequently pass the left foot in a great pass forward making a presa to his sword or his
sword hand with your left hand; and then you will immediately thrust him to his flank.
67. (72/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs Porta di Ferro Larga)
If the enemy is in porta larga di ferro with the right foot forward and your situated in coda lunga
stretta with the right foot forward; there you will pass the left foot forward traversing towards his right
side making a half turn of the hand, directing the point of your sword towards his sword hand in
guardia di intrare; and thence you will pull the right foot behind the left, making a half turn of the hand
similarly directing the point of your sword to his sword hand in the fashion of guardia liocorno; and
subsequently you will pass the right foot forwarding feinting a tramazzone to the head, and as soon as
he moves to defend against this attack, you immediately will withdraw the hand back throwing at him a
rising falso that passes from guardia porta di ferro larga, and this falso will hit either his sword hand or
beat his sword towards his left side; and subsequently you will give him a mandritto to the face and the
sword arm that descends in porta larga di ferro; and presently you will withdraw the right foot
backwards throwing at him a roverso to the sword hand that ends in coda lunga larga for your safety.
68. (72/#2) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Sword in Presence)
If your adversary is placed with the sword in presence with the right or left foot forward, and
you are positioned in porta larga di ferro with the right foot forward; there you will throw a rising falso
to the sword and his sword hand and immediately you will pass the left foot forward, traversing
towards right side and turning subsequently another rising falso that passes through porta larga di ferro
and goes to find the hand of the enemy and does not fly past guardia di faccia; and thence you will do a
half turn of the hand directing the point of your sword towards his sword hand and in that tempo the
right foot needs go near the left and the sword will go to guardia di lioncorno; then subsequently you
will pass the left foot forward throwing an imbrocatta sopramano to the sword hand and sword arm that

descends into cinghiara porta larga di ferro; and if the enemy responds to you with some cut, you
immediately will pass the right foot in a great pass forward, defending yourself with a falso that does
not pass guardia di faccia; then you will send him presently a mandritto to the face that descends into
porta larga di ferro; and then immediately for safety you will retire the right foot backwards throwing at
him a roverso traversato to the sword hand that ends in coda lunga larga.
69. (p.72/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is settled in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward and you are set in the
same; there you will pass the left foot traversing towards his right side going with the sword into
cinghiara porta larga di ferro; and then you will immediately pass the right foot forward feinting a
roverso to the sword hand but then you will actually throw the hand somewhat back into coda lunga
alta; and at that moment you will then feint a thrust to the left side of his chest; and as he goes to
defend against it this thrust, you will subsequently pass the left foot forward making a sfalsata of your
sword under his sword pushing at him presently a punta ferma to the right side of the chest the sword
going to coda lunga alta with the arm extended as far as you are able. Then immediately withdraw the
left backwards settling into porta di ferro stretta, in such a way that the point of your sword guards his
sword hand.
70. (p.73/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
Your enemy being in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forwards and you being settled in the
same guard; there with skillful awareness you will feint a thrust to the left side of his chest, and as he
moves to defend it, you will immediately make a sfalsata of your sword under his, displacing his sword
with the false edge of yours off to his left side; and now you will pass the left foot towards his right
side throwing a mandritto traversato to his face, but doing so warily, for if your adversary shows a
desire to defend himself from this mandritto by not allowing you to push his sword to the side with
your false edge, but to push his sword into yours driving it towards his right side so that you are not in
position to throw the aforementioned mandritto, then you will immediately turn your sword under his
pushing a thrust to left side of his chest; and if he should defend against this thrust, you will
immediately pass with the right foot forward making a half turn of the hand throwing an imbrocatta to
his chest and making the sword stop in porta di ferro stretta.
71. (p.73/#2) (Guardia di Lioncorno vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is found in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, and you are settled in
guardia di lioncorno with the right foot forward; there you will feint an imbrocatta to the chest, but with
great quickness you will crush his sword to the ground; then you will throw a rising mezzo roverso to
the face that will not pass guardia di lioncorno, while making an accrescimento of the right forward;
and then without any delay, you will throw an overhand imbrocatta to the face or the sword arm doing
this such that the sword goes to settle in porta di ferro stretta.
72. (p.73/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs Coda Lunga Stretta)
Your enemy being in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward and you positioned in coda
lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and there you at him will feint a thrust to the right side of his
chest, nevertheless turning with great speed your sword under his and passing immediately with the
right foot towards his left side pushing a thrust to the chest; the left foot will follow the right foot
forward gracefully and the sword will go into guardia di faccia, and if the enemy should defend against
thrust in some way, you will push aside his sword with your true edge; and you will subsequently pass
the right foot somewhat forward towards his left side making a half turn of the hand, and pushing at
him once again an imbrocatta to the chest, and in so doing you will not abandon the enemy's sword;
and then immediately you will pass immediately towards his right side with your left foot making a

half turn of the hand and you will go with the sword into guardia di intrare; and there finding yourself
in mezza spada, true edge to true edge and subsequently will once again pass with the right foot in a
great pass toward his left side, making a half turn of the hand and throwing at him an overhand
imbrocatta to the face, but keeping the sword in presence, and your left leg must follow behind the right
forward; and thence immediately you will make a half turn of the hand, returning to guardia di intrare;
and subsequently you will pass the left foot towards his right side turning at him a rising roverso to the
sword arm, that ends in guardia di lioncorno; the right leg having to follow behind the left; and
presently you will pass the right foot forward somewhat towards his left side throwing at him a
descending falso to the chest and the arm, accompanied by a roverso to the sword hand and sword arm,
made with all possible speed, and this roverso will settle in coda lunga stretta. And presently for your
security, you will keep your eye on his sword hand, and should he want to throw some attack at you, in
that tempo you will strike his sword hand with a mezzo mandritto that will settle in porta di ferro
stretta, or alta, or larga, whichever you prefer for your safety.
73. (p.74/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is placed in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward and you are opposed to
him with yourself in the same guard (coda lunga stretta with the right foot foot forward); and there you
with noble skill, feint at him a thrust to the face, that as soon as he makes some move to defend himself
from this thrust, you will presently wound his sword hand with a thrust, and note that this thrust to the
hand needs be done with noble skill, and finally setting itself then in porta di ferro stretta.
74. (p.74/#2) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy has settled in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, you will be in porta
di ferro stretta with the right foot forward; there you will feint a thrust to the left side of his chest; and
as soon as he tries to defend against it you will presently pass with the left foot towards his right side
making a sfalsata of your sword under his, and so in the same tempo you make do a half turn of the
hand pushing at him a punta ferma to the sword hand with all possible speed; and thence subsequently
you will withdraw the left foot backwards doing a half turn of the hand, pushing a thrust to his hand,
and then settling with the sword in porta di ferro stretta.
75. (p.74/#3) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro Stretta)
If your adversary has settled in coda lunga stretta, or in porta di ferro stretta, with the right foot
forward, you will be placed with the same same foot forward in porta di ferro stretta; and there you will
throw the right foot near the left; and then you will immediately pass the left foot forward towards his
right side feinting a thrust to the right side of his chest and as soon as he goes to defend himself, you
will subsequently pass your right foot forward somewhat towards his left side throwing the sword hand
somewhat back; and subsequently you will feint another thrust to his face; and as he goes to defend
himself, you will immediately drive a thrust into his sword hand, the left leg must then faithfully follow
the right, and the sword will settle into porta di ferro stretta.
76. (p.74/#4) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs Porta di Ferro Stretta)
If your enemy is settled in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward, you will be likewise
arranged; and then you will feint a thrust to his right flank; and as soon as he goes to defend himself
from this thrust you will subsequently pass your right forward a little forward and withdrawing the
sword hand a little and making a sfalsata of your sword under his towards his left side; and so presently
in the shortest time possible, you will wound him in the sword hand or sword arm with a graceful
roverso that does not go past coda lunga stretta.
77. (p.75/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs Coda Lunga Stretta)

If your enemy is settled in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, you will be positioned
likewise; and thence you will skillfully throw a mezzo mandritto to his sword, knocking it somewhat
towards his right side; and subsequently you will pass the right foot somewhat forward throwing at him
a stoccata to the sword hand; and whether he defends or does not even move, you will not delay but as
soon as you will have thrown this thrust to the sword hand, you will push another stoccata to the chest;
and then presently you will throw a roverso traversato to the sword hand and sword arm that does not
go past coda lunga stretta.
78. (p.75/#2) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta)
If your enemy is set with the right foot forward in porta di ferro stretta, you will be in the same;
and there with all possible skill, you will beat his sword with a roverso ridoppio towards his left side;
and thence presently you will pass somewhat forward with the right foot throwing at him an overhand
imbrocatta to the sword arm or to the sword hand, your sword then settle in porta di ferro stretta.
79. (p.75/#3) (Coda Lunga stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is placed in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, you will be in the same
guard; and there you will throw the left foot near the right; and thence with a graceful motion you will
pass the left foot somewhat forward doing a feint of turning a mandritto, but in that tempo you will
actually throw an overhand imbrocatta to the the sword hand with all speed possible; and subsequently
you will throw a roverso to the sword hand, or to the sword hand that will stop in coda lunga larga, the
left leg following behind the right; and then you will settle immediately into coda lunga stretta, or in
porta di ferro stretta for your security.
80. (p.75/#4) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta)
Your enemy being in porta di ferro stretta with his right foot forward, you will be positioned
likewise; there you will throw your right foot somewhat near the left; and thence with the most
supreme grace possible you will pass the right foot to traverse towards his right side doing in this
motion a falso; and subsequently you will pass left foot forward showing that you want to hit him with
a roverso to the head, but nevertheless you will throw an imbrocatta to the sword hand, such that it will
settle in guardia di lioncorno; and presently you will pass the right foot forward making a half turn of
the hand pushing at him a stoccata to the sword hand, accompanying this stoccata with a mandritto in
the shortest time possible; then for your security you will settle yourself in porta di ferro stretta.
81. (p.75/#5) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
Your enemy being settled in coda lunga stretta with his right foot forward and you will be
positioned in the same way; and there you will throw a stocatta trivillata his sword hand while stepping
forward with the right foot34; and then you will immediately return your sword to coda lunga stretta;
and subsequently you will feint a thrust to his left side stepping forward with the right foot, and as soon
as he wants to defend against this thrust in some way you will immediately strike his hand or his sword
arm with a stoccata trivillata, and in this stoccata your left foot will follow behind the right; and then
you will settle into coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward.
82. (p.76/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Right Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Larga or Stretta
with Either Foot Forward)
If the enemy is settled in coda lunga larga or stretta with the right foot, or with the left foot
forward and you are set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward; there you will throw a stocatta
trivillata to his sword hand, gathering the right foot back near the left and allowing the sword to go into
34 The author describes this as “increasing the foot forward” commonly known as making a accrescimento; for simplicity
this is just described as stepping forward.

coda lunga lunga; then you will pass with the left foot somewhat towards his right side and you will
throw an imbrocatta to his face or to his sword arm as you wish; then immediately you will pass your
right foot forward, allowing your sword to turn to the left side feinting an imbrocatta roversa to the
enemy's face that goes to guardia di intrare; and if he should defend against the imbrocatta roversa in
some way, you will immediately turn a rising roverso ridoppio to his sword arm or to his sword that
will not pass guardia di lioncorno; and subsequently you will throw an imbrocatta to his chest that stops
in porta di ferro stretta or porta di ferro larga, as you wish.
83. (p.76#2) (? with the left foot forward (probably Coda Lunga Stretta) vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is settled in coda lunga stretta with his right foot forward, you will be opposite
his guard with your left foot forward; there you will pass the right foot somewhat forward towards his
left side making a half turn of the hand, pushing a thrust to the left side of his chest; and your left leg
needs to follow behind the right foot, and as defends himself from the thrust with his sword, you will
not take your sword from his and so you will come to find yourself at mezza spada, true edge to true
edge in the manner of guardia di intrare; and then you will immediately step a little forward with the
right foot once again making a half turn of the hand and pushing an imbrocatta to his face; and as soon
as he chooses to defend himself from this imbrocatta, you will subsequently make a sfalsata of your
sword under his and presently you will push a punta ferma to the right side of his chest passing the left
foot to his right side in this tempo; and the right leg need follow behind the left; and in the case that he
should successfully defend against this punta ferma, you will immediately withdraw your left foot back
pushing at him a thrust to the sword hand, settling yourself then into porta di ferro stretta.
84. (p.76/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta or Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your adversary is settled in porta di ferro stretta or coda lunga stretta with the right foot
forward, you will be settled in the guard of coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward; and there
with refined skill you will do a feint to turn a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand, but nevertheless with
such skill you will turn your sword under his passing the left foot forward in this tempo; and so you
will make a half turn of the hand pushing a punta ferma to the right side of his chest; and if he defends
against this thrust, with pushing your sword aside in the manner of coda lunga alta, such that you are
not in a position to wound him, you will be mindful to throw the left foot near the right, moving
yourself somewhat away from the enemy; and to make a sfalsata of your sword under his sword, and in
this tempo you will pass the right foot towards his left side feinting a thrust to the left side of his chest;
and as he moves to defend against it, you will subsequently pass the left foot forwards towards his
right side turning your sword under his, driving a punta ferma to the right side of his chest in the
manner of an overhand imbrocatta; and once the imbrocatta has been completely thrown you will
immediately retire the left foot back, giving him a mezzo roverso to the sword hand that does not go
past coda lunga stretta.
85. (p.77#) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward you will be in the same
guard; there with a refined motion you will pass your right foot forward feinting a thrust to his left
flank, inducing him to withdraw his left foot while throwing a mandritto your sword hand; you will
guard well the sword hand against this aforementioned cut, and it will go afterwards into porta di ferro
stretta or, larga; and so you will be aware, that after he has thrown this attack to your hand you will
subsequently pass your left foot forward, and you will be with your sword over his in the way of coda
lunga stretta or porta di ferro stretta; and then immediately you will push a thrust to his guts; then you
will once again throw your left foot backwards setting yourself into coda lunga stretta or porta di ferro
stretta.

#86 (Coda Lunga Stretta vs Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro Stretta)
Finding yourself in this guard of coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward and your enemy
placed in the same, or in the guard of porta di ferro stretta; there you will pass with your left foot
traversing towards his right side, throwing a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand that does not pass
cinghiara porta di ferro stretta; and then you will subsequently pass your right foot forward, lifting a
rising falso in such a way that you do not pass his sword and instead wind your sword around that of
your enemy, in the way of a round hoop; you will pass subsequently forward with the left foot pushing
a punta ferma to the right side of his chest, the sword ending in coda lunga alta with the arm extended
as far forward as possible; then you will immediately retire the left foot backwards pushing a thrust to
his sword hand, setting yourself then in the guard of porta di ferro stretta.
87. (p.77/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward as Patiente)
If you are settled in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward against your enemy; you will
stay wary, that if he throws some attack, you will withdraw the left foot somewhat backwards towards
the right foot to within four fingers' distance, while at the same time giving him a mezzo mandritto to
the sword hand that does not past porta di ferro stretta; and then immediately you will pass the right
foot forward feinting a thrust to the left side of his chest, and as he makes to defend against this thrust,
you will subsequently make a sfalsata of your sword under his, passing your left foot forward, and so
pushing a punta ferma to the right side of his chest, the sword ending in guardia di coda lunga alta; and
there you will once again throw the left foot backwards setting yourself in coda lunga stretta.
88. (p.78/#1) (Guardia di Lioncorno vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy is placed with the sword in presence with his right foot forward, you yourself
will be settled in guardia di lioncorno, with the right foot forward; and there you will feint an
imbrocatta to his chest, but nevertheless will throw a fendente to his chest and his arm that does not
pass porta di ferro stretta; and then subsequently you will pass forward with the left foot pushing a
punta ferma to the right side of his chest and the sword will find itself in coda lunga alta35 with the arm
extended as far as possible; after this is done you will once again throw your left foot backwards setting
yourself in porta di ferro stretta.
89. (p.78/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
Your enemy being found settled in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward you yourself
will be set in the same way; and there with all the noble skill possible, you will pass your left foot
traversing his right side and will feint a thrust to his right flank; and as he makes to defend against it
you will pass your right foot in a great pass towards his left side throwing the fist of the sword
somewhat back, and then presently throwing a roverso traversato to his face or his sword arm that ends
at the feet of your enemy; and if he makes some riposte at you, then you will presently step somewhat
forward with the right foot throwing a mezzo mandritto or giving him a thrust to his sword hand,
setting yourself then gracefully into porta di ferro stretta.
90. (p.78/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy is set with the right foot forward and having his sword in presence, you will be in
coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward; and there you will pass your left foot forward, traversing
toward his right side throwing a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand that does not pass cinghiara porta
di ferro stretta; and then you will immediately pass your right foot forward, feinting a rising falso to his
sword hand, but nevertheless making a sfalsata of your sword under his and beating his sword with the
false edge towards his right side; and subsequently you will throw a roverso traversato to his face or to
35 Text states coda lunga stretta, though the similar action ends in coda lunga alta througout the manuscript.

the sword arm that does not pass coda lunga stretta; and if should try to defend against the rovero in
some way, you will immediately pass your left foot forward towards his right side turning your sword
under his without making a turn of the hand, and you will jam a punta ferma into his chest, your sword
ending in coda lunga alta with your arm extended as far forward as possible; and then you will
withdraw the left foot back, setting yourself into porta di ferro stretta.
91. (p.79/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If you find your adversary settled in coda lunga stretta with his right foot forward, and you are
settled in the same manner; there you will withdraw your right foot, throwing a stocatta trivillata to his
sword hand; and then you will subsequently pull your left foot near the right allowing the sword to go
into coda lunga lunga; and then with all possible speed, you will pass your right foot forward, feinting
an imbrocatta to his face, but will in fact make a half turn of your hand and push a thrust to the right
side of his chest; and as he goes to defend himself from this thrust, you will without delay pass your
right foot forward throwing a mandritto fendente to his face and his chest and his sword arm36, the cut
ending in porta di ferro larga; and then you will withdraw your right foot backwards setting yourself
into coda lunga stretta.
92. (p.79/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro
Stretta)
Your adversary being situated in coda lunga stretta or in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot
forward, you will be settled in the guard of coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and there you
will pass your right foot forward in a great pass, pushing a thrust to his right side, that will end in
guardia di faccia, such that you will find yourself false edge to false edge with your enemy; and then
you will subsequently make a half turn of the hand throwing an overhand imbrocatta to his face; and as
he defends himself you will presently turn with the wrist of the hand a roverso traversato to his face
and you will step somewhat forward with the right foot towards his left side, and the sword must not
pass coda lunga stretta; and without delay you will pass your left foot somewhat towards his right side,
turning a roverso fendente to his head; the right leg needs to follow behind the left and the sword must
not pass coda lunga alta, and you will keep your sword arm extended as far forward as you are able.
93. (p.79/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is settled in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, you will settle yourself
in the same guard; and there with refined skill you will feint a thrust to the left side of his chest, and
then, as goes to defend it, you will make a sfalsata of your sword under his; passing in this tempo with
the left foot towards his right side giving him a mandritto fendente to the face or the sword hand with
all possible speed, and your right foot needs to follow somewhat behind towards the left, and the sword
will go to cinghiara porta di ferro stretta; and then you will pass your right foot forward making a rising
falso to the sword of your adversary; and then you will immediately feint a roverso to his right temple,
but you will quickly allow your sword to turn in the manner of a tramazzone, giving him presently a
mandritto fendente to the face or the sword arm, doing such that the cut will settle in porta di ferro
stretta.
94. (p.80/#1) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
Your enemy being placed in the guard of coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward and you
in porta di ferro larga; you will pass your right foot somewhat forward, feinting a thrust to the left side
of his chest; and as he wants to defend against this thrust you will subsequently pass your left foot
forward traversing acrosss his right side, and will throw a roverso fendente to his sword arm; then your
36 Manciolino describes a similar cut in the solo sword section of his Opera Nova.

right foot will follow behind the left, and your sword will need to go into coda lunga stretta.
95. (p.80/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward; as Patiente)
Finding yourself settled in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward against your enemy; you
will stay aware that if he throws some cut or feint at you, then you will pull your left foot back
throwing a stocatta to his sword hand and turning your sword into coda lunga stretta; and then you will
immediately pass your left foot forward traversing across his right side and throwing a mandritto to his
sword hand that will go to in cinghiara porta di ferro larga, so that you will be all exposed and the
enemy will be enticed to wound you; be mindful that in the tempo that he throws some blow, you will
allow your right foot to go behind your left, subsequently giving him a roverso fendente to his sword
hand that ends in coda lunga larga; and if the enemy responds with some attack you will withdraw the
left foot back giving him a mandritto to the sword hand that descends into porta di ferro larga.
96. (p.80/#3) (Cinghiara Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Larga; as Patiente)
If your adversary is placed in porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward you will be
opposite him in cinghiara porta di ferro stretta with the left foot forward somewhat traversing his right
side; and there you will be admirably mindful that if he throws a rising falso to the sword hand or beats
at you with a falso to then subsequently turn a mandritto to your face or your sword arm; in that same
tempo you will pass your right foot forward, defending yourself with the true edge of the sword in the
way of a roverso ridoppio towards his left side, giving him presently an overhand imbrocatta to the
chest or the sword arm, in such a way that the sword will fall into porta di ferro larga.
97. (p.80/#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs Sword in Presence)
If your adversary is placed with his sword in presence with the right foot forward, you will be in
coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and there you will throw a stocatta trivillata to his sword
hand, passing the left foot somewhat forward, and allowing your sword to turn over your head into
coda lunga lunga; and then subsequently you will feint a rising falso to his hand, and as he makes to
defend himself from this falso, you will subsequently throw a mezzo roverso spinto37 to his sword hand
that goes not go past coda lunga stretta.
98. (p.80/#5) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence;)
If your enemy stands with the right foot forward with the sword in presence, you will be in coda
lunga larga with the left foot forward; and with awareness and skill you will pass the right foot forward
throwing a rising falso to the sword of your enemy that does not pass guardia di faccia, and you do this
as to join with his sword at mezza spada; you will make a half turn of the hand to bring your sword into
guardia di intrare; and if he makes a sfalsata of his sword under yours, quickly, to beat your sword out
towards your left side and throwing at you subsequently a mandritto fendente to the face; so you will be
aware that at the beat of the falso, you will not make any movement; but in the tempo that he throws
the mandritto to the face, you will turn your hand taking your sword into guardia di testa to defend
yourself from this blow; and then subsequently you will pass the right foot somewhat forward,
throwing at him an overhand imbrocatta to the sword arm; or you will throw a mezzo mandritto to the
sword arm or sword hand that ends with the sword in porta di ferro stretta.
99. (p.81/#1) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Larga; as Patiente)
If your enemy is found in porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward, you will be in porta di
ferro stretta with the same foot forward; if your enemy throws a rising falso to the sword to
subsequently throw a mandritto to your face, you will stay mindful, that in the tempo that he lifts the
37 A roverso spinto is a roverso made with a pushing motion.

falso, you will throw a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand ending in porta di ferro larga; and as he
throws the mandritto, you will turn a mezzo roverso to his sword hand or sword arm that will
subsequently fall into coda lunga larga; and note that this blow needs to be made in the tempo that he
throws his mandritto, and then you must withdraw your sword hand, so that he cannot reach it with his
blow.
100. (p.81/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is settled in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward you will be likewise
settled; and there you will pull your right foot somewhat near the left, setting yourself into porta di
ferro stretta; and subsequently you will pass your right foot forward, feinting a thrust to the left side of
his belly; and as he goes to defend himself from this thrust, you will immediately make a sfalsata of
your sword under his, passing the left foot forward somewhat towards his right side, and subsequently
you will push the true edge of your sword into that of the enemy, beating his sword out towards his left
side; and then you will immediately pass the right foot forward, throwing an overhand imbrocatta to his
chest or sword arm, doing such that the sword descends into porta di ferro larga; and note that this will
all be done with great speed and fantastic timing.
101. (p.81#3) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Sword in Presence)
As in the above chapter you will remain in porta di ferro larga with your right foot forward, and
your enemy will have his sword in presence in whatever guard he wants; the key thing is that if he
throws some attack to your upper parts, you will lift a falso against the enemy's sword beating it
towards his left side, making your sword go to guardia alta; or even if he doesn't attack, you will still
beat his sword to the left side as is said previously, going with the sword so high; and note it is not wise
to tarry with your sword high for he may strike your hand with a mezzo mandritto; instead you will
allow the sword to continue behind you extending into coda lunga lunga; and so you will feint a rising
falso to the sword hand; and as he goes to defend against this attack, you will pass with the left foot
forward somewhat towards his right side, making a sfalsata of your sword under his; and subsequently
you will pass the right foot forward beating the enemy's sword with the true edge of your sword
towards his left side giving him then an imbrocatta to the chest, and making your sword fall into porta
di ferro stretta or porta di ferro larga as you prefer.
102. (p.82/#1) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward and you will be set in porta
di ferro larga with the same foot forward; and there you will feint a roverso to the face or the sword
hand; and as he goes to defend this roverso, you will not allow your sword to touch his, but with
refined skill you will withdraw the sword somewhat into something like coda long stretta but with the
arm bent; and then you will immediately step somewhat forward with the right foot, feinting a thrust to
his chest; and as he goes to defend against this, you will subsequently pass with the left foot forward
somewhat towards his right side making a sfalsata of your sword under his, pushing with all possible
speed a punta ferma to the right side of his chest in the manner of an imbrocatta, the sword ending in
coda lunga alta; and immediately for your defense, you will withdraw the left foot back setting yourself
into porta di ferro stretta, or coda lunga stretta, as you wish.
103. (p.82/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
If your enemy has set himself in any guard that he wants and you are set in coda lunga stretta
with the left forward; there you will throw a stoccata trivillata to his sword hand, with your left foot
forward, and you will allow your sword to go into coda lunga lunga gathering the left foot near the
right; and then immediately you will pass the right foot forward feinting an imbrocatta to his face and

as he makes to defend againt the imbrocatta in some way, you will feint a rising falso in the manner of
a montante to his han; and subsequently you will pass your left foot somewhat towards his right side,
making a sfalsata of your sword under his; and without any delay you will pass your right foot forward,
beating the enemy's sword with your true edge towards his left side, and then with all possible speed
you will throw an imbrocatta to his face or to his sword arm, such that you end in porta di ferro larga or
porta di ferro stretta as you prefer.
104. (p.82/#3) (Coda Lunga Alta vs. Any)
If you find your enemy is found in some guard that pleases him, you will be set in coda lunga
alta with the left foot forward; and there with refined skill you will throw the right foot near the left,
doing in this tempo a feint of pushing an overhand imbrocatta to the face; and as he goes to defend
himself of this imbrocatta in some way, you will, without delay, pass your left foot forward, feinting a
rising falso in the manner of a montante; and nonetheless as he makes some movement to defend
himself from the falso, you will subsequently pass the right foot forward making a sfalsata of your
sword under his, and in this tempo you will beat the enemy's sword with the true edge towards his left
side giving him presently an overhand imbrocatta to the face or the chest done so the sword will stop in
porta di ferro stretta or porta di ferro larga, as you prefer.
105. (p.83/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta; as Patiente)
If your enemy is settled in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, and you are settled in
the same guard; you will stay attentive that if he passes with his left foot forward and makes a sfalsata
of his sword under yours, to then beat your sword aside with his true edge and give you an imbrocatta
to the chest; you will not allow his sword to find yours, and once you have made your sword escape
under his, it will be necessary with all possible to beat the enemy's sword towards his right side with a
falso, throwing presently a roverso to his chest or to his sword arm, the sword falling into coda lunga
larga, and in this tempo the right leg needs to go somewhat towards his left side; and if your enemy
should think to throw the aforementioned imbrocatta, you will parry it with a mezzo mandritto,
steppping forward with your right foot while pushing a thrust to his face setting yourself then in porta
di ferro stretta.
106. (p.83/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Any)
Your enemy being found in the guard he wants, you will be set in coda lunga stretta with the
right foot forward; and there you will throw an imbrocatta to his sword hand that descends into porta di
ferro larga; all exposed to appear vulnerable, and you will stay aware, that as he throws some blow, you
will pass the left foot forward, defending yourself from this blow with the true edge in the manner of
guardia di testa, essentially making a mezzo roverso into his attack; and subsequently you will pass
your right foot forward throwing an imbrocatta to his face or his sword arm that descends into porta di
ferro larga.
107. (p.83/#3) (Counter to play #106)
The counter of the above named attack will be that when your enemy throws the imbrocatta to
your sword hand, you being in what placement you want; you will not move but when his sword ends
in porta di ferro larga, inviting your attack; then if your left foot is forward you will pass your right foot
forward throwing an imbrocatta to his chest or to the sword arm; and if you are set with the right foot
forward you will step somewhat forward with the right foot also throwing an imbrocatta as is said
above, all to the end that he can follow with his plan; and as he will pass his left foot forward to beat
your sword towards your left side with the true edge of his sword, you in that tempo will withdraw the
right leg back, dropping your sword into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and as he will now pass his
right foot forward to throw an overhand imbrocatta at you, there you will defend with the true edge of

your sword in the manner of guardia di testa, doing it in such a way that the sword ends in guardia di
lioncorno; and then you will pass your right foot forward throwing an overhand imbrocatta to his face
or his sword arm, doing it such that the sword stops in porta di ferro larga.
108. (p.84#1) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Right Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in what stance he wants, you settled with the right foot traversing towards
your right side with the sword in coda lunga larga; and in this placement you will turn the sword well
towards the enemy, and if he throws some attack of his choosing, or that he feints at you, you will
throw with great speed a rising falso traversato to his sword hand without moving your feet, but turning
your body well in this tempo so that the shoulder faces his chest and the sword goes to guardia sopra
braccio and this attack goes not so much to hit your enemy, nonetheless he may be provoked into
striking you; and with all possible speed you will withdraw your right foot behind the left striking him
in that tempo with a roverso traversato to his sword hand; and because you will have more quickly and
forcefully thrown this roverso you will take your sword into your left hand on your blade near the hilt
and with this helping you, push a roverso forward with all the quickness and strength possible, and in
this act of helping with the left hand, note that it can be made when the right hand is weary, or hurt, or
even just to to excel with some attack, and this roverso will fall into coda lunga larga.
109. (p.84#2) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
As in the above play, you will remain in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward, and he will
be in what guard he wants; you will throw a stoccata trivillata to his sword hand, and subsequently you
will pass the right foot forward throwing a roverso to his face or to his front leg without making a turn
of the hand, your blow ending in coda lunga larga; or you may strike his sword arm with said roverso
and then, immediately, you will throw a rising falso traversato to his sword hand ending guardia sopra
braccio; and for you security you will withdraw your right foot back, throwing a roverso to his sword
hand that ends in coda lunga larga, and in making this roverso, you may aid the blow with your left
hand; then you will withdraw the left foot back not moving the sword from coda lunga larga.
110. (p.84#3) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Right Foot Forward vs. Any)
Remaining in coda lunga larga with the right foot forward and he in any guard he chooses; you
will pass somewhat forward with your left foot, throwing a rising falso traversato to his sword hand;
and without any delay, you will pass the right foot forward throwing a rising roverso to the sword hand;
and subsequently you will throw a rising falso in the manner of a montante that goes to a manner of
guardia sopra braccio; and then for your defense, you will withdraw the right foot back throwing a
roverso to his sword hand that descends to coda lunga larga, and these blows will be made with great
rapidity, one after the other, always throwing at the sword hand of your enemy; and if he should wish to
attack you after one of these blows, you will not stop, but your blows will continue on in the manner of
a wheel and if he wishes to act in the throwing of these blows, do not stop but throw them always to
the sword hand; many people call this pattern of cuts the wheel, for their course is in the shape of a
wheel.
111. (85#1) (Guard with the Right Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in what guard he chooses, you will be set opposite him with your right foot
forward; and there you will do a tramazzone with the hand as high as you are able; and subsequently
you will turn a molinetto outside the arm, making this tramazzone and molinetto turn gracefully with
the wrist; and these go not to hit but only to take him out of guard; and as he makes some movement
you will presently strike his sword arm or his sword hand with a roverso traversato that ends in coda
lunga larga, passing your right foot somewhat forward; note that in doing the above said blows, if he
should respond to you in some way, you will throw a ***** rising falso to the sword hand, that ends in

a manner of guardia sopra braccio, setting yourself then in porta di ferro stretta.
112. (p. 85/#2) (Guardia Alta with the Right Foot Forward vs. Any)
Your enemy finding himself in what guard he wants, you will be settled in guardia alta with
your right foot forward; then you will feint a mandritto fendente to his head, and note that you do this
so that he will then put his sword into presence with the point directed at your sword hand; and as he
thrusts to your hand you will beat it with the sword, by means of a roverso ridoppio, knocking it out
towards his left side; and subsequently you will pass somewhat forward with the right foot, throwing an
overhand imbrocatta to his chest or to his front leg or sword arm, doing it in such a way that the sword
descends into porta di ferro larga.
113. (p.85#3)(Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
Finding your enemy with the sword in presence, you will be set in coda lunga stretta with your
left foot forward; there you will throw the left foot near the right; and subsequently you will pass your
right foot forward, and in that tempo, you will feint a mandritto to his head; but nevertheless, you will
immediately pass your left foot somewhat forward going with your sword under his into cinghiara
porta di ferro stretta; then subsequently with all possible speed, you will pass your right foot forward,
and in this passing you may do two different things: first you may beat the enemy's sword to his left
with a falso of your sword, giving him then a mandritto to the face or to the sword, that ends in porta di
ferro larga. Secondly, you can beat the enemy's sword with the true edge towards his left side, throwing
immediately an overhand imbrocatta to his chest or his sword arm, that ends in porta di ferro larga.
114. (p.85#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro
Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta or porta di ferro stretta with his right foot forward, you
will be placed in coda lunga stretta with your left foot forward; and there I want you to keep your
sword to the outside of the enemy's sword to his left side; and quickly you will pass the right foot
forward making a sfalsata of your sword under his without doing a turn of the hand, pushing a punta
ferma to the chest; and if he defends the aforementioned thrust with the true edge of his sword making
a half turn of the hand, and in the same motion withdrawing his right foot to turn a tramazzone onto
your head; you will be wary that when he makes to strike you with said tramazzone, you will make a
mezzo mandritto to his sword arm, or to his sword hand, not allowing your sword to go past porta di
ferro alta.
115. (p.86/1) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro
Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta or porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward, you
will be in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and there with refined skill you will throw a
mezzo mandritto to his sword hand; and whether he steps back or remains in place, you will pass your
right foot forward in a great pass towards his left side with all possible speed and push a thrust to his
chest; and the left leg will follow the right forward and the sword will go into porta di ferro stretta; or
if you don't like this option of thrusting to the chest, you will still throw the mezzo mandritto to the
sword hand, and then immediately push a second thrust to sword hand or the sword arm and when you
will do these blows you will step forward; and so the left leg subsequently follows behind the right and
the sword needs to go into porta di ferro stretta.
116. (p.86/ #2) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Unstated)
Remaining as above in porta di ferro stretta with your right foot forward; with refined skill you
will pass your right foot somewhat forward towards his left side throwing a roverso to his sword hand,

or to the front leg that ends in coda lunga larga; you will be exposed so that the enemy is provoked to
throw an attack to your upper parts; and subsequently you will strike his sword hand or his sword arm
with a mezzo mandritto, while the left leg follows somewhat behind the right; and without any delay
you will strike his sword hand or sword arm with a thrust; and presently you will make another thrust
to his chest, passing in this tempo with your right foot somewhat towards his left side; and if the enemy
should throw some attack at you, you will subsequently throw a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand or
sword arm, setting yourself then for your security into porta di ferro stretta.
117. (p.86/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Larga)
If your enemy is settled in porta di ferro larga with his right foot forward you will be set in coda
lunga stretta with your right foot forward; and there you will throw a stoccata trivillata to his sword
hand, turning your sword in such a way that he cannot defend with his sword; and subsequently you
will allow the sword to fall into coda lunga larga; all exposed to the end that the enemy is provoked to
throw a roverso to your upper parts; so you will stay aware, that as he throws the roverso, you will
throw a falso traversato to his hand that does not pass guardia di faccia; and then immediately you will
throw a thrust to his sword hand, and when this is done this you will pass back the right foot, setting
yourself into coda lunga stretta with your left foot forward.
118. (p.87#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with his right foot forward, you will be set in coda
lunga stretta with your left foot forward; and there you will make a mezzo mandritto to his sword
beating it towards his right side and subsequently you will pass your right foot forward, feinting a
thrust to his chest; and as he goes to defend against this thrust you will not allow the swords to touch,
but with skill, you will throw the sword hand somewhat back; and presently you will either give him a
thrust to his sword hand, or strike his sword hand with a rising falso that does not pass guardia di
faccia; then giving him presently a thrust to the sword hand or to the sword arm; and then you will
immediately withdraw your right foot back setting yourself with the sword in coda lunga stretta.
119. (p.87/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in what guard he wants, you will be set in coda lunga stretta with your left
foot forward; and there you will throw a stoccata trivillata to the sword hand with the left foot forward,
and so you will allow the sword to descend into coda lunga lunga; and if here he should think to strike
you with some blow, you will throw a rising falso to his sword hand that does not pass guardia di
faccia; and subsequently you will pass the right foot towards his left side pushing a thrust to his sword
arm or sword hand, and with all possible speed you will throw another thrust to the chest, the left leg
following somewhat behind the right; and if he should think to strike you with some blow, you will
subsequently strike his sword hand or sword arm with a mezzo mandritto done such that the sword
does not go past porta di ferro alta.
120. (p.87/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Larga with Either Foot Forward)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga larga with either the right foot or left foot forward; there he
will be waiting for you to throw some attack, to then wound your hand with a rising falso going to
guardia sopra braccio, so that if you make another attack, he can strike at your sword hand another time
with a roverso traversato that will return to coda lunga larga; and so with refined skill you will wait in
coda lunga stretta with your right foot forward and you will feint a stocatta to his chest passing your
right foot forward, so that he will obey your design and throw the aforementioned falso to your sword
hand; and as he throws it you will pull your sword hand back allowing his falso to go in vain; and with
all possible speed you will follow with a stoccata or mezzo roverso to his sword hand or sword arm,
passing your right foot back and setting yourself in coda lunga stretta for your security; now you may

also follow the stoccata and mezzo roverso with a thrust to his face, to the end that he will throw a
roverso to strike your sword hand, and with refined skill you will withdraw your sword hand again,
allowng his blow to go in vain, and presently you will strike his face with a roverso fendente that cuts
all the way to your enemy's feet.
121. (p.88#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your adversary is set in coda lunga stretta with his right foot forward you will be placed in the
same: and there you will feint a thrust to his chest, and as he makes some defense against this thrust
you will immediately strike his sword hand with a mezzo mandritto that does not go past porta di ferro
stretta; and subsequently you will push a thrust to his hand, passing your right foot somewhat forward
when you make this thrust; but if your enemy withdraws his hand back or in some way makes his hand
unreachable, do not tarry, but press on throwing a mezzo roverso to his sword hand that does not pass
coda lunga stretta; and there shrewdly and skillfully you will feint a thrust to the left side of his chest;
and as he goes to defend against it, you will subsequently pass your left foot towards his right side
making a half turn of the hand and pushing a thrust to the right side of his chest, the sword going to
guardia di faccia with the wrist of your sword hand looking upward; and subsequently you will pass
your right foot forward making a half turn of the hand and pushing an imbrocatta to his chest; and if he
wants to defend against this imbrocatta in some way, you will immediately withdraw your right foot
back giving him a mezzo mandritto fendente onto his sword hand that will not go past cinghiara porta
di ferro stretta.
122. (p.88/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Any)
Your enemy being in what guard he wants, you will be placed with your right foot forward in
coda lunga stretta; and there you will pass the left foot somewhat forward traversing his right side,
throwing a mezzo mandritto that ends in cinghiara porta di ferro stretta; and if your enemy responds by
throwing some attack at you, then you will pull the right foot somewhat behind the left defending with
a falso against the coming attack; and immediately you will pass the left foot forward towards his right
side throwing a mezzo roverso to his sword arm that ends in coda lunga larga; then you will throw the
left foot somewhat near the right foot and feint a rising falso to his sword hand; and as goes to defend
against it, you will presently pass your left foot forward giving him a thrust to the right side of his
chest; and if he in some way defends against this attack you will subsequently pass your right foot
forward making a half turn of the hand and driving an imbrocatta into his chest; and if he somehow
manages to defend against this imbrocatta you will immediately withdraw your right foot back giving
him a mandritto fendente to his sword hand that does not go past cinghiara porta di ferro alta.
123. (p.88/#3) (Coda Lunga Larga vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is settled in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, you will be in coda
lunga larga with the right foot forward; and there you will feint a rising falso to his sword hand; and as
he does some movement for fear of the falso, you will subsequently pass the left foot in a great pass
towards his right side, pushing a thrust to the right side of his chest; and if he seeks to protect himself
from this thrust you will subsequently pass forward with the right foot, now making an imbrocatta to
his chest in this tempo; and if he blocks this imbrocatta with his sword, you will, without delay, pass
the left foot somewhat forward, grabbing his sword or his sword arm with your left hand, and then give
him either a thrust or a cut, whichever you prefer.
124. (p.89#1) (Porta di Ferro Larga as Patiente)
Finding your adversary in what guard pleases him, you will be in porta di ferro larga;
completely exposed, so that the enemy is provoked to throw some attack at you, and will be mindful
that in the tempo that he throws the attack, you will pass the left foot forward, defending with a falso

that does not go past guardia di faccia; and presently you will pass with the right foot forward making a
half turn of the hand, pushing an imbrocatta to his chest, to his sword arm, or to his hand; making
subsequently a half turn of the hand throwing a mandritto down onto his sword hand and to the sword
arm, that will end in porta di ferro larga; and if he responds with some attack you can defend
comfortably with a falso against the incoming attack, this falso will not pass guardia di faccia and
subsequently you will pass the right foot somewhat forward, throwing a mandritto to his face and to his
sword arm that descends into porta di ferro larga.
125. (p.89#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Right Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in the guard he wants, you will be set in coda lunga stretta with your right
foot forward; and there you will pass your left foot traversing towards his right side, throwing a
mandritto to his sword hand that will end in cinghiara porta di ferro larga; all exposed to induce your
enemy into throwing some attack; and so you will stay alert with the mind keen, that in the tempo when
he throws his attack, you will pass forward with the right foot defending yourself with a falso against
the incoming attack; and subsequently you will throw a rising roverso ridoppio to his sword hand, that
does not pass guardia di lioncorno; and then without any delay you will pass the left foot towards his
right side throwing at him an imbrocatta to the chest, that descends into porta di ferro larga.
126. (p.89/#3) (Cinghiara Porta di Ferro Larga as Patiente)
Finding your enemy in what guard he wants, and you will be set in cinghiara porta di ferro larga
with the left foot traversing; you will stay alert that if should throw some attack you will throw the right
foot near the left, defending yourself in this tempo with a falso against the coming attack, and
subsequently you will pass your left foot forward throwing an overhand imbrocatta to his chest, in such
a way that the sword ends in cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and without any delay you will pass your
right foot forward, lifting a rising falso into the enemy's sword that does not pass guardia di faccia, and
subsequently you will throw a mandritto fendente to his face and to his arms that ends in porta di ferro
larga; then you will throw your right foot somewhat near the left.
127. (p.90#1) (Cinghiara Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with his right foot forward, you will be set in cinghiara
porta di ferro larga, with your left foot traversing; and there you will feint a rising falso to his sword
hand and nevertheless you will pass your right foot forward feinting a thrust to the left side of his chest;
and as soon as he wants to defend against this thrust, you will subsequently pass your left foot forward,
making a sfalsata of your sword under his, pushing an imbrocatta to the right side of the chest; and then
you will immediately withdraw the left foot back, throwing a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand that
does not go past porta di ferro stretta.
128. (p.90#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Any)
Finding your adversary in what stance he wants, you will be settled in coda lunga stretta with
the your foot forward; and there you will pass your left foot traversing towards his right side, throwing
a mandritto to his sword hand that ends in cinghiara porta di ferro larga, all exposed so that the enemy
has a way to strike you with whatever attack he wants; be mindful that in the tempo that the enemy
throws his attack you will pull your right foot behind the left, giving him a mezzo roverso to his sword
hand that ends in coda lunga larga; then you will pass a little forward with your left foot throwing a
stoccata trivillata to his sword hand; then you will throw the left foot near the right and allow the sword
to go into coda lunga larga; and then you will allow the left foot to go back forward, feinting a thrust to
the left side of his chest, and as he goes to defend against it, you will pass the right foot forward
making a sfalsata of your sword under his, driving an imbrocatta to his chest; and then immediately you
will withdraw your right foot somewhat back throwing a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand that does

not go past cinghiara porta di ferro stretta.
129. (p.90/#3) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta or Coda Lunga Stretta)
The enemy being in porta di ferro stretta or in coda lunga stretta with right foot forward, you
will be in porta di ferro stretta; and there you will push the right foot somewhat forward towards his left
side throwing a mezzo roverso to his sword hand that does not go past coda lunga stretta; and if the
enemy thinks to attack you here, you will allow the left leg to go behind the right left, pushing a thrust
to the chest or the sword arm or to the sword hand, the sword going to guardia di intrare; and there you
will withdraw your right foot, dropping the sword into cinghiara porta di ferro stretta; and without any
delay you will throw a mezzo roverso to his sword hand that ends in coda lunga larga, the right foot in
this tempo needs to go somewhat behind the left; and there you will throw the left foot somewhat near
the right; and subsequently you will pass the right foot forward feinting a thrust to his chest; and as
goes to defend against it you will subsequently strike his sword hand with a mezzo roverso that does
not go past coda lunga stretta; and presently you will allow the left foot to go well behind the right
pushing a thrust to his chest or to his sword hand that goes to guardia di intrare; then you will
withdraw, two or, three steps back, settling into the guard of porta di ferro stretta.
130 (p.91#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro Stretta)
If your adversary is set in coda lunga stretta or in porta di ferro stretta with his right foot
forward, you will be set in coda lunga stretta with the same foot forward, but in a narrow stance; and
there you will step a little forward with your right foot towards his left side, feinting a thrust to the right
side of his chest, but nevertheless making a sfalsata of your sword under his pushing a thrust to the left
side of his chest, allowing the left foot to go somewhat behind the right; and if he defends with his
sword and so finding yourselves together in guardia di intrare; you will subsequently make a half turn
of the hand feinting an imbrocatta to his face passing your right foot somewhat forward in this moment;
and if he will want to defends himself from this imbrocatta, you will immediately give him a rising
mezzo mandritto to the wrist of his sword hand, and your sword needs to not pass guardia di intrare;
and then you will withdraw your right foot pushing a thrust to his sword hand, setting yourself then in
coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward.
131. (p.91/#2) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Sword in Presence)
Finding your enemy with the sword in presence and his right foot forward, you will be settled
opposite him in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward; and there you will engage his sword
with your false edge with your arm extended as far forward as possible in the the manner of guardia di
faccia; and subsequently you will pass the left foot forward making a half turn of the hand pushing a
punta ferma to his chest, and note that this is done in the manner of an overhand imbrocatta as we have
have explained elsewhere; and if he responds to the punta ferma with a sfalsata, you will give up the
punta ferma, and defend against his sfalsata with your true edge in the manner of a mezzo mandritto;
then without delay you will pass the right foot towards his left side giving him a thrust to the chest, or a
roverso to the face; the left leg needing to now follow behind the right, and the sword to settle then in
porta di ferro stretta.
132. (p.91/#3) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Any)
Finding your enemy set however he wishes, you will be set with the right foot forward in porta
di ferro larga; and there you will lift a rising falso to his sword hand or his sword, when he has the
sword in presence or does not have have it in presence, and do not stop going, but lift a falso that must
not pass guardia di faccia much; and there you will immediately withdraw your right foot back
throwing a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand, that will stop in cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and then
you will you will return your right foot forward throwing a roverso to his sword hand or his sword arm

that ends in coda lunga larga; and if your enemy intends to wound you with some attack you will
immediately traverse with your left foot towards his right side throwing a rising falso traversato to his
sword hand that will end in a manner similar to guardia sopra braccio; and if he responds with some
blow you will withdraw your right foot behind the left, striking his sword hand with a roverso that
stops in coda lunga larga; and subsequently you will pass your left foot a little forward throwing a
rising falso to his sword hand that ends similar to guardia sopra braccio; and if he throws some attack
to strike you, you will subsequently pass the right foot forward, defending yourself from said cut with a
falso that does not go past guardia di faccia, throwing subsequently a mandritto to his face and his
sword arm that ends in porta di ferro larga.
133. (p.92#1) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Any)
Still remaining in porta di ferro larga with your right foot forward and he in whatever guard he
wants; you will beat the *** your right foot somewhat traversing towards his left side throwing a
roverso to his sword hand that ends in coda lunga larga; all exposed to the end that the enemy will have
reason to attack you; so stay aware that when he throws his attack you will pull the left foot behind the
right, striking his sword hand with a mezzo mandritto that ends in porta di ferro larga; and if he thinks
to throw some blow at you here, you will defend yourself with a falso and subsequently pass the left
foot traversing towards his right side turning a roverso ridoppio rising to the sword hand that does not
pass guardia di lioncorno; and the right foot now needs to follow behind the left; and then you will
immediately throw a rising falso traversato in the manner of a montante to his sword hand or his sword;
then you will subsequently pass your right foot traversing acrosss his left side, throwing a roverso to his
face or sword arm that will end in coda lunga larga all exposed so that the enemy has reason to attack
you; and so you will stay wary, that in the moment that he moves to strike you in any manner, you will
allow your left foot to go behind the right, giving him a mandritto to his sword arm that ends in porta di
ferro larga.
134. (p.92#2) (Guardia Lioncorno vs. Coda Lunga Larga or Coda Lunga Lunga)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga lunga or coda lunga larga with his left foot forward, you will
be set with your right foot forward, in a manner similar to guardia di lioncorno, except that the point of
your sword will be directed at his sword hand; in this setup you will step somewhat forward with your
right foot towards his left side feinting an imbrocatta to the sword hand and the left leg needs to
faithfully follow behind the right; and you will nevertheless quickly wound the front leg with a mezzo
roverso, or you may push a thrust to his flank, making a half turn of the hand; and note that this
particular placement can skillfully defend against many similar guards.
135. (p.93#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward)
If your enemy is well-settled in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward, you will be placed
in coda lunga stretta, but with your right foot foot forward; and there you will feint a thrust to the left
side of his flank, stepping somewhat forwards with the right foot towards his left side; and while still
feinting said thrust, your left foot needs to follow faithfully behind the right foot, so if your enemy
makes any movement at this feint, you will subsequently strike his sword hand with a mandritto to the
front leg that will end in porta di ferro larga; and if the enemy responds with some attack, you will
without delay, withdraw your right foot back striking him in the sword hand with a roverso that ends in
coda lunga lunga larga.
136. (p.93#2) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Unstated; as Patiente)
Finding yourself placed with your left foot forward in coda lunga larga against your enemy, you
will be advised that if he wants to strike you with some attack; pass your right foot traversing toward
his left side, striking at his sword hand or at his sword arm with a mezzo mandritto that falls into porta

di ferro larga, the left leg needing to follow behind the right; then you will pass your left foot forward
traversing toward his right side, throwing a roverso to his sword hand that ends in coda lunga larga, the
right leg needing to follow behind the left; and if your enemy should throw some attack, you will
immediately throw the left leg traversing towards his right side, striking his sword hand with a
mandritto that drops into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and subsequently you will pass your right foot
forward throwing a roverso to his sword hand and to his front leg that stops in coda lunga larga; and
without any delay you will withdraw your right foot back throwing a mandritto to his sword hand that
ends in cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and if your enemy comes with some attack you will immediately
pass your right foot forward, defending yourself against this attack with a falso, giving him
subsequently a mandritto to the face or the chest that ends porta di ferro larga; and then subsequently
you will withdraw your right foot back throwing a roverso to the sword hand that ends in coda lunga
larga.
137. (p.93#3) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Unstated)
Remaining in coda lunga larga with your left foot forward, step somewhat forward with your
left foot throwing a stoccata trivillata to his sword hand; and then you will pull your left foot next to
the right turning the sword into coda lunga larga; and there if your enemy throws some attack at you,
you will defend yourself going with the sword in guardia di testa, passing presently with your left foot
forward somewhat towards his right side, turning a mandritto to his face or to his sword hand that ends
in cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and if the enemy makes some attack here you will subsequently pass
your right foot forward defending against the coming cut with a falso, giving him then a mandritto to
his face that ends in porta di ferro larga; and without any delay you will pass your left foot traversing
towards his right side throwing a roverso to his face and to his sword hand that ends in coda lunga
larga, your right foot following faithfully behind your left; and there you will pass your left foot a little
forward, throwing a stoccata trivillata to his sword hand and then leaping backwards with both feet
with your sword ending in coda lunga stretta.
138. (p.94/#1) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Guardia di Lioncorno)
If you are settled in porta di ferro larga with your right foot forward against your enemy and he
is set against you in the form of guardia di lioncorno where his point looks at your hand, and he has his
right foot forward; immediately you will change guards, making your sword hand settle into coda lunga
stretta; and then you will quickly make a mezzo mandritto to his sword beating it out towards his right
side; and subsequently you will step somewhat forward with your right foot pushing a thrust to his
face; and then you will withdraw your right foot and and the left foot backwards, setting yourself in
coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward.
139. (p.94/#2) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set with the sword in coda lunga stretta with his right foot forward, you will be
opposite him in coda lunga larga, but with your left foot forward; there you will feint a falso to his
sword hand and as he makes some movement to defend against this falso, you will immediately pass
your right foot forward feinting a thrust to the right side of his face, but with a trained mindfulness, so
that as he will want to defend against this thrust, you will subsequently throw a mezzo roverso to his
front leg that does not pass coda lunga stretta; and if the enemy in this tempo wants to throw some
attack or even if he does not move, you will immediately throw, without any hesitation, a rising falso
that beats his sword out towards his right side; and then you will strike his head with a mighty roverso
while passing your right foot somewhat forward, letting your sword go into coda lunga larga; and
without delay you will withdraw your right foot back throwing a mandritto to his sword hand that
descends into cinghiara porta di ferro larga.

140. (p.94/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro
Stretta)
Finding your enemy in coda lunga stretta or porta di ferro stretta with his right foot forward,
you will be placed in coda lunga stretta with your left foot forward; and there you will pass your right
foot forward somewhat towards his left side and in this tempo you will feint a thrust to his *** right
side and as he goes to defend himself from this thrust, you will feint a roverso to his front leg, and note
that this roverso goes not to wound him, but to disconcert him; so that as he moves his sword or if he
does not move his sword, you will push a thrust behind his sword to the left side of his chest with your
sword going into guardia di intrare and your left foot needs to follow somewhat behind the right.
141. (p.94/#4) (Cinghiara Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Any)
Finding yourself in cinghiara porta di ferro larga with your left foot traversing and your enemy
being settled however he wants; you will pass forward with your right foot throwing a rising falso with
a feint of throwing a roverso to his front leg, ***** so that the enemy will be able to strike your head or
face, and you will defend yourself with the sword going into guardia di testa against the coming attack,
giving him subsequently a mandritto to his left temple or to his sword hand; or if your prefer, having
defended against said cut in guardia di testa, instead of striking him with the mandritto, you may drive
a punta ferma to the chest, passing with the left foot towards his right side; then for your security you
will withdraw the left foot behind the right setting yourself in coda lunga stretta.
142. (p.95/#1) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Guardia di Lioncorno)
If your enemy is set in guardia di lioncorno with his right foot forward you will oppose him in
porta di ferro stretta; and there with refined skill, you will step somewhat forward with your right foot,
beating his sword out towards his right side with a falso, and subsequently you will strike his face or
his sword arm with a mandritto that does not pass porta di ferro stretta.
143. (p.95/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward)
If your enemy is set with his sword in coda lunga stretta and having his left foot forward, you
will be set in coda lunga stretta with your right foot forward; and there you can skillfully feint a stocatta
trivillata to the left side of the chest to induce him into then passing forward with his right foot and
defending against the thrust with the true edge of his sword, and then making a presa and punta riversa
to your chest; so stay aware that in the tempo that he will pass forward, parrying your stocatta trivillata,
you will not allow his sword to touch yours, but will throw your sword hand somewhat back and
subsequently you will strike his sword hand with a thrust; and if your enemy responds with some attack
to your upper parts, you will presently defend yourself, giving him immediately an imbrocatta to his
chest doing such that the sword ends in porta di ferro stretta for your security.
144. (p.95/#3) (Sword in Presence vs. Porta di Ferro Larga or Porta di Ferro Stretta; as Patiente)
If your enemy is set in porta di ferro larga or stretta, and you will have your right foot forward
with the sword in presence; you will stay aware that if he wants to lift a rising falso to your sword to
beat it and subsequently strike you with a mandritto to your face, you will smack the falso to the
ground with the true edge of the your sword, and presently you will strike him with a mandritto to his
face; or if you prefer you can pass your left foot forward after beating his falso to the ground and drive
a thrust into his guts; then withdraw your left foot back setting yourself in porta di ferro stretta.
145. (p.95/#4) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs Guardia di Lioncorno)
If you are set in porta di ferro larga with your right foot forward and he is settled in guardia di
lioncorno with the point directed at your sword hand; there you will be advised to quickly turn a rising
roverso to the sword of the enemy, to bring him true edge to true edge; and there with graceful skill you

will step somewhat forward with the right foot feinting a thrust to the gut, and as he goes to defend it in
some way, you will push his sword aside with your true edge, and you will subsequently pass forward
abandoning your feint and giving him presently a roverso traversato to the face, that does not pass coda
lunga stretta; and if the enemy does anything, go to his sword hand with a mezzo mandritto that ends in
porta di ferro stretta. allowing the left leg to go somewhat behind the right.
146. (p.96/#1) (Counter to (p.95/#4))
The counter of this attack will be thus; that when you are guardia di lioncorno with your right
foot forward then you will be mindful that as the enemy comes to join his true edge to yours, you will
withdraw the right foot back, allowing him to come forward; as he throws the roverso to your head you
will immediately pass your right foot forward defending yourself with the sword in guardia di testa;
and then you will immediately pass your left foot forward making a presa with your left hand to his
sword, giving him immediately a thrust to his flank; or if you do not like this counter, be advised that as
he throws a roverso you will withdraw the left foot back throwing a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand
that ends in porta alta di ferro.
147. (p.96/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Porta di Ferro Larga)
If your enemy is in porta di ferro larga with his right foot forward, you will be set with the left
foot forward in coda lunga stretta; and there you will preform a stringere38 upon him with footwork
gathering your right foot behind your left and stepping forward with your right foot; and if he makes
any movement as he will almost certainly do, you will stay aware that he may think to feint a rising
falso to your sword hand, and then make a sfalsata of his sword under yours, to then beat your sword to
your left side, and subsequently give you a roverso to the face; your counter to this will be, that in the
tempo that he wants to smack your sword to the right side, you will not let him find your sword with
his, but will skillfully turn your sword under his to his right side, passing immediately with the right
foot forward driving a punta ferma to his chest; and if he defends your attack in some way, you will
presently throw, at a turn of the wrist, a roverso fendente to his face that does not pass coda lunga
stretta; then you will immediately pass the right foot back giving him a mezzo mandritto to his sword
hand that stops in cinghiara porta di ferro stretta, making then a half turn of the hand, setting yourself in
coda lunga stretta.
148. (p.97/#1) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta):
If your enemy is settled in coda lunga stretta with his right foot forward you will be placed in
porta di ferro stretta with your right foot forward; and there you will step somewhat forward with your
right foot, feinting a thrust to the foot, so that as you lower yourself to make this attack, so that the
enemy will push a thrust to your face or make some other attack; and know that you will make this
feint cunningly, that as the enemy will think it wise to make some attack to your upper parts, you will,
with all possible speed, make a rising mezzo mandritto to his sword hand and sword arm, or a falso that
does not pass guardia di intrare; and then you will immediately make a thrust to his sword hand
withdrawing your right foot setting yourself in coda lunga stretta with your left foot forward.
149. (p.97/#2) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Right Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta):
Finding yourself in coda lunga larga with your right foot forward and your opponent set in coda
lunga stretta with his right foot forward; if you should think to lifting a rising falso to his sword hand
he will plan to beat your falso to the ground and push a thrust to your chest or a roverso tondo to your
face; so thus in this placement of coda lunga larga you will feint the aforesaid rising falso to his sword
hand, enticing him to smack it to the ground; and when he does you will make a sfalsata of your sword
38 The text only says to peform a stringere action without describing how; the description of of how to perform the action
has been added for clairty.

under his, giving him a rising mezzo mandritto to his wrist which will stop a little lower in porta di
ferro stretta, but you must not linger there; for you will immediately return with a rising falso to his
sword hand and subsequently withdraw the right foot back, throwing a roverso to his sword hand that
does not pass coda lunga stretta; or if you prefer instead of throwing the mezzo mandritto to his sword
hand, you may, after feinting the falso, give him a roverso tondo to his face, setting yourself then with
the sword in coda lunga stretta.
150. (p.97/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta; as Patiente)
Finding yourself set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward and he in the same; stay
mindful that if he throws a mezzo roverso to your sword hand, in that same tempo you will lower the
point of your sword a little, throwing a rising falso to the sword hand that will end in the manner of
guardia di sopra braccio; and there you will immediately pull your right foot back throwing a mezzo
roverso to his sword hand that does not pass coda lunga stretta.
151. (p.97/#4) (Coda Lunga Streta vs. Porta di Ferro Larga; as Patiente)
If you have set yourself in coda lunga stretta with your right foot forward and your enemy is set
in porta di ferro larga with his right foot forward; you will be mindful that if he plans to strike your
hand with a roverso, then in that same tempo you will strike him with a stoccata trivillata, returning the
sword into coda lunga stretta; or instead of the stoccata trivillata, when he strikes at your hand with a
roverso, you will want to lower your point somewhat towards the ground and throw, with great speed, a
rising falso to his sword hand that ends in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; and there you will
immediately pull your right foot back, throwing a mezzo roverso to his sword hand that does not pass
coda lunga stretta.
152. (P.98#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta; as Patiente)
If you are set in coda lunga stretta with your right foot forward and your enemy is in the same;
you will be mindful that if he throws a falso to your sword to subsequently throw a roverso to your
sword arm, then in the same tempo that he throws the falso to your sword, you will quickly strike his
sword hand with a rising mezzo mandritto that goes to guardia di intrare; then you will immediately
throw a thrust to his sword hand, and then make a half turn of the hand setting yourself in coda lunga
stretta; and now if he should throw a falso to your sword, you will not let him find it, but will quickly
make a sfalsata of your sword under his, pushing a thrust to his sword hand or to his sword arm setting
yourself then in porta di ferro stretta.
153. (p.98/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Larga; as Patiente)
If you are set in coda lunga stretta or porta di ferro stretta and your enemy is set in porta di ferro
larga; you will stay mindful that if he should throw a falso and roverso to then subsequently strike your
hand with a rising falso, then, in the moment when he has thrown the falso and is subsequently turning
the roverso, you will turn a mezzo mandritto of your own to his sword hand setting yourself then in
porta di ferro stretta.
154. (p.98/#3) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward; as Patiente)
If you are set in porta di ferro stretta with your right foot foot forward and your enemy is set in
coda lunga larga with his left foot forward; if he throws a rising falso to your sword hand to then turn a
roverso fendente to your face or your sword arm, you will be mindful that in the tempo after he has
thrown the falso and is turning the aforesaid roverso, you will throw a falso traversato to his sword
hand. But to give him reason for throwing the roverso, you will knock his falso to the ground with the
true edge of your sword in the manner of throwing a mezzo roverso, so that now you can easily wound
him with the aforesaid falso traversato, which will rise up into a position similar to guardia sopra

braccio, and then immediately you will set yourself into porta di ferro stretta.
155. (p.98/#4) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta; as Patiente)
If you are set in porta di ferro stretta with your right foot forward, and your enemy is set
likewise; and he is turning a tramazzone to your head or to your sword arm, while he is turning this
tramazzone, you can strike him in his sword hand with a roverso traversato that stops in coda lunga
larga; or if your prefer, instead of throwing this roverso, you may throw a stoccata trivillata to his
sword hand or sword arm, making now a rising falso to his sword hand that will end similar to guardia
sopra braccio; setting yourself in porta di ferro stretta.
156. (p.98/#5) (Porta di Ferro Stretta or Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Larga; as Patiente)
If you are set in porta di ferro stretta or in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward and
your enemy is in porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward; you will be mindful that should he
want to beat your sword with his true edge, in the manner of a mezzo roverso, to then give you a thrust
or a descending falso to your arm, you will throw, with great speed, a rising mezzo mandritto to the
wrist of his sword hand as he goes to beat your sword; or if you do not reach him in time, and he has
beaten your sword with his true edge and is now coming with the thrust or the descending falso, you
will throw a rising falso to the sword hand that does not pass guardia di faccia, if possible, then setting
yourself in porta di ferro stretta.
157. (p.99/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta as Patiente)39
Finding yourself in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward and he in the same; you will
be mindful, that he may pass forward with the left foot, traversing towards your right side, throwing a
mandritto to your hand that will descend into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and then he may
immediately pass his right foot forward, throwing a roverso to your sword hand or to your front leg that
descends towards coda lunga larga but does not stay there; for he shall have a fancy to strike your
sword hand with a rising falso.
158. (p.99/#2) (Counter to #157)
The counter to this play will be that when he passes to throw the mandritto to your hand, in that
moment you will throw a stocatta trivillata to his sword hand, immediately turning the sword into coda
lunga larga; and as he passes to throw the aforementioned roverso in that tempo you will throw a rising
falso traversato to his sword hand, that ends similar to guardia sopra braccio; and so defending like this
you will have come up with a means of defending yourself, that he will be unable to throw a falso to
strike your sword hand, but if he should try, you will throw a roverso traversato to his sword hand in
that tempo that ends in coda lunga larga.
159. (p. 99/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Larga as Patiente)
If your enemy is settled in porta di ferro larga with his right foot forward and you are placed in
coda lunga stretta with your right foot forward; there you will be mindful that if he wants to give you a
falso and roverso, with the goal of reaching you then with a rising falso to your sword hand: then in the
moment after he has made the first falso, and is now turning the roverso, you will strike his sword hand
with a falso traversato that goes to a sort of guardia sopra braccio; and then as he throws the second
falso to your sword hand, in that moment you will throw a roverso “discharged” across his wrist, and I
say discharged, because you will make it without extending your arm much, and will in this way keep
yourself safe from his falso, and then your sword will go into coda lunga larga; and then you will
immediately place yourself into porta di ferro stretta.
39 The counter helps to clarify this play

160. (p.99/#4) (Guardia Alta vs. Sword in Presence)
Finding yourself in guardia alta with your right foot forward, set such that it will appear you
intend to throw a mandritto fendente onto his head, and he will be set such that the point of his sword
watches your hand, so that if you should throw the mandritto fendente he will give you a thrust to the
sword hand; and so I want you to feint a mandritto fendente onto his head, inducing him to push the
thrust to your hand, and as he does you will, with great quickness, take his sword with your left hand,
then you will give him whatever attack you prefer.
161. (p.100/#1) (Coda Lunga Alta vs. Coda Lunga Alta)
Finding your enemy in any guard he wants; you will act as though you intend to hurl yourself
forward with great force with your left forward and the sword in coda lunga alta; acting as if you will
give him an imbrocatta to his face, showing yourself to be unreasonable; nevertheless you will go very
warily because if he throws some cut to wound you, then you may withdraw the left foot and in moving
it from its place you will give him a mandritto to his sword hand; or an imbrocata or a rising falso
whichever will seem most suitable in the moment; and if he doesn't respond to your attack with some
counterattack of his own you will be able to easily take his sword with your left land and give him
subsequently a thrust or cut anywhere you want.
162. (p.100/#2) (PdFA vs. Guardia Alta or Guardia di Lioncorno)
If your enemy is set in guardia alta or in guardia di lioncorno with his right foot forward, acting
as if he will feint to your head with a mandritto fendente, to the end that you will direct your point
towards his sword hand, so that he may then make a presa with his left hand to your sword; there I want
that as he sets himself in these guards that you place yourself with the right foot forward and with the
sword in porta di ferro alta and you will feint the turning of a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand or
push a thrust to his sword hand, but you will qucikly pass your right foot somewhat towards his lefft
side giving him in this tempo a mezzo roverso to his face, or to his left hand if he should make try to
grab your sword and your left leg will need to follow behind the right, and the sword needs to not pass
coda lunga alta; and subsequently you will turn a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand that does not pass
porta di ferro alta; and if he has the sword in guardia di lioncorno, you may strike his sword with a
mezzo mandritto and subsequently turn a mezzo roverso to his face, or push a thrust to his chest, doing
this with the same footwork as above.
163. (p.100/#3) (Porta di Ferro Larga as Patiente):
If you are set in porta di ferro larga with your right foot forward and he throws a mandritto to
strike your head, in the tempo that he makes this mandritto, you will throw a rising mezzo mandritto to
his sword hand; and note that this attack may be employed against any other blow the enemy should
throw, making your sword end then in porta di ferro stretta.
164. (p.100/#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence):
If your enemy is set with his right foot forward with the sword in presence you will be in coda
lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and there you will feint a thrust to his right side and as he
makes some movement to defend, you will subsequently pass the right foot forward, and in this tempo,
make a sfalsata of your sword under his, pushing a thrust to his chest; but note that this thrust does not
go to strike the enemy but only to bring your enemy to mezza spada with you, true edge to true edge, in
a manner similar to guardia di intrare; and once you are joined with him thus, you will pass the left foot
towards his right side, making a half turn of the hand pushing a thrust to his face, and in this tempo,
you may also make a presa to his sword or to his sword arm; also, when you are in mezza spada with
him, true edge to true edge, it will also be suitable to make a rising mezzo mandritto to the sword arm,

and subsequently retire the right foot back making a half turn of the hand, setting yourself in coda
lunga stretta, and then for your security you will retire your left foot back, pushing a thrust40 and setting
yourself in porta di ferro stretta.
165. (p.101/#1) (Sword in Presence vs. Unstated)
Finding yourself with your right foot forward against your enemy and having your sword in
presence, and your enemy thrusting to bring you to mezza spada, true edge to true edge, in a manner
similar to guardia di intrare; you will be mindful that if here he wants to strike your sword arm with a
rising mezzo mandritto, you will immediately make a half turn of the hand defending yourself with a
mezzo roverso thrown in the manner of a ridoppio; and subsequently, you will pass the left foot
forward pushing a punta ferma to his flank, and you may perhaps also make a presa to his sword with
your left hand; and if you don't want to pass forward with the left foot, you may instead step forward
with your right foot, making a mezzo roverso in the manner of a ridoppio in defense against his mezzo
mandritto, throwing immediately an imbrocatta to his chest that will stop in porta di ferro stretta.
166. (p.101/#2) (Sword in Presence vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with the Right Foot Forward)
If you are set with your sword in presence with your right foot forward and your enemy is in
coda lunga stretta with his right foot forward; you will be mindful that if he feints a mezzo mandritto to
your sword hand, and then as you make some movement to defend against it, he may then quickly
make a sfalsata of his sword under yours, passing in that tempo with his left foot forward, and making a
half turn of the hand to push a powerful thrust to the right side of your chest; against this attack you
will defend yourself by raising the sword hand somewhat high with the point towards the ground,
pushing well to your inside with the true edge of your sword towards your left side, and in such time as
you will have defended yourself from the thrust, you will pass the right foot back, turning a tramazzone
with your wrist onto his head that will not pass cinghiara porta di ferro alta or stretta as you will want,
also you will be able to turn this tramazzone without moving the feet.
167. (p.102/#1) (Counter to #166)
The counter of this last attack is that having passed with your left foot forward pushing the
above-mentioned thrust to his chest, you will stay alert that if the enemy defends in the manner as said
above (with the sword hand high, the tip to the ground, the true edge towards the inside line), and that
he will withdraw the right foot back turning a tramazzone to your head; in this tempo you will turn a
mezzo mandritto across his sword hand or to his sword arm; of if you rather, instead of the mandritto,
pass your right foot towards his left side making a half turn of the hand and push a thrust to the face,
your left leg will follow faithfully behind the right your sword ending in guardia d'intrare; also when he
turns the tramazzone you will also be able to give him a mezzo roverso to the wrist of his sword hand,
then retire the left foot back setting yourself in porta di ferro stretta.
168. (p.102/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy is set with his right foot forward with his sword in presence, you will be placed
in coda lunga stretta with your left foot forward; and there you will pass your left foot back, making in
that tempo a half turn of the hand and placing yourself into porta di ferro stretta; and subsequently you
will pull the right foot somewhat near the left; and then you will immediately pass the left foot forward
feinting a thrust to his right flank; and subsequently you will pass the right foot towards his left side
making in this tempo a half turn of the hand; and as he goes to defend against this thrust you will pass
the left foot forward towards his right side, making in that tempo a half turn of the hand, pushing a
thrust to the right side of his chest and in the same tempo withdrawing the hand somewhat back,
40 No target is provided for this thrust.

feinting immediately a thrust to the to his left side, and as he goes to defend against said thrust, you will
immediately make a great pass towards his right side, making in this tempo a half turn of the hand
pushing a thrust to his chest, and the right foot needs to follow the left, and the sword will alight into a
manner of guardia di faccia; and then you will immediately withdraw your left foot, making a half turn
of the hand setting yourself into coda lunga stretta; and if the enemy responds with some attack you
will strike his sword hand with a mezzo mandritto, and there subsequently, you will withdraw your
right foot back easing yourself in coda lunga stretta.
169. (p.102/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy is set with his sword in presence with his right foot forward and you are placed in
coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward; there you will gather the left foot near the right feinting a
thrust to the right side of his chest, and then you will immediately pass your right foot towards his left
side, making another feint of driving a thrust into his left flank in the manner of an imbrocatta; and as
he goes to defend against this thrust, you will immediately pass your left foot towards his right side
making a sfalsata of your sword under his, driving with great force a thrust to his chest, and in that
tempo you will make a half turn of the hand, the sword ending in guardia di faccia; and after this thrust
you will withdraw your left foot back making a half turn of the hand and setting yourself into coda
lunga stretta; and here if the enemy throws some attack, you will withdraw your right foot giving him a
mezzo mandritto to his sword arm, or if you prefer, a thrust to the sword hand, setting yourself then in
coda lunga stretta.
170. (p.103/#1) (Guardia di Lioncorno vs. Porta di Ferro Larga)
If your enemy is set in porta di ferro larga with his right foot forward and you are set in guardia
di lioncorno with your right foot forward, such that the point of your sword looks at his sword hand;
there with shrewd skill you will feint a thrust to his sword hand, to see if he has some response in mind;
now if he does not react to your feint, with all possible speed you will pass your left foot forward in a
great pass somewhat towards his right side, and in this passing you will trap him with your sword,
driving your true edge onto his sword so that you are in a sort of cinghiara porta di ferro stretta; and
subsequently you will make a presa to his sword arm, giving him immediately a thrust to the gut, or if
you prefer you can pass back your left foot giving him a mezzo mandritto to the face, easing yourself
then into coda lunga stretta.
171. (p.103/#2) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy is set with the sword in presence, you will be placed in porta di ferro larga with
the right foot forward; and there you will throw a roverso to his sword hand with the greatest speed, the
roverso to fall into coda lunga larga; and subsequently you will throw a falso traversato to his sword
hand that will end similar to guardia sopra braccio; and if the enemy should throw some attack at you,
you will throw a roverso that falls into coda lunga larga; and then you will feint a rising falso to his
sword hand, and as he goes to defend against this, you will pass your left foot forward pushing a thrust
to the right side of his chest, and as you push this thrust you will make sure that your hand does not
turn in the least, but with skill you will make a sfalsata of your sword under his, pushing the thrust to
his chest with your arm extended as far forward as possible; and if he defends against the thrust in
some way, you will immediately pass back your left foot back, turning a tramazzone to his head that
does not pass porta di ferro stretta.
172. (p.103/#3) (Guardia di Lioncorno vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy is found with the sword in presence, you will be set in guardia di lioncorno with
the right foot forward; and there you will feint an imbrocatta to his face, and as he goes to defend
against this imbrocatta, you will subsequently throw a rising falso to his sword hand in the manner of a

montante that ends in guardia alta; and then you will feint a second rising falso to his sword hand and
as he goes to defend himself against this falso in some way, you will subsequently pass your left foot
forward making a sfalsata of your sword under his, and so (then) you will push a thrust to his chest, this
attack going with great speed; and if he defends himself from this thrust in some way, you will
immediately withdraw your left foot turning a tramazzone to the chest that stops in porta larga di ferro.
173. (p.104/#1) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Sword in Presence with the Right or Left Foot Forward)
Finding yourself set in porta larga di ferro with the right foot forward and your enemy having
his sword in presence with his right foot or left foot forward; you will step extremely quickly with the
the right foot somewhat forward, driving your true edge into your enemy's sword, beating it upwards in
the way of defending yourself in guardia di testa; and presently you will turn a mandritto tondo across
his front leg; and immediately for your security you will retire the right foot back, throwing a roverso
to his sword hand that drops into coda lunga larga.
174. (p.104/#2) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy is set with the sword in presence with whichever foot he wants forward, you will
be set with the right foot forward in porta larga di ferro; and there you will throw a falso to the sword of
the enemy, immediately turning a mezzo roverso to his sword hand that drops into coda lunga larga,
and in that temp you will pass your right foot somewhat forward; and if the enemy responds to you
with some attack, you will defend yourself going with the sword into guardia di testa, turning presently
a fendente to his head in the manner of a tramazzone that will fall into porta di ferro stretta, making this
attack with the wrist, passing your right foot somewhat forward when you make this fendente; you may
also, after having defended yourself with the sword in guardia di testa, turn a mandritto tondo to his
leg; then withdraw your front foot immediately back, throwing a roverso to his sword hand that
descends into coda lunga larga.
175. (p.104/#3) (Guardia di Lioncorno vs. Porta Alta di Ferro)
If your enemy is set with sword in presence in a manner of porta alta di ferro, you will be in
guardia di lioncorno with your right foot forward; here it will be necessary to note if he is looking at
your sword hand, and if so, you will make a show of preparing an imbrocatta to the left side of his
chest; and as he makes some movement to defend against the imbrocatta, you will subsequently make a
sfalsata of your sword under his, beating it somewhat with the true edge of your sword towards his left
side; and presently you will pass the right foot somewhat forward throwing an imbrocatta to his chest
or hos sword arm, in such a way that the sword descends into porta larga di ferro or porta di ferro
stretta, as you prefer.
176. (p.104/#4) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Guardia di Lioncorno)
If your enemy is set in guardia di lioncorno with his right foot forward and you are again in
porta di ferro larga with your right foot forward; here you will be mindful that if he directs the point of
his sword at your hand in such a way as to make you think he intends to give you an imbrocatta to the
sword hand, then you will pass your right foot somewhat forward immediately beating his sword with
the true edge of yours in the manner of a roverso ridoppio, somewhat towards his left side; then you
will immediately give him an imbrocatta to his chest; and if he defends against the imbrocatta in some
way, you will subsequently turn a tramazzone to his head or onto his sword hand that will then drop
into porta di ferro stretta or porta di ferro larga, as you prefer.
177. (p.104/#5) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Larga)
If your enemy is placed in porta di ferro larga with his right foot forward to invite you to throw
some attack, so that he may then defend against it with a falso that does not pass guardia di faccia, and

subsequently throw a mandritto or push a thrust to your chest; you will place yourself into coda lunga
stretta with your right foot forward and then feint a stoccata to his chest, inducing him to defend with a
falso as said above; and as he lifts the falso to defend himself from your stoccata you will throw the
sword hand somewhat back with all possible speed allowing his falso to go in vain; presently you will
push a thrust to his sword hand setting yourself then into porta di ferro stretta; or if your prefer, after
you throw the stoccata, and after you allow him to parry it with a falso, so that he may then throw a
mandritto at you, here you will make a half turn of the hand pushing a punta ferma to his face or his
chest; and then immediately you will pass back your left foot setting yourself in porta di ferro stretta.
178. (p.105#1) (Porta di Ferro Stretta as Patiente)
Remaining in porta di ferro stretta with your right foot forward; you will be mindful that if your
enemy intends to throw a roverso fendente to your head, you will pass the left foot forward in a great
pass making a half turn of the hand and in the same tempo, you will defend the coming cut and strike
him with a thrust to the face, the sword ending in coda lunga alta with the sword arm extended as far
forward as you are able; and if he defends himself by retiring himself back or traversing to wound you
with a mandritto to the head or for the leg, you will subsequently pass your right foot somewhat
towards his left side making a half turn of the hand, giving him a thrust to his face, your sword ending
in a form of guardia di intrare, and your left leg needs to follow faithfully behind the right; and then
you will retire your right foot back pushing a thrust to his sword hand setting yourself then in coda
lunga stretta.
179. (p.105/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
If your adversary is placed with his right foot forward with the sword in presence, you will
place yourself in coda lunga stretta with your left foot forward; and there with all possible speed, you
will give him a mezzo mandritto to the sword, beating it towards his right side; and subsequently you
will pass your right foot forward feinting a thrust to his chest, and as he goes to defend against the
thrust, you will not allow your swords to touch, but will make a sfalsata of your sword under his, giving
him immediately a mezzo mandritto across his sword arm, doing it in such a way that the sword does
not go past porta di ferro stretta; and then you will immediately withdraw your right foot back, pushing
a thrust to his sword hand, setting yourself into coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward.
180. (p.105/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with his right foot forward, you will be placed also in
coda lunga stretta, but with your left foot forward; and there you will throw your left foot near the right,
and then you will pass the right foot forward feinting a mezzo mandritto to his foot, inducing him to
defend himself by attacking your upper parts in some way; and you will be mindful that you are
uncovering yourself in making this feint, so you will abandon this false attack and subsequently throw
a rising mezzo mandritto to his sword hand or his sword arm that does not pass guardia di intrare; and
then you will immediately withdraw your right foot back giving him a thrust to the sword hand setting
yourself then into coda lunga stretta.
181. (p.106/ #1) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Your enemy being in what guard he wants, and you will be set in coda lunga stretta with the left
foot forward; and there you will throw a stocatta trivillata to his sword hand, and then you will pull
your left foot near the right allowing your sword to go into coda lunga lunga; and then you will
immediately pass your right foot forward feinting an imbrocatta to his face; and as he will make some
defense, you will make another feint, this time threatening his front foot with a mandritto, doing so
with shrewd skill because if he then strikes to your upper parts, you will abandon your feint to the foot,
and will give him a rising mezzo mandritto to his sword hand that does not pass guardia di intrare; and

then you will immediately withdraw your right foot back setting yourself into porta di ferro stretta.
182. (p.106/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with his right foot forward, you will be set in coda
lunga stretta with your left foot forward; and there you will pull your left foot back near the right,
subsequently passing your right foot forward, feinting a thrust to the left side of his chest in the mode
of an imbrocatta; and as he will go to defend himself from this thrust, you will immediately pass your
left foot traversing towards his right side, taking your sword under his, giving him presently a
mandritto across his sword arm that falls into cinghiara porta larga di ferro; and subsequently if the
enemy wants to strike you with some attack, you will pull the right foot behind the left, giving him a
roverso traversato to the sword hand that falls into coda lunga larga.
183. (p. 106/#3) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di
Ferro Stretta)
If your adversary is set in coda lunga stretta or porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward,
and you are set in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward; there you will throw the left foot near the
right, and you will pass immediately forward with the right foot feinting a thrust to the left side of his
chest, and as he goes to defend himself from this thrust, you will subsequently pass the left foot
somewhat forward, traversing his right side, taking your sword under his and giving him presently a
mandritto to the sword hand that falls into cinghiara porta di ferro stretta; and if the enemy thinks to
respond to you with some attack, you will subsequently pass the right foot forward defending yourself
against the coming attack with a falso that does not pass guardia di faccia, giving him presently a
mandritto fendente to the face, to the chest, and to the sword arm that drops into porta larga di ferro;
and if he responds to you with some attack you will immediately retire the right foot back, wounding
with a roverso to the sword hand that descends to end in coda lunga larga.
184. (p.107/#1) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward and you are placed in coda
lunga larga with the left foot forward; there I want you to pull your left foot near the right making a
falso that goes in vain without touching the sword of your enemy; and subsequently you will pass the
right foot forward giving him a mezzo mandritto to his sword beating it aside, and you will
immediately give him a roverso to the face; and if he wants to defend himself from this roverso in some
way, you will immediately make a sfalsata of your sword under his and immediately passing the left
foot forward, pushing a punta ferma to his chest; or if you do not wish to give him the thrust, you may
instead give him a mezzo mandritto across his sword arm without stepping with with the left foot, your
sword falling then into porta di ferro stretta.
Or, if after you have beaten the sword of the enemy with a mezzo mandritto as said above, and
if you do not wish to strike him with a roverso to the face, you may give him a falso to the face or a
thrust to the the chest; and if he wants to defend himself from the falso, you will subsequently take your
sword under his, and then you will immediately beat his sword out towards his left side with your false
edge, giving him presently a mandritto to the face, the chest, and the sword arm that does not pass porta
di ferro stretta; and then you will push a thrust to his sword hand, then withdrawing the right foot back
setting yourself in coda lunga stretta.
185. (p.107/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in what guard he wants, you will be set in coda lunga stretta with the left
foot forward and there with refined skill you will make a falso tondo not to wound him, but to then
immediately pass with the right foot forward, making a show of preparing a mandritto to the head, but
nevertheless allowing your sword to turn as though throwing a molinetto, throwing at him presently a

roverso to the face or the sword hand or to the front leg that will descend into coda lunga larga; and this
done you will immediately retire the right foot back throwing an imbrocatta to the face or the sword
hand that falls into cinghiara porta larga di ferro; and if he responds to you with some attack, you will
subsequently pass the right foot forward defending yourself against his attack with a falso, then giving
him immediately a roverso to his sword hand, and to the front leg, that descends into coda lunga larga;
and if the enemy throws some attack here to wound you, you will strike his sword hand with a rising
falso, thrown such that it does not go past guardia di faccia, and without any delay you will throw a
roverso to his front leg that descends into coda lunga larga; and immediately you will withdraw the
right foot back throwing a rising falso to his sword hand that ends similar to guardia sopra braccio; and
then you will immediately pass the right foot forward feinting a roverso spinto to the right temple, and
as he goes to defend himself, you will subsequently turn a mandritto fendente to his face or to his
sword hand that descends to porta di ferro larga; then this done, you will retire the right foot back
setting yourself in coda lunga stretta.
186. (p.108/#1) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
Finding your enemy in which guard he wants so long as he has the sword in presence, you will
be set in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward; there you will throw a rising falso to the sword
hand with great malice (ie, forcefully), to the end that the enemy cannot beat your sword to the ground;
and then you will immediately pass the right foot forward allowing the sword to turn and will make a
show of preparing another rising falso to the sword hand, and as he goes to defend himself from this
falso in some way, you will presently turn the sword as though throwing a molinetto, throwing at him
an overhand imbrocatta to the chest or to the sword arm that descends into porta di ferro stretta.
187. (p.108/#2) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword In Presence)
If your enemy has the sword in presence with the right foot forward, you will be set against him
in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward; and there you will throw a rising falso to his sword hand
that goes to guardia alta; and subsequently you will pass the right foot forward, feinting another rising
falso to the sword hand, and as he goes to defend himself from the falso in some way, you will
presently disengage your sword under his, pushing a thrust to the right side of his face; and if he
defends himself from the aforementioned thrust in some way, you will immediately retire the right foot
back, giving him a pushed thrust to the sword hand or to the sword arm; or you may instead make a
mandritto or a mezzo roverso, then placing yourself in coda lunga stretta.
188. (p.108/#3) (Counter to #187)
The counter to the above said attack is that finding yourself with the sword in presence and the
right foot forward, being either in coda lunga stretta or porta di ferro stretta; you will be mindful that
when he passes forward with his right foot to feint the falso, you will make a show of going to defend
yourself; and as he goes to thrust into your face, you will make a sfalsata of your sword under his,
beating his thrust towards his right side with the true edge of your sword, and in this tempo you will
pass the right foot somewhat forward, throwing a roverso to his face that does not pass coda lunga
stretta, retiring then the right foot back for your safety.
189. (p.108/#4) (Counter to #188)
The counter to this counter here above, is that, when you will go to push the thrust into your
enemy's face, and he is now disengaging his sword under yours to beat your thrust with his true edge,
you ***** will be mindful to not allow his sword to find yours, but to make him to come up empty
by making a sfalsata of your sword under his, passing in this tempo with the right foot somewhat
forward, giving him a thrust to the sword hand or sword arm; and then you will immediately retire the
right foot back setting yourself in coda lunga stretta.

190. (p.108/#5) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in what guard he wants, you will be set in coda lunga stretta with the left
foot forward; and there you will throw a stoccata trivillata with the left foot forward, allowing the
sword to go then into coda lunga lunga, throwing the left foot somewhat near the right; and
subsequently you will feint an imbrocatta, passing with the right foot forward; and as moves to defend
against this imbrocatta, you will, without delay, feint a rising falso to the sword hand, but nevertheless
with all possible speed, you will pass the left foot forward, making a sfalsata of your sword under his
towards his right side, pushing a thrust to his chest; and then you will immediately retire the left foot
foot back making a half turn of the hand, setting yourself in coda lunga stretta.
191. (p.109/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in any guard that he wants, you will be set in coda lunga stretta with the
left foot forward; and there you will throw a stoccata trivillata with the left foot forward, pulling the left
foot near the right, and the sword will go then into coda lunga lunga; then you will throw an imbrocatta
to his sword arm and you will allow the sword to turn as though throwing a tramazzone, passing
immediately forward with the right foot feinting an imbrocatta roversa to the face, and as he goes to
defend himself from this imbrocatta, you will subsequently strike the front leg with a roverso that does
not pass coda lunga stretta; then going immediately with the sword into guardia di testa for your safety
and giving him then subsequently a mandritto to the face, or to the leg as you prefer; or if you do not
want to strike him with a mandritto, you may instead throw an imbrocatta to the chest; and note if the
above-mentioned roverso should fall into coda lunga larga, you immediately will throw a rising falso to
the sword hand that goes to a manner of guardia sopra braccio, then immediately withdrawing the right
foot back, throwing a roverso to his sword hand that descends in coda lunga larga.
192. (p.109/#2) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy is set with the sword in presence with either foot forward and you are set in coda
lunga larga with the left foot forward; and there you will throw a rising falso across his sword hand and
then you will immediately pass the right foot forward feinting a second rising falso to his sword hand;
and as he goes to defend himself from this falso, you will immediately pass the left foot forward,
making a sfalsata of your sword under his, pushing a thrust to the right side of his chest; and then
subsequently you will withdraw the left foot back making a half turn of the hand and setting yourself
into coda lunga stretta.
193. (p.109/#3) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
If your adversary is set with the sword in presence with either foot forward and you are placed
in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward; there you will feint a rising falso to his sword hand and
as *** he makes some movement to defend himself from this falso, or if he wants to beat your falso to
the ground with the true edge of his sword, be mindful, in this tempo, to pass forward with the right
foot in a great pass towards his left side making a sfalsata of your sword under his towards his right
side, giving him presently a roverso spinto to the right temple; you may also, in lieu of this roverso
spinto, give him a thrust to the face; and now, whether you have thrown the roverso spinto or pushed
the thrust to his face, you will give him a mandritto fendente to the sword arm, and the left foot will
need to follow faithfully behind the right, and the sword will drop into porta di ferro larga.
194. (p.110/#1) (Porta di Ferro Stretta or Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta; as Patiente)
If you are set in porta di ferro stretta or in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, you
will be mindful that if he is set in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward; here he may feint a
thrust to the left side of your chest, and as you go to defend yourself from this thrust, he may pass

forward with his left foot, making a sfalsata of his sword, to then push a punta ferma to the right side of
your chest; the counter to this is that, as he makes the feint, you will do nothing, but as he as makes the
sfalsata, you will withdraw your sword under his, and when he comes at you with the punta ferma you
will defend against this with the true edge of your sword beating his sword out towards his right side
with a mezzo mandritto, making then a falso to his right temple, or a thrust to the chest; withdrawing
then one or two steps back setting yourself in porta di ferro stretta or coda lunga stretta, as you will
prefer.
195. (p.110/#2) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
Finding your enemy with the sword in presence, you will be placed in coda lunga larga with the
left foot forward; and there you will throw a rising falso to his sword hand that does not go past guardia
di faccia, and then you will subsequently pass the right foot forward pushing a thrust to his chest, and
as he goes to defend himself from this thrust, you will allow sword to turn as though throwing a
molinetto, throwing a roverso to his sword hand and to his front leg that will descend into coda lunga
larga; and if he think to attack you here, you will, with all possible speed, strike his sword with a falso
traversato that goes to a manner of guardia sopra braccio; and here if you were not able to hit him with
the aforementioned falso, and he responds with some attack, you will defend yourself from the
incoming attack with a falso that does not pass guardia di faccia, giving him then a thrust to the face, or
to the chest as you prefer; setting yourself then in porta di ferro stretta.
196. (p.110/#3) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
If your adversary is set with the sword in presence, you will be set in coda lunga larga with the
left foot forward; and there you will throw a rising falso to his sword hand that does not pass guardia di
faccia, and then you will immediately pass the right foot forward making a feint of turning a roverso to
his right temple; and as he chooses to defend himself from this roverso, you will subsequently throw a
rising falso to his sword hand and to his sword arm in the manner of a montante, and subsequently with
all possible speed you will turn a mandritto tondo to his front leg or to his sword hand that goes to a
manner of guardia sopra braccio, passing in this tempo somewhat forward with the right foot; and
without any delay you will withdraw the right foot back throwing a roverso to his sword hand that
descends into coda lunga larga.
197. (p.110/#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
If your enemy is set in any guard he wants, you will be placed in coda lunga stretta with the left
foot forward; and there you will step somewhat forward with the left foot, allowing the sword to turn as
though throwing a molinetto, then throwing a roverso to his sword hand that descends into coda lunga
larga; then pulling the left foot near the right and immediately passing forward with the right foot
feinting an imbrocatta to the front foot, but nevertheless, you will subsequently make a half turn of the
hand, pushing a thrust to his face, and if he defends this thrust in some way, then without any delay you
will turn a rising roverso ridoppio to his sword arm and to his sword hand that does not go past guardia
di lioncorno; and presently you will throw an imbrocatta to his face or to his chest, as you prefer, the
sword then descending into porta di ferro stretta, and when you throw the imbrocatta, you will step
somewhat forward with the right foot.
198. (p.111/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in any guard he wants and you being set in coda lunga stretta with the left
foot forward; there you will throw a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand, passing somewhat forward in
that tempo, the sword descending to cinghiara porta di ferro larga, exposing yourself to give the enemy
reason to attack you; and you will be mindful that should he throw any attack at you, you will defend
yourself from the incoming attack with the true edge of your sword, knocking the enemy's sword

towards his left side, your sword not passing coda lunga alta, and subsequently you will pass the right
foot forward feinting an imbrocatta to the chest, and as he goes to defend this imbrocatta in some
manner, you will withdraw the sword hand somewhat back, not allowing his sword to touch yours; and
then with all possible speed you will throw another imbrocatta, to the chest, to the face, or to the sword
arm that will descend into porta di ferro larga.
199. (p.111/#2)(Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Any; as Patiente)
Finding yourself set in porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward against your enemy; you
will be mindful that if he plans to attack your upper parts, you will immediately pass somewhat forward
with the left foot, defending yourself from the incoming attack with the true edge of your sword in a
manner of guardia di testa, such that the sword ends in coda lunga alta; and then you will immediately
pass the right foot forward, feinting an imbrocatta to the chest, and as he goes to defend against it, you
will subsequently withdraw the sword hand somewhat back, such that his sword does not touch yours
at all; and then with all possible haste, you will throw a second imbrocatta, this time to his face or his
sword arm, as you prefer, your sword falling then into porta di ferro larga; or if you do not wish to give
him the aforesaid imbrocatta, then with all possible skill, you can give him a mezzo mandritto to the
sword hand, setting yourself then with the sword in porta di ferro stretta.
200. (p.111/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy is set with the sword in presence with either foot forward, you will be set in coda
lunga stretta with the right foot forward; and there you will feint a thrust to his chest or sword hand,
once or twice; but then with all possible speed you will throw a roverso fendente onto the front foot,
turning then immediately a rising falso to the sword hand that should not pass guardia di faccia if
possible; then you will settle with the sword in porta di ferro stretta; and note that the roverso fendente
goes not so much for striking the foot, as to strike his sword hand.
201. (p.112/#1) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Any)
As in the previous play you will remain in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward,
finding your enemy set as he wishes; here you will feint a thrust to his chest or hand once, twice, or
three times; and when you see an opening, you will throw a powerful fendente onto his front foot, then
immediately turning a rising falso to his sword hand; be advised that this fendente goes not so much to
wound his foot, as to provide a mean of striking his hand with the rising falso, and if possible the rising
falso should not go past guardia di faccia; you will then set yourself in porta di ferro stretta.
202. (p.112/#2) (Guardia Lioncorno vs. *)
If your enemy is set in porta di ferro stretta, or in porta alta di ferro, or in coda lunga stretta, or
coda lunga alta, or coda lunga larga, you will be placed in guardia di lioncorno with the right foot
forward, but not in a wide stance, and you will somewhat orient your body such that the point of your
sword looks directly at his face; and in this placement you will feint an imbrocatta to the left side of his
face and as he goes to defend against the imbrocatta in some manner, you will throw the sword hand
somewhat back, not allowing your sword to touch his; and subsequently, with all possible speed, you
will step forward with the right foot forward throwing an overhand imbrocatta to the right side of his
chest, or to his sword arm, your sword then falling into either porta di ferro larga or porta di ferro
stretta, as you will prefer.
203. (p.112/#3) (Guardia Lioncorno vs. Porta di Ferro Larga)
Note: This play is nearly identical to the previous except that the imbrocatta feint is either to
the face or to the sword arm, and not necessarily to the left side and the step forward of the right foot is
only somewhat forward, and we allow the enemy's falso to go “to the void”. Also note that the second

imbrocatta could also be made to the left side of his face and/or sword arm, as the language is not
totally clear.
But if your enemy is set in porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward and you are set in
guardia di lioncorno with the right foot forward, in narrow stance, making it such that your point
menaces his face; and there you will feint an overhand imbrocatta to his face and as he goes to defend
himself from this imbrocatta, you will again withdraw your sword hand somewhat back, not allowing
his sword to touch yours, but making it come up empty; and then with all possible speed you will throw
an overhand imbrocatta to his face or his sword arm, passing to his left side, stepping somewhat
forward with the right foot, the sword falling into porta di ferro stretta or porta di ferro larga, as you
will prefer.
204. (p.112/#4) (Guardia di Lioncorno vs. *)
If your adversary is set in porta di ferro stretta, or alta, or in coda lunga stretta, or alta, or larga
with the right foot forward, or in coda lunga stretta, larga or alta with the left foot forward, you will be
placed in guardia lioncorno with the feet in narrow stance, and somewhat directed at his body; and
there you will feint an overhand imbrocatta to the left side of his face, and as he goes to defend himself
from his imbrocatta, you will throw the sword hand somewhat back not allowing his sword to touch
yours; then you will immediately throw a second imbrocatta feint to the left side of his chest; and as he
goes to defend this attack in some way, you will subsequently throw the sword hand back again, not
allowing his sword to touch yours; and then you will step somewhat forward with the right foot,
striking his sword hand with a mezzo mandritto in the guise of an overhand imbrocatta, setting yourself
then with the sword in porta di ferro larga or porta di ferro stretta as you will prefer.
205. (p.113/#1) (Guardia di Lioncorno vs. (See Play))
If your enemy is set in cinghiara porta di ferro stretta, or alta, or larga with his left foot
traversing, or if he is set in porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward, or with his sword in guardia
di sotto braccio, you will set yourself in guardia di lioncorno with the point of your sword menacing his
face, and with your feet in narrow stance; and there you will feint an overhand imbrocatta to the right
side of his face and as he goes to defend himself from it, you will throw the sword hand somewhat
back, not allowing his sword to touch yours; and subsequently you will feint another imbrocatta to the
left side of his chest, and as he will want to defend himself, you will pass the right foot forward
throwing the sword hand somewhat back such that the enemy's sword will not touch yours; and so with
all possible speed you will strike his sword hand with a mezzo mandritto in the guise of an overhand
imbrocatta to his right side setting yourself then in porta di ferro stretta or larga as you wish.
206. (p.113/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward as Patiente)
Finding yourself set in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; you will stay mindful that if
he throws some attack to your head, you will turn a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand or turn your
mezzo mandritto up to guardia d'intrare for your security; and subsequently you will pass the right foot
in a great step towards his left side pushing a punta roversa to his face; and if he defends himself from
this thrust, you may pass the left foot towards his right side, turning a roverso fendente to the head, the
right leg need to follow the left forward ***** to pass coda lunga stretta.41 (most likely this means do
not pass coda lunga stretta with the roverso fedente)
207. (p.113/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy is set with the sword in presence with either foot forward you will be set in coda
lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and there you will step somewhat towards his right side with the
41 Most likely the asteriked part means something in the vain of, “Do not pass coda lunga stretta.”

left foot giving him a falso; and then you will immediately pass the right foot forward feinting a mezzo
mandritto, but nonetheless making a sfalsata of your sword under his, beating his sword upwards then
in the manner of going into guardia di testa; and presently you will throw a roverso to the front leg that
falls into coda lunga larga; and if here the enemy responds with some attack to your upper parts, you
will immediately defend yourself by turning a mezzo mandritto to the sword hand or to his sword that
does not go past guardia di intrare, and immediately you will immediately make an accrescimento of
the right foot forward, throwing a punta roversa to his face or to his chest, as you prefer; setting
yourself then in porta di ferro stretta for your safety.
208. (p.113/#4)(Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy is set with the sword in presence and you are set in porta di ferro larga with the
right foot forward; you will make a rising falso, immediately passing the left foot towards his right side
feinting a roverso to his right temple, but then you will quickly throw the true edge of your sword
against his beating it aside toward his left side; and subsequently you will pass the right foot forward
throwing an imbrocatta to his face that falls into porta di ferro stretta.
209. (p.114/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy is set with the sword in presence with either foot forward and you are set in coda
lunga stretta with the right foot forward; there you will make a falso tondo and then you will
immediately pass the left foot forward throwing a mezzo mandritto to his sword, beating it towards his
right side; and subsequently you will pass the right foot in a great pass forward somewhat towards his
left side, pushing a thrust to his chest, the left leg following behind the right, and the sword itself
settling into porta di ferro stretta.
210. (p.114/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in what guard he wants and you being set in coda lunga stretta with the
right foot forward; there you will pass the left foot traversing towards his right side throwing a mezzo
mandritto to his sword hand that ends in cinghiara porta di ferro larga, all exposed such that the enemy
will see a way to attack you; and you will stay mindful that if he throws some attack, you will defend
yourself with the true edge of your sword against the incoming attack in the form of a mezzo mandritto
that does not pass guardia di intrare and subsequently you will pass the right foot in a great step
towards his left side pushing a violent thrust to his face your left leg needing to follow behind the right
and your sword needing to finding itself then in porta di ferro stretta.
211. (p.114/#3) (Porta di Ferro Larga with the Right Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
If you find your enemy with the sword in presence with either foot forward and you are placed
in porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward; there you will make a rising falso without moving
your feet, and then you will immediately pass the left foot somewhat forward towards his right side
making another falso to the sword hand that does not go past guardia 42; immediately making a half
turn of the hand and going with the sword into guardia di testa, and in this tempo you will pass the right
foot in a great step forward, feinting a rising falso traversato in the manner of a montante and as he
goes to defend against this montante, and as he goes to defend himself from this montante, you will,
with all possible speed, turn a tramazzone onto his head or onto his sword hand, that descends into
porta di ferro larga or porta di ferro stretta, as you will prefer.
212. (p.114/#4) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Sword in Presence)
Finding yourself set in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward and your enemy in porta
di ferro stretta or coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, or he may have the left foot forward,
42 Actual guard is not mentioned in the text but most likely should be guardia di faccia.

just so that he has his sword in presence; and there you will feint a thrust to the left side of his chest,
and as he makes some movement to defend himself from this thrust, you will subsequently make a
sfalsata of your sword under his, passing the left foot forward in this tempo, making a half turn of the
hand, and pushing a punta ferma to the right side of the chest; and if he should go to defend himself
from this punta ferma in some way, you will make a presa to his sword with your left hand, using all of
your strength; and if he pulls his sword back so that you may not make the presa or in some other way
escapes, you will subsequently throw an imbrocatta to his face or to his sword arm, that will drop into
cinghiara porta di ferro stretta; and if he responds with some attack to strike your upper parts, you will
immediately pass the right foot forward pushing a thrust to his face in the mode of guardia di testa, thus
defending and striking in the same tempo; and should the enemy not respond do not rest, but push this
thrust regardless, for it will make it easy to bring the enemy to mezza spada; and the moment you are
joined in mezza spada, you will, with all possible quickness, make a presa to his sword with your left
hand, striking him then with the sword wherever you wish.
213. (p.115/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta or Coda
Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward or in coda lunga stretta
with the right foot forward, you will be set in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and there
with refined skill you will turn your sword towards your enemy's right side, around and below his
sword, and with all possible speed, you will try to make a presa to his sword with your left hand by
following after your sword, stepping somewhat forward with the left foot in this tempo; and in case
you are unable to make the presa to his sword, or if he pulls back, or for any other reason that you
might wish to do something differently, you will, with great speed, throw an imbrocatta to his face or
to his sword arm, that will then fall into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and when you will make this
attack you will step somewhat forward with the left foot; and if he responds with some attack you will
pass the right foot forward defending yourself from the coming attack with the false edge of your
sword, and presently you will attack his face with a mandritto or, if you want, you can turn a roverso to
his front leg that descends into coda lunga larga; and subsequently you will throw a rising falso to the
sword hand setting yourself then in porta di ferro stretta.
214. (p.115/#2) (Coda Lunga Alta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any; as Patiente)
Your enemy being found in any guard he wants, you will be placed in coda lunga alta with the
left foot forward, in the mode of guardia di lioncorno, in such a way that your point menaces his face;
and if he throws some attack to beat aside your sword in some away, you will be advised to withdraw
your sword with dexterity, making a molinetto outside of the arm, then immediately passing somewhat
forward with the right foot, throwing a roverso traversato to his sword arm and to his front leg, that will
then descend into coda lunga larga; and then you will immediely throw a rising falso traversato to his
sword hand; or if you prefer, instead of attacking him with the aforementioned roverso, you may feint a
roverso to his right temple, and as goes to defend himself from this in some way, you will immediately
turn a mandritto fendente to his face, or to his sword hand; or rather than these cuts, you may simply
throw a rising falso traversato to the sword hand, that goes in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; and
then you will immediately throw a rising roverso to his sword hand, that will end in guardia alta.
215. (p.115/#3) (Coda Lunga Larga vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy is set with the sword in presence with either foot forward and you are set in coda
lunga larga with the right foot forward; there you will feint a rising falso to his sword, but will with all
possible speed step somewhat forward with the right foot throwing a mandritto tondo to his front leg or
his sword hand, then turning at him a roverso to the sword hand that goes to said guard.

216. (p.116/#1) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in any guard he wants and you will be set in coda lunga larga with the left
foot forward; there you will pass the right foot forward feinting a rising falso to his sword hand, and in
this feint, you will make a show of turning a tramazzone to his head, then you will allow the sword to
turn in the manner of a molinetto, throwing a roverso to his sword hand and to his front leg, this
roverso going to coda lunga larga; and then you will immediately throw a rising falso to his sword hand
that goes in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; and here you will stay mindful that if the enemy
throws some attack at you, then you will strike his sword hand with a roverso traversato that descends
into coda lunga larga without moving your feet.
217. (p.116/#2) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in any guard he wants, you will be placed in coda lunga larga with the left
foot forward; and there you will pass the right foot somewhat forward, throwing a stocatta trivillata to
his face or to his sword hand; then immediately passing the right foot forward, lifting the sword into
guardia alta; and with all possible speed, you will throw a rising falso to his sword hand in the manner
of a montante that will go to a manner of guardia di sopra braccio.
And there if your enemy responds with some attack to your upper parts you will defend yourself
by going with the sword into guardia di testa against the incoming attack; and you will presently step
somewhat forward with the right foot, subsequently giving him a mandritto to the face, or to the front
leg, or to the sword hand; and note this mandritto shall be thrown with the greatest fury of the wrist and
settle itself thereafter in the manner of guardia sopra braccio.
218. (p.116/#3) (Guardia Sopra Braccio vs. Unstated)
Remaining with your sword in the manner of guardia sopra braccio with the right foot forward
against your enemy; there you will pass the right foot somewhat forward feinting a roverso tondo to the
right temple, and however he will want to defend himself of said attack you subsequently will hit him
in the front leg with a mandritto or, to the face or the sword hand, and if this does not please you of
wounding with said mandritto, you may turning a rising falso in the fashion of a montante to his sword
hand, passing the right foot forward somewhat the sword will go in the the fashion of guardia sopra
braccio.
219. (p.116/#4) (Guardia Sopra Braccio vs. Any)
Remaining in a manner of guardia sopra braccio with the right foot forward against your enemy,
and he will be in any guard he wants; you will now step somewhat forward with the right foot, feinting
a roverso tondo to his right temple, and as he goes to defend himself against this roverso, you will
immediately feint a mandritto to the face, but with dexterity you will allow the sword to turn molinettolike, giving him presently a roverso to the sword hand or to the front leg that descends into coda lunga
larga, passing the right foot somewhat forward when you make this attack; and presently you will now
throw a rising falso to the sword hand will go in the fashion of guardia sopra braccio.
220. (p.117/#1) (Guardia Sopra Braccio vs. Any)
Remaining thus in a form of guardia sopra braccio with the right foot forward against your
enemy, and he being set as he wishes; there you will feint a roverso to his right temple and
subsequently you will feint another mandritto this time to his face, and allow the sword to turn
molinetto-like, feinting another roverso to the right temple, and as he makes some movement to defend
himself from this attack, you will presently step somewhat forward with the right foot giving him a
mandritto to the face; or in lieu of this mandritto, you can throw a rising falso traversato in the manner
of a montante that goes to a form of guardia sopra braccio; then you will withdraw the right foot back
setting yourself into coda lunga stretta.

221. (p.117/#2) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Any)
Finding your enemy set as he wishes and you being set in porta di ferro stretta with the right
foot forward; and there you will feint a tramazzone to his head but nevertheless you will allow the
sword to turn molinetto-like, stepping somewhat forward with the right foot in that tempo, throwing a
roverso to his sword hand and to his front leg, that will descend into coda lunga larga; and then you
will immediately throw a rising falso to his sword hand that ends in a manner of guardia di sopra
braccio.
222. (p.117#3) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Right Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in such guard as he wants and you will be set in coda lunga larga with the
right foot forward; there you will feint a rising falso to his sword hand, and then you will return the
sword to coda lunga larga; after that you will immediately feint an imbrocatta to his face, passing the
right foot forward in this tempo and as he goes to defend himself from this imbrocatta, you will
subsequently throw a rising falso to his sword hand; or in lieu of this falso you may instead throw a
mandritto to his front leg or to his sword hand, as you will prefer, the mandritto then ending in a
manner of guardia di sopra braccio; and then you will immediately withdraw the right foot throwing a
roverso to his sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
223. (p.117/#4) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Remaining in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward and your enemy being in any guard he
wants; there you will throw a rising falso to his sword hand that does not pass guardia di faccia, and
then you will immediately pass the right foot forward, feinting a roverso tondo to his head; and as he
goes to defend himself from this roverso, you will immediately turn a mandritto to his face, or to this
sword hand, or to his front leg; or if you prefer, throw a rising falso to his sword that goes in the
manner off guardia sopra braccio.
224. (p. 117/#5) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding your enemy placed as he wishes and you set in coda lunga larga with the left foot
forward; there you will allow your sword to turn molinetto-like, throwing a roverso in the mode of
entering into playxi, you will allow the sword to go into coda lunga lunga throwing the left foot
somewhat near the right, and subsequently feinting an imbrocatta to his face, passing the right foot
forward; and as he goes to defend himself from this attack, you will make a mandritto tondo to his
sword hand or to his front leg; or instead of the mandritto, throw a rising falso to his sword hand that
will go to a manner of guardia sopra braccio; and then you will immediately withdraw the right foot
back setting yourself in the guard of coda lunga stretta.
225. (p.118/#1) (Guardia di Lioncorno vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in whatever guard he wants, you will be set in guardia di lioncorno with
the right foot forward; and there you will step somewhat forward with the right foot, throwing an
imbrocatta to his sword hand that ends in porta di ferro larga; and subsequently you will throw a
roverso traversato to his sword hand, and to his sword arm, making an accrescimento of the right foot,
the sword going to coda lunga larga; and without any delay, you will throw an imbrocatta to his face or
the sword arm stepping again somewhat forward with the right foot, the sword falling into porta di
ferro larga.
226. (p.118/#2) (Porta di Ferro Larga; as Patiente)
Remaining as in the above chapter in porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward; you will be
mindful that if he should attack you, then you will defend yourself with the false edge of your sword

against the incoming attack, then stepping somewhat forward with the right foot, and throwing a
roverso traversato to his sword arm or to his front leg, that will then descend into coda lunga larga; and
subsequently, with all possible speed, you will throw a mandritto traversato to his face or to his sword
hand, the sword ending in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; and you will immediately withdraw the
right foot back throwing an imbrocatta roversa to his sword hand or to his face, as you prefer, your
sword subsequently falling into coda lunga larga.
227. (p.118/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in what guard he wants, you will be set in coda lunga stretta with the right
foot forward; and there you will pass the left foot traversing towards his right side, going with the
sword into cinghiara porta di ferro stretta; and then you will immediately pull the right foot behind the
left setting your sword into coda lunga stretta; and subsequently you will withdraw the left foot back
making a half turn of the hand and setting yourself gallantly into porta di ferro alta; and there you will
pull the left foot somewhat near the right, and subsequently you will pass the right foot forward,
feinting a thrust to his face, then throwing the sword somewhat back and throwing a rising falso to his
sword hand; alternatively, after feinting the thrust, turn the sword as though you intend to throw a
mandritto to his face, but nevertheless throw a rising falso in the manner of a montante to his sword
hand that will end in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; and subsequently you will withdraw the right
foot back, setting yourself into guardia di lioncorno; and then you will immediately withdraw the left
foot back making a half turn of the hand, directing your point at his sword hand, and setting yourself in
porta di ferro stretta.
228. (p.119/#1) (Cinghiara Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in any guard he wants, you will be set in cinghiara porta di ferro stretta
with the left foot traversing; and there you will gather the right foot near the left, making a half turn of
the hand, and setting yourself into coda lunga stretta; and then you will subsequently step forward with
the left foot, feinting a thrust to the right side of his chest and as he makes some move to defend
himself from this thrust, you will immediately withdraw the sword hand somewhat backwards,
dropping your sword in coda lunga larga; and with all possible speed you will pass the right foot
forward throwing a falso traversato to his sword hand, that goes in the manner of guardia sopra braccio;
and then you will immediately withdraw the right foot back setting yourself in coda lunga stretta.
229. (p.119/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta)
If your enemy is set in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward you will be set in coda
lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and there you will throw the right foot somewhat near the left,
and then you will immediately step with the left foot towards his right side, throwing a mezzo
mandritto to his sword hand, that drops subsequently into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and
subsequently you will withdraw the left foot back lifting a rising falso, that ends finally in guardia alta;
and if your enemy attacks you here, you will withdraw the right foot back throwing a mandritto to his
sword hand, that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and if he attacks you here you will pass
forward with the right foot defending yourself with a falso that does not pass guardia di faccia, and then
throw a mandritto to his face or to his sword arm, as you prefer, that then drops into porta di ferro
stretta.
230. (p.119/#3)(Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Any)
Your enemy being in whatever guard he wants and you set in coda lunga stretta with the right
forward; there you will withdraw the right foot back pushing a thrust towards him that goes into
guardia di faccia; and then you will subsequently gather the left foot next to the right, going with the
sword into guardia di testa; and subsequently you will pass the right foot forward feinting a rising falso

to the sword hand in the manner of a montante, as he makes some move to defend himself from this
feint, you will pass the left foot traversing towards his right side, turning a tramazzone across his arm,
the sword then descending into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and if he responds with some attack, you
will immediately pass the right foot forward, defending yourself with a falso that does not go past
guardia di faccia, giving him presently a mandritto to his face and to his sword arm that descends into
porta di ferro larga; and if he wants to hit you with some attack here, you will immediately go with the
sword in the manner of guardia di faccia for your safety, giving him subsequently a mandritto tondo to
the sword arm sword hand that goes in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; and without any delay you
will withdraw the right foot back throwing a roverso traversato to his sword hand that then descends
into coda lunga larga.
231. (119/#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. (See Play))
If you are set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward and he is set in porta di ferro
stretta, or porta di ferro larga, or in coda lunga stretta with either foot forward; there you will pass the
left foot forward in a great step towards his right side turning two mezzi mandritti (two mezzo
mandrittos) to his head, one after the other, with great rapidity, and your sword arm will then drop into
cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and if he responds with some attack, you will pass the right foot forward
defending yourself ***** from the incoming attack with a falso that does not pass guardia di faccia,
and subsequently you will throw two rising mezzi mandritti ridoppi (two mezzo mandrittos ridoppio) to
his sword arm, one after another, the final one dropping into porta di ferro larga; and if he attacks you
here, you will strike his sword with a rising falso that goes to a manner of guardia sopra braccio, and
thence immediately for your safety, you will retire the right foot back, throwing a roverso traversato to
his sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
232. (p.120/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta or Coda
Lunga Stretta)
Finding yourself set in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward and he set with the right foot
forward in porta di ferro stretta or coda lunga stretta; there you will pass a great step forward with the
right foot towards his left side, turning two mezzi mandritti, one after another with the first, you will
beat the enemy's sword, and with the second you will strike his sword hand, the sword then descending
into porta di ferro stretta, the left leg needing to follow faithfully behind the right; and note that these
two redoubled mezzo mandritti need to be done with great rapidity.
233. (#120/#2) (Porta di Ferro Larga as Patiente)
If you are set in guardia porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward against your enemy and
he is pushing a thrust to your face with this left foot forward to make you leave your guard, so that he
may subsequently turn a mandritto fendente to your face, while passing forward with his right foot,
then your counter to his attack will be as follows: as he thrusts, you will defend with a falso that goes
somewhat high into guardia di faccia; and as he passes to throw the mandritto to your face, you will
withdraw the right foot back, giving him a mandritto to his sword hand that ends in cinghiara porta di
ferro larga; and if he responds here with some attack, you will pass the right foot forward defending
against the incoming attack with a falso that does not go past guardia di faccia, and subsequently you
will throw a mandritto to his face and to his sword arm that descends into porta di ferro larga or into
porta di ferro stretta, as you will prefer.
234. (p.120/#3) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Any)
If you are set in porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward and he set in any guard he
wishes; there you will lift a rising falso to his sword that does not pass guardia di faccia, and
subsequently you will pass the left foot somewhat forward towards his right side throwing a mandritto

to his face and to his sword arm that ends in cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and there if the enemy feints
an attack to strike you with another, your counter will be as follows: at the feint, you will lift a rising
falso that does not go past guardia di faccia for your defense, and as he goes to strike you with another
attack, you will withdraw the left foot back giving him a mandritto to his sword arm that descends into
porta di ferro larga.
235. (p.120/#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Any)
Your enemy being in any guard he wants, you will be set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot
forward; and there you will pass the left foot traversing across his right side, throwing a mandritto to
his sword hand and to his sword that ends in cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and if the enemy responds
with some attack you will withdraw the left foot throwing a roverso to his sword hand that ends in coda
lunga larga; but then, you will immediately lift your sword into coda lunga stretta, and subsequently
you will pull the left foot near the right, giving him a mezzo mandritto to the sword hand and to his
sword that does not go past porta di ferro stretta; and subsequently you will pass the right foot forward
throwing a roverso to his face, or to the sword arm that ends in coda lunga larga; or if you prefer,
instead of the roverso you may quickly push a thrust to his chest with great speed; however, if you did
choose to throw the roverso, and you now find yourself in coda lunga larga, and should the enemy
intend to attack you here in some way, you will retire the right foot back throwing a mandritto to his
sword hand that ends in cinghiara porta di ferro larga; stay mindful, that should he now attack you here,
you will pass the right foot forward defending yourself from the incoming attack with a falso that does
not pass guardia di faccia, giving him presently a mandritto to the face and to the sword arm that then
descends into porta di ferro larga.
236. (p.121/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If you are set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward and he set in the same guard;
there you will withdraw the right foot back throwing a mandritto to his sword hand that falls into
cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and if he follows with some attack you will retire the right foot back near
the left defending yourself from the incoming attack with the false edge of your sword that does not go
past guardia di faccia; and subsequently you will pass the left foot forward throwing at him a mandritto
to the face, and to the sword arm, and presently you will pass the right foot forward, redoubling at him
another mandritto across his sword arm that descends into porta di ferro stretta, and note these two
mandritti are redoubled one after another wanting to be done with great speed.
237. (p.121/#2) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Any)
Finding yourself in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward and your enemy set as he
wishes; there you will withdraw the right foot in a great step behind the left pushing at him a thrust
forward towards the enemy in such a way, that the sword goes to find itself in the guardia di intrare and
thence immediately you will pass the right foot forward in a great pass making a feint of turning a
roverso to the head, and as, he makes some defense against said attack, you subsequently will throw an
overhand imbrocatta to the face or the sword arm, that descends in porta di ferro larga.
238. (p.121/#3) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding your enemy placed as he wishes and you placed in coda lunga larga with the left foot
forward; there you will gather the left foot near the right and then you will withdraw the right back
throwing a rising falso to his sword hand that ends in guardia di faccia; and subsequently you will
withdraw the left foot back turning a rising roverso that ends in guardia di lioncorno; and then you will
retire the right foot back, throwing an overhand imbrocatta to his sword arm that descends into
cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and there you will pass the right foot forward lifting a rising falso, that
rises to guardia alta; and subsequently you will pass the left foot forward allowing the sword to go into

coda lunga lunga, and from there launching a rising falso feint, but actually bringing your sword up for
your safety into guardia di testa; and presently you will pass the right foot forward feinting a mandritto
to the head but nevertheless actually throwing a rising falso traversato to his sword hand that goes to a
manner of guardia sopra braccio, and immediately thereafter you will throw another rising falso that
does not go past guardia di faccia, throwing then a mandritto to his face with all possible speed making
an accrescimento somewhat forward with the right foot the sword falling into porta di ferro larga.
239. (p.122/#1) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in any guard he wants and you being settled opposite him in coda lunga
lunga with the left foot forward; there you will throw a rising falso traversato to his sword hand that
goes to a manner of guardia sopra braccio with the left foot somewhat passing forward; and if the
enemy responds to you with some attack, you will withdraw the left foot back throwing a roverso
traversato to his sword hand that descends then into coda lunga larga; and if he intends to strike you
here with some attack, you will pass the left foot forward defending yourself from the incoming attack
with the true edge in the manner of guardia di testa; and subsequently you will pass the right foot
forwards throwing a roverso to his front leg that ends in coda lunga larga; and subsequently you will
throw a rising falso to his sword hand that ends in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; and if he
responds with some attack, you will withdraw the right foot back, throwing a roverso traversato to his
sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
240. (p.122/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
If you are set in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward against your enemy and he set in
whatever guard he wishes; there you will step somewhat forward with the left foot making a falso
tondo, and then subsequently you will pass the right foot forward feinting a mandritto to his head, but
nonetheless, as he makes some move to defend himself in some way, or if he should go as though to
strike you, then withdraw the right foot back throwing a mandritto to his sword hand that descends into
cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and there if he responds with some attack, you will pull the right foot
somewhat near the left defending yourself from the incoming attack with a falso that ends in guardia
alta; and presently you will pass the left foot forward, allowing the sword to go into coda lunga lunga,
immediately feinting a rising falso to his sword hand, and if he intends in that tempo to wound you with
some attack or to defend in some way, you will subsequently shoot your sword under his in the manner
of guardia di testa, passing subsequently forward with the right foot feinting a mandritto to his head,
but with great rapidity you will actually throw a rising falso in the fashion of a montante to his sword
hand that goes to a manner of guardia sopra braccio; and if he throws some attack here, you will
withdraw the right foot back throwing a roverso traversato to his sword hand that descends into coda
lunga larga.
241. (p.122/#3) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward)
Finding your enemy in what guard he wants and you set in coda lunga larga with the left foot
forward; there you will withdraw your left foot back making a falso tondo, and then you will withdraw
the right foot back turning a mandritto to his sword hand that ends in cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and
should the enemy follow you with some attack, or even if he does not at all move, you will pass the
right foot forward defending yourself from the incoming attack with a falso, and subsequently you will
pass the left foot forward turning at him a rising roverso ridoppio that will rise up to end in guardia di
lioncorno; and then you will immediately pass the right foot forward throwing an imbrocatta to his face
that ends in porta di ferro stretta or porta di ferro larga, as you prefer; or if you do not wish to turn the
roverso ridoppio, you may instead make another rising falso that does not pass guardia di faccia,
immediately passing the left foot forward; and then subsequently you will pass the right foot forward,
and with all possible speed, you will throw a mandritto to his face and to his sword arm that will then

descend into porta in porta di ferro larga or porta di ferro stretta.
242. (p.123/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward and you are set in coda
lunga stretta with the left foot forward; now note that to make this group of attacks that I will here teach
you, then you must be somewhat distant from him43; I want you (to start) by throwing a stoccata
trivillata to his sword hand, and then you will allow your sword to go into coda lunga lunga,
subsequently pulling the left foot somewhat near the right; and subsequently you will pass forward with
the right foot feinting an imbrocatta to his face, and as he goes to defend this imbrocatta, you will once
again feint, this time with a rising falso in the manner of a montante; and as he goes to beat your
montante to the ground or to defend himself in some other way, you will presently pass the left foot in a
great pass forward pushing a violent thrust to the right side of his face; and if he defends this thrust in
some way, then without moving your feet, you will turn a tramazzone with your wrist onto his head,
throwing it in the manner of a fendente, and in such a way that this tramazzone then falls into cinghiara
porta di ferro stretta; and if he responds by throwing some attack to your head, you will defend yourself
going with the sword into guardia di intrare, and subsequently you will strike his head with a roverso
fendente that descends into coda lunga stretta, stepping somewhat forward with the left foot; and if
here, he intends to throw some attack at your head, you will defend against it by going with the sword
into guardia di testa and presently you will pass the right foot in a great pass towards his left side giving
him in that tempo a mandritto fendente onto his head, that descends subsequently into porta di ferro
stretta, the left leg following behind the right.
243. (p.123/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward and you are set in coda
lunga stretta with the left foot forward; there you will feint to his sword hand with a mezzo roverso and
whether he withdraws it to keep it safe or defends himself in some other way, you will, with all
possible speed, step somewhat forward with the left foot giving him a roverso fendente onto his front
foot, going immediately to his sword hand with a rising mezzo mandritto, then withdrawing the left
foot back, setting yourself with the sword into porta di ferro stretta.
244. (p.124/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward and you are set in the same
guard; there you will throw a mandritto to his sword hand that then falls into porta di ferro larga, then
pulling the right foot somewhat near the left; and then you will immediately pass the right foot
somewhat forward throwing a roverso to his sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga; and if he
intends to wound you here with some attack, you will step somewhat forward with the right foot,
throwing a stoccata trivillata to his sword hand, and note you will still throw this stoccata trivillata to
his hand even if he does not attack you while you are in coda lunga larga; and as this stoccata trivillata
should cause him to withdraw his hand you will subsequently give him a fendente to his front foot,
going immediately to his sword hand with a rising mezzo mandritto, then passing the right foot back
somewhat near the left, then setting yourself with the sword in porta di ferro stretta.
245. (p.124/#2) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Larga)
If your enemy is set in porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward and you are set in porta di
ferro stretta with the right foot forward in a wide stance, you will be keeping the sword arm extended as
far forward as possible, and you will be directing the point of your sword at his sword hand; and there
you will feint a thrust to his sword hand and with shrewd skill, you will throw a fendente onto his front
43 This is particularly interesting because for the first time the author explicitly states the distance required.

foot, throwing immediately a rising falso to the sword hand, and then you will withdraw the right foot
back setting yourself in coda lunga stretta.
246. (p.124/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, you will be placed in coda
lunga stretta with the left foot forward, but somewhat distant from your enemy; and there you will
throw a stoccata trivillata to his sword hand, allowing the sword to go subsequently into coda lunga
lunga, and in this tempo you will pull the right foot back somewhat near the right; and then you will
feint an imbrocatta to his face, but nevertheless you will pass the right foot forward feinting a rising
falso in the manner of a montante to his his sword, and as he goes to defend against this falso in some
way, you will subsequently throw a stoccata trivillata to the sword hand; and whether he pulls his
sword hand back or keeps it present, you will immediately, with shrewd skill, throw a rising falso to his
sword hand, that will go in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; and subsequently you will withdraw
the right foot back throwing a roverso to his sword hand, that descends into coda lunga larga.
247. (p.124/#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with Either
Foot Forward)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with either foot forward you will be in coda lunga
stretta with the left foot forward; and there you will feint a mezzo roverso to his front leg, and then with
all possible speed, you will make another feint of pushing a thrust to his face, stepping somewhat
forward in this tempo; and as makes some movement to defend himself from this thrust, you will
subsequently hit his front foot with a roverso spinto in the manner of a fendente, then you will go
immediately to his sword hand with a rising mezzo mandritto; and so then you will withdraw the left
foot back setting yourself into porta di ferro stretta.
248. (p.125/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in any guard he wants, you will be placed in coda lunga stretta with the left
foot forward; and there you will throw a stoccata trivillata to his sword hand allowing the sword to go
subsequently into coda lunga lunga, and in that tempo you will pull the left foot somewhat near the
right; and immediately you will feint an imbrocatta to his face, passing the right foot forward in a great
step, and as he makes some move to defend against this imbrocatta, you will subsequently make a half
turn of the hand, pushing an underhand stoccata underhand to his sword hand, and with this stocatta
there is more to do, for as he withdraws his hand back, lest it be wounded, or as he goes to parry your
stoccata, you will, with all possible speed, throw a fendente spinto to his front foot, and immediately
you will go at his sword hand with a rising mezzo mandritto, setting yourself then with the sword in
porta di ferro stretta.
249. (p.125/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, you will set yourself in
coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and there you will step somewhat forward with the left
foot towards his left side making a falso to the enemy's sword; and then you will immediately pass the
right foot forward, throwing a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand, it being needful here that your left
leg follow faithfully behind the right; and if he defends himself from this mandritto in some way, or
should he withdraw his hand back, you will subsequently feint a thrust to his sword hand, and with all
possible speed, throw a fendente to his front foot, then going immediately to his sword hand by
throwing a rising mezzo mandritto, and finally setting yourself into porta di ferro stretta.
250. (p.125/#3) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with the Right Foot Forward)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward and you are set in porta di

ferro larga, with the same foot forward; there you will make a falso to the enemy's sword, and then you
will pass the left foot traversing towards his right side giving him a mezzo roverso spinto to the sword
hand, the right leg needing to follow behind the left; and if he pulls back his hand or makes some
movement to defend himself from this attack, you will subsequently attack his front foot with a roverso
fendente, and then with all possible speed, you will throw at him a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand;
and then for your security you will set yourself then in coda lunga stretta.
251. (p.125/#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward and are you set in the same
guard; there you will pass the left foot traversing towards his right side throwing a mandritto to his
sword hand that ends in cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and if he responds with some attack, you will
withdraw left foot back throwing a roverso to his sword hand that ends in coda lunga larga; and if he
follows you with some attack, you will withdraw the right foot back throwing an imbrocatta to his
sword hand that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and there, if he throws some attack, you
will pass the right foot forward, lifting a falso to guardia alta, parrying his blow; and then you will
immediately feint a rising falso in the manner of a montante, but will then quickly make a sfalsata of
your sword under his, beating his sword with your true edge, and passing the left foot somewhat
forward in this tempo throwing an imbrocatta to his face, that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro
larga; and then you will pass the right foot forward lifting a rising falso to your enemy's sword that will
not go past guardia di faccia beating his sword towards his left side; and then you will immediately
feint a thrust to his sword hand, but will, with all possible speed, make a fendente onto his front foot;
and then for your security, you will turn a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand setting yourself then with
the sword in porta di ferro stretta.
252. (p.126/#1) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy should be with his sword in presence with the right foot forward you will ease
yourself into porta di ferro larga with the same foot forward; and there, you will make at him a rising
falso, with a feint of turning a roverso his face; and as he will want to defend himself in some manner
way, you will presently pass the left foot traversing towards his right side, throwing at him an overhand
imbrocatta to his sword arm or to his sword hand, that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and
if he endeavors to attack you here, you will allow the right leg to follow behind the left turning a
roverso traversato onto his sword hand that will then descend into coda lunga larga; and there you will
pass the left foot somewhat towards his left side making a falso; and then you will pass the right foot
forward feinting a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand, and as he goes to defend himself from the
mezzo mandritto, or if he circles around in that tempo to strike you, you will quickly pull back your
sword hand allowing his attack to go in vain; and subsequently you will throw a mandritto to his sword
arm or to his face, that will fall into porta di ferro larga, with the left foot needing to follow the right;
and then you will pull the right leg somewhat near the left, then throwing the right foot forward in a
great step forwards feinting a roverso to the sword hand or the face, that does not pass coda lunga alta,
and as he goes to defend himself some way from this attack you will presently withdraw the swored
hand again, and quickly strike his sword hand with an imbrocatta that descends then into porta di ferro
larga.
253. (p.126/#2) (Porta di Ferro Larga with the Sword in Presence)
If your enemy is set with the sword in presence with his right foot forward and you are set in
porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward; there you will withdraw the right foot back lifting a
rising falso that goes to guardia alta; after that you will feint a mandritto fendente onto his head to the
end that to entice the enemy into attacking your sword hand; and so you be mindful to pass the right
foot forward withdrawing the sword hand in such a way that the enemy's attack goes in vain; and then

you will quickly throw a mandritto fendente across his sword arm that descends into porta di ferro
larga; note it behooves one to make this attack with shrewdness, namely to recognize the tempo.
254. (p.127/#1) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Sword in Presence)
Finding yourself in porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward and your enemy having the
sword in presence with his right foot forward; there you will withdraw the right foot back lifting a
rising falso, that will end in guardia alta; and there you will feint a roverso tondo to the head, but you
will immediately pass the right foot in a great step towards his left side, throwing the sword hand
somewhat back, feinting a thrust to the chest, but will then quickly pass the the left foot in a great pass
towards his right side going with the sword into throwing the fist of the sword somewhat back making
a feint of pushing a thrust to the chest, but with quickness you will pass the left foot in a great pass
towards his right side going with the sword in cinghiara porta di ferro stretta to the face but you have
to know, that it behooves you to subsequently pass the right foot in a great pass forwards striking with a
falso into the enemy's sword beating it towards his left, and presently, you will attack his face with a
mandritto to the sword arm; after striking a falso to his sword you may also throw a roverso fendente to
the front leg or front foot that will end in coda lunga larga, quickly following that with a rising falso to
his sword hand that goes in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; after this you will retire the front foot
back setting yourself in coda lunga stretta.
255. (p.127/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in any guard he wants and you will set yourself in coda lunga stretta with
the left foot forward; and there you will throw the left foot somewhat near the right; and then you will
immediately feint a roverso spinto to the front foot, and in the same tempo you will pass the right foot
forward feinting a thrust to his face, and as he will go to defend himself against this thrust, you will
immediately attack the aforementioned foot with a roverso fendente; and subsequently you will throw a
rising mandritto to his sword hand and to his sword that does not pass guardia di intrare; and then you
will presently step somewhat forward throwing an imbrocatta roversa to his face, accompanying it with
a roverso fendente, and note that these two attacks will be delivered in the same motion44, the sword
then falling into coda lunga larga; and if he responds to you with some attack, you will immediately
withdraw the right foot back, throwing a mandritto to his sword hand, that descends into cinghiara
porta di ferro larga.
256. (p.127/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Porta di Ferro Larga)
If your enemy is set in porta di ferro larga with his right foot forward; you will set yourself into
coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and there you will be mindful that if he lifts a falso or a
falso and roverso, or whatever he thinks, that you will, as he lifts the rising falso you will beat it to the
ground with a mezzo mandritto and then you will immediately throw a rising falso to the face; or you
may also instead of the instead of the falso, push a punta ferma to the chest. But throwing one after
another without stopping, to pass subsequently with the right foot towards his left side turning a
mandritto fendente to his head or to his sword arm as you want, and the left leg need to follow behind
the right, and the sword needs to settle in porta di ferro stretta.
257. (p.128/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Larga with Either Foot Forward)
If your adversary is set in coda lunga larga with either foot forward you will be in coda lunga
stretta with the right foot forward; and there you will stay attentive that if he wants to make a falso and
mandritto from coda lunga larga or if he wants to lift a rising falso for some other design, then you will
make a point to do the following: in the tempo that he lifts the rising falso, you will beat it with a
44 Tempo is here translated as motion. For explanation see The Complete Renaissance Swordsman.

roverso, and then immediately push a thrust to his chest, or throw a rising falso to his face, and
whichever of these two attacks you choose to do you, you will not stop, but will subsequently pass the
left foot towards his right side, giving him a roverso fendente to the head or the sword arm the sword
ending then in coda lunga stretta, and your right leg following behind the left, and note that you may
make this attack without passing the left foot, instead stepping somewhat forward with the right foot.
258. (p.128/#2)(Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your adversary is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward you will set yourself in
porta di ferro larga with the same foot forward; and there you will beat his sword with your true edge in
the manner of a roverso tondo towards his left side, doing such that your sword does not go past coda
lunga alta, and you will immediately step somewhat forward with the right foot throwing a falso tondo
to his face and then you will subsequently feint a mandritto fendente to head, nevertheless allowing the
sword to turn in the manner of a molinetto, giving him a roverso traversato to the sword arm, or to the
front leg that descends into coda lunga larga; and then if he responds with some attack, then without
delay you will throw a rising falso to his sword hand that will goes to in the manner of guardia sopra
braccio; after that you will retire the right foot back, setting yourself into coda lunga stretta, with the
left foot forward.
259. (p.128/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
Remaining in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward, you will be advised that if he has his
sword in presence, or goes to place it into presence; there you will beat it with a falso tondo driving it
away out towards his right side and in that same tempo you will pass the right foot forward and with all
possible speed, you will throw a roverso tondo to his face; and subsequently you will feint a second
roverso tondo to his right temple, but nonetheless you will allow the sword to turn in the manner of a
tramazzone, giving him a mandritto fendente to the face, or to the sword hand that will then end in
porta di ferro stretta.
260. (p.128/#4) (Porta di Ferro Larga as Patiente)
You will set yourself into porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward, all exposed such that
the enemy will think he is able to strike you; and there you will stay mindful that if he should intend to
strike you with some attack, you will defend yourself with the false edge of your sword, subsequently
feinting a roverso to his leg, but nonetheless you will actually throw a rising falso to his right temple;
and in this moment you will pass the left foot forward towards his right side, and will with all possible
speed as you pass the right foot forward, throw a roverso fendente that cuts from his head to his feet,
the sword descending into coda lunga larga; and if he responds with some attack here, you will strike
his sword hand, with a rising falso traversato that goes in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; and then
you will immediately throw the right foot back setting yourself in coda lunga stretta with the left foot
forward.
261. (p.129/#1) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy is set with sword in presence with either foot forward, you will set yourself into
coda lunga larga with the left foot forward; and there you will throw a rising falso to his sword hand
that does not pass porta di ferro alta, and subsequently you will pass the right foot forward making a
feint of turning a tramazzone to the head, but in that turn of the sword, you will throw an imbrocatta
roversa to his sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga; and then you will immediately pass the
left foot forward, feinting an imbrocatta to his face, and as he goes to defend himself from this
imbrocatta, you will immediately pass the right foot forward throwing a rising falso traversato in the
manner of a montante, that goes to a manner of guardia sopra braccio; and then for your safety you will
withdraw the right foot back setting yourself into coda lunga stretta.

262. (p.129/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Right Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy has his sword in presence with either foot forward, you will place yourself into
coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward; and there you will make a falso impuntato to his sword
hand and to his sword, turning subsequently a mandritto tondo to his sword hand that goes to guardia
sopra braccio; and from there you will immediately make your feet turn one after the other with
dexterity going somewhat forward and in this motion you will feint a roverso tondo across his right
temple, and if he should make some movement or move his sword forward such that his point is
directed at your sword arm to defend himself as will be obvious or as necessity will compel him, you
will, with all possible speed, make a presa to his sword with all your strength, and subsequently you
will pass the left foot forward giving him a roverso across his head or wherever you wish.
263. (p.129/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Right Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in any position he wants, you will place yourself into coda lunga stretta
with the right foot forward; and there you will pass the left foot traversing towards his right side
throwing a mandritto to his sword hand that ends in cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and you will
immediately step somewhat forward with the right foot feinting a roverso tondo to his head; and in this
action you will do it such that the sword remains in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; and as he goes
to defend himself from this attack by placing his sword into presence, you will immediately make a
presa to his sword with your left hand using all of your strength; and then subsequently you will pass
the left foot forward, throwing a roverso to his face that does not go past coda lunga stretta, giving him
then presently a thrust to the belly.
264. (p.130/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy were to have his sword in presence with the right foot forward, as he may be in
either porta di ferro stretta or coda lunga stretta; you will place yourself into coda lunga stretta with the
left foot forward; and there you will make a feint of turning to strike his front foot with a pushed thrust
having your left hand out on your left hip, and in this tempo you pass four fingers forward with your
left foot, and as you are striking at his foot, he will without doubt push a thrust to your face in the same
tempo; and there you will stay mindful that as your make the aforementioned feint, and he comes
pushing a thrust, you will catch his sword with your left with supreme speed giving him immediately a
thrust to to the chest or wherever you wish.
265. (p.130/#2) (Coda Lunga Alta vs. Any)
Finding yourself in coda lunga alta with the right foot forward and your enemy being in any
guard he wants; there you will withdraw the right foot back throwing an overhand imbrocatta to his
sword hand in such a way that it goes to a manner of guardia sopra braccio; and then you will
immediately withdraw the left foot back throwing an imbrocatta roversa to his sword hand that will go
into coda lunga lunga; and subsequently you will turn the left foot forward towards him feinting an
overhand imbrocatta to his face, and as soon as makes some movement to defend himself, you will
immediately pass the right foot forward feinting a mandritto to his head, and then quickly, you will
pass the left foot a little towards his right side throwing a rising falso to his sword hand that goes to a
manner of guardia sopra braccio; and then subsequently you will withdraw the left foot back throwing a
roverso traversato to his sword hand that will descend into coda lunga larga; and you will immediately
throw a rising falso just to the sword hand that goes to a manner of guardia sopra braccio; after that you
will withdraw the right foot back throwing a roverso to his sword hand that descends into coda lunga
larga.
266. (p.130/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Sword in Presence)

If your enemy were to have his sword in presence, you will place yourself into coda lunga
stretta with the right foot forward; and there you will throw an imbrocatta to his sword hand that ends
in porta di ferro larga, and in that tempo you will pull your left foot near the right; and then you will
immediately pass the right foot forward throwing a roverso traversato to his sword hand and to his front
leg that ends in coda lunga larga; and if the enemy wants to strike you here, then you will throw a rising
falso to his sword hand that goes to a manner of guardia sopra braccio; and if he intends to respond
with some attack, you will defend yourself with the true edge of the sword as if you were throwing a
roverso to his sword that ends in guardia di lioncorno, and in this tempo you will gather the left foot
near the right; and subsequently you will step forward with the right foot throwing an overhand
imbrocatta to his face or to his sword arm that then ends in porta di ferro larga; and then if he throws
some attack, you will defend yourself from the incoming attack with a falso that does not pass guardia
di faccia, and in that tempo you will pull the left foot near the right; and you will immediately pass the
right forward throwing a mandritto to his chest and to his sword arm that ends in porta di ferro larga.
267. (p.131/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
Finding yourself in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward and your enemy having the
sword in presence with either foot forward; there you will pull the left foot near the right making a
falso tondo, and then you will step forward with the right foot lifting the sword into a manner of
guardia alta; and you will immediately pass the left foot traversing towards his right side throwing a
mandritto to his sword hand that ends in cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and then if the enemy responds
with some attack, you will defend yourself against the incoming attack with a falso that does not pass
guardia di faccia, passing the right foot forward in that tempo, throwing a mandritto to his face and to
his sword hand that will end in porta di ferro larga.
268. (p.131/#2)
If your enemy were to place himself in guardia alta with the right foot forward, you will place
yourself into guardia di testa with the right foot forward; and you will make your sword hand nicely
point to the enemy's such that the parry opens the way to him wounding you at his pleasure,
and as he will make a turning to strike you in that tempo will passs the left foot forwards
towards his right side making a half turn of the hand to escape the blow of the emey, and so in that
same tempo at him you will push a thrust to the face, the right leg need to follow behind to the left, and
if he defends himself of said thrust in some way you immediately will pass the right foot towards his
left side turning at him a mandritto fendente to the head or, to the sword hand the left leg need to follow
behind the right, and the sword needs stop in porta di ferro stretta.
269. (p.131/#3) (
If your has his sword in presence with either foot forward; you will place yourself in porta di
ferro larga with the right foot forward; and there you will throw a rising falso to his sword hand that
does not pass porta di ferro stretta; and then you will immediately turn the sword back into the porta di
ferro larga; after that you will feint another falso, similar to that first, but while throwing the falso you
will mutate the sword pushing make a show that you will turn another another once a falso similar to
the first, but that action you will change the sword pushing in the left hand, with all the agility that you
may, to the end that the enemy {non se ne accorga} of such to change and there you will make a feint
of preparing to throw the aforesaid falso, and with all possible speed you will at him take his sword
with your right and in the same tempo you will pass the right foot somewhat forward, and so similarly
at him you will throw the with the left hand a mandritto onto his head or a stocatta to the chest or,
wheresoever you will want.

270. (p.131/#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Right Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding yourself in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward and your enemy placed as he
wishes; there you will pass the left foot traversing towards his right side throwing a mandritto to the
sword arm that ends in cinghiara porta di ferro larga, all exposed, inviting an attack; and if your enemy
should throw some attack, you will, most quickly, change your sword into the left hand, and you will
subsequently throw a rising falso to his sword hand with the sword in your left hand, the falso going
thence into the manner of guardia sopra braccio; and then you will immediately withdraw your left foot
back, throwing a roverso his sword hand; and then you will withdraw yourself two or three steps back,
placing the sword back into your right hand, setting yourself into porta di ferro stretta with the right
foot forward.
271. (p.132/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Unstated) ??
Also one may be able to use this technique of changing sword hands if set against your enemy
with the sword in the left hand in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and there, you will pass
your right foot forward towards his left side throwing a mandritto to his left hand that that ends in
cinghiara porta di ferro larga, all exposed, inviting your enemy to attack you; be mindful that if he
attacks you here, you will changed the sword into the right hand throwing a falso traversato to his
sword hand that goes in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; then you will withdraw the right foot
back throwing a roverso to the sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
272. (p.132/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Right Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in any guard he wants, you will place yourself into coda lunga stretta with
the right foot forward; and there you will pass the left foot forward throwing a stocatta trivillata to his
sword hand, and then you will immediately withdraw the left foot back, stopping the sword in coda
lunga larga; and if the enemy responds with some attack, you will throw a rising falso to his sword
hand that will go in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; after that if the enemy attacks you or just has
his sword in presence, you will pass the left foot forward throwing a roverso tondo to the enemy's
sword knocking it out towards his left side, your own sword going in the manner of coda lunga larga;
and without any delay, you will pass the right foot forward, throwing a falso traversato to his sword
hand and to his face, the sword going then in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; and then you will
immediately withdraw the right foot back, throwing a roverso to his sword hand, that descends into
coda lunga larga.
273. (p.132/#3) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Guardia Alta)
If your enemy has his sword in guardia alta with the right foot forward you will place yourself
into porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward, directing the point of your sword so that it guards
his hand, keeping your arm extended somewhat forward; and there you will feint a thrust to his sword
hand, and you will then quickly drop a great fendente onto his front foot, and subsequently you will
throw a rising mandritto to his sword hand that does not go past guardia di intrare; and without any
delay you will pass the left foot towards his right side turning a rising roverso ridoppio to his sword
arm that ends end in guardia di lioncorno; and subsequently you will pass the right foot forward
throwing an imbrocatta to his chest or to his sword arm that descends into porta di ferro stretta.
274. (p.133/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Larga)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga larga with his right foot forward, inviting you to throw some
attack so he may consequently throw a rising falso that ends in the manner of guardia sopra braccio,
you will set yourself into coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward; and thence you at him will
make a feint of wounding the head with a mandritto fendente, and as he will be advised to strike your

sword hand with the aforementioned falso, you will withdraw your hand back allowing his falso to go
in vain, and subsequently you will pass the right foot somewhat towards his left side turning at him a
mandritto fendente to the head or, to the sword arm that does not go past porta di ferro stretta the left
leg needing to follow somewhat behind the right.
275. (p.133/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, you will place yourself in the
same guard with the right foot forward; and there you will pass the left foot towards his right side while
feinting a mandritto fendente onto his head, stopping the sword in the manner of guardia di testa,
because while you execute this action the enemy may thrust a stoccata to your flank; and so you will be
mindful that should he throw the aforementioned stoccata you will throw a rising falso to his sword
hand? that goes in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; and after that, if he responds with some attack
you will wound his sword hand with a roverso that ends in coda lunga larga.
276. (p.133/#3) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward)
Finding your enemy any guard he wants, you will place yourself into coda lunga larga with the
left foot forward, but somewhat distant from him; and there you will throw a rising falso to his sword
hand, and then you will immediately pass the right foot forward throwing another falso (to the sword
hand) behind the other that goes to a manner of guardia sopra braccio; and subsequently you will pass
the right foot forward throwing a rising roverso (to his sword hand) in the fashion of a falso that goes to
guardia alta; and then you will immediately pass the right foot forward throwing a rising falso (to his
sword hand) that goes in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; and note that all these four attacks go
one after another with the greatest rapidity to the the enemy's sword hand; and then you will withdraw
the right foot back throwing a rising roverso that goes to end in guardia di lioncorno; and subsequently
you will retire the left foot back, hurling a montante-like thrust that will stop in porta di ferro stretta.
277. (p.133/#4) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Any)
If you are set in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward and your enemy is placed in
any position he likes; there you will pass the left foot traversing towards his right side, shifting your
sword into porta di ferro larga, exposing yourself to the enemy and inviting an attack; you will stay
mindful that as soon as he intends to strike you, then you will step forward with the right foot
defending yourself with the false edge of the sword against the coming attack, and subsequently you
will throw at him a roverso fendente that cuts from your enemy's head to his feet, the sword then
descending into coda lunga larga; and then subsequently you will pass the left foot forward feinting an
imbrocatta to his face; and subsequently you will pass the right foot forward throwing the sword hand
back as though you now intend to throw some other attack {having provoked him to defend against the
imbrocatta}; and so, without any delay, you will feint an imbrocatta to his face and soon as he makes
some movement to defend himself from this imbrocatta, you will strike his sword hand with a rising
falso that goes in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; and then you will immediately withdraw the
right foot back throwing a roverso to his sword hand that ends in coda lunga larga.
278. (p.134/#1) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy has his sword in presence with the right foot forward, you will place yourself in
coda lunga larga with the left foot forward; and there you will throw a rising falso to his sword hand
that does not go over his sword, and in that tempo you will step somewhat forward with the left foot,
and then you will bring the sword back into coda lunga larga, bringing the left book back somewhat
near the right; and note this falso goes not to wound the enemy, but only to incite him to throw some
attack at you and after you have felt him out with this falso, now you will be mindful that should he
throw some attack, with you will nimbly change the sword into your left hand in such a way that it will

be difficult for the enemy to notice, by placing your left hand upon the pommel when you feel him out
with your falso to his hand, because in this way it will be convenient to quickly take your sword into
your left hand, and so now defending his attack with the left hand, you will throw a roverso traversato
to his sword hand passing somewhat forward the left foot in that tempo the sword descending then into
coda lunga larga; and should he now attack you, then you will immediately throw a rising falso to his
sword hand that will go in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; and then subsequently you will
withdraw the left foot back, throwing a roverso to his sword hand retire the left foot back that descends
into coda lunga larga; then you will take your sword back into your right hand, settling yourself into
porta di ferro stretta.
You have also of to know that after that that you have made head against your enemy with the
falso above said in the previous paragraph, still having the sword in your right hand, and after that you
have accordingly changed the sword into your left hand, and the enemy now throwing at you some
attack, you will defend yourself from this blow with a falso that does not pass guardia di faccia,
stepping somewhat forward with the left foot in that tempo, and subsequently you will throw a
mandritto to his face that will stop in porta di ferro larga; and if he responds to you here with some
attack, in defense against the incoming attack you will throw a roverso traversato to his sword hand that
will stop in coda lunga larga, and then you will immediately throw at his hand a rising falso that goes to
a manner of guardia sopra braccio; after that for your security you will withdraw the left foot back
giving him a roverso to the sword hand that ends in coda lunga larga.
279. (p.135/#1) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy has his sword in presence with the right foot forward, you will place yourself in
coda lunga larga with the left foot forward having the sword in your right hand; and there you will feint
a rising falso to his sword hand, but with shrewd skill you will take the sword with the left hand,
stepping somewhat forward with the left foot and giving him a roverso over his sword to the face, or
across the sword arm that will then descend into coda lunga larga; and then you will immediately throw
a rising falso to his sword hand that goes in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; after that, for your
security, you will withdraw the left foot back throwing a roverso to his sword hand that descends into
coda lunga larga; and so (now) you will place the sword back into your right hand settling into coda
lunga stretta.
280. (p.135/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in any guard he wants, you will place yourself in coda lunga stretta with
the left foot forward; and there you will throw a stoccata trivillata to his sword hand with your left foot
stepping somewhat forward, then pulling the left foot somewhat near the right, and you will settle into
coda lunga larga, and note that this this stoccata trivillata is thrown to incite the enemy to attack you,
and there skillfully change the sword into your left hand, and as he throws some attack you will defend
yourself with a falso that does not go past guardia di faccia, passing the left foot forward in that tempo
and giving him a mandritto to the face that ends in porta di ferro larga; instead of defending yourself
with a falso, you may also, when you change the sword into the left hand, defend against the incoming
attack with the true edge of your sword in the manner of guardia di testa, presently passing somewhat
forward with the left foot and throwing an imbrocatta to his face that stops in porta di ferro larga; and
then you will immediately withdraw the left foot back throwing a roverso to his sword hand that
descends into coda lunga larga.
281. (p.135/#3) (Continuation from Previous)
Also when you have changed the sword from the right to the left hand, and if the enemy does
not attack and has his sword in presence you will be shrewdly mindful to throw a mezzo roverso to his
sword beating it out towards his right side; and in this tempo the left foot needs to go as for forward as

necessary, so that then you may presently throw an imbrocatta to his face or to his chest, the sword
descending then into porta di ferro larga; after that you will withdrawing the left foot back taking the
sword with the right hand and setting yourself then in porta di ferro stretta.
282. (p.135#4) (Notation on the Use of the Sword in the Left Hand)
Also I advise that this change of the sword is not done to mock the enemy but to do this thing of
making use of the sword in the left hand against him, and to demonstrate playing with this hand and
with clever skill changing into the right hand striking with the most appropriate attack, and you are
advised this way of going that you will have applied with the left hand similarly you will be able to do
with the right hand as stated in the above chapters.
283. (p.136/#1) (Sword in Left Hand in Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Sword in Presence)
Also you will be able to settle with the sword in the left hand in porta di ferro larga with the left
foot forward placing yourself against your enemy and you will find him having his sword in presence;
there you will throw a rising falso to the sword hand that does not pass porta di ferro stretta, stepping
somewhat forward with the left foot in that moment; and so then you will return the sword into porta di
ferro larga pulling the left foot somewhat near the right; after that you will feint a rising falso to his
sword hand; but nevertheless you will change your sword into the right hand passing the left foot in
that tempo forward, feinting either a falso or a roverso, but with the greatest speed you will throw your
left hand to his sword taking it four fingers from the point; and in that tempo you will wound him with
the sword with your right hand wherever appears or where you will want.
284. (p.136/#2) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy has his sword in presence, you will place yourself with the sword in the right
hand in porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward; and there you will make a feint of turning a
rising falso to the sword hand and nonetheless you will change the sword into your left hand; and here
you will throw the right forward somewhat near the left, and thence you will immediately pass the right
foot forward, throwing a stoccata trivillata to the left side of his face; and as soon as he will want to
defend himself, you will throw with great speed a mandritto fendente to his head or to his sword arm
that drops then into porta di ferro stretta, the right leg needing to follow behind the left.
285. (p.136/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Any)
You will be settled in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, your enemy will be in any
guard he wants; there you will pass the left foot somewhat forward traversing towards his right side,
immediately throwing a mandritto to his sword arm that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro larga;
and subsequently you will pass forward with the right foot throwing a roverso to his sword hand, to his
sword arm, and to his front leg that will then end in coda lunga larga; and so if the enemy wants to
attack you here with some offense, you will be able to gather the right foot back throwing a mandritto
to his sword hand that will descend into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and if in this tempo he wants to
attack you, then you will pass the right foot forward defending yourself with the true edge of the sword
and next you will give him a mandritto to the face that ends in porta di ferro stretta; then you will
immediately throw a rising falso to his sword hand and to his sword arm, that goes in the manner of
guardia sopra braccio, and in that tempo you will gather back your right foot somewhat near the left;
and then you will step somewhat forward with the right food giving him a roverso to the sword hand
that descends into coda lunga larga; and if the enemy wants to attack you here in some way, you will
gather the right foot back, throwing a mandritto to his sword hand that will descend into cinghiara porta
di ferro larga; and immediately you will step forward with the right foot again throwing a rising falso
traversato accompanied by a roverso to the sword hand or to the (front) leg, that ends in coda lunga
larga, without delay, gathering the right foot somewhat near the left, you will throw a rising falso to the

sword hand and the sword arm, that ends in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; and then passing the
right foot forward you will be able to give him a rising roverso to his hand, and to his sword, then a
descending falso to the face, so that done you will be able to presently withdraw the right foot back
giving him a roverso to the sword arm, that descends into coda lunga larga.
286. (p.137/#1) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Unstated)
If you find yourself against your enemy and you are in coda lunga larga with the left foot
forward; there you will be able to pass the right foot forward, striking him with a rising falso to his
sword hand together with his sword; and you will be able to subsequently throw a roverso traversato to
his face or to the sword arm, and this roverso will need to descend into coda lunga larga; but if in this
moment your enemy wants to strike you, then you will be able to immediately throw a rising falso to
his sword hand that ends in a manner of guardia sopra braccio, and then subsequently, to guard yourself
you will withdraw the right foot, throwing a roverso to the sword arm and the sword hand that then
descends into coda lunga larga.
287. (p.137/#2) (Coda Lunga Larga vs. Unstated)
Finding yourself remaining against your enemy in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward,
you will be able to step forward with the left foot, pushing a stoccata trivillata to his face or to his
sword hand; then you will immediately withdraw your left foot near the right allowing to sword to go
into coda lunga lunga; you will be able to step forward with the right foot feint an imbrocatta to the
face, and as soon as he should try to defend against it you will presently give him a rising falso to the
sword hand in the manner of a montante, which needs to end in a manner of guardia sopra braccio; and
subsequently you will throw a rising roverso ridoppio to his sword arm and to his sword hand that ends
in guardia di lioncorno; you will be correct to pass subsequently with your left foot traversing towards
his right side giving him a descending falso to his face that then drops into a manner of cinghiara porta
di ferro larga; then immediately for your safety you will withdraw the left foot back sending him a
roverso to the sword hand that then descends into coda lunga larga; and if the enemy wants to attack
you here in some manner, you will withdraw your right foot back giving him a mandritto to his sword
hand that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro larga.
288. p.137/#3 (Cinghiara Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Unstated)
Remaining in cinghiara porta di ferro larga with the left foot traversing against your enemy;
there you will be able to pass forward with your right foot giving him a rising falso accompanied by a
roverso to the hand and to the sword arm, that then descends into coda lunga larga; and if here he
throws some attack, you will withdraw the right foot back, giving him a rising falso to his sword hand
that ends in a manner of guardia sopra braccio; then you will withdraw similarly the left foot back
giving him a roverso to the sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga; and afterwards you will be
able to pass forward with the left foot somewhat traversing, giving him a mandritto that descends into
cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and if in this, he strikes to your head with some attack, you will pass
forward with the right foot in that tempo, defending against the incoming attack in guardia di testa; and
immediately with great speed you will give him a mandritto to the face, or the sword hand, or the front
leg, this mandritto then descending into porta di ferro larga; and here, for your safety, you will
immediately go into guardia di intrare, giving him subsequently a roverso to the face, or to the sword
arm, that then descends into coda lunga larga; and then subsequently you will give him a rising falso to
his sword hand that ends in a manner of guardia sopra braccio; then you will step somewhat forward
with your right foot, giving him a roverso to the sword hand that ends in coda lunga larga; and then
subsequently you will be able to withdraw your right foot back giving him a mandritto to his sword
hand that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and afterwards, withdrawing the left back, you
will quickly turn a roverso to his sword hand, that descends into coda lunga larga.

289. (p.138/#1) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Right Foot Forward vs. Unstated)
Finding yourself remaining in coda lunga larga with the right foot forward against your enemy;
there you will be able to gather the left foot next to the right, and then stepping immediately forward
with the right foot, next pushing a stocatta trivillata to his face; and should he want to defend in some
way you will turn a tramazzone to his head or to his sword hand, that descends into porta di ferro larga;
then for your safety you will go without delay into guardia di testa; and subsequently you will turn a
mandritto to his face, or to his sword hand, or to his front leg, that descends then into porta di ferro
larga; but if the enemy should strike to your head here in some way, you will defend yourself from this
attack, that he might throw at you with the falso of his sword, you will be able to pass immediately with
your left foot towards his right side, issuing at him a roverso fendente to the head, that descends into
coda lunga larga, such that if your enemy should want to attack with some attack, you immediately will
withdraw your left foot back at him you can issue a rising falso to the sword hand, that goes in the
fashion of guardia sopra braccio, then subsequently at him you will be able to turn a rising roverso
ridoppio, that rises to end in guardia alta, then presently pulling your left foot somewhat near the right,
you will be able to immediately glide forward the right foot, making at him a feint of issuing a rising
falso dritto in the fashion of a montante to the sword hand, and wanting thus, he this attack to defend in
some mode, you will be able to presently turn at him a tramazzone onto his head, or to his sword hand,
that descends into porta di ferro larga.
290. (p.139/#1) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Any)
Once again finding yourself remaining in porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward against
your enemy; you will be mindful that should he throw some attack to your head, you can defend with a
falso, then step somewhat forward with the right foot and give him a mandritto to the face that then
descends into porta di ferro larga; then subsequently gathering your right foot somewhat near the left,
you will be able to subsequently pass forward with your right foot giving him a stoccata trivillata to the
face; and if he wants to defend against this in some way, you will immediately be able to pass forward
with the left foot traversing towards his right side and in that tempo you will throw a tramazzone to his
head or his sword hand that descends then into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; you will stay mindful that
should the enemy throw some attack to your head, you will pass forward with the right foot, defending
yourself in guardia di testa, and this done, without waiting, you will issue a mandritto to his face, to his
sword hand, or to his front leg, this mandritto once again descending then into porta di ferro larga; and
if from here the enemy should want to attack your head, you will be able to defend against this attack
with a falso, stepping immediately somewhat forward with the right foot, and striking him with a
mandritto to the face, or to the sword arm, and this mandritto will need to descend into porta di ferro
larga, as you then gather your right foot somewhat near the left.
291. (p.139/#2) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Unstated)
Finding yourself in guardia porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward, you will be able to
pass somewhat forward with the right foot forward gallantly, giving him a roverso to the sword hand
that will descend into coda lunga larga; if the enemy attack you here, you will withdraw your right foot
back, giving him a mandritto to the sword hand that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and
subsequently passing with your right foot forward you will be able to throw a roverso to the sword
hand that descends into coda lunga larga; and next without any delay you will throw a rising falso to
his sword hand, but in way that this falso doesn't go into guardia sopra braccio, and thence withdrawing
your right foot back, you will be able to strike him with a rising roverso ridoppio, that will come to end
in guardia alta; and then passing forward with your right foot, and feint a rising falso in the fashion of a
montante such that, if he tries to defend himself from this attack you will be able to immediately turn a
tramazzone to his head or to the sword hand, and making your sword descend into porta di ferro larga;

there you will be mindful, that if the enemy wants to attack you in some way, you will defend yourself
with the false edge of the sword, and you will be able to subsequently throw a roverso to his sword
hand, or to his front leg that descends into coda lunga larga; you will then redouble subsequently to his
aforementioned sword hand with a falso traversato that ends in the manner of guardia sopra braccio;
and immediately you will withdraw your right foot back, throwing a roverso to his sword hand that
ends in coda lunga larga.
292. (p.139/#3) (Coda Lunga Larga vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro Stretta)
Finding yourself against your enemy, you being in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward,
and he in coda lunga stretta or porta di ferro stretta with his right foot forward, you will be able to
throw a rising falso traversato to his sword hand, and passing forward with your right foot, you will
then be able to turn a rising roverso ridoppio that ends in guardia di testa, striking him subsequently
with a great fendente to the head, that descends into porta di ferro stretta; but if should think to wound
you with some blow to your head, you will change into guardia di testa throwing presently a mandritto
tondo to the leg, or to the face, or to the sword hand; and then you will immediately withdraw your
right foot back, striking his sword hand with a roverso that descends into coda lunga larga.
293. (p.140/#1) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in what guard he wants, you will place yourself in coda lunga larga with
the left foot forward; and there you will throw a stocatta trivillata to his sword hand, and there you will
throw some attack at him while pulling the left foot near your right; and this done your sword going
into coda lunga larga, you will pass forward with your right foot, feinting an overhand imbrocatta to his
face, and now, should he want to defend himself from this blow, you will presently be able to turn a
mandritto tondo across his sword arm, but if he should make no movement to defend himself, you will
not turn the said mandritto to the sword arm, and withdrawing subsequently the right foot back, you
will be able to do a roverso traversato to his sword hand that then descends into coda lunga larga.
294. (p.140/#2) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
If you should find your enemy set in any guard he wants, you will able to place yourself in coda
lung larga with the left foot forward; there you will push a stocatta trivillata to his sword hand, and then
pulling your left foot near the right, your sword going into coda lunga larga; you will now be able to
pass forward with the right foot making feinting an imbrocatta to his face and as soon as he wants to
defend against this, you will immediately make another feint, a rising falso in the manner of a montante
to his sword hand, and he trying to defend against this in some way, you will now be able to turn a
tramazzone or two to his sword hand that descends into porta di ferro larga.
295. (p.140/#3) (Coda Lunga Alta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
You will be able to settle against your enemy in coda lunga alta with the left foot forward, in the
manner of guardia lioncorno, finding him in any guard he wants; and now stepping forward with the
right foot forward, you will feint an imbrocatta to his face, and if he should wish to defend against this,
you will immediately be able to turn in that tempo, a falso traversato rising to his sword hand in the
manner of a montante; then you will subsequently withdraw your right foot back, throwing a roverso to
his sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
296. (p.140/#4) (Coda Lunga Alta vs. Any)
Finding your enemy placed as he wishes, you will be able to be to reduce yourself into coda
lunga alta with the left foot forward in coda lunga alta; and next passing with the right foot forward,
you will feint an overhand imbrocatta to his face, and as soon as he wants to defend against it, you will
be able to immediately turn a mandritto tondo across his sword arm; and should he not try to defend

himself from this imbrocatta, you will still follow with the aforesaid mandritto; and you will
subsequently withdraw your right foot back, making a roverso traversato to his sword hand` that
descends into coda lung larga.
297. (p.141/#1) (Guardia Alta vs. Sword in Presence)
If you find your enemy with the sword in presence and you are set in guardia alta with the right foot
forward; there you will feint a mandritto fendente to the head, inducing him to defend in guardia di
testa, and you will throw the mandritto fendente with such great force that it knocks his sword
somewhat towards the ground; thence you will quickly push a thrust to his face, stepping somewhat
forward with the right foot; if he should defend against this thrust, you will presently be able to turn a
mezzo mandritto across his left temple, stopping the sword in porta di ferro alta, or you will be able to
wound his sword hand with the same mezzo mandritto.
298. (p.141/#2) (Coda Lunga Alta vs. Any)
Against your enemy you will be able to set yourself in coda lunga alta with the left foot
forward, and he will be set however he wants; and there you will pull the right foot somewhat near the
left, so that you can make a step with the left foot, and as you gather the right foot forward you will
feint an imbrocatta to the face; none the less you will pass with the left foot forward, making another
feint of throwing a rising falso to his sword hand; as he makes to defend against the falso you will turn
a tramazzone to the sword hand, that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; here if he attacks, you
will be able to pass your right foot forward defending yourself with a falso of your sword, and giving
him subsequently a roverso to the sword arm, or to the front leg, that descends into coda lunga larga;
next you will immediately throw a rising falso traversato to his sword hand, that goes to guardia sopra
braccio, gathering without any delay your right foot back; and this done you will be able to strike him
with a roverso to the the sword hand, that descends into coda lunga larga.
299. (p.141/#3) (Guardia Liocorno vs. Porta di Ferro Larga)
If your enemy is set in porta di ferro larga, with his right foot forward, you will be in guardia di
liocorno with your right foot forward; and there you will feint a mandritto made only with the wrist,
and nonetheless you will make another feint of throwing a roverso without dropping the hand, turning
then at your enemy only the wrist; and then this done you will glide with your right foot somewhat
forward, giving him a mandritto tondo to his sword arm; and subsequently you will withdraw your
right foot back throwing at him a roverso to the sword hand, that descends into coda lunga larga.
300. (p.141/#4) (Guardia di Lioncorno vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro Stretta)
Finding your enemy in coda lunga stretta, or in porta di ferro stretta, with his right foot forward
and you will oppose him in guardia lioncorno with your right foot forward; and here, show that you
want to thrust him with an imbrocatta to the face, and as soon as he goes to defend against it somehow,
you will presently turn at him a mighty mandritto to his sword, beating it towards his right side, and
thence you will step somewhat forward with your right foot giving him a roverso traversato to the face
or to the sword arm, the sword going to coda lunga larga; but if he should defend against these attacks
somehow, you will immediately throwing a rising falso traversato to guardia sopra braccio, taking his
sword hand; and next you will pass back the left foot, throwing a roverso to his sword hand that
descends into coda lunga larga.
301. (p.142/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di
Ferro Stretta)
Finding your enemy in coda lunga stretta, or in porta di ferro stretta, with the right foot forward,
you will be in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and there you will feint a thrust to his right

flank, and as soon as he should want to defend against this feint, you will immediately pass with your
right foot towards his left side, pulling back the sword hand, and in the same motion, turning
subsequently a mezzo mandritto or a falso strongly to his sword, knocking it towards his right side; and
then immediately you will push a thrust to his chest, or throw a roverso to his face, or a roverso to his
sword arm, that descends into coda lunga larga; and now the left leg needs to follow behind the right; if
he should attack in some way, you will be able to throw a rising falso to his sword hand, and for your
defense you will withdraw the right foot back giving him subsequently a roverso to his sword hand, and
the sword will descend into coda lunga larga.
302. (p.142/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di
Ferro Stretta)
Finding your enemy in coda lunga stretta or porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward,
you will be placed in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; there you will feint a thrust to his
right flank; and as soon as he wants to defend it, you will pass with your right foot towards his left side,
withdrawing the sword hand a bit, and then pushing at thrust to his sword hand, or wounding his hand
with a mezzo mandritto that descends into porta di ferro stretta, the left leg following faithfully behind
the right.
303. (p.142/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di
Ferro Stretta with the Left Foot Forward)
Your enemy being in coda lunga stretta, or porta di ferro stretta with the left foot forward, you
will be placed in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and there you will feint a thrust to the left
side of his chest and as he wants to defend against the feint, you will step somewhat forward with the
left foot; and next you will push a thrust to the right side of his chest, or to the sword hand, or you will
be able to also make a mezzo mandritto to the sword arm, setting yourself subsequently into coda lunga
stretta with the left foot forward.
304. (p.142/#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta with Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro
Stretta)
If find your enemy set in coda lunga stretta, or porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward,
you in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; there you will pull the right foot near the left
immediately feinting a thrust to his right flank; and as soon as makes to defend, you will withdraw the
sword hand somewhat back, feinting a second thrust, this time to the left side of his chest, gliding
forward in this tempo somewhat forward with the left foot, throwing subsequently a thrust to the right
side of his chest or to his sword hand; or if you prefer, a mezzo mandritto to the sword arm, setting
yourself then in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward.
305. (p.143/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left
Foot Forward)
Finding yourself again in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward and your enemy in the
same guard; you will feint a thrust to the right side of his chest outside his sword, and if he should
defend against it, you will presently pass with your right foot forward taking your right hand into your
left, and so with all the strength of your two hands you will throw a mighty mezzo mandritto to his
sword, beating it aside; and you will subsequently push a thrust to his chest, the left leg following
faithfully behind the right; then for your defense withdrawing two steps gallantly back, setting yourself
in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward. Note that this act of taking the sword with both you
are able to use any time your sword hand is tired, or if it is hurt, in short for every other case done,
whether it be from necessity or from some design that occurs to you.

306. (P.143/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Right Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with the
Rightt Foot Forward)
If you should be in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward against your enemy, and he
should be in the same guard; you will feint a thrust to the left side of his chest; and as soon as he goes
to defend it you will withdraw the sword hand somewhat back and pass subsequently with the right
foot somewhat forward, pushing a thrust to the sword hand; or you will be able to beat his sword with a
falso towards his right side pushing at him then subsequently a thrust to the chest; or if you prefer,
instead of these thrusts, you may throw a roverso to the face, or to the sword arm that descends into
coda lunga larga; and if he should attack you in coda lunga larga, you will be able to throw a rising
falso to his sword hand; then withdrawing immediately your right foot, throwing a roverso to the sword
hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
307. (p.143/#3) (Porta di Ferro Alta vs. Porta di Ferro Larga or Stretta)
Being in porta di ferro alta with your right foot forward, and your enemy in porta di ferro larga
or stretta; you will stay alert, for that he may able to strike well into your sword and then pass with his
left foot forward, and so make a half turn of the hand pushing at you a thrust to the chest; so in the
tempo when he makes that falso to your sword to you will not allow him to find it, but to make his
falso go in vain, you will go skillfully under his sword towards his left side, you will be able to now,
put his sword out well towards out towards his right with the true edge of the sword, and push at him
well towards his right side at him you will be able to subsequently pushing at him a thrust to the chest,
or throw a roverso to the face, as you will prefer, setting yourself then in porta di ferro stretta, or in
some other guard.
308. (p.144/#1) (Porta di Ferro Larga as Patiente)
Finding yourself in porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward against your enemy you will
stay alert; if he should attack your upper parts, you may defend against all with a falso, and it will be
good that you accompany the left hand with the right, and so lifting up your sword, coming at his attack
with strength you will be able to better beat his attack; and subsequently passing with your left foot
forward, you will be able to push a thrust to the chest which he will be but poorly able to defend,
overpowering his defense with the force of your two hands; then for your security you will be able to
withdraw your left foot back, removing your left hand, turning at him a mandritto to his sword hand
that descends into porta di ferro larga; and note: this taking of the sword with both hands is to make
useful to you as is said elsewhere, if you should find your right hand tired, or wounded, or for other
many other good reasons.
309. (p.144/#2) (Guardia di Lioncorno vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro Stretta)
If your enemy is again in coda lunga stretta, or in porta di ferro stretta with his right foot
forward, you will settle into guardia di lioncorno with the right foot forward; and there you will feint an
imbrocatta to the face, and if should defend against this feint, you will presently be able to turn a rising
falso traversato to his sword hand in the manner of a montante that will go to guardia alta, all without
any footwork; you will be able to subsequently make another feint of a similar falso to his sword hand,
that as soon as he will move to defend against it, you will immediately pass forward with your left foot
towards his right side, turning a tramazzone to his sword hand, that descends into cinghiara porta di
ferro larga; and here if the enemy should want to attack you, you will now pass with your right foot
defending against the coming attack with the false edge of your sword, and subsequently pushing at
him a thrust to the face, followed by a roverso to his sword arm or, to his front leg, the sword
descending into coda lunga larga; you will now be able to immediately throw at him without any delay,
a rising falso to the sword hand, that goes to guardia sopra braccio; and withdrawing your right foot
back you will be able to hit him with a roverso traversato to the said sword hand, that descends into

coda lunga larga.
310. (p.144/#3) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro Stretta)
Finding your enemy in coda lunga stretta or porta di ferro stretta with his right foot forward,
you will yourself be in coda lunga larga with the right foot forward; and so you will feint a rising falso
to the sword, and as soon as he should make to defend, you will immediately pass with your right foot
somewhat forward, turning a tramazzone to his sword hand that descends into porta di ferro larga; but
if he should respond here with some attack you will defend yourself with the false edge of your sword,
and pass subsequently with your right foot somewhat forward, throwing at him with great speed a
mandritto to the face or, to the sword arm, that descends into porta di ferro larga; then withdraw your
right foot back at him you will be able to strike a roverso to his sword hand that descends into coda
lunga larga.
311. (p.145/#1) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di
Ferro Stretta)
Your enemy being in coda lunga stretta or porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward, you
will be placed in coda lunga larga with the left forward; and there you will pass forward with the right
foot, throwing a rising falso to his sword hand, and to the sword, such that you will come to oppose
him mezza spada with him, and finding yourself such, you will be able to turn the sword hand
somewhat to find your true edge in guardia di intrare, and thence with the greatest speed you will pass
the left foot foot somewhat towards his right side taking his sword with your left hand near the hilt, and
pushing it towards his left side forcefully, then subsequently throwing a roverso fendente over his head
or wherever you want.
312. (p.145/#2) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Any)
Again finding yourself in porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward against your enemy,
and he in what guard he wants; you will pass with a great pass traversing towards his right side while
throwing a rising falso with a roverso feint to the head, turning at him none the less a mandritto tondo
to the face or, to the sword hand, or to the leg; and subsequently you will throw a roverso to his sword
arm, that descends into coda lung larga; and now your right foot needs to follow behind its companion;
if here he should throw some attack to your upper parts, you will defend yourself against the incoming
attack in guardia di testa passing forward immediately with the right foot towards his left side making a
feint of turning a mandritto to his head, and as he goes to defend this, you will subsequently throw a
roverso to his sword arm, that descends into coda lunga larga, and in this the left leg needs to follow the
right; this done then you will be able to now subsequently throw a falso traversato to the sword hand;
and next withdraw the right foot back, throwing a roverso to his hand, that descends into coda lunga
larga; being then set in porta di ferro larga45 with the right foot forward you will be able to pass with
your left foot in a great pass traversing his right side, while throwing a rising falso and a roverso feint
to the head, that, as he goes to defend against, you will turn into a rising falso traversato to the sword
hand, and to his sword; and passing subsequently with the right foot forward, you will be able to throw
a mandritto tondo across his face, or to his sword hand, or to his front leg, but in such a way that the
mandritto goes to guardia sopra braccio; and immediately withdrawing the right leg back, you will be
able to throw a roverso to his sword hand, that descends into coda lunga larga.
313. (p.146/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding your enemy again in what guard he wants, you will be in coda lunga stretta with the left
foot forward; and there throw at him a non offensive stoccata trivillata but with shrewdness gathering
45 No reason is described as to how we get into porta di ferro larga.

now the left foot near the right, and making such that the sword goes to coda lunga larga; then
immediately you will pass with the right foot forward feinting an imbrocatta to his face, transforming it
nonetheless into a rising falso in the manner of a montante; and he makes to defend the falso, you will
immediately pass with your left foot towards his right side, turning at him a tramazzone to the sword
arm, that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; there if he should throw some attack you will
immediately pass forward with your right foot forward defending yourself with the sword in guardia di
testa, and subsequently giving him a mandritto to the face or to the sword arm, or to front leg that
descends into porta di ferro larga; from where you will withdraw the right foot back throwing a roverso
to his sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
314. (p.146/#2) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward v. Any)
Finding yourself against your enemy with your left foot forward set in coda lunga larga, and he
in what guard he wants; you will throw a stoccata trivillata to his sword hand, but shrewdly; and thence
gathering immediately the left foot near the right, going with the sword into coda lunga lunga, you will
immediately pass with the right foot forward, feinting an imbrocatta to the face, and now that he wants
to defend against the imbrocatta in some way; you will pass with your left foot towards his right side,
giving him a mandritto to the sword arm, that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; or instead,
after you have done the imbrocatta feint, you will want to do the same footwork turning a tramazzone
to his head that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; but if now the enemy doesn't make a
motion to defend himself against the imbrocatta feint, you will not follow with the aforementioned
attacks, and being in cinghiara porta di ferro , and he throwing some attack, you will immediately pass
forward with the right foot defending yourself with the sword in guardia di testa, giving him
subsequently a roverso to the front leg, that descends into coda lunga larga; then you will follow with a
rising falso traversato to the sword hand going to guardia sopra braccio; you will be able to, without
delay, gather the right foot back throwing a roverso to his sword hand that descends into coda lunga
larga.
315. (p.146/#3) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Unstated, likely vs. Any Guard)
Finding yourself again set in porta di ferro larga, with the right foot forward against your
enemy; you will pass with your left foot towards his right side, throwing a rising falso with a roverso
feint to the head, and turning this into an imbrocatta to the face, that descends into cinghiara porta di
ferro larga; then passing immediately with the right foot forward and **** next done; or rather, after
throwing the rising falso to his sword hand and to his sword, you will be able to subsequently make a
feint of turning a roverso to his right temple, and as he should want to defend this, throwing at him a
mandritto to the face, or to the front leg, or to the sword hand, that descends into porta di ferro larga,
and gathering immediately the right foot back you will make a roverso to his sword hand that descends
into coda lunga larga.
316. (p.147/#1) (Coda Lunga Larga vs. Unstated)
Being in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward against your enemy; you will be able to
push a stoccata trivillata to his sword hand and gathering gallantly with your left foot near to the right,
your sword going to coda lunga lunga; you will now pass with the right foot forward feinting an
imbrocatta to the face, and subsequently making another mandritto to his left temple; now, that he will
make some defense against said blow, you will be able to make at him subsequently a roverso to the
sword arm, and to the front leg, that descends into coda lung larga; then presently you will be able to
throw now a rising falso traversato that goes to guardia sopra braccio, and without ceasing stepping
back with the right foot you will make a roverso to the sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
317. (p. 147/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta as Patiente)

If you are set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward against your enemy; and he
should throw a mandritto, or fendente, or stoccata, or imbrocatta to your face, you will step four fingers
or a hand's breadth with your right foot towards his left, while making a half turn of the hand opposing
his attack with the true edge of your sword; and behind his sword you will push a thrust to the chest, or
to the face; note that in making this attack, you must make every effort crushing his sword; and you
must also turn your body, such that your shoulder will point directly at your enemy, and your sword
will go into guardia di intrare; then you will withdraw your right foot back, setting yourself in coda
lunga stretta with the left foot forward.
318. (p.147/#3) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta or Coda
Lunga Stretta)
Your enemy being in porta di ferro stretta, or in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward,
you will be set in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward; and there you will feint a rising falso to
the sword hand, and nonetheless you will pass with the right foot forward, and transform the falso into
a tramazzone feint that will turn to the head; and as he tries to defend against the tramazzone feint, you
will feint a roverso to his right temple, and with the greatest speed you will throw a mandritto to his
face, or to his sword, or to his front leg; also note, you will turn in this tempo more to the right, making
thus that your sword will descend into porta di ferro larga; or if you prefer not to wound with a
mandritto, once you will have feinted the aforementioned roverso you can throw a rising falso to the
sword hand in the manner of a montante; or if you prefer, make this montante a feint, and quickly turn
a tramazzone to his sword hand, or to his sword arm, the tramazzone descending into porta di ferro
larga; then for your safety withdraw your right foot back and throw at him a roverso to the sword hand
that descends to coda lunga larga.
319. (p.147/#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Forward vs. CLA, CLS, PdFA, PdFS)
Finding your enemy in coda lunga alta, or coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, or in
porta di ferro alta, or porta di ferro stretta, you will yourself be set in coda lunga stretta with the left
foot forward; and there you will pull the right foot near the left, and immediately pass with your left
foot forward, and in that tempo driving your sword under his, making that the point of your sword
guards against his right side, and subsequently with the left hand, you will make a presa to the
underside of his sword; then you will attack him with your sword as you prefer.
320. (p.148/#1) (Guardia Alta vs. Any)
Your enemy being placed how he wants, you will be set in guardia alta with the right foot
somewhat forward; and there you will feint a fendente to the head, and because he will be compelled to
bring his sword into presence to defend against the attack, or it might be possible for him to strike your
hand or your face as he wants, you will follow your fendente feint with a presa of the left hand to his
sword in such a way that you will be able to strike him with your sword wherever you please.
321. (p.148/#2) (Coda Lunga Larga as Patiente)
Being now set against your enemy in coda lunga larga with the right or left foot forward all
exposed; he will be compelled to throw some attack to your head; if you have the right foot forward
you will pass with the left defending yourself in guardia di testa against any attack to your upper parts,
and immediately make a presa of your left hand beneath that of your enemy, giving him then a strike
with the sword where it pleases; if you will have the left foot forward, you will pass with the right foot
making the aforementioned parry with the aforementioned presa.
322. (p.148/#3) (Porta di Ferro Larga as Patiente)
If you are set against your enemy in porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward, you will

stay alert; that if he should throw some attack to your upper parts, in that tempo, you will pass with the
left foot forward defending yourself with the sword in guardia di testa, and with the left hand quickly
taking his sword in whichever way will best enable you to strike him wherever you want.
323. (p.148/#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in what guard he wants, you will yourself be set in coda lunga stretta, with
the left foot somewhat forward; and thence passing with the left foot forward, you will push a stoccata
trivillata to the sword hand; then, withdrawing the left foot back near to the right, you will allow the
sword to turn into coda lunga lunga; you will be able to then pass with the right foot forward, giving
him a mandritto to the head that descends into porta di ferro larga; and so remaining all exposed you
will have given your enemy a reason to attack you, and however he chooses to do it, you will defend
with the false edge of your sword, passing with the right foot forward; and then subsequently throwing
a mandritto to his face that goes to porta di ferro larga; so subsequently you will be able to wound the
sword hand with a roverso that descends into coda lunga larga, returning subsequently with a falso
traversato to his sword hand that goes to guardia sopra braccio; then withdrawing the right foot making
a roverso to the sword hand that ends in coda lunga larga.
324. (p.148/#5) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Remaining in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward, you will push a stoccata trivillata to
the sword hand, and immediately gathering your left foot near your right, allow in that same tempo for
the sword to go into coda lunga lunga; pass forward with the right foot throwing an imbrocatta to the
face, that descends into porta di ferro larga, and subsequently, throw a rising falso to the sword, and
immediately gathering the right foot back you will be able to subsequently turn a rising roverso
ridoppio thrown in such a way that it goes to coda lunga lunga; and passing then with the right foot
forward, you will feint a rising falso to the sword hand that turns into a tramazzone feint to the head
and if he should defend against the tramazzone, you will throw a mandritto tondo to the front leg, and
without delay, withdraw your right foot back, subsequently throwing a roverso to his sword hand that
ends in coda lunga larga.
325. (p.149/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, or in porta di ferro stretta,
you will yourself be placed in coda lunga stretta with the right foot foot forward; and there you will
pass with the left foot towards his right side throwing at him a mezzo mandritto, that descends into
cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and thence while pulling the right foot back near the left, you will lift a
falso, that rises up to guardia alta; then you will feint a rising falso to the hand in the manner of a
montante, and nonetheless you will transform it into a thrust to the right side of his face; and as he will
want to defend himself in some way, you will be able to subsequently pass with your right foot in a
great pass forward towards his left side, turning at him a mandritto fendente to the head, or, if you
prefer, a mandritto tondo to his sword hand, or if you don't like either of these, you may also strike his
leg throwing subsequently a rising falso in the manner of a montante to his sword hand, or you will
want to go into guardia di testa for your defense; in every one of these aforementioned attacks the left
leg always follows behind the right; and then you will settle with the sword in porta di ferro stretta.
326. (p.149/#2) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Any)
Remaining in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward against your enemy, and he placed
how he wants; you will be able to step with your right foot somewhat forward, turning at him with
great speed and great strength two tramazzoni to the head, or to the sword hand; and if he should
respond with some attack, you will subsequently make a rising falso to guardia sopra braccio; then
immediately stepping back with your right foot for your security, throwing at him a roverso to the

sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
327. (p.149/#3) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Being set in coda lunga larga with your left foot forward, and he in what guard he wants; there
you will feint a thrust to his right side, and he will thus want to defend himself; then you will
immediately pass with your right foot towards his left side, while pulling your sword fist somewhat
back; then you will push at him subsequently stoccata trivillata to the chest or to the sword hand, and
the left leg will need to follow behind the right; and as he defends himself, you will be able to
immediately turning at him two tramazzoni to the head or to the sword hand, the sword thence falling
into porta di ferro larga; then you will be able to subsequently throw at him a rising falso to the sword
hand that goes to guardia sopra braccio, and next passing back the right foot you will throw a roverso to
the sword hand that descends into codas lunga larga.
328. (p.150/#1) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward, vs. Unstated)
Being in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward, you will be able to pass with your right
foot towards his left side while pushing a stoccata trivillata to his sword hand, turning at him
subsequently a tramazzone to the head, or to the sword arm that descends into porta di ferro larga; this
attack will always be in your power to make, finding yourself thus and he in what guard he wants, but
if he should respond to your attack with some strike at you, you will be able to strike him with a rising
falso to the sword hand that you deepen by sending to guardia sopra braccio, gathering the right foot
near the left; and if he should attack you here you will step somewhat forward with your right foot,
throwing a rising roverso ridoppio to the sword hand, and to the sword; then immediately you will
throw a descending falso to the face, and to the sword arm, but such that attack falls into porta di ferro
larga; and subsequently you will withdraw the right foot, striking his sword hand with a roverso that
descends into coda lunga larga.
329. (p.150/#2) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding yourself in coda lunga larga with the let foot forward, and he in what guard he wants;
you will be able to push a stoccata trivillata to his sword hand, and finding yourself with the left foot
forward, pulling it near the right, but such that the sword goes into coda lunga lunga; and so that done
quickly throw a rising falso traversato to his sword hand, that ascends to guardia alta; and then passing
passing with your right foot forward you will throw at him a rising falso traversato to the sword hand
that goes to guardia sopra braccio, and you will be aware that these two falsi need to be thrown with
great speed one after the other; then you will be able to subsequently push an imbrocatta roversa to his
face, or to his sword hand, that descends into coda lunga larga; and if in this the enemy should attack
you some way, you will presently throw a falso traversato to his sword hand that goes to guardia sopra
braccio, withdrawing the right foot back and throwing subsequently a roverso to the sword hand that
descends into coda lunga larga.
330. (p.150/#3) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward)
Remaining in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward, and your enemy in what guard he
wants; there you you will throw at him a stocatta trivillata only with the left foot forward, and gathering
then left foot near the right, the sword going into coda lunga lunga; you will pass forward with the left
foot giving him a descending falso to the face or, to the sword arm, that falls into cinghiara porta di
ferro larga; and subsequently you will pass with the right foot forward, offering a rising roverso
ridoppio his sword arm, that ends in guardia alta; then you will turn subsequently a falso in the manner
of a montante to guardia sopra braccio, and if you notice he is about to beat your montante to the
ground with the true edge of his sword, you will not allow your swords to touch, but will nobly
transform the montante into a tramazzone to his sword arm, or to his head, the sword then descending

into porta di ferro stretta.
331. (p.151/#1) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Unstated)
Being again in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward against your enemy; there you
will turn a strong tramazzone over his sword hand, or over his sword; and then immediately passing
with the left foot towards his right side, you will turn another tramazzone to his head or to his sword
hand that will end in cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and if he should attack you here, you will pass with
the right foot forward defending yourself with a falso; and subsequently you will make a rising roverso
ridoppio to his sword hand, and to his sword arm, that will go to guardia alta; and then you will
subsequently feint a rising falso in the manner of a montante to the sword hand, and since he will try to
defend himself, you will be able to turn then another tramazzone to his sword arm that descends into
cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and if here he should throw some attack to your upper parts, you will
defend yourself in guardia di testa against the incoming attack; and then you will give him a mandritto
to the front leg, or to the sword arm; and then withdrawing for your safety the right foot back, you will
make a roverso to the sword hand, that descends into coda lunga larga.
332. (p.151/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Your enemy again being in what guard he wants, you will yourself be set with your left foot
forward in coda lunga stretta; and there you will push at him a stoccata trivillata to his hand, with your
left foot forward, and then lifting subsequently your sword over the head in the manner off guardia di
testa, you will be able to then offend him in three ways:
First you will feint a rising falso to the sword hand, passing presently with your right foot
forward, demonstrating another feint of a tramazzone to the head; and as soon as he wants to defend
himself, you will immediately make a roverso to his front leg that descends into coda lunga larga,
turning presently a rising falso traversato to the sword hand.
Secondly, you will be able to make the same falso feint, passing then in that instant with your
right foot forward, and all in a single tempo pushing a thrust to the right side of his face, and as he
defends himself, you will subsequently turn a tramazzone to his face that descends to porta di ferro
stretta.
Thirdly, you will again feint the rising falso to the hand passing nevertheless with the right foot
forward, and then will go into guardia di testa for your defense; you will turn then a mandritto tondo to
the face, or to the sword arm, or to the front leg, but such that it goes to guardia sopra braccio. Then for
your security, you will not stop at all, but will throw the right foot back, while making a roverso to his
sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
333. (p.152/#1) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward)
Being set in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward against your enemy; there you will be
able to throw a stoccata trivillata with the left foot forward, to his sword hand; and then gathering the
left foot next to the right, and the sword going into coda lunga lunga, you will be able to pass with the
right foot forward, feinting an imbrocatta to the face; and as soon as he will want to defend, you will
subsequently make a rising falso to the sword in the fashion of a montante that must go to guardia alta;
and subsequently you gather back the right foot behind, at him you will be able to throw a mandritto
tondo to the face, or to the sword arm, that goes to guardia sopra braccio; and if in this he should make
some attack to your upper parts, you will will be able to pass with your right foot forward throwing two
roversi: the first one beating the enemy's attack aside, the second going to his front leg, that ends in
coda lunga larga; then presently you will make a rising falso to the sword hand, that goes to guardia
sopra braccio, and subsequently passing back your right foot , you will throw a roverso to the sword
hand that goes to coda lunga larga.

334. (p.152/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Any)
Your enemy being set in any guard, you will be placed in coda lunga stretta with the right foot
forward; and there you will pass with your left foot traversing towards his right side making a
mandritto to his sword hand and to his sword arm that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and
then you will immediately bring the right foot behind the other, throwing a roverso to his sword hand
that descends into coda lunga larga; then you will hit him quickly with a rising falso to the sword hand
that goes in the fashion of guardia sopra braccio; then passing forward with your right foot forward you
will feint a roverso to the right temple; and as he makes to defend against this roverso, you will
immediately hit his front leg or his sword hand with a mandritto that descends into porta di ferro larga;
and if he should attack you here, you will defend yourself with a falso that goes to guardia alta, passing
subsequently with your left foot forward towards his right side, and making a feint to hit him with a
rising falso in the manner of a montante, but actually pushing a thrust to his face; and now that he
defends himself from the thrust, you will presently turn a tramazzone to his head, that descends into
cinghiara porta di ferro stretta; and if he should attack to your upper parts here, you will without delay
pass with your right foot forward, defending against his attack in guardia di testa, and subsequently
wounding him with a mandritto to the face, or to the sword hand,, or the front leg; and then
immediately withdrawing your right foot back, you will make a roverso to his sword hand that
descends into coda lunga larga.
335. (p.152/#3) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in what guard he wants and you will be in porta di ferro stretta with the
right foot forward; and thence you will pass with your left foot, traversing towards his right side, and
making a falso and roverso feint to the to the right temple; then passing without any delay with your
right foot towards his left side, you will lift the sword into guardia alta in the manner that you want to
throw a mandritto to the head; but none the less you will pass subsequently with your left foot
traversing towards his right side, giving him an imbrocatta to the face; and as he defends, you will turn
a tramazzone to his head, or to his sword arm, that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and
now, if he should attack you to your upper parts, you will immediately pass with the right foot forward
defending yourself gallantly int guardia di intrare, and subsequently making a roverso fendente to his
face, or to his sword arm, that descends into coda lunga larga; from here you will immediately throw a
rising falso to the sword hand that goes in the manner of guardia sopra braccio, and then this done for
your defense you will pass back the right foot throwing a rovers to his sword hand, that descends into
coda lunga larga.
336. (p.153/#1) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding yourself remaining in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward, and your enemy will
be in any guard; there you will step somewhat forward with the left foot, pushing a stoccata trivillata to
his sword hand, or to his face; and then you immediately withdraw the sword hand a little back, with
the greatest speed, push another stoccata to his sword hand, or to his chest, and note that these stoccate
will have to go one after another with the greatest rapidity; then gathering the left back near the right,
allowing the sword to go into coda lunga lunga; you will pass immediately with the right foot forward
then feinting an imbrocatta to the face; and as he goes to defend against this, you will withdraw the
sword fist half an arm back pushing at him an imbrocatta to the face, or to the chest, or to the sword
arm, that will descend into porta di ferro stretta; and this done, do not rest, but turn a roverso to the
sword hand, that descends into coda lunga larga; and if attacks you, you will withdraw the right foot
back, you will throw a stoccata trivillata to the sword hand, setting yourself then in coda lunga stretta
with the left foot forward.
337. (p.153/#2) (Cinghiara Pora di Ferro Stretta vs. Sword in Presence)

If you are set in cinghiara porta di ferro stretta with the left foot somewhat traversing, and your
enemy with the sword in presence; you will pass with your right foot in a great pass forwards, driving
your false edge into into your enemy's sword, but such that it will not pass guardia di faccia; then
immediately passing with your left foot forward without taking your sword from his, you will make a
half turn of the fist pushing now a punta ferma to the chest, and then after this withdrawing your left
foot back you will turn a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand, that does not pass porta di ferro alta.
338. (p.153/#3) (Counter to #337)
The counter of this will be; that finding yourself with the sword in presence against your enemy
with your right foot forward, you will stay alert: when the enemy will pass with his right foot forward
to throw the falso to your sword, you will not make any movement; but in the tempo that the enemy
will pass with the left foot forward, making the half turn of the fist to push a thrust to your chest, you
will push a thrust under his sword towards the left side of his chest.
339. (p.154/#1) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Sword in Presence)
You will be set in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward, and your enemy will be with
the sword in presence: there with gallantry, and strength, you will turn a tramazzone, that goes to beat
upon his sword, and in a single tempo passing with your left foot forward towards his right side, you
will another tramazzone to his head or to his sword arm, that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro
stretta; and note that you will turn these tramazzone with the wrist making them go with great rapidity.
340. (p.154/#2) (Cinghiara Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Unstated)
Finding oneself in cinghiara porta di ferro stretta with your left foot traversing against you
enemy; you will turn a strong tramazzone at his sword, and passing subsequently with your right foot
forward, you will turn another tramazzone to the head, or to the sword arm, that descends into porta dii
ferro stretta.
341. (p.154/#3) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Unstated)
You will be able to now use two tramazzone in the following way: that if you are in porta di
ferro stretta with the right foot forward, you will pass with the left foot traversing towards his right side
turning a tramazzone to his sword hand, and subsequently you will pass with your right foot forward,
turning another tramazzone to the head, that descends into porta di ferro stretta; and bear in mind that
as you turn these tramazzoni your foot work must be made with great speed.
342. (p.154/#4) (Cinghiara Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Unstated)
You may also turn two tramazzoni against your opponent with alternate footwork; that being in
cinghiara porta di ferro stretta with your left foot traversing, you will be able to pass with your right
foot, turning a tramazzone to the sword hand, or to his sword; and then pass with the left foot forwards
towards his right side, turning another tramazzone to his head, or to the sword arm, but quickly, as is
said above.
343. (p.154/#5) (Sword in Presence, Coda Lunga Stretta, Porta di Ferro Stretta)
The counter to these tramazzoni will be, that finding oneself with the sword in presence, with
your right foot forward, or in porta di ferro stretta, or in coda lunga stretta, staying alter, that as he turns
the first tramazzone, you will defend against it with the true edge of your sword, or with the false edge
beating it out towards his left side; and without delay passing with your left foot forward, you will be
able to push a punta ferma to the chest, or to the face, and so he will not be able to throw the second
tramazzone at you.

344. (p.154/#6) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta, or in porta di ferro stretta with his right foot forward,
you will be in coda lunga stretta with your right foot forward; and there making a falso tondo with the
sword strongly grasped, you will throw it to his face, or his sword, then subsequently you will pass
with your left foot forward towards his right side, feinting a mandritto to the head; and as he goes to
defend against it in some way, you will throw a roverso to his front leg or to his sword arm, or to his
sword hand, and this roverso will not go past coda lunga stretta; now, if he should respond with some
attack to your upper parts, you will go with the sword into guardia di testa for your defense, and pass
subsequently with your right foot towards his left side, turning a rising mandritto to his sword hand, or
to his sword arm, making your left leg follow behind the right, and making your sword stop in porta di
ferro alta.
345. (p.155/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta or Coda Lunga Alta as Patiente)
Being in coda lunga stretta, or coda lunga alta with the left foot forward; if he should throw
some attack to your sword hand, or sword arm, or just that you will have to defend with the sword
against some other attack he has in mind, you will be alert that in the tempo, that he throws the
aforementioned attack with will withdraw your sword hand somewhat back, making his attack come up
empty; and passing subsequently with your right foot in a great pass forward, pushing a thrust to his
flank, but note that this must be made quickly; then you will withdraw the right foot back, setting
yourself in coda lunga stretta.
346. (p.155/#2) (Porta di Ferro Stretta or Porta di Ferro Alta as Patiente)
If you are set in porta di ferro stretta, or porta di ferro alta with your right foot forward; and he
should throw some attack to your hand, or some other attack, you will be mindful in that tempo, that he
will throw the attack, to pull your hand somewhat back, making him come up empty; and subsequently
you will pass with your right foot somewhat forward, or with the left, pushing a punta ferma to the
chest, or to the flank; and now whichever foot you have stepped forward with, you will withdraw back,
setting yourself into whatever guard shall appear to make you most secure.
347. (p.155/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta or in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward,
you will also be in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward; and there you will feint a mezzo
mandritto to his sword hand, and nonetheless push a thrust under his sword to the right side of his
chest, stepping forward in that tempo with the right foot; then turning subsequently to pass with the left
foot forward, and making a half turn of the hand, you may push a punta ferma to the chest; and if he
should defend against this in some way, you will make forcefully a presa to his sword, or to his sword
hand with your left hand.
348. (p.155/#4) (Unstated vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta or Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set with the sword in presence in porta di ferro stretta or in coda lunga stretta;
and there you will feint a thrust to his right side, passing somewhat forward with the right foot; and if
he should defend against this in some way, you will now withdraw your sword somewhat back, feinting
another thrust to the left side of his chest; and he wanting to defend against this, you will immediately
make a sfalsata of your sword under his, passing subsequently with your left foot towards his right side
and pushing a thrust to the chest, making in this tempo a turn of the hand, such that your sword will end
in coda lunga stretta.
349. (p.155/#5) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy should be against you with the sword in presence in coda lunga (stretta), with his

right foot forward, you will be set in the same guard, with the right foot forward; and there you will
make a mezzo mandritto to his sword, passing with your right foot somewhat forward and feinting a
thrust to his chest; that if he should want to defend, you will pass subsequently with your left foot
towards his right side, making a sfalsata of your sword under his, and pushing a thrust to his chest,
making in that tempo a half turn of the hand, such that the sword will end in coda lunga stretta.
350. (p.156/#1) (False to False; as Patiente)
If you are are engaged falso to false against your enemy with the right foot forward, and he
passes with the left foot forward making a half turn of the hand, and pushing a thrust to your chest, you
will stay alert that in that tempo, that he passes with the left foot, you will make a sfalsata of your
sword under his; and pass with your left foot in that tempo to his right side, hitting him with a thrust to
the chest, making in that instant a half turn of the hand, and allowing to sword to go to coda lunga
stretta.
351. (p.156/#2) (False to False; as Patiente)
Finding yourself false to false with the right foot forward; and if your enemy should pass with
his left foot forward making a half turn of the hand to push a thrust to your chest; you will be mindful
that in that tempo, that he passes to wound with the thrust, to make a sfalsata of your sword under his
knocking his sword out towards his right side with your true edge; and subsequently you will pass with
your right foot somewhat forwards, pushing a thrust to the his chest; and if he should try to defend
against it, you will immediately make a half turn of the hand responding to him with another thrust to
the chest; and if he should defend against this, you will subsequently strike his front leg with a mezzo
mandritto, and without delay you will make another rising mezzo mandritto to his sword arm; and
gathering then the right foot back you will set yourself in coda lunga stretta.
352. (p.156/#3) (False to False)
Finding yourself false to false with your right foot forward, and his right foot forward, too;
there you will pass with the left foot in a great pass making a half turn of the hand, and pushing at him
a punta ferma to the chest; and if he in this tempo should make a sfalsata of his sword under yours to
beat your aforementioned thrust with his true edge, to then strike you with a thrust, possibly to the
chest, you will respond to him with another thrust to the chest without making a half turn of the hand;
and then withdraw both feet, keeping your sword always in presence for your security.
353. (p.156/#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set with the sword in presence with his right foot forward in coda lunga stretta,
you will be set with the left foot forward in coda lunga stretta; and so you will throw a mezzo mandritto
to his sword, and subsequently passing with your right foot somewhat towards his left side, you will
push a thrust to his chest; and if he should defend in some way, you will immediately make a half turn
of the hand, responding to him with another thrust to the chest; and he wanting to defend against this,
you can without delay wound his front leg with a mezzo mandritto; and now you will make a second
mezzo mandritto rising to his sword hand, and to his sword arm, that does not pass guardia di intrare;
then you will withdraw the right foot back, making a half turn of the hand and setting yourself into
coda lunga stretta.
354. (p.157/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta as Patiente)
Being in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, you will be aware that if he wants to
beat your sword with a mezzo mandritto, to then wound a thrust to the chest or a roverso to the face; so
in that tempo that he beats your sword with a mezzo mandritto, you will make a sfalsata of your sword
under his, and pass in that tempo with your left foot forward, striking him with a thrust to the chest,

without turning the hand, your sword needing to go to coda lunga stretta.
355. (p.157/#2) (Coda Lunga Larga (likely left foot forward) vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, you will be set against him
in coda lunga larga; and there you will feint a mezzo mandritto to his hand, and nonetheless pass with
your right foot forward hitting him with a thrust to the right side of his chest, from outside his sword;
and if he should try to defend himself, you will make a half turn of the hand, pushing another thrust to
his chest, your sword going to coda lunga alta, with the arm extended far forward; then you will
withdraw your right foot back, you will be able to go for your security into coda lunga stretta.
356. (p.157/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di
Ferro Stretta)
Remaining in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward and he set in coda lunga stretta or
porta di ferro stretta with his right foot forward; you will pass with your right foot somewhat towards
his left side, while feinting a thrust to the right side of his chest; but then you will quickly withdraw the
hand somewhat back and push another thrust to the left side of his face, and note that this thrust will
not be to wound your enemy but to bring you into a true edge to true edge (mezza spada) with him, in
the way of guardia di intrare, and in this the left leg must follow somewhat behind the right; and if he
should want to defend himself you will immediately be able to strike the front leg with a rising mezzo
mandritto that does not pass guardia di intrare; and then withdrawing your right foot back, you will set
yourself into coda lunga stretta.
357. (p.157/#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If you are set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, and he placed likewise; you will
pass your right foot somewhat forwards pushing a thrust to the face, that goes not to wound him, but to
bring your sword together with his (in mezza spada), in guardia di intrare; and there you will with skill
make a sfalsata of your sword under his passing in that tempo with your left foot somewhat towards his
right side, making a half turn of the hand, and driving a punta ferma to his chest, making your sword go
into coda lunga alta, with your arm extended as far forward as possible.
358. (p.157/#5) (False Edge to False Edge)
Being at false edge to false edge with the right foot forward; you will lower your sword under
his feinting a thrust to the left side of his chest; and as goes to defend against this, you will
subsequently make a sfalsata of your sword under his, passing in that tempo with the left foot forward,
and also making a half turn of the hand and pushing a thrust to the right side of his chest, such that the
sword will go into coda lunga stretta; then you will gather the left foot back turning at him a mezzo
mandritto to the sword hand that does not pass porta di ferro alta.
359. (p.158/#1)(Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di
Ferro Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta, or in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward,
you will be set in coda lunga stretta with the left forward; and there you will gather the left foot near
the right, throwing a falso that goes not to hit him; then passing subsequently with your right foot
forward, you will make a mandritto feint, that turns towards the head or sword hand, but in this feint,
you will make a half turn of the hand; and so you will make another feint of pushing a thrust to the left
side of his chest; and he wanting to defend against the thrust in some way, you will subsequently pass
with the left foot towards his right, and make a sfalsata of your sword driving a punta ferma to the right
side of his chest, the sword going into coda lunga stretta; and then you will withdraw the left foot back,
turning a mezzo mandritto to the sword hand that does not pass porta di ferro stretta.

360. (p.158/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy is set with the sword in presence with his right foot forward, you will be placed
in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and there you will push a thrust to his right side and
pass subsequently with the right foot forwards, you will turn a mandritto to his left temple or to his
sword, and note that this mandritto goes not to wound him, but only to bring you to mezza spada with
your swords at true edge to edge, in the manner of guardia di intrare, and you must be mindful that
when you come to mezza spada you will proceed in one of two ways:
That you will pass with your left foot forward and make a half turn of the hand, pushing a thrust
to his chest, making in this tempo a presa to his sword or his sword arm, with your left hand.
Or that finding yourself true edge to true edge, you will immediately feint a roverso to his right
temple; and in this tempo with your left hand you will take his sword near the hilt, and then
subsequently taking his sword with both hands, you will forcefully drive a thrust to the chest, and you
will pass in this tempo with your left foot forward, making said attack.
361. (p.158/#3) (Mezza Spada as Patiente)
If you are set in some way find yourself at mezza spada with your enemy, with either foot
forward; and he wants to make a presa of his left hand to your sword, you will be alert that in the
tempo, that he proceeds to make the presa, you will withdraw your front foot back and throw a mezzo
mandritto to the hand that he uses to make the presa or to his sword; but on the chance that he actually
makes the presa with his left hand, you will immediately push towards his body, in the manner of
pushing a thrust to his guts, and with great impetus and force, and you will make enough distance
between the two of you so that you may lift the sword hand; but if by chance this effort should come up
in vain and you wanting to take his sword, you will take yourself forward, and with your left hand
make a presa, and forcefully drive his sword to the ground. You will be able to now take the blade of
your sword with your left hand, and make some wrench with both hands, so that you are better able to
lift his hand. You will be able to now make an entangling of the foot, that makes it hard for him to play,
or you may kick with all your force to his testicles, and so coming yourself you will liberate your
sword.
362. (p.159/#1) (True edge to True edge; as Patiente)
You will be alert that if the enemy comes to mezza spada with his true edge to your true edge, in
the manner of guardia di testa, perhaps, so that he might then make a presa to your sword arm, and
throwing your arm perhaps under the left armpit; so when he goes to take your arm under his armpit,
you will turn the point of your sword towards his left side, over his arm, and immediately take the
blade of your sword with your left hand, the blade of your sword pushing forcefully against (or
through) his throat, pushing strongly in that tempo your body into his, so that he cannot harm you with
his sword.
363. (p.159/#2) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in any guard he wants, you will be set in porta di ferro stretta with the right
foot forward; and there you will feint a tramazzone to the head; and as he comes to defend the
tramazzone in some way, you will transform the tramazzone into an imbrocatta roverso to the sword
hand, allowing the sword to descend into coda lunga larga; and you will subsequently make a new
feint, of a rising falso to the sword hand, and nonetheless you will turn a tramazzone to the sword arm,
that descends into porta di ferro larga, and when you make these attacks, you will have mind to make
an accrescimento of the right foot forward; and if he thinks to attack your head in some way, you will
defend in guardia di intrare, throwing at him subsequently a roverso to the sword arm, or to the front
leg passing in this tempo with the right foot somewhat forward, the sword descending into coda lunga

larga; and giving him subsequently a rising falso to the sword hand, that rises to guardia di sopra
braccio, and for your defense withdrawing the right foot back throwing at him a roverso to the sword
hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
364. (p.159/#3) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Unstated)
Remaining in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward; there you will throw a rising falso to
his sword hand, and pass subsequently with your right foot forward; you will then feint a mandritto his
head, throwing at him nevertheless an imbrocatta to the face or the sword hand such that will descend
into porta di ferro stretta, and then you will subsequently throw a roverso to the sword hand that
descends to coda lunga larga; and if he should attack here, you will withdraw your right foot back,
pushing a thrust to the sword hand and presently back the left foot back setting yourself in coda lunga
stretta with the right foot forward.
365. (p.160/#1) (Unstated with the Left Foot Forward vs Sword in Presence)
Finding your enemy with the sword in presence, and with the right foot forward in porta di ferro
stretta, or coda lunga stretta, or porta di ferro alta, you will be set against him with the left foot forward,
and there feint a rising falso to his sword and nonetheless pass with your right foot forward at him a
thrust to the chest from outside his sword to his right side, and he defending himself in some way, you
will immediately pass with your left foot forward, making a half turn of the hand, and pushing another
thrust to the chest, making this thrust done with great speed; then withdrawing your right foot back,
you will turn a mandritto to his sword hand, that will stop in porta di ferro stretta.
366. (p.160/#2)(Coda Lunga Larga with the Right Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
Your enemy being with the sword in presence, with is right foot forward, you will be set in coda
lunga larga with the right foot forward; and there you will feint a rising falso to the sword hand such
that he needs to defend against; then you will subsequently push a thrust to the right side of his chest;
and now, that he goes to defend against it in some way, you will subsequently pass with your left foot
forward turning the sword hand in the act of pushing a thrust to the face, and nevertheless with your left
hand taking his sword such a way, that you may hit thereafter with your sword as you please.
367. (p.160/#3) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
Finding your enemy with the sword in presence with his right foot forward, you will be set in
coda lunga larga with the left foot forward; and there feint a rising falso to his hands, and passing with
the right foot forward, make another feint of turning a tramazzone to the head; and as he goes to defend
himself, you will turn a rising roverso ridoppio to the sword arm, that will pass through guardia di
lioncorno; and subsequently you will turn a mandritto fendente to the head; you will now be able to
throw the aforesaid cut wounding his front leg or the sword hand setting yourself then in porta di ferro
stretta.
368. (p. 160/#4) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Unstated)
Finding yourself set in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward; you will feint a
tramazzone to the head, and as he goes to defend against it, you will turn a rising roverso ridoppio to
his sword arm that goes not pass guardia di liocorno; then subsequently you will pass with the right
foot somewhat forward throwing a mandritto tondo to the front leg, or to the sword hand; and then
immediately withdrawing the right foot back, you will throw an imbrocatta roversa to the sword arm
setting yourself then for your defense in nobly in coda lunga stretta.
369. (p.160/#5) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
Remaining in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward, and he with the sword in presence

with his right foot forward; there you will pull the left foot forward near the right; and without stopping
you will immediately pass with the right foot forward, making a rising falso to the sword of the enemy;
and in this (next) tempo you will pass with the left foot forward making a half turn of the fist, and
pushing a thrust to the left side of his chest; and then subsequently you will turn the sword hand going
into guardia di intrare for your defense; and then without delay you will turn a roverso fendente to the
head that descends into coda lunga stretta, the right leg following somewhat behind the left; but if he
should think to wound you with some attack, you will gather the left foot back and turn a mezzo
mandritto to his sword hand that does not go past porta di ferro stretta.
370. (p.161/#1) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Sword in Presence)
Finding yourself in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward, and he with the sword in
presence; there you will knock his sword to his left side with your falso, and passing subsequently with
the right foot somewhat forward, you will be make a mandritto to the face, that descends into porta di
ferro stretta, pulling the right foot near the left; but if the enemy should throw some attack to your
upper part, or if he just does nothing, you will lift a falso of your sword against his beating it towards
his left side, then passing presently with the right foot forward, you will make a mandritto to the leg,
that descends into porta di ferro larga, all exposed: you will be aware that he will be provoked to throw
a mandritto or roverso to your head, and as he does whichever he wants, you will defend with your
sword in guardia di intrare, and subsequently pass with the left foot towards his right side in the mode
of a leap making in one tempo a roverso fendente to the head, as the right leg will follow behind the
left, and the sword going into coda lunga stretta.
371. (p.161/#2)(Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
Your enemy being with the right foot forward, and with the sword in presence, and you will be
set in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward; and there you will make a rising falso to the sword
hand with the greatest speed, making the sword go to guardia sopra braccio; and if he should respond
with some attack you will in that tempo without moving the feet strike his sword hand with a roverso
that descends into coda lunga larga; then you will feint a rising falso to the aforementioned sword hand,
and nonetheless you will pass with the right foot forward, pushing a thrust to the right side of his face;
but in the case he defends you will, in one tempo, turn a mezzo mandritto across his left temple; and if
by chance he should defend this mandritto with the true edge of his sword, in the manner of guardia di
intrare, you will be able to presently pass with the left foot forward making a half turn of the fist, and
push a thrust to the left side of his face, or to his chest; maybe in the same tempo you might be able to
make now, without disconcerting yourself, a presa of your left hand to his sword or his sword arm.
372. (p.161/#3) (Unstated Guardia with Right Foot Forward (likely Coda Lunga Larga) vs. Sword in
Presence)
Finding your enemy with the right foot forward, and with the sword in presence; you will feint a
mezzo mandritto to the left temple or to the sword hand, having your right foot forward; and as he
makes some defense, you will in the same tempo, make a half turn of the hand, pushing a falso
impuntato to the face; but if he should want to defend against this falso, you will presently strike the
front leg with a mandritto, that does not pass porta di ferro stretta; going then immediately for your
security with the sword into guardia di intrare.
373. (p.162/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy is set with the right foot forward and with the sword in presence, you will be set
with the left foot forward in coda lunga stretta; and there you will feint a thrust to his right side, and
passing subsequently with your right foot forward you will make a sfalsata of your sword under his
giving him immediately a mezzo mandritto to his sword, knocking it out towards his right side; and

subsequently you will be able to strike his leg with a roverso tondo to the face, or to the sword arm, that
does not pass coda lunga stretta; but if he should defend against this roverso in some way, you will
without delay pass with your left foot somewhat towards his right side turning your sword under his,
without making a turn of the hand and pushing then a punta ferma to his right side, such that the sword
will go to coda lunga stretta; for your defense you will then withdraw the left foot back turning a mezzo
mandritto to the sword hand that ends in porta di ferro alta.
374. (p.162/#2)(Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy is set with the sword in presence, and with his right foot forward, you will be set
in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward; there you will make the false edge of the sword
touch that of your enemy, such that your sword arm will be well-extended forward; there you will pass
with your left foot forward, making a half turn of the hand, pushing a punta ferma to his chest; and if he
should want to defend by lifting his sword into guardia di testa, you will withdraw the left foot, making
a falso to his sword hand, behind his sword; and subsequently you will in the shortest tempo possible,
make a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand making your sword go into porta di ferro alta.
375. (p.162/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward you will be set in the same
guard; and there you will pass somewhat forward with your right foot, feinting a thrust to the chest; and
as he goes to defend it in some way, you will subsequently strike his sword hand with a mezzo
mandritto, that does not pass porta di ferro stretta; then subsequently you will strike with a falso to that
of your enemy that does not pass guardia di faccia, and passing immediately with your left foot forward
making a half turn of the hand, you will push a punta ferma to the the chest; and if he wants to defend
this in some way, you will immediately withdraw your left foot back, and strike his sword hand with a
thrust setting yourself then in porta di ferro stretta.
376. (p.162/#4) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro Stretta)
If your enemy is again found with the sword in presence and with his right foot forward in coda
lunga stretta, or porta di ferro stretta and you will be set in porta di ferro larga; and there you will feint
a rising falso to the sword hand; and now that he makes some movement to defend against this falso,
you will make a sfalsata of your sword under his to his left side, beating his sword with a mezzo
mandritto towards his right side and without delay you will step with the right foot somewhat forward,
giving him a mezzo roverso to the face, or to the sword arm, that does not pass coda lunga stretta; and
then immediately withdrawing your right foot back, you will turn a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand,
that does not pass cinghiara porta di ferro stretta; and if he should respond with some attack to wound
your upper parts you will subsequently pass with your right foot forward, defending yourself with the a
falso that does not pass guardia di faccia; and with the greatest speed you will make a half turn of the
hand and push a thrust to his chest, such that if he should defend against it in some way, you will
immediately withdraw your right foot back, and throw a mezzo mandritto to the sword hand that stops
in cinghiara porta di ferro alta for your safety.
377. (p.163/#1) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Sword in Presence)
Another time, that you should find your enemy with the sword in presence, you will be set in
porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward; and with skill you will lift a rising falso to his swor d
sword that does not pass guardia di faccia; and subsequently you will pass somewhat with the right foot
forward, you will make a mandritto to the chest, or to the sword arm that descends into porta di ferro
larga; and then withdrawing your right foot somewhat near the left, you will without delay lift a rising
falso as above; and subsequently passing with your left foot somewhat traversing his right side, you
will at him throw a mandritto to the face, or to the sword arm that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro

larga; then subsequently, you will without delay pass with your right foot forward, lifting a rising falso
in the manner as said twice above; and make quickly then a mandritto to the face or to the sword arm
that does not pass, if it is possible, porta di ferro stretta, for your security; and now so you will believe,
note that these three falsi with these three mandritti are thrown with the greatest speed, so that if the
enemy should attempt some attack you will defend in the way mentioned above.
378. (p.163/#2)(Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with Either
Foot)
If your enemy is found in coda lunga stretta with either foot forward, you will be set against him
in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and there you can feint a stoccata trivillata to the chest;
and as he will to defend in some way, you will subsequently make an accrescimento of your left foot
somewhat forward, striking his sword hand with a thrust, or with a mezzo mandritto making the sword
stop in cinghiara porta di ferro stretta; and if should try to attack your upper parts in some way, you
will, with skill and gallantry, defend with the true edge of your sword against the coming attack in
guardia di intrare; passing then in that tempo with your right foot forward, and there making a half turn
of the hand, you will push an imbrocatta ferma to the chest or to the sword arm, setting yourself then in
porta di ferro for your defense.
379. (p.164/#1) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy is set with the sword in presence with his right foot forward and you are set in
porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward; and here you may throw the false edge of your sword
into that of your enemy beating it towards his left side, to pass subsequently with your right foot
somewhat forward, and pushing a thrust to his chest without making any turn of the hand; but if he
should defend said thrust in some way, you will immediately pass with your left foot forward towards
his right side, and making in this tempo a half turn of the fist, you will push at him then a punta ferma
to the chest; and if he defends against this, you will with great awareness and speed a presa to his
sword with your left hand, or you may seize his sword arm; following up with whichever you deem
best, giving him immediately a thrust or a cut wherever you please.
380. (p. 164/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
Having the sword alone, you may act in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward against
the enemy keeping your left hand resting upon the flank. In this placement you will be able to stringere,
making your left foot gather forward behind the right without actually moving to attack; being in a
narrow stance will better enable you to attack him, and to withdraw should he make some attack to
disconcert you (ie a provocation). And so he is pressed, being now obliged to make some attack or to
retreat back. If he should do neither, and simply remain opposing you in the same guard, you will lift a
rising falso to his sword hand, and passing the right foot somewhat forward, you will turn a mandritto
to his head that stops in porta di ferro stretta.
381. (p.164/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta; Counter to (play #380))
But if you are opposing your enemy in coda lunga stretta; while he throws the falso, you will
lower your hand to the ground beating it down; and against the following mandritto to your head, you
will throw a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand that ends in porta stretta di ferro, letting the left leg go
a little behind the right.
382. (p.164/#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
The second offense is to turn to the hand a falso traversato to the enemy's sword hand or to his
sword, going towards his right side; and then subsequently turning a roverso to the face or chest,
stepping somewhat forward with your right; and then you will finally repair back into the guard from

which you began.
383. (p.164/#5) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta; Counter to (play #382))
Being in coda lunga stretta and your enemy in the same; when he turns the falso to your hand or
to your sword, you will step somewhat forward with the right foot, knocking his falso to the ground
(how is unstated but presumably with your true edge); you will then subsequently make a roverso to his
face or to his sword arm, preventing him from making a roverso of his own.
384. (p.164/#6) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
The third offense is to feint a mandritto to the head stepping somewhat forward with the right
and turning nevertheless a roverso to the enemy's front leg that stops in coda lunga stretta, then
immediately turning a rising falso to his hand, that stops in guardia di faccia; this done you will return
to coda lunga stretta.
385. (p.165/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta; Counter to(play #384))
Being now in the place of your enemy, and in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, at
the sight of your enemy feinting a mandritto, defend yourself from this by going with the sword into
guardia di intrare; and then defend yourself from the incoming roverso to the leg by stopping this with
the true edge of your sword, keeping the point lowered to the ground; and so, were the enemy to throw
the falso to your hand, you will knock this to the ground, hurling a thrust to his chest, and placing
yourself subsequently into coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward.
386. (p.165/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta).
The fourth offense is to step somewhat forward with the right foot pushing a stoccata to the left
side of his face, and as soon as he wants to parry this, you will immediately make a roverso to his leg
that stops in coda lunga stretta. This done you should return to your aforementioned guard.
387. (p.165/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta; Counter to (play # 386))
If you are now in the place of your enemy and he in yours; when he pushes the stocatta to your
face, you will parry this with the true edge of your sword; and as he throws the roverso to your leg,
you will withdraw the right foot back giving him a roverso to his sword arm.
388. (p.165/#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
The fifth way of attacking is to drive the right foot somewhat forward pushing a stoccata to the
right side of the enemy's face; as soon as he wants to defend against the stoccata, you will throw a
mandritto to his sword hand that stops in porta di ferro stretta.
389. (p.165/#5) ((Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta; Counter to (play #388))
Now if you were in his place and he is pushing the stoccata to the right side of your face, it will
be convenient to parry this with a falso, but as he turns the mandritto to your sword hand, you will be
able to strike his hand with a mezzo mandritto that ends in porta stretta di ferro.
390. (p.165/#6) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
The sixth offense is to step somewhat forward with the right foot making a mezzo mandritto to
your enemy's sword, beating it out towards his right side; and then you will push a thrust to his chest;
and finally you will return to coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward.
391 (p.165/#7) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta; Counter to (play #390))
The counter will be that when the enemy wants to beat your sword with a mezzo mandritto, you

will make no movement, but you will parry his thrust with the true edge of your sword, giving him
immediately thereafter a roverso to the face that ends in coda lunga stretta.
392. (p.165/#8) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
The seventh offense is to advance somewhat forward with the right foot beating your enemy's
sword to his right side with a falso and then subsequently give him a roverso to the face or to the sword
arm that ends in coda lunga stretta.
393. (p.165/#9) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta; Counter to (#392))
The counter to the aforesaid attack is to not allow him to take your sword with a falso, but to
cautiously turn it to the underside of the enemy's sword and raise up into guardia di testa to defend
yourself against the roverso, and then immediately making a mandritto to his face or to his leg and
finally placing the sword into porta stretta di ferro.
394. (p.166/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
The eighth way to attack is to traverse with your left foot towards the enemy's right side, turning
in that moment a mezzo mandritto to the sword hand that ends in cinghiara porta di ferro stretta; and
subsequently you will pass forwards with the right foot, lifting a falso to his sword hand and to his
sword that ends in guardia di faccia; then you will throw a mandritto to his face going with the sword
into porta di ferro stretta.
395. (p.166/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta) (Counter to(play #394))
And if you are now in the enemy's place, and he is attacking you with a mezzo mandritto; there
you will pass with your left foot towards his right side pushing a thrust to his chest; and then you will
immediately place yourself into cinghiara porta di ferro stretta, so that he will be unable to strike your
hand with that falso (as he does in the original attack); and so as he goes to throw the mandritto to your
face, you will defend against this by going with your sword into guardia di testa; and passing forwards
with your right foot towards his left side, you will give him a mandritto to the head that goes to porta di
ferro stretta, and you will allow the left leg to gracefully follow behind the right.
396. (p.166/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
The ninth way of attacking is to pass with your left foot towards the right side of your enemy
pushing a thrust to his face; then as soon as he wants to parry this thrust, you will pass with your right
foot towards his left flank, withdrawing the hand back a bit and subsequently pushing another thrust to
his chest, your left foot following the right; and once this is done you will return to coda lunga stretta.
397.(p.166/#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta; Counter to (play #396))
The counter to this attack is to parry the first thrust with your false edge, and the second thrust
with your true edge, beating it to the ground; and once this is done you will throw a roverso to his face,
then placing your sword into coda lunga stretta.
398. (p.166/#5) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
The tenth way of attacking is to turn a mandritto to the enemy's sword hand and redouble with a
roverso that places you right back in coda lunga stretta.
399. (p.166/#6) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta; Counter to (play #398))
And were your enemy to be throwing a mandritto to your sword hand, you will gather your
sword hand back, allowing his attack to go in vain; and then subsequently you will push a thrust to his
flank; or if you like, at his proffered mandritto, you may instead lift a rising falso to his sword hand,

and when he redoubles with that roverso, you will withdraw the sword hand somewhat back,
subsequently hurling a stoccata into his chest or to his sword hand.
400. (p.166/#7) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta)
Being in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward and finding your enemy in the same
guard; there, in the mode shown above, you will press your enemy, letting the left foot push the right
foot forward, without making an attack, compelling your enemy to attack you or retreat backwards; if
neither attacks nor gives ground, placing himself as if to push himself forward, you will immediately
step forward with your right foot, throwing a falso to his hand and to his sword, following it with a
roverso to the leg that ends in coda lunga stretta; then you will subsequently change yourself into
guardia di testa.
401. (p.167/#1) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta; Counter to (play #400))
His counter is to withdraw the sword hand somewhat back from the incoming falso and to
withdraw the right foot back likewise against the roverso to the leg, pushing in that tempo a thrust to
his face or giving him a roverso to the sword arm.
402. (p.167/#2) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta)
The second way of attacking is to step somewhat forward lifting a rising falso to his sword hand
that ends in guardia di faccia; this done you will make a mandritto to his chest and to his arms that will
stop in porta di ferro stretta.
403. (p.167/#3) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta; Counter to (play #402))
His defense is to gather his hand back enough to let the falso go upward in vain, and to go with
the sword into guardia di testa against the following mandritto; then to turn a mandritto to his enemy's
face or to the sword hand that stops in porta di ferro stretta.
404. (p.167/#4) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta)
The third way of attack is to step forward with the right foot pushing a thrust to the right side of
his face, and as soon as he wants to parry, you will immediately make a roverso to the leg going with
the sword into guardia di testa.
405. (p.167/#5) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta; Counter to (play#404))
The counter to this offense is to parry his thrust with a falso, and as he throws the roverso to
your leg you will withdraw the right foot back giving him a mezzo roverso to the sword arm.
406. (p.167/#6) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta)
The fourth way to attack is to step forward with the right foot pushing a thrust to the right side
of his face, and you do this to make him want to damn your thrust, enabling you to now make a
mandritto to his face or to his sword arm that will end in porta di ferro stretta.
407. (p.167/#7) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta; Counter(play #406))
The defense against this attack is to parry the thrust with a falso, and to defend against the
subsequent mandritto by going into guardia di testa, or by retiring the right foot, giving him a mezzo
mandritto to the sword hand.
408. (p.167/#8) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta)
The fifth way of attacking is to pass forward pushing a thrust to his face; as he goes to defend
himself from this you will immediately pass with your right foot towards his left side withdrawing the

sword hand a little and then pushing another thrust to his left leg as the left leg follows behind the right.
409. (p.168/#1) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta; Counter to (play #408))
His counter will be to parry the first thrust with a falso, and subsequently knocking down the
second thrust with your true edge, allowing the left foot to go somewhat behind the right, and then
subsequently giving him a roverso to the face or a thrust to his chest.
410. (p.168/#2) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta)
The sixth way to attack is to turn a ridoppio to the enemy's sword beating it towards his left side
and immediately passing forwards with the left foot towards his right side giving him a thrust to the
chest and placing the right foot behind the left.
411. (p.168/#3) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta; Counter to (play #410))
The counter is not to move as he beats the sword, and to then parry the subsequent thrust with
your with a falso giving him then a mandritto to the face.
412. (p.168/#4) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta)
The seventh way of attacking is to pass forwards with the left foot pushing a thrust to his chest;
as he goes to defend himself you will immediately pass with the right foot towards his left side turning
a rising ridoppio to his sword arm; and then you will subsequently throw a mandritto to his head that
ends in porta di ferro stretta, as the left foot follows right.
413. (p.168/#5) (Counter to (play #412))
His counter is to parry the thrust with a falso, passing forward with the left foot and making a
half turn of the hand, giving you then a thrust to your chest, this will make it impossible for you to
strike him with a ridoppio, a mandritto, or whatever else you may have been planning, for it will not be
possible for you to do anything else to him.
414. (p.168/#6) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta)
The eighth way of attacking is to lift a rising falso to the enemy's hand and to his sword, passing
immediately with the left foot towards his right side; (then) turning a roverso to his head such that the
right foot follows the left.
415. (p.168/#7) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta; Counter to (play #414))
The counter is to gather the sword hand somewhat back against the falso, and to parry the
forthcoming roverso to the head by going with the sword into guardia di testa, then throwing a
mandritto to the face or to the leg that will stop in porta di ferro stretta.
416. (p.168/#8) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta)
The ninth way of attacking is strike the falso of your sword into that of your enemy and to
subsequently pass forwards with the left foot making a half turn of the hand and thereafter pushing a
punta ferma to the face.
417. (p.168/#9) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta; Counter to (play #416))
The counter is to make no movement as the enemy at the striking to the sword with a falso, but
at the forthcoming thrust one will withdraw the right foot back, making a half turn of the hand and
settle oneself into coda lunga stretta.
418. (p.168/#10) (Cinghiara Porta di Ferro with the Left Foot Traversing vs. Cinghiara Porta di Ferro)

You being in cinghiara porta di ferro stretta with the left foot traversing and your enemy
likewise, you wanting to initiate the attack, will then pass with forward with the right foot lifting a
rising falso to his sword hand followed by a roverso to his leg that then goes toes coda lunga stretta;
that done you will immediately take yourself into guardia di testa for your safety.
419. (p.169/#1) (Cinghiara Porta di Ferro vs. Cinghiara Porta di Ferro; Counter to (play #418))
The counter to this attack is to lower the sword hand towards the ground at the forthcoming
falso and to then withdraw the left foot when the enemy attacks one with that roverso, then one will
make a thrust to the enemy's face throw a roverso to his sword arm.
420. (p.169/#2) (Cinghiara Porta di Ferro vs. Cinghiara Porta di Ferro)
The second way of attacking is to step forward with the right foot lifting a rising falso to the
enemy's sword hand that ends in guardia di faccia; this done you will be able to turn a mandritto to his
head or to his sword arm that ends in porta di ferro stretta.
421. (p.169/#3) (Cinghiara Porta di Ferro vs. Cinghiara Porta di Ferro; Counter to (play #420))
The counter is to withdraw the sword hand back when the enemy throws the falso so that it sails
by harmlessly; and to then go with the sword into guardia di testa to defend against the mandritto,
passing subsequently with the right foot towards the enemy's left side giving him a mandritto to his
head that will stop in porta di ferro stretta such that the left foot will follow the right.
422. (p.169/#4) (Cinghiara Porta di Ferro vs. Cinghiara Porta di Ferro)
The third way of attacking is to throw the right foot forward pushing a thrust to his face and as
soon as he goes to defend against it you will turn a mandritto to the head or to the leg that will settle
then into porta di ferro stretta allowing the left foot to follow behind the other.
423 (p.169/#5) (Cinghiara Porta di Ferro vs. Cinghiara Porta di Ferro; Counter to (play #422))
The counter is to parry the thrust with a falso and to slip the mandritto by gathering back the
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left foot back (near the right), giving him subsequently a mezzo mandritto to the sword arm.
424. (p.169/#6) (Cinghiara Porta di Ferro vs. Cinghiara Porta di Ferro)
The fourth way to attack is to pass forwards with the right foot, push a thrust to his face, and as
soon as he goes to parry it, you will immediately make a roverso to his left leg as soon as he chooses to
defend against it, you will immediately make a roverso to his leg, going then with the sword into
guardia di testa.
425. (p.169/#7) (Cinghiara Porta di Ferro vs. Cinghiara Porta di Ferro; Counter to (play #424))
The counter is to defend against the incoming thrust with a falso, and to defend against the
roverso to the leg by withdrawing the left foot back, then pushing a thrust to his face or giving him a
roverso to the sword arm.
426. (p.169/#8) (Cinghiara Porta di Ferro vs. Cinghiara Porta di Ferro)
The fifth way to attack is to pass forward with the right foot, and in that tempo you will give
him a rising roverso to the sword, beating his sword towards his left side, then you will push a thrust to
his face; as he tries to defend against this thrust, you will then make a roverso to his leg or a mandritto
to his face, subsequently going with your sword into guardia di testa.
427. (p.170/#1) (Cinghiara Porta di Ferro vs. Cinghiara Porta di Ferro; Counter to (play#426))
46 Text here says right

His counter will be to not move as you lift the roverso, but to defend himself from the thrust
with a falso, and to defend against the roverso to the leg or the face simply by withdrawing the left foot,
and finally giving you a mezzo mandritto to your sword arm.
428. (p.170/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left
Foot Forward)
Finding both you and your enemy in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward, and you
wanting to take the initiative; there you will push a stocatta trivillata to his face, keeping your left foot
forward, then as he goes to parry this, you will immediately pass your right foot forward towards his
left side giving him a mandritto to the head or to the leg that ends subsequently in porta di ferro stretta,
such that your left foot follows behind the right.
429. (p.170/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left
Foot Forward; Counter to (play #428))
The counter is to defend against the thrust with a falso and to then defend against the mandritto
thrown to the head or to the leg by simply withdrawing the left foot; then you will subsequently turning
a mezzo mandritto to the enemy' sword hand.
430. (p.170/#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left
Foot Forward)
The second way of attacking is to pass forward with the right foot while pushing a thrust to the
right side of his face, then as he goes to defend against the thrust, you will turn a roverso to his leg, and
then go subsequently with your sword into guardia di testa.
431. (p.170/#5) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left
Foot Forward; Counter to (play#430))
His counter will be to defend against the thrust with a falso and to defend against the roverso to
the leg by withdrawing the front foot allowing the cut to go in vain, while at the same time pushing a
thrust to his enemy's face.
432. (p.170/#6) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left
Foot Forward)
The third offense is to lift a rising falso to his sword, beating it towards his right side; then you
will pass with the right foot towards his left side giving him a mandritto to the head that ends in porta
di ferro stretta making sure that the left foot follows behind the right.
433. (p.170/#7) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left
Foot Forward; Counter to (play#432))
His counter is not move against the falso, but to go with his sword into guardia di testa to
defend against the mandritto, and to pass subsequently with the right foot towards his enemy's left side
giving the enemy in that moment a mandritto to head or to the leg such that the sword goes then into
porta di ferro stretta, and the left foot going behind the right.
434. (p.170/#8) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left
Foot Forward)
The fourth way of attacking is for you to pull the right foot forward, lifting a rising falso to the
enemy's sword hand, beating it towards his right side; that done you may offense is that you may
immediately turn a roverso across his face that ends in coda lunga stretta.

435. (p.171/#1) ( Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left
Foot Forward; Counter to (play #434))
One's counter to this attack is to not allow his sword to strike your own, but to avoid his sword
by turning your own sword beneath the sword of your enemy; and then you may defend against the
forthcoming roverso by going into guardia di testa; then subsequently you will pass with the right foot
towards the enemy's left side, giving him a mandritto to the head or to the flank that will stop in porta
di ferro stretta, in such a way that the left foot will follow the right.
436. (p.171/#2) ( Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left
Foot Forward)
The fifth manner of attacking is to make a mezzo mandritto to his sword beating it towards his
right side, and now passing the right foot forward while pushing a thrust to his chest; this done you will
pass back the right foot, setting yourself into coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward.
437. (p.171/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left
Foot Forward; Counter to play #436)
One's counter to this attack is to make no movement as the enemy beats your sword with a
mezzo mandritto, but to then defend well against the forthcoming thrust by stepping backwards with
the left foot, subsequently throwing a rising falso to his sword hand that ends in guardia di faccia.
438. (p.171/#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left
Foot Forward)
The sixth offense is to step somewhat forward with the left foot pushing a stoccata trivillata to
his face, and then you pulling the left foot near the right foot, as you turn the sword into coda lunga
stretta; and if here the enemy should throw some cut to your upper parts, you will pass with the left foot
forward, going with the sword into guardia di testa; and then, having defended yourself, you will pass
the right foot towards his left side giving him a mandritto to the head, or to the leg, such that the left
foot will follow behind the right; (then) your sword will descends into porta di ferro stretta.
439. (p.171/#5) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left
Foot Forward; Counter to (play#438)
The counter is to, as the enemy steps forward with the left foot pushing a stoccata trivillata, to
respond by passing forward with the right to his left side, and to parry his stoccata with the true edge of
the sword, subsequently giving him a roverso to the face or a thrust to the chest.
440. (p.171/#6) ( Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left
Foot Forward)
The seventh way to attack is to step somewhat forward with the left foot pushing a stoccata to
his face; then gathering the left foot back near the right, you will repair into coda lunga lunga; then you
will pass forward with the right foot feinting a mandritto to the head, but nevertheless you will throw a
roverso to his leg that descends into coda lunga stretta; then subsequently you will go with your sword
into guardia di testa.
441. (p.171/#7) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left
Foot Forward; Counter to (play #440))
One's counter to this attack is to make no movement as the enemy throws the stoccata, and to
defend against the roverso that follows the mandritto feint, by withdrawing the left foot back throwing
a mandritto to the sword hand, or a rising falso that will stop in guardia di faccia.

442. (p.172/#1) (Porta di Ferro Stretta as Patiente)
You being in porta stretta di ferro with the right foot forward against your enemy, and he would
send one of these attacks, namely mandritto or, roverso, or a stocatta to the chest, whichsoever of these
aforesaid attacks you may render vain with the false edge of your sword stopping in guardia di faccia;
and passing immediately with the left foot forward, having made a half turn of the hand you may push
at him a punta ferma to the breast. And then retire back the left foot turning a mezzo mandritto to the
sword hand, that stops in porta larga di ferro larga.,
443. (p.172/#2) (Porta di Ferro Larga as Patiente)
Again finding yourself in porta di larga ferro with the right foot forwards against your enemy all
laid open, so that he may have cause to do some attack, at him moving to make any of these four
attacks: mandritto, fendente or roverso to the head; or with a stocatta pushed to hurt your breast; you
will have made yourself immune to his offense by a falso of your sword stopping in guardia di faccia.
And passing subsequently with the right foot somewhat forward turn a mandritto to his face or chest,
that will settle in porta larga di ferro.
444. (p.172/#3) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta or Coda Lunga Stretta)
And you being still in said guardia porta larga di ferro with the right foot forward, and your
enemy in porta di ferro stretta, or coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, while, he not changing
his position at all, you will make a feint of lifting a rising falso to his sword hand, it be no matter, how
he will want to parry; you will glide somewhat forward with the right foot turning a roverso tondo to
his face or, to his sword arm that will go to stop in coda lunga stretta, with your right foot forward.
445. (p.172/#4) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta or Coda Lunga Stretta)
Notes: this fragment is an orphan that likely expands upon the previous play.
You may moreover turn a roverso to his sword hand, and do also return with a mandritto, that goes to
place in said guard of porta larga di ferro.
446. (p.172/#5) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta or Coda Lunga Stretta)
Or else you may oppose him from coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward in narrow
stance he being in whatsoever of the two aforementioned guards; and then immediately you will pass
immediately with the left foot towards his right side giving him now a strong falso to the sword beating
it upwards then giving him a mandritto to the shin of the front leg such that the swords stops in
cinghiara porta stretta di ferro. And if he should should respond to you with some cut coming to your
head you will pass forward with the right foot going with the sword in guardia di testa. And defending
yourself thereby you will subsequently turn a great mandritto to the face or, to the sword hand.
447. (p.172/#6) (Porta di Ferro Larga as Patiente)
Again finding yourself so in said guardia porta larga di ferro with the right foot forward if your
enemy will be desirous to wound you with some cut to the head you will defend yourself against this
with the false edge of the sword you will immediately pass with the left foot towards right side giving a
fendente to the head; that descends into coda lunga stretta, and as well it will be that your right leg shall
follow the left.
448. (p.173/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward; as Patiente)
Being that you have remained in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward if the enemy will
send some attack towards your lower parts; you will pull back the left foot giving him in that moment,
a mezzo mandritto to the sword hand or, a falso that stops in guardia di faccia.

449. (p.173/#2) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Right Foot Forward; as Patiente)
So it be your enemy is laid up in some guard, that will be acceptable to him, you opposite
yourself will be set in coda lunga larga with the right foot forward all exposed so that he can have
reason to do some offense at you. So if he moves to throw some attack at your upper parts, or those
below; you will lift a rising falso traversato to his sword hand followed by a mandritto the face, or to
the leg passing, in that moment with the right foot somewhat forward and such, that the sword goes to
stop in porta larga di ferro.
450. (p.173/#3) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta or Coda Lunga Stretta)
You being in the aforesaid guard or porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward, and the
enemy in coda lunga stretta or in porta stretta di ferro with the right foot forward you will feint a rising
falso to the sword that howsoever he will want to parry, you from beneath his sword will push a punta
to the left side of his face; and while he wants to make a defense to said punta he will not be able,
without making open his right side. For this reason you will pass the left foot towards his right side
giving him a roverso his right temple; also that leg (the right) places itself forward to the left, and the
sword in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward.
451. (p.173/#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta or Coda
Lunga Stretta)
Being in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward and your enemy in porta di ferro stretta, or
in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward. You will lift a rising falso feint to his sword hand and
however, he will want to defend this; you immediately will pass the right foot forward pushing from
beneath his sword a punta to the left side of his chest, and in the case that this does not do him in, for he
may have wisdom in sword fighting; you immediately will turn to his face or, to the hand of the sword
a mandritto, that descends into porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward.
452. (p.174/#1) (Sword vs. Pole Arms: Porta di Ferro Stretta as Patiente)
If you are assaulted by one that has a pole arm, and you have only a sword, my advice is that
you set yourself in porta di ferro stretta with your right foot forward; and when he moves to push some
attack to your chest, using any ordinary type of pole arm; you will beat it aside with a falso towards
your right side, and pass subsequently with the left foot forward, you will make a half turn of the hand
such that the right leg passes forward in a great pass, and gliding then with the left forward you will
make a thrust to the face, and once you have gone forward, you will not let up.
453. (p.174/#2) (Sword vs. Pole Arm; Porta di Ferro Stretta as Patiente)
If now some when you set in the guard of porta di ferro stretta; if he should thrust the pole arm
in some attack to your right leg, you will defend this with the true edge of your sword in the manner of
a mezzo roverso beating it out towards his left side, and you will allow the right leg to pass skillfully
forward; and passing then with the left immediately forward you will make a thrust to his gut. And you
will always keep in mind to push yourself quickly forward so that with the left hand you can seize the
haft of his weapon.
454. (p.174/#3) (Sword vs. Pole Arms; Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward as Patiente)
But if when you are set in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward, and he thrusts a partisan
to your chest, you will pass with your right foot forward, and drive the true edge of your sword into it
pushing quickly towards his right side, beating it towards the ground; and your left leg will turn behind
your right (in the fashion of an inquartata). Then without delay you will pass with the right foot
forward giving him a roverso to the face, or a thrust to the chest. And as above when you have
defended the enemy's attack, you will make a presa of your left hand onto the haft of his weapon and

you must not in any way let go.
455. (p.174/#4) (Sword vs. Pole Arms; Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward as Patiente)
But if he should throw some attack to your front leg, and you will be in the aforementioned
guard; you in a single tempo will pass with the right foot towards his left side giving him in the same
tempo a rising mandritto, beating the haft towards his right side, and the left leg is carried behind the
right, and passing with the right foot forward you will make a roverso to the face, or to to the part that
is most convenient for you to strike.

Book II/ Ms. #346
456. (176/#1) (Sword in Two Hands) (False Edge to False Edge #9) 47
Note: the description of plays with the Spada a Due Mani start at #9.
The ninth manner will be, that you being false edge to false edge with the left foot forward, but
your enemy having his right foot forward; there you will pass with the right foot towards his left side
giving him a a mighty mandritto to his sword, and so beating this towards his right side; this done you
will immediately be able to strike him in his right temple with a falso allowing the left foot foot to go
behind the right.
457. (176/#2) (Sword in Two Hands) (False Edge to False Edge, Counter to (play #456))
The counter to this will be, as he passes with his right foot forward to turn the mandritto to your
sword; you will make no sign of stirring, but as he strikes with his falso to your right temple, you will
lift the hands high to the end that with his falso he will not be able to strike you. That done you will
immediately pass with your left foot towards his right side, and taking your left hand from the pommel
of the sword you will take the blade of this driving the pommel to the inside and on top of his right
arm, and so pressing them strongly, you will have made a way for yourself of striking his temple with a
mandritto.
458. (176/#3) (Sword in Two Hands) (False Edge to False Edge #10)
The tenth way of striking will be one being false edge to false with the right foot forward to the
end that, he will want to strike he will be able to hurt with the quillon48 of one's sword to the sword of
the enemy beating it strongly towards his left side for an attack. And passing immediately with the left
foot towards the right side, one will be able to strike the head with a roverso fendente, but in this attack
one must pull the right foot behind the left.
459. (176/#4) (Sword in Two Hands) (False Edge to False Edge, Counter to (play #458))
The counter of the aforesaid attack will be, that as you will see attack you will see the sword of
the attacker to strike in the aforesaid manner for the reason to that is to say of throwing the roverso to
the head, one will be able to when he turns to the mandritto the left temple.
460. (p.177/#1) (Sword in Two Hands) (False Edge to False Edge #11)
The eleventh way is, that being false edge to false edge, but with the left foot forward, wanting
to strike, you will be able to cross the arms striking then immediately and strongly the enemy's sword
with the quillon of your beating this towards his right side. And passing without delay with the right
foot towards his left side of the same you will be able to in that moment strike his head with a
mandritto fendente, but such that the left leg follows behind the right.
461. (p.177/#2) (Sword in Two Hands) (False Edge to False Edge Counter to (play #460))
The counter of this attack will be that finding the attacker with the right foot forward; and one
will not move at the crossing of the arms, but when he wants to strike the sword with his quillon to
strike the head then with a mandritto, one will be able to defend oneself by turning mezzo mandritto to
the flanks, beating immediately his fendente in guardia di intrare without moving the feet.
462. (p.177/#3) (Sword in Two Hands) (False Edge to False Edge #12)
The twelfth way of attacking is that being false edge to false edge with the left foot forward and
47 The plays of the Two-Handed Sword start at #9.
48 “Elcio” is here translated as “Quillon.” It could also refer to the lugs on the blade.

your opponent with the right foot forward, is, that at the attacker you will be able to cross the arms
taking the left hand from the pommel of the sword and at that moment taking the (your) sword at the
middle; this done, it will be necessary to pass the right foot towards his left side, striking in that tempo
with the quillon of the the sword into your enemy's sword, and beating it towards his right side, and
subsequently striking his face with the pommel of the sword.
463. (p.177/#4) (Sword in Two Hands) (False Edge to False Edge Counter to (play #462))
The counter is, that being with your opponent false edge to false edge and with the right foot
forward, you will not move as he cross hes his arms and places his hands to the middle of his sword,
but as he passes forward with the right foot striking with his quillon to your sword to prepare a pommel
strike to the face; these it will be possible in this tempo to abandon one's sword with the left hand, and
passing forward towards the attacker's right side it will be possible to take with the left hand the right
arm of the opponent pushing towards his left side; and striking him subsequently to the head with a
fendente or to the face with the pommel.
464. (p.177/#5) (Sword in Two Hands) (False Edge to False Edge #13)
The thirteenth way to strike is that being false edge to false edge with the left foot forward, and
the enemy with his right foot forward, you will be able to pass with the right foot towards his left side
feinting with the arms and the body and with the head to throw a mandritto to his head not making
therefore another movement of the sword; but only moving him away four fingers of that of the enemy
this done; you will be able to immediately turn the right foot in its place strike the enemy with then the
false edge of your sword across his right temple.
465. (p.177/#6) (Sword in Two Hands) (Counter to (play #464))
The counter to the aforesaid stretta play will be, that being false edge to false edge with the right
foot forward, you will stay alert, that when the enemy passes with his right foot to feint a mandritto to
your head, you in that tempo will pass the left foot opposite his right side pushing a a roverso to his
right temple.
466. (p.177/#7) (Sword in Two Hands) (False Edge to False Edge #14)
The fourteenth offense will be, that you being false edge to false edge, and with your left foot
forward you will pass the right foot towards his left side feinting a mandritto to the head, and as soon as
he wants to defend himself from this attack, you will in this passing take your left hand, and grab the
enemy's blade near the quillon pushing it towards his right side and not stopping, but feeding him your
apple, or giving him a fendente to the head.
467. (p.178/#1) (Counter to (play #466))
The counter of this stretta play will be, that being false edge to false edge with the right foot
forward, you will stay alert, that as he passes to feint the mandritto your head, you in that tempo will
pass with your left foot towards his right side turning at him a rising roverso to his right temple, and as
he will remove his left hand to take your sword to make his presa, you will withdraw the left foot back
throwing at him a mezzo mandritto to the hands, but in case the enemy should grab your sword, or
some other part of the body to strike you with his pommel to your face, you will immediately drive the
left arms turning him towards towards his right side, and lifting the sword outside the hand.
468. (p.178/#2) (Sword in Two Hands) (False Edge to False Edge #15)
The fifteenth offense will be, that finding yourself false edge to false edge with the right foot
forward, you will feint the turning of a mandritto his left temple, and as soon as he wants to defend
against this mandritto, you will immediately lead with your left foot towards his right side, feinting a

roverso to his head, and in this you will take your left hand from the pommel of your sword and grip
your sword about a hand's breadth from the quillons, and beating strong with your sword that of the
enemy towards his left side pushing at him immediately a thrust to the chest.
469. (p.178/#3) (Sword in Two Hands) (Counter to (play #468))
The counter to this offense is, that being false edge to false edge with the right foot forward,,
you will stay mindful, that as he feints a mandritto to the head, you in that tempo will withdraw the
right foot back giving him a mezzo mandritto to the hands, and so not he will be unable to do anything
else.
470. (p.178/#4) (Sword in Two Hands) (False Edge to False Edge #16)
The sixteenth offense will be, that finding yourself false edge to false with the right foot
forward, you will feint as through turning a mandritto to the left side of his head, and immediately you
will pass with the left foot towards his right side beating your enemy's sword with a falso, putting him
to your side with your arms well extended towards his left side you will be able to immediately strike
his left temple with a mezzo mandritto.
471. (p.178/#5) (Sword in Two Hands) (Counter to (play #470))
The counter to this stretta play will be that finding oneself against the enemy false edge to false
edge, and with the right foot forward one will stay alert, that as soon as the attacker feints the mandritto
one will remain still, but when the attacker passes to beat one's sword with a falso, so as to place you to
his outside and strike you with a mandritto, you will strike him with a similar falso his sword towards
his left side.
472. (p.178/#6) (Sword in Two Hands) (False Edge to False Edge #17)
The seventeenth way of strike is, that finding yourself false edge to false edge, and with the left
foot forward you will pass the right foot towards his left side feinting a mandritto to his head, and now
you will quickly turn in the sword in the manner of a molinetto passsing with the left foot towards his
right side, and this done you will feint a roverso to his head, and withdrawing the lefft foot back you
will make a work of striking his hands with a rising falso, but such that it ends in guardia di faccia.
473. (p.178/#7) (Sword in Two Hands) (Counter to (play #472))
The counter to this will be that you stay aware, that as soon as he passes to feint a mandritto to
your head and you will not move, but now that he will make this roverso you receive this attack with a
falso towards his left side, and in this tempo, that he withdraws the left foot back throwing a falso to
your hands, you pass forward with the right foot, cleave his sword down with your true edge pushing a
thrust to his chest.
474. (p.179/#1) (Sword in Two Hands) (False Edge to False Edge #18)
The eighteenth offense will be that being false edge to false edge with the left foot forward, and
wanting to strike you will pass with the right foot towards the left side of your enemy feinting to strike
his head with a mandritto, and with the same cut striking his flank, repairing with the sword into guard
for safety, and in this you will allow the left foot to step behind the right.
475. (p.179/#2) (Sword in Two Hands) (Counter to (play #474))
Your counter will be, that wanting to strike your enemy you will stay alert, and as he passes to
feint the mandritto to your head, you will not move, but as he follows with that same cut to the flanks,
you will now withdraw the left foot back giving him a mezzo mandritto to the hands.

476. (p.179/#3) (Sword in Two Hands) (False Edge to False Edge #19)
The nineteenth offense will be, that being false edge to false edge, but with the left foot forward,
wanting to strike, you will be able to pass with the right foot towards his left side, and in this passing
you will remove the left hand, and take both blades together a hand's breadth from their respective
guards; taking similarly with the right both sword hilts, and narrow so much more you will be able to,
you will have made a way of now throwing the sword to the sword hand, turning the arms, and the
sword (finishing) towards his right side.
477. (p.179/#4) (Sword in Two Hands) (Counter to (play #476))
The counter will be that the offense stay aware, that in that tempo, that the assailant will pass
with the right foot forward, to remove his hand from his sword, and take your swords together, you will
immediately pull your sword back and to the right, and then taking your left hand from your pommel,
take the enemy's sword with your left hand, and next push your pommel into the left side of his face, or
drive a thrust into his guts.
478. (p.179/#5) (Sword in Two Hands) (False Edge to False Edge #20)
The twentieth offense will be, that finding yourself false edge to false edge, with the left foot
forward, and this you will have to offend with the right, you must pass with the right foot forward
towards his left side making a feint of striking a mandritto to his head, and now turning the sword in
the manner of a molinetto, passing with the left foot towards his right side, and turning at him a rising
roverso to the right flank and to the arms, you will set yourself into guardia di Croce, having strongly
stricken him with your sword.
479. (p.179/#6) (Sword in Two Hands) (Counter to (play #478))
The counter will be, that you will stay alert, and where he passes feinting a mandritto to your
head, you will pass with the left foot towards his right side turning a rising roverso to his right temple,
and in this way you will come to make yourself secure, but after that make sure that you find yourself
with the sword in guardia di Croce, securing the left leg with the right (ie make a compass step).
480. (p.180/#1) (Sword in Two Hands) (False Edge to False Edge #21)
The twenty-first offense will be that finding oneself false edge to false edge in the way
described above, if you wish to to attack, you will be able to pass towards your enemy's left side with
your right foot throwing a mandritto to his head, and in so doing making with your body as though you
intend to strike his head and not do otherwise, but then once you have pushed your sword to within
four fingers of his sword, you will turn a falso to his head, and next you will turn a mandritto tondo to
his left temple allowing the left leg to step behind the right.
481. (p.180/#2) (Sword in Two Hands) (Counter to (play #480))
The counter to this play will be that as the attack will make the act from the body for making it
appear as though he will strike with head with a mandritto, for the purpose of then striking with a falso
to your head, you in that tempo will step with the right foot back, giving him a mezzo mandritto to the
hands.
482. (p.180/#3) (Sword in Two Hands) (False Edge to False Edge #22)
The twenty-second way of attack will be that finding oneself, as is said above false edge to false
edge with one's enemy, one will be able to pass with his right foot towards the adversary's left side
feinting a mandritto to the head, and nonetheless turning the sword in the manner of a molinetto and
also turning the right foot behind, and throwing at this point a roverso trivillato to the right side of the
enemy's face.

483. (p.180/#4) (Counter to (play#482))
The counter to the above will be that when the attack will be feinting his mandritto, you will not
move at all, but as he sends a roverso trivillata to strike your face, you now with the false edge of your
sword will crush it, and passing forward with your right foot, you will be able as however best pleases
you, strike him with a mandritto across his left temple, or to his arms.
484. (p.180/#5) (Sword in Two Hands) (False Edge to False Edge #23)
The twenty-third way of striking will be, that you finding yourself false edge to false edge
against your enemy, and with the left foot forward, and the enemy with his right foot forward, you
should pass forward with your right, and so done, now strike the quillon of your sword into your
enemy's sword with such vigor, that you will be able to strike him in the face with the pommel of your
sword, or into the chest as you will prefer.
485. (p.180/#6) (Sword in Two Hands) (Counter to (play #484))
The counter of this attack will be, that when the attacker passes to lift his guard into your sword,
you will pass forward with the left foot taking your left hand from the sword and, and so done you will
make a presa to your enemy's arms, and pushing them strongly towards his left side, you will be able to
strike in this way with a mandritto to the head or strike his face with your pommel.
486. (p.180/#7) (Sword in Two Hands) (False Edge to False Edge #24)
The twenty-fourth manner of strike will be that finding yourself false edge to false in the mode
used above, that, in order to strike your enemy, you will pass pass with your right foot towards his left
side, feinting a falso to his left temple, and now, that your enemy will be try to defend against this falso,
you will withdraw the right foot back, making a powerful rising falso manco to your enemy arms, in
such a way that, that this falso then stops in guardia di faccia.
487. (p.181/#1) (Sword in Two Hands) (Counter to (play #486))
The counter to this attack will be, that when the attack will feint the falso to your left temple,
you will go into guardia di intrare to ward against it, and as he he steps back with his rising falso
manco, you will step forward with your left left towards his right, sinking his falso with your true edge
towards the ground, in the manner of cinghiara porta di ferro stretta, and at your pleasure, you may
push a thrust to his chest, or give him a mandritto to the face.
488. (p.181/#2) (Sword in Two Hands) (False Edge to False Edge #25)
The twenty-fifth way of wounding is that being false edge to false edge with your left foot
forward, and the attacker having his right foot forward, you will pass with the right foot towards his left
and in this tempo give him a rising mandritto to the the armss, lifting the hands high in this that the
point of your sword faces the ground, then you will turn at him without waiitng a rising roverso to the
arms from his right side, and then you will feint a rising mandritto to his arms but will actually throw a
roverso fendente onto his head without moving the feet.
489. (p.181/#3) (Sword in Two Hands) (Counter to (p. 488))
The counter to this will be that when the attacker passes the right foot forward to throw a rising
mandritto to the arms, you will immediately push a thrust to his face or to his chest, or you will be able
to drive down his blow with the true edge of your sword towards the ground passing quickly with your
right foot somewhat forward, and as best pleases you, you may push a thrust to his face or strike his
right temple with a falso.

490. (p.181/#4) (Sword and Duelling Glove49) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward; as
Patiente)
You will be able to set yourself against your enemy in coda lunga stretta with the left foot
forward, and accompany the sword with the gloved hand; and in this placement your right foot you will
make a gathering step forward with the left foot, and not throwing a blow but keeping your eye
constantly on the enemy's sword hand; and should he throws some attack to your upper parts, no matter
what the enemy throws be it a stoccata, an imbrocatta, or overhand, or underhand or whatever other cut
that he might use, you will defend against it the sword in guardia di testa, and with refined skill you
will take his sword with your gloved hand to the inside, and so there you will make your presa with the
gloved hand then you will quickly be able to make a cut or a thrust, however you most prefer, or as
will be most convenient for you; and so subsequently you will allow the the right leg to step behind the
left, so that he will not be able to make a presa with his gloved hand.
491. (p.182/#1) (Sword and Duelling Glove) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward as
Patiente)
Being similarly being in the guard of coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward, against your
enemy, and instead of attacking your upper parts, he chooses to attack your lower parts, it will be
necessary for you to stay prepared, to withdraw your left foot close to the right to allow your enemy's
attack to go in vain, and pass then subsequently with the right foot forward feinting a thrust to his chest
then presently throwing a mezzo mandritto to the sword hand, or you may thrust, and you cannot be
blamed also for throwing a mezzo roverso here; the most praiseworthy choice will be the one that
leaves you best settled; and you will quickly turn your other side such that he cannot cannot make a
presa to your sword with his gloved hand; but if here he should prepare some other attack, you will be
able to defend his attack with the sword, always skillfully seeking a way to take his sword with your
gloved hand.
492. (p.182/#2) (Sword and Duelling Glove ) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward)
Finding yourself against your enemy, you being placed in coda lunga stretta with the left foot
forward and he being in the same; there you will be able to press him by making a gathering step,
letting the right foot push the left foot forward, it will not be necessary to here throw any attack, but in
this action you will be provoking him to either attack you or retreat, and as he does one or the other to
you, or if he should try to make a presa to your sword, or act according to some other design, it will be
possible to be shrewd with another feint, such that he will be compelled to make some movement, that
he should have in mind to do, and as he prepares to move, you will be able to strike his hand with either
a mezzo roverso, a thrust, or a mezzo mandritto, now forcing him to throw some attack, you will be
able to, with refined skill defend against it, and make in that tempo a presa with your gloved hand, and
if at first or second you are unable to pull this off, then do it four or five times, as much as will prove
necessary to grab his sword.
493. (p.182/#3) (Sword and Duelling Glove) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding yourself in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward as above, and he in whatever
guard he wants, with shrewd skill you will be able to turn your sword under his in the way of a circular
tondo (a horizontal cut that would describe a full circle) beginning over his sword, and so turning that
towards his left side, and under his sword going in the manner of guardia di testa, taking his sword
from beneath, with the greatest speed, striking him then wherever you most prefer.
494. (p.183/#1) (Sword in Two Hands vs. Pole Arms)
49 “Guanto de Presa” is more literally translated as “Grabbing Glove.”

Finding yourself with the sword in two hands and your assailant having a pole arms, it will be
possible for one to take the sword with the right hand near the pommel, and with the left hand on the
blade near the guard, in the way of a partisan but in such a way that the wrist of the land hand looks up,
and the point of the sword is somewhat towards the ground, and as he should throw some attack, it will
be possible to defend against it beating this attack, and the weapon towards his right side by turning the
sword over the pole arm, and next it will be possible to beat down his weapon, that more will not be in
the power of your enemy, making to the end that the assailant, that one's right foot pushes the left foot
forward, and if using quickness, it will be possible to run under taking his without, but being mindful
to keep his weapon trapped as first it should have pressed, keeping up pressure to the end.
495. (p.183/#1) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding yourself in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward against your enemy, he placed
in whatever guard he wishes, you will be able to, without moving the feet, push a punta trivillata , and
in this way, not to strike, but to force the enemy to defend himself in some way, and you then will allow
the sword to go into coda lunga gathering the left foot near the right, and passing forward then with the
right foot feinting an imbrocatta to his face, to make him lift up his targa high to defend himself from
this, you will be able to with quickness come down with the point of your sword towards the ground,
and subsequently strike his targa arm from below with a falso, making it with great speed of the wrist
and then setting yourself into porta di ferro stretta.
496. (p.184/#1) (Sword and Targa) (Counter to play #495)
The counter will be that when the enemy attacks your targa arm with a falso, you will point
your sword just behind his sword hand, or behind your targa, and so you will have taken away his
ability to strike you with this attack.
497. (p.184/#2) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Right Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding yourself in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward and your enemy in whatever
guard he wants you will be able to pass with the left foot somewhat traversing his right side giving him
a mandritto to the hand or to the sword arm, that will end in cinghiara porta di ferro larga, and this done
you will keep the targa in this tempo guarding the head well; you will be able to subsequently pass
forward with the right foot giving him a roverso to the leg that descends into coda lunga larga, and off
and for this new action you will keep the targa defending the head well you will be able to
subsequently pass with the left foot traversing his right side striking him immediately with a mandritto
fendente, and allowing the sword to descend into cinghiara porta di ferro stretta, always stepping
quickly, you will in this guard stay mindful that should he wish to strike your head in some way, you
will presently pass forward with the right defending yourself in guardia di testa with the sword
accompanying the targa, and you will be able to immediately strike him with a roverso to the front leg,
allowing it then to descend into coda lunga larga and not taking your targa from its job of defending the
head; you will will be able to then withdraw the right foot back and you will be able to renew (your
attack) by giving him a mandritto fendente to the face that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro stretta;
and redoubling then, passing the left foot back settling gracefully into coda lunga stretta with the right
foot forward.
498. (p.185/#1) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs.
Guardia di Testa)
Lower your sword into coda lunga larga, passing immediately forward with the right foot and
beating his sword strongly to his right side with a rising falso. Then immediately throw a roverso to the
neck or to the sword arm that ends in coda lunga stretta, making a good defense of your head with the
buckler. Finally, pass back your right foot, pushing a thrust under your buckler that ends in guardia di

faccia.
499. (p.185/#2) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Counter to (play #498))
The counter will be that as your enemy passes forward and throws the falso to your sword hand,
you will step a little forward with your right foot and knock his falso to the ground with your true edge.
Then you will immediately throw a roverso to his face. Alternatively, as he makes the falso to your
sword hand, you may push a thrust into his face over your buckler.
500. (p.185/#3) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda
Lunga Stretta)
Beat the opponent's sword strongly towards his right side. Then immediately pass forwards with
the right foot throwing a roverso to coda lunga that hits either the face or the sword arm; your buckler
shall protect your head. Then immediately pass back the right foot and throw a mandritto fendente that
ends in cinghiara porta di ferro alta.
501. (p.185/#4) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Counter to (play #500))
The counter will be, as he beats your sword do not move your point. But as your enemy throws
the roverso, pass back with the right foot and thrust at his sword hand behind your buckler.
502. (p.186/#1) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda
Lunga Stretta)
Feint a thrust to the left side of his chest. He will try to defend himself and you will
immediately pass forward with your right foot and skillfully thrust the point into the right side of his
chest alongside your buckler. Then you will pass back your right foot, performing in that moment a half
turn of the hand that settles you into coda lunga alta for your safety.
503. (p.186/#2)(Sword and Small Buckler) (Counter to (play #502))
The counter will be, as he feints the first thrust do not move your point. But when your
opponent makes the second thrust, defend yourself with a falso, throwing afterwards a roverso to the
leg that will end in coda lunga larga, protecting your head with the buckler.
504. (p.186/#3) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs.
Guardia di Faccia with the Right Foot Forward)
Beat your enemy's sword to your left with the rim of your buckler. Pass immediately forwards
with the right foot and push a thrust into the right side of his face. He will try to defend himself annd
you may either turn a mandritto to the face that will end in porta stretta di ferro or you may give him a
roverso to the leg.
505. (p.186/#4) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Counter to (play #504))
The counter will be, as he beats your sword, you will not move. But then, as he thrusts, you will
defend this with the false edge of your sword. And then as he turns the mandritto to your face, or the
roverso to your leg, you will gather back the right foot, giving your assailant a mezzo mandritto to the
sword arm; and in this you will you move into guardia d'intrare for your safety.
506. (p.187/#1) (Sword and Targa) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs (See Play))
Finding your enemy settled in coda lunga stretta with either foot forward, or in porta di ferro
stretta, you will be placed in porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward, and then you will send a
rising falso to his sword hand, and then gathering the right foot somewhat near the left, and then
immediately passing forward you will feint another rising falso his sword hand, and nonetheless you

will strike his face with a roverso tondo, that goes into coda lunga larga, making the targa guard the
head well in this tempo, and subsequently you will be able to making a gran passo of the left foot
traversing his right side, striking him with a mandritto fendente to the head, the right foot following in
the wake of the left, and so allowing the sword to descend into cinghiara porta di ferro stretta to better
make yourself safe you will be able to withdraw the left foot back setting yourself with your sword
under the targa in guardia di faccia.
507. (p.187/#2) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda
Lunga Stretta)
Feint a falso to his sword hand. He will try to defend himself and you will immediately pass
your right foot forward, spinning a tramazzone over his head, or wherever else it pleases you; your
tramazzone shall appear as if intent on wounding his head, but you shall actually cut his lead leg with a
graceful roverso that ends in coda lunga stretta, and in all of this your buckler will guard your head.
Finally you shall throw back the right foot while shoving a thrust under your buckler that extends into
guardia di faccia.
508. (p.187/#3) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Counter to (play #507))
The counter will be, As he feints a falso to the sword hand, you shall make as if to drive it into
the ground with the true edge of your sword. Then, when he makes a show of turning a tramazzone into
your head, you shall thrust into his face under your buckler. If your enemy should show an intention of
wounding your leg with a roverso, you shall pass the right foot back, giving him a roverso ridoppiato to
the sword arm or across the throat, settling finally into coda lunga alta.
509. (p.188/#1) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Porta
di Ferro Stretta)
Lower your sword into coda lunga larga, while gathering the right foot near the left. Then while
passing the left foot forward, feint a rising falso towards his sword hand. Your enemy will try to defend
himself, and you will immediately spin a tramazzone into his head, or to his sword hand, letting your
sword alight into cinghiara porta di ferro, shrewdly watching to make sure you buckler protects your
head.
510. (p.188/#2) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Counter to (play#509))
The counter will be, As your assailant feints the falso, you will make a show of driving his
sword to the ground with your true edge. Then when your opponent spins the tramazzone to the head,
you will pass forwards with the left foot, parrying the blow in guardia di testa accompanied by your
buckler. Then you will immediately wound his chest with a punta ferma, and in a single tempo, leap
backwards with graceful skill, landing smartly on both feet simultaneously in coda lunga alta.
511. (p.188/#3) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta)
Gather your right foot near your left. In a single motion throw a powerful mandritto to your
enemy's sword, beating it to his right side; your sword will go under your arm and you will
immediately advance the right foot, redoubling with a roverso to the chest or the sword arm that ends in
coda lunga, making sure to guard your head well with the buckler. Then you will pass back the right
foot, throwing a roverso spinto to your enemy's right temple, and your sword will settle into coda lunga
alta.
512. (p.188/#4) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Counter to (play #511))
The counter will be, you will obey his design, letting him beat your sword to your right, and you
will turn with his mandritto, letting your sword fall into coda lunga larga; this will skillfully prepare a

way of wounding his sword hand. As you notice him preparing to throw the roverso, you shall throw a
rising falso to his sword hand, then gather your right foot back next to the left. Or if you prefer, as he
throws the roverso, you will hurl back your right foot and drive your point into his sword hand behind
your buckler.
513. (p.189/#1) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Guardia Sopra Braccio)
Pass with your left foot towards his right side, setting your sword into cinghiara porta stretta di
ferro, inviting at an attack. Your enemy will throw a roverso to your right temple. You will immediately
pass forward with your right foot, making as if to defend in guardia di testa, but you shall not let your
sword touch his. Instead you will let it approach within a few inches, then throw a mandritto across his
left temple; making a good defense of your head with the buckler, and your sword shall not pass porta
alta di ferro. Then for your defense, pass back your right foot and extend with your sword and buckler
into guardia di faccia.
514. (p.189/#2) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Counter to (play #513))
The counter will be: that when he moves into cinghiara porta di ferro stretta to invite an attack,
step a little forward with your right foot, giving him a roverso to the the head that does not pass coda
lunga stretta. As he feigns to defend in guardia di testa to throw a mandritto at your left temple, you
may push a thrust into his face under your buckler. Or at your enemy going into guardia di testa you
may pass back your right foot and throw a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand, accompanying it with
your buckler and not passing cinghiara porta alta di ferro.
515. (p.189/#3) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Guardia Alta vs. Guardia Alta)
Advance the right foot forward, feinting a descending roverso to the flank, but you shall
actually wound your enemy with a rising falso into his buckler arm. And this falso shall ascend back
up to guardia alta as you pull your right foot close to the left, beautifully holding your buckler fully
extended with all your strength.
516. (p.189/#4) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Counter to (play #515))
The counter will be, that when he feints the roverso to your flank, you will not move. But when
he throws the rising falso to your buckler arm, you may gracefully defend with your true edge, in the
way you would throw a roverso ridoppiato, and then immediately riposte with a mandritto to the face.
Or instead, you may riposte by stepping a little forward with your right foot, feinting a tramazzone to
his head, and as he attempts to defend it, hit him in the face with a mandritto. Or if you prefer, you may
give him a roverso to the leg that ends in coda lunga stretta, and this done, hurl back your right foot
setting yourself in guardia faccia for your defense.
517. (p.190/#1) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Guardia Alta vs. Guardia di Testa)
Advance forward with the right foot and throw a powerful mandritto fendente over his sword
that does not pass porta alta di ferro. Your enemy will respond with a mandritto or some other cut, and
you will have prepared to defend them in various ways. Firstly, you may defend his cut (to your head)
in guardia di testa, immediately replying with a mandritto to his face or leg. Secondly you may defend
yourself by pushing a thrust into his face, accompanied by your buckler. Thirdly you may defend
yourself in guardia d'intrare, giving him a roverso to the leg. Or finally you may pass back your right
foot giving him a mezzo mandritto together with your buckler that will end in cinghiara porta di ferro
alta.
518. (p.190/#2) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Counter to (play #517))
The counter will be, as he steps forward to throw the mandritto fendente over your head, step a

little forward, joining your sword and buckler and then jam the point into his face, or at his sword hand,
and thereafter redoubling with a roverso to the leg. Deftly using your buckler, you will pass back the
right foot, setting your sword into guardia di faccia, and keeping it united with your buckler for your
defense.
519. (p.190/#3) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Guardia Alta vs. Guardia di Faccia)
Beat your enemy's sword to your left with the rim of your buckler. You may then immediately
step forward with your right foot and give him a roverso to the right temple or a mandritto tondo to the
leg, flank, or sword hand. Or having batted aside his sword, you may pass with your left foot towards
his right side, hitting his right temple with a roverso spinto. Your right leg will follow behind the left
and as your sword will go into coda lunga alta, you will have set yourself up to gather back your left
foot and settle with your sword and buckler into guardia di faccia.
520. (p.190/#4) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Counter to (play #519))
The counter will be, as he beats your sword with the rim of his buckler, do not move. But when
he throws the roverso to your right temple, you may defend in guardia d'intrare, immediately giving
him a roverso to the leg. Or you may, when he beats at your sword, you may evade this offense, not
letting his buckler touch your point, and instead throwing a roverso to the front leg that shall not go into
coda lunga larga, defending your head with your buckler. Directly thereafter, for your defense, pass
your right foot back and throw a rising falso to his sword hand that you will stop in guardia di faccia,
accompanying it with your buckler. This will secure you from any mandritto.
521. (p.191/#1) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Guardia Alta vs Coda Lunga Stretta)
Feint a rising falso to your enemy's sword hand in the manner of a montante. He will defend
himself and you will pass left towards his right side turning a tramazzone to his head or to his sword
hand, stopping in cinghiara porta stretta di ferro, with your buckler guarding your head.
522. (p.191/#2) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Counter to (play #521))
The counter will be, as he feints the falso, remain steadfast and do not move your point. But
when he steps forward to hit your head or your sword hand, defend yourself gracefully, placing your
sword and buckler in guardia d'intrare, then quickly pass your left foot towards his right side, turning a
roverso spinto to his right temple, and in this your right leg shall follow the right forward and your
sword will go into coda lunga alta.
523. (p.191/#3) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Guardia Sopra Braccio vs Guardia di Faccia)
Beat his sword to your left side with the rim of your buckler. Immediately step a little forward
throwing a roverso to the right temple, the sword arm, or the forward leg; your roverso will not pass
coda lunga stretta. Then throw a falso traversato to the sword hand that ends in sopra braccio, passing
your right foot just behind the left. If it pleases you, beat his sword again with the rim of your buckler,
and push your point into the side of his face over your buckler, with your left foot forward, in such a
way, that no matter how he defends himself, it will be possible for you to pass with your right foot
towards his left side, throwing a mandritto to his face or leg that will end in porta stretta di ferro while
your buckler guards your head, and finally your left leg shall gracefully follow the right forward.
524. (p.192/#1) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Counter to (play #523))
The counter will be, as he beats your sword with your buckler, you shall remain still, not
moving your point. But when he throws the roverso push a thrust at his sword hand accompanied by
your buckler. If he should thrust at you with his left forward, defend this with a falso. Should he then
pass with his right foot to give you a mandritto, pass back your right foot, giving him a mezzo

mandritto to the face accompanied by your buckler. Or you may wound his sword arm followed by a
mandritto that puts you into cinghiara porta alta di ferro.
525. (p.192/#2) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Guardia Sopra Braccio vs Guardia Alta)
Advance your right foot a little forward and throw a rising falso to your enemy's buckler arm.
This falso will continue all the way go guardia alta as you pull you right foot back next to the left, with
your buckler making a strong defense of your head.
526. (p.192/#3) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Counter to (play #525))
Your counter will be, as your enemy throws the falso to your buckler arm, you will step a little
forward with your right foot, and drive his sword to the ground with your true edge in the manner of
throwing a roverso radoppiato, immediately you may give him a roverso spinto to the right temple or
you may throw a mandritto to the face or leg; whatever you choose you will then settle into porta stretta
di ferro.
527. (p.192/#4) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Guardia Sopra braccio vs Guardia Sopra Braccio)
Make a gran passo forward with the right foot locking up your enemy in the manner of guardia
d'intrare, but your sword shall point to the ground, and the buckler will be over the sword hand. Then
immediately pass with your left foot towards his right side, turning a roverso to his right temple. Your
sword will go into coda lunga alta and the right foot shall follow the left foot forward.
528.(p.192/#5) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Counter to (play #527))
The counter will be, in the moment that your enemy steps forward to lock you up, you may pass
left towards his right side extending your false edge to beat his sword towards his left side, immediately
throwing a mandritto to his flank, while guarding your head with your buckler. Alternatively when he
passes to lock you up, you may lift your sword into guardia alta. Then stepping how you wish, you may
hit him with a roverso, pass back the right foot, and throw a mandritto. This mandritto can go to the
face along with your buckler, to his sword hand or to the flank, and finally you will settle into cinghiara
porta alta di ferro.
529. (p.193/#1) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Guardia di Faccia vs Guardia di Testa)
Turn a tramazzone to your enemy's head that does not pass porta alta di ferro. This tramazzone
will be an invitation for your enemy to respond with some cut. When he does you will cut his sword
hand with a mezzo mandritto accompanied by the buckler that does not pass porta alta di ferro.
530. (p.193/#2) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Counter to (play #529))
The counter will be, as your enemy turns the tramazzone to the head, pass forward with the
right foot, pushing a thrust at his face or his sword hand, and you will go into guardia di faccia,
thwarting his plans.
531. (p.193/#3) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Guardia di Faccia vs Guardia Alta)
Turn a powerful mandritto over the enemy's buckler that ends in porta alta di ferro. This will
provoke him to respond with some cut, obeying your intention, and you may then throw a mandritto to
his sword hand accompanied by your buckler that will go under your arm. Then gather the right foot
beside the left keeping your buckler arm fully extended.
532. (p.193/#4) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Counter (play #531))
The counter will be, as he turns the mandritto over your buckler, throw a falso in the manner of
a montante to his sword hand beneath your buckler and for your safety you will stop said falso in

guardia di faccia.
533. (p.193/#5) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Guardia di Testa)
Advance your right foot a little forward and turn a tramazzone to your enemy's head, that shall
not pass porta alta di ferro, so that if he responds with some cut, you may then push a thrust under your
buckler towards his face, or you may wound his sword hand with a mezzo mandritto accompanied by
your buckler, settling then with your sword in porta stretta di ferro.
534. (p.194/#1) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Counter to (play #533))
The counter will be, as he throws the tramazzone to your head, you may push a thrust to his face
under your buckler. Or, if you prefer, you may parry the tramazzone in guardia di testa, immediately
responding with a mandritto feint to the head, preparing a way of wounding his sword hand. For at your
feint the enemy will thrust you in the face or throw a mezzo mandritto to your sword hand. And as he
does this you will wound his sword hand by throwing a rising roverso under your buckler in the manner
of a montante, which you will stop in guardia di faccia for your defense.
535. (p.194/#2) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta)
Step a little forward with your right foot feinting a tramazzone to the head. Your enemy will try
to defend by pushing a thrust that goes under his buckler into guardia di faccia. With grace and skill
you may beat aside his sword with the rim of your buckler towards his right side. Then you may throw
a roverso spinto to his right temple or to his sword arm, and settle into porta stretta di ferro, guarding
your head with your buckler. Still it might be possible after the roverso to throw a mandritto to the
sword hand or the flank or the front leg, that shall go under the arm, then hurl back your right foot
while throwing a roverso for your safety.
536. (p.194/#3) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Counter to (play #535))
Your counter will be thus: as your enemy feints the tramazzone to your head, you will defend by
extending a thrust under your buckler that goes to guardia di faccia. Then when he tries to beat aside
your sword with his buckler, you will not let his buckler touch your sword. In that moment you will
skillfully throw two tramazzoni one after the other, the final tramazzone will end in porta stretta di
ferro and in this way you will have made yourself safe from the roverso spinto; and in all of this you
will defend your head with your buckler.
537. (P.195/#1) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left
Foot Forward)
Lower your sword into porta larga di ferro and feint a rising falso to your enemy's sword hand.
As he makes to defend against this cut, you will immediately step a little forward with your right foot
throwing a roverso tondo to his face, or to the front leg, and said roverso will end in coda lunga larga.
Then hurling back your right foot, you will extend your point under your buckler settling for your
defense into guardia di faccia.
538. (p.195/#2) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Counter to (play #537))
Your counter will be, that when your enemy feints the the falso, you will not move your point.
But when he throws the roverso to your face, you may defend in guardia di testa, passing with your
right foot towards his left side, then throwing a mandritto to the head that ends in porta stretta di ferro,
and in this your left foot will follow your right foot towards the right. Or if you would rather, when he
throws the roverso to your face, you may throw a rising falso under your buckler to his sword hand that
you will stop in guardia di faccia. If he throws a roverso to your leg, slip your left foot back near the
right, voiding his blow. Then step forward with your right foot, throwing a rising falso to his sword

hand that ends in guardia di faccia for your safety.
539. (p.195/#3) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Guardia Sottobraccio vs Guardia di Faccia)
Beat the enemy's sword to your left side, passing immediately towards his right side, and you
immediately throw a roverso that cuts all the way to his feet or you may thrust into his flank
accompanied by your buckler and in this your right foot will follow the left as you settle into coda
lunga stretta.
540 (p.195/#4) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Counter to (play #539))
The counter will be that when your enemy beats at your sword with his buckler you will not
move your sword, only lowering your point a little towards the ground. But when your enemy passes to
wound you with a roverso or with the point, defend with the false edge of the sword accompanied by
the buckler, then wound him with a mandritto to the face or leg that ends in porta stretta di ferro while
guarding your head with the buckler. Alternatively as he beats your sword with the buckler, do not
move your point. Then when he comes with the roverso or thrust, pass back the right foot, skillfully
throwing a rising falso to the sword hand in the manner of a montante that shall end in guardia di faccia
with your buckler adroitly accompanying it.
541. (p.196/#1) (Sword and Targa) (Any vs. Unstated (though presumably sword in presence))
Set however you will be, that you will let the right foot push the left forward, and having
approached your enemy you will be able to strongly push your target into the point of his sword, in
such a way that it retains his point; and now throw at him a mandritto to the front leg, or push a thrust
to his chest, or you will be able to, passing quickly towards his left side with your right foot, throw at
him the same mandritto to the leg, or push at him the same thrust to the chest, making the targa guard
your head well; and allowing the sword to descend into porta di ferro larga, you will have the left
follow behind the right; and should you be actually be in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward,
you will be able to proceed with the above written attacks, and in addition you may also throw a mezzo
roverso to his legs, stepping somewhat forward with the right foot.
542. (p.197/#2) (Sharp Sword and Large Buckler) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs.
Coda Lunga Stretta)
Finding your enemy set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, you will also be able to
set yourself in coda lunga stretta, but with your left foot forward; and there you will push a punta
trivillata at him, stepping somewhat forward with your left foot, then gathering it back immediately
next to the right, and allowing the sword to go into coda lunga lunga you will pass immediately with
the right foot forward pushing at him an imbrocatta to the face, after that you will be able to pull your
right foot back next to the left, but because your sword will have from turned to your left side, you will
be able to renew now with an imbrocatta roversa to the face passing in this same tempo with your right
foot forward, and allowing your sword to go into coda lunga lunga, you will make without delay a feint
of pushing another imbrocatta to the face, not allowing your sword to pass guardia di lioncorno, and as
you throw this imbrocatta feint, note that as soon as goes to defend himself as he wishes, you will
immediately pass forward with your left foot, making in this moment a half turn of the hand and next
pushing an underhanded punta ferma to his chest pushing your buckler as far forward as possible in
defense of your head, and withdrawing then the left foot back, you will bring the sword and buckler
together into guardia di faccia for your defense, and note that these imbrocatte need to be made with
the greatest speed because only the last will go to strike, the others simply go to disconcert him,
creating in their tempi the opportunity to strike him with the final imbrocatta.
543. (p.197/#2) (Sharp Sword and Large Buckler) (Counter to (play #542))

The counter will be, that when the enemy pushes the first stoccata trivillata, you will make a
show of defending with the true edge of your sword, setting yourself in porta di ferro stretta, and as he
strike with the other imbrocatta you will defend against this with a falso beating it towards your right
side, and this done you will immediately pass forward with your left foot pushing at him a thrust to the
chest accompanying the sword with your buckler, and this way you will prevent him from making
another and you will without delay leap back on even feet for your defense setting yourself in coda
lunga stretta with the left foot forward.
544.(p.197/#3) (Sharp Sword and Large Buckler) (Coda Lunga Larga vs. Coda Lunga Stretta Either
Foot)
Finding your enemy in coda lunga stretta with either foot forward, you will be set in coda lunga
larga with your right foot forward, having the sword in hand in the way of wanting to throw a falso
tondo his front leg, and in doing this you will cause him to defend against this attack and in the tempo
of making this falso you will step somewhat forward with your right foot throwing a cut with the
greatest speed over his buckler to his left temple, such that needs to go in the manner of a falso tondo,
pulling the right foot then back near the left and setting yourself with the sword and the buckler into
guardia di faccia for your defense.
545. (p.198/#1) (Sword and Large Buckler) (Coda Lunga Larga vs. Coda Lunga Stretta Either)
Finding your enemy in coda lunga stretta with either foot forward, you will place yourself into
coda lung larga with your right foot forward, keeping the sword in such a way as though you want to
strike his front leg with a falso tondo, and you will make make a feint of once or twice striking said this
leg, and now that he makes some defense against it in some way to defend himself, you will be able to
to pass with your left foot towards his right side with a falso, and this you will have your right leg
follow the left and gathering then your defense your left foot back you will place yourself with the
sword and buckler in guardia di faccia.
546. (p.198/#2) (Sword and Large Buckler) (Cinghiara Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
Finding your enemy in coda lunga stretta with his right foot forward you will be set in cinghiara
porta di ferro stretta with your left foot traversing, and then passing with your right foot forward you
will ift a rising falso to his sword, feinting then with a roverso, from which when he goes to defend
against it you will immediately push a might thrust to his face, and withdrawing then your right foot
back, you will come to settle for your defend with the sword and the buckler in guardia di faccia.
547. (p.198/#3) (Sword and Large Buckler) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
Finding yourself again, and your enemy in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, you
will be able to cunningly, and with the greatest speed push a stoccata trivillata to his face or to his
sword hand stepping somewhat forward with your right foot; and then that done, you will be able to
withdraw the right foot back near the left turning the sword into coda lunga stretta, and there stepping
forward with the right foot again feinting with a similar stoccata, and now, that he will want to defend
against this in some way, you will immediately withdraw the sword hand somewhat back, pushing
without delay and with the greatest speed to his gut beneath his buckler, or to the sword hand, and next
you will withdraw your right foot back, to go with the sword and the buckler into guardia di faccia.
548.(p.199/#1) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Porta di Ferro vs. Guardia Alta)
Advance the right foot a little forward, pushing a thrust under your buckler to the right of the
sword hand, keeping your buckler well-extended. This will keep him from moving his sword hand, for
fear of the point, you can hit the front foot with a cut in the manner of a fendente, letting the buckler
guard your head. You will then gather the right foot next to the left, throwing a rising falso to the sword

hand, stopping it in guardia di faccia accompanied by your buckler.
549. (p.199/#2) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Counter to (#548))
The counter will be that when your enemy thrusts the point near your sword hand, you may turn
a rising falso in the form of a montante to his sword hand transforming it into a thrust, and pushing it at
the uppermost part of the sword hand, accompanying it with your buckler. Should he drop to reach for
your foot, you may give him a roverso to the right temple, or you may throw a mandritto to the flank,
settling them into coda lunga stretta with your left foot forward.
550. (p.199/#3) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Guards Unstated)
Make a gran passo of the right foot forward, lift a rising montante, and transforming it into a
thrust to the right of the sword hand, accompanying it with your buckler, stopping him from making
any cut for fear of wounding his hand. You may in that moment, with utmost skill, fall upon his
foremost foot with a cut in the manner of a fendente, letting your buckler guard your head. And then
you shall gather the right foot near the left, repairing into guardia di faccia. But if it does not please
you, after thrusting at his hand, you may throw a cut at the buckler arm or you may turn a mandritto
tondo to the shin of his leg or into the leading foot; the mandritto will go under your arm leaving your
buckler to defend your head. Then you will gather back your right foot near the left, lifting a rising
falso to the buckler rim that will sail up all the way to guardia alta.
551. (p.200/#1) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Counter to (play #550))
The counter will be that as your enemy transforms the montante into a thrust to the right of your
sword hand, you will step a little forward with your right foot turning a rising montante under your
buckler to his sword hand that ends in guardia di faccia. Should he try to attack you in the
aforementioned manner (by throwing a fendente to your foot), thrust into his chest or wound his sword
hand with a mezzo mandritto, gathering your right foot a little back so that it is close to your left.
552. (p.200#2) (Sword and Rotella) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga
Stretta with the Left Foot Forward)
You being in coda lunga stretta, and finding your enemy in the same guard both with the left
foot forward, you will be able to pass with your right foot forward throwing at him a mandritto to the
front leg, but such, that it does not pass porta di ferro stretta accompanied with your rotella, to the end
that he will be provoked to pass with his right foot forward to defend himself with the sword under his
rotella, and to wound you perhaps then with a roverso to the leg; staying aware you will be able to,
after he has defended the aforementioned mandritto and wants to wound you with a roverso to the front
leg, pass back your right foot in that moment back pushing a thrust to his chest accompanied by your
rotella, or you may throw at him a mandritto to the face; or to the sword arm; setting yourself then in
coda lunga stretta with your left foot forward.
553. (p.201/#1) (Sword and Armored Gauntlet) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
Finding yourself in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward against your enemy and he in
found in the same, or in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward , you will be able to keep the
gauntlet accompanying always the sword hand, and there you will feint a punta ferma to the left side o
the gut, as he should make to defend it you will be able to pass with your left foot forward towards his
left side turning your sword under his and in that same tempo you will take your sword with your
gauntlet hand four fingers from the guard, and then with both hands shove with the greatest force a
thrust to the right side of his chest, and after that is done you will withdraw the left foot back setting
yourself again in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward; and if he should lift the sword to defend
against your thrust although it not known how as he will not have as much strength in one hand as you

have in two, while passing forward the point to strike his chest, (if he has lifted his sword to block your
thrust) you will then be able to make a presa to his sword with your gauntlet hand, attacking him then
wherever you wish.
554.(p.202/#1) (Sword and Armored Gauntlet) (Counter to (play #553))
Your counter will be that when the enemy feints the thrust, you will make a show of defending
it with your true edge; and when he passes to make his powerful thrust with both hands, you will
similarly take your sword with the gauntlet hand {presumably also on the forte} pushing his thrust out
towards your right side, and so this done you will be able to push a thrust to his face.
555. (p.202/#2) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Guardia Alta vs. Porta di Ferro)
The seventh way is that you will feint a rising falso to the enemy's sword hand in the manner of
a montante, and as he goes to defend it, you will transform your montante into a thrust, passing with
your left forward in that tempo; and with your buckler hand you will take your sword near the guard
and push a powerful thrust to the right side of his face, and should he defend himself in some way you
will be able to presently pass with the right foot forward turning a rising roverso to his arms, that will
not pass guardia di lioncorno, and without any further delay you will be able to subsequently redouble
with an imbrocatta to his face, followed by a tramazzone to hiss head that descends into porta di ferro
stretta, making your buckler guard the head well.
556. (p.202/#3) (Sword and Small Buckler) (Counter to (play #555))
Your counter will be that the enemy should push this thrust, you will be able to withdraw your
right foot back setting yourself in coda lunga stretta and then immediately passing the left foot back
you will turn a mezzo mandritto to his sword, and this will if he should with other attacks (ie, the
imbrocatta and tramazzone)
557. (p.203/#1) (Sword and Large Buckler) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Any)
Finding yourself in coda lunga stretta with your right foot forward against your enemy and he
being in any guard he chooses; there you will be able to pass with your left foot traversing across his
right side giving him a mezzo mandritto that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro stretta, you will be
able to subsequently and immediately, pull your right foot somewhat behind the left lifting a falso to
guardia alta, and subsequently you will pass with the right foot forward feinting a montante but
nonetheless transforming it into a thrust, pushing this thrust to the right side of his face, and he wanting
to defend himself in some way, you will throw a roverso to the front leg that will go to coda lunga
stretta, and in that tempo making your buckler guard your head well then withdrawing you right foot
back, you will push a thrust at him that goes to guardia di faccia under your buckler to better secure
you, and then you will withdraw the left foot back behind the right, placing yourself into coda lunga
stretta.
Poleaxe in Full Armor
558. (p.203/#1) (Poleaxe in Armor) (Guardia Alta vs. Left Foot Forward)
Finding yourself with the axe in hand in guardia alta with the left foot foot forward and your
right hand lifted high, and finding your enemy with the left foot forward with the butt of his axe you
will be able to pass with your right foot forward and give him a mandritto to the head, provoking your
enemy into defending himself with his axe-head, or with the haft and so this you will come to find
yourself with the haft of the axe crossed, staying mindful, that should your enemy pass with his left
foot forward, to strike with the butt of his axe into your haft, to subsequently drive the butt into your
chest or into your face, you will be able to in this tempo, lift your axe high, allowing his attack to go in

vain and immediately give him an axe to the head, and note that each time you find your hands crossed
and the enemy should to then strike you with the butt of his axe.
559. (p.203/#2) (Poleaxe in Armor) (Porta di Ferro Stretta as Patiente)
Finding yourself with axe in hand in guardia alta and with your left foot forward opposed to
your enemy, or if you are in porta di ferro stretta with the right the foot forward, you will be mindful
that should your enemy attack your head, and if you are in porta di ferro stretta, you will make a great
pass of your left foot foot forward widening your grip and extending your arms, such that you receive
his attack atop the haft of your axe between your hands, then you will immediately turn the butt of
your axe over his head, and having taken him from the left side, you will procure your counter by
throwing him forcefully to the ground, but be mindful, that in your footwork it will be necessary to
have your left foot placed outside his right side.
560. (p.203/#3) (Poleaxe in Armor) (Guardia Alta as Patiente)
But when you find yourself in guardia alta as is said above, and your enemy wants to strike your
head, you will step forward with your right foot defending the cut in the above said mode (parrying it
on the haft between your well-widened hands and extended arms), and passing your left foot forward,
making the same turn with the butt of your axe, and with all possible skill forcefully making him fall to
the ground.
561. (p.203/#4) (Poleaxe in Armor)
Now should you wish to strike your enemy in the head, and should he use the same defense as
you just used, turning the butt of his axe and turning you to knock you to the ground as is said above,
placing it before to the end that that you should send your attack with your right hand forward, you will
be able to be mindful to the end that if he should defend it with his haft between his hands and as he
now comes to to take the butt of his axe over your head, you will in that tempo take your left hand from
the heel of your axe taking the haft with the left hand the corner of the axe, and with the butt of this you
will be able to strike the butt of your enemy's axe towards his right side, and so finding yourself to the
outside, you will be able to now push the butt of your axe into his chest, or if you prefer take him by
the neck and throw him to the ground, or should you prefer, grab the butt of your axe again and give
him a chop onto his head.
562. (p.205/#1) (Poleaxe in Armor) (Mezza Accia).
You will also be aware, that finding yourself at mezza accia with your enemy you will always
be able to drive the butt of your poleaxe into a foot.
563. (205/#2) (Poleaxe in Armor) (Admonishment)
You will also keep in mind that, every time, being in a fight with him, you will be prepared to
take him with the horn of the axe in either his legs, or his arms, or his neck, or in some other part of his
body.
564. (p.205/#3) (Poleaxe in Armor) (Admonishment)
Know that you must never be still, always being prepared to strike him with a thrust to the face,
in some other part of his body should the right opportunity come along, (for example) should he be
found unarmed, then you will strike him to the testicles, or groin, as you will prefer.
565. (p.205/#4) (Poleaxe in Armor) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta)
You being positioned in porta di ferro stretta and he also in porta di ferro stretta, and both of you
having the right foot forward, you will be able to take his axe with the horn of your axe, and without

delay pull him toward you with all your force, and try to take it from him by hand; and should this plan
come to naught, and if he should be trying to take away from your axe as you did to his, you will be
quick to step forward in that tempo with your right foot, pushing your spike with great force into his
guts, or to his groin over his testicles, or to his throat, making him fall down backwards with his feet in
the air.
566. (p.205/#5) (Poleaxe in Armor) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta)
But if you should find yourself with the right foot forward in porta di ferro stretta, and your
enemy should push the spike of the axe to strike to your throat, your groin, or your front foot, you will
able to take your enemy's axe with the horn of yours, and give him a great pull towards to make him
lifts his hand, and so this will not be great, lifting the hand, with then will bo that in this tempo, that
you will throw your attack, you take his axe and throw not having it he more forcefully in that, that
have
567. (p.205/#5) (Poleaxe in Armor) (Porta di Ferro Stretta as Patiente)
If you finding yourself in the manner of porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward, and
your enemy thrusts the spike at your throat, groin, or front foot, in that tempo you will try taking the
enemy's axe by using the horn of your own axe, giving him a great pull towards you in order to yank it
from his hands; and if this does not work out, lifting it, with that same will be so that in this tempo, that
at your he will throw the attack, you will be able to take his axe because you (using leverage) will be
able to exert more force upon his axe than he can, that is my belief; tht at you will your preparation will
come to you according to your plan; (but in the unlikely circumstance that it does not) you will
subsequently step somewhat forward with your right foot giving him the spike with all of your strength
to the part of his groin over his testicles and note, that if with this artfully and courageously, then no
matter what the enemy wishes, he will remain conquered and taken prisoner.
568. (p.205/#6) (Poleaxe in Armor) (Abnormal Guards)
If you should find yourself placed with the left foot forward, and in the manner of porta di ferro
stretta similarly having your left hand forward, and your enemy also having his left foot forward, and
also his left hand forward; there should he throw a cut with his axe to your head, you will be able to
pass forward with your right foot defending yourself from this attack with the butt (or heel) of your
axe, giving him then the spike of your axe to his throat, or rather jamming the butt into his throat, and
with all your force throwing him to the ground, and you'll be better able to make him fall if your right
foot is located to the outside of his left.
569. (p.205/#7) (Poleaxe in Armor) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Guardia Alta; as Patiente)
If you should find your enemy with his left foot forward and with his axe in the manner of
guardia alta, and you should be with your axe in the manner of porta di ferro stretta, and with your right
foot forward, and if there your enemy should throw some cut to your head, you will immediately pass
forward with your left foot, defending yourself with the heel of the haft, and this done you will be able
to immediately push your heel-spike into his throat, or taking him with the heel of the haft into his
throat, throwing him towards your left side such that you send him to the ground, much to his
displeasure.
570. (p.206/#1) (Poleaxe in Armor) (Abnormal Guards)
You will also be able to set in that same mode against your enemy, such to to the at your left
foot will be forward, and your right hand high near the axehead and with the left hand forward near the
butt (in the manner of guardia di croce) and in this this way you will circumscribe his actions,
pressuring your enemy, doing that your right foot pushes the left forward, with a feint of thrusting the

heel-spike onto his foot, and because for this he will be compelled to watch your heel-spike with his
own, and because of this making it possible to lift the axe of hand in this way that you can send at him
with the greatest force an attack with the axe-head to the heel of his, it will be thrown so strongly that
he without fail, will take his left hand from the axe, and so subsequently you will be able to pass with
your right foot forward, renewing your attack to the part of his groin over his testicles with the spike of
your axe, and with all force in this tempo with your axe raising up, and pushing him backwards
throwing him forcefully to the ground.
571. (p.206/#2) (Poleaxe in Armor) (Abnormal Guards)
If your enemy should be placed with his left foot forward and with the butt of his axe similarly
forward, you will be able to place yourself with your right foot forward, keeping your left hand near
the butt as well, and with the right hand towards the axe-head, but therefore as high as it possible, and
there you will feint a chop onto his head, waiting for him to lift in axe in some to defend himself, and in
this temple you will quickly give him a chop in the manner of a mandritto tondo to the front leg, and so
you will lift up his leg with this attack, or you will able to take with the horn of your axe this said leg,
throwing him forcefully to the ground, making him lie down upon it, much to his displeasure
572. (p.206/#3) (Poleaxe in Armor) (Abnormal Guards)
But should you find yourself and your enemy also, with the left foot foot forward, and both of
you having the left hand forward, you will be able to pass forward with the right foot feinting a chop
onto his head, and as soon as he will want do defend himself in some way, you will immediately pull
your back, and strongly push at him the spike of the axe to the part of his groin over his testicsles, or if
your prefer and I say therefore strongly so that he falls backward and goes to the ground.
573. (p.206/#4) (Poleaxe in Armor) (Abnormal Guards)
Finding yourself and your enemy with the left foot forward, and with the left hand forward, you
will be able to feint a thrust with the heel-spike to his face, and in the same tempo, push the heel-spike
to his feet.
574. (p.207/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Any)
Once again finding yourself against your enemy you will place yourself in coda lunga stretta
with the right foot forward and he will be in any guard he wishes; and there you will pass with the left
foot somewhat traversing his right side, and immediately giving him a mandritto to the sword arm that
descends into cinghiara porta di ferro stretta; there you will pass the right foot forward throwing a
roverso to his sword hand, his sword arm and his front leg that descends to coda lunga larga; if the
enemy should attack you there you will withdraw the right foot back throwing a mandritto to the sword
hand that will descend into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and if the enemy should attack you here you
will defend yourself with a falso and then throw a mandritto to his face that descends into porta di ferro
stretta; now you will immediately throw a rising falso that ends in a manner of guardia sopra braccio,
pulling the right foot near the left and there you will step somewhat forward with the right foot
throwing a roverso to the sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga; and if the enemy should
attack you here you will pass back the right foot throwing a mandritto that goes to cinghiara porta di
ferro larga; and then you will step forward again with the right foot throwing a rising falso
accompanied by a roverso to his sword hand and leg that ends in coda lunga larga; and there without
delay you will throw a rising falso to his sword hand and sword arm that goes to guardia sopra braccio
as you pull the right foot near the left; and here you will throw a rising roverso to his sword hand,
followed a descending falso that ends in guardia di faccia; and so this done you will be able to
presently withdraw the right back throwing a roverso to his sword arm that descends into coda lunga
larga.

575. (p.207/#2) (Coda Lunga Larga vs. Unstated)
If you should find yourself in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward, you will be able to
pass the right foot forward and throw a rising falso to his sword hand and ending at his sword; and you
will be able to subsequently strike him with a roverso to his face, or to his sword arm, and this roverso
must descend into coda lunga larga, but if your enemy here wishes to striking you in some way, you
will be able to immediately attack him with a rising falso to the sword hand that goes to guardia sopra
braccio; and subsequently for your protection withdraw the right foot back, throwing a roverso to the
sword hand, such that it will descend into coda lunga larga.
576. (p.208/#1) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward)
Remaining in coda lunga larga with your left foot forward you will be able to step forward with
the left foot, pushing a stoccata trivillata to his face or his sword hand; then you will immediately
withdraw your left foot near the right foot, allowing the sword to go into coda lunga lunga, then you
will pass the right foot forward feinting an imbrocatta to the face, and as he goes to defend himself
from this, you will presently throwing a rising falso in the manner of a montante to his sword hand that
will go in the mode of guardia sopra braccio, and subsequently you will turning a rising roverso
ridoppio to his sword arm and his sword hand that will end in guardia di lioncorno; it will be correct to
now pass with your left foot throwing a descending falso that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro
larga; then for your safety you will withdraw the left foot back giving him a roverso to the sword hand
that descends into coda lung larga; but if the enemy should attack you here in some way, you will
withdraw the right foot giving him a mandritto to the sword hand that descends into cinghiara porta di
ferro larga.
577. (p.208/#2) (Cinghiara Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Unstated)
Remaining in cinghiara porta di ferro larga with your left foot traversing, you will be able to
pass the right foot forward, giving him a rising falso accompanied by a roverso to the sword hand and
sword arm, in such a way that it then descends into coda lunga larga; and if the enemy should attack
you here in some way, you will withdraw the right foot back, throwing a rising falso to his sword hand
that goes in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; then similarly withdrawing the left foot back giving
him a roverso to the sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga; and next you will be to pass the
left foot forward somewhat traversing his right side, throwing a mandritto that descends into cinghiara
porta di ferro larga; and if here he should think to attack your head you will defend yourself by going
into guardia di testa, responding with the greatest speed by throwing a mandritto to his face, or his
sword hand, or his front leg, that will then end in porta di ferro larga; and without delay you will repair
into guardia di intrare for your defense; then you will throw a roverso to his face or his sword hand that
descends into coda lunga larga; and there you will subsequently be able to withdraw the right foot back,
throwing at him a mandritto to the sword hand that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro larga, and
next then you will withdraw the left foot back turning at him quickly a roverso to the sword hand that
descends into coda lunga larga.
578. (p.209/#1) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Right foot Forward vs. Unstated)
Finding yourself remaining in coda lunga larga with the right foot forward against your enemy;
there you will be able to gather the left foot next to the right, stepping immediately forward with the
right foot, pushing a stoccata trivillata to his face, and as he goes to defend against this in some way,
you will turn a tramazzone to his head or to his sword hand that descends into porta di ferro larga,
changing immediately into guardia di testa for your defense; and subsequently you will turn a
mandritto to his face, or to his sword hand, or just to his front leg that will end in porta di ferro larga;
and if the enemy should throw some attack to your head in any manner, you will defend yourself from

this attack with a falso, and you will pass immediately forward with your left foot towards his right
side, giving him a roverso fendente to the head, that descends into coda lunga larga; and if the enemy
should attack you here, you can immediately withdraw the left foot back giving him a rising falso to the
sword hand that goes in the manner of guardia sopra braccio, then subsequently you will be able to turn
a rising roverso that goes to guardia alta; then presently pulling your left foot near your right, you will
be able to step forward with your right foot making a rising falso in the manner of a montante to his
sword hand, and as he will want to defend against this in some way, you will be able to presently turn a
tramazzone onto his head, or to his sword hand, that descends into porta di ferro larga.
579. (p.209/#2) (Porta di Ferro Larga as Patiente)
Finding yourself remaining in porta di ferro larga with your right foot forward against your
enemy; there you will stay mindful that if he should strike at you with some attack to your head, you
will be able to defend yourself with a falso, immediately stepping a little forward with your right foot,
striking at his face with a mandritto that ends back in porta di ferro larga, gathering subsequently your
right foot near the left; and there you will be able to subsequently pass with your left foot traversing his
right side, giving him in that tempo a tramazzone to the head or the sword hand that descends into
cinghiara porta di ferro larga; there you will stay mindful that if the enemy should attack your head,
you will pass forward with your right foot defending yourself in guardia di testa, then immediately you
will throw a mandritto to his face, to his sword hand, or to his front leg that will then descend into porta
di ferro larga; and if there your enemy should think to attack your head in any manner, you will be able
to defend against it with a falso, immediately stepping a little forward with your right foot, and striking
with a mandritto to the face or to the sword arm which then descends into porta di ferro larga gathering
your right foot near the left.
580. (p.210/#1) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Unstated)
Finding yourself again in porta di ferro larga with your right foot forward against your enemy,
you will be able to step gallantly a little forward with your right foot, giving him a roverso to the sword
hand, in such a way that it will then descend into coda lunga larga, inviting your opponent to attack
you; and if he should attack you in some way you will immediately pass back your right foot giving
him a mandritto to the sword hand that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and subsequently
you will pass your right foot forward, throwing a roverso to the sword hand that must descend into
coda lunga larga; and next you will be able to, without the least delay, give him a a rising falso to his
sword hand in such a way that it goes thence to guardia sopra braccio, and there withdrawing your right
foot back, you will be able to strike him with a rising roverso that goes to guardia alta and after that
passing forward with your right foot, you will feint a rising falso in the manner of a montante,
compelling him to make some defense, you will then be able to immediately turn a tramazzone to his
head or his sword hand, making the cut descend into porta di ferro larga; there you will stay alert such
that if the enemy should attack you in some way, you will defend yourself with a falso, and
subsequently give him a roverso to his sword hand or to his front leg that descends into coda lunga
larga, redoubling your attack with a falso traversato that goes in the manner of guardia sopra braccio,
and immediately passing back your right foot you will strike his sword hand with a roverso that
descends into coda lunga larga.
581. (p.210/#2) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di
Ferro Stretta)
Finding yourself against your enemy and remaining in coda lunga larga with the left foot
forward and he in coda lunga stretta or porta di ferro stretta; the you will able to give him a falso
traversato to his sword hand, and subsequently passing your right foot forward, you will turn a rising
roverso, going thence to guardia di testa; and from there you will strike him subsequently with a mighty

fendente to the head that descends into porta di ferro stretta; and so if here the enemy should think to
throw some attack to your head, you will immediately change yourself into guardia di testa for your
safety and you will presently give him a mandritto tondo to the leg, or to the face, or to the sword hand;
then you will withdraw the right foot back, striking at his sword hand with a roverso that descends into
coda lunga larga.
582. (p.210/#3) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in whatever guard he wants, you will be able to place yourself into coda
lunga larga with your left foot forward; and there you will give him a stoccata trivillata to his sword
hand, creating an opportunity to make a further attack, gathering your left foot near the right, and
making your sword go into coda lunga larga, you will be able to pass forward with your right foot
feinting an imbrocatta to his face, and now, that he goes to defend against his attack, you will presently
be able to turn a mandritto tondo across his sword arm; but if he does not make a move to defend
himself, you will not still turn this mandritto to the sword arm, instead you will withdraw the right foot
changing (your imbrocatta) into a roverso traversato to his sword hand that descends into coda lunga
larga.
583. (p.211/#1) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Your enemy being in any guard, you will place yourself into coda lunga larga with your left foot
forward; and now you will push a stoccata trivillata to his sword hand, and then gathering your left foot
near the right, while your sword goes back into coda lunga lunga; you will be able to pass your right
foot forward, feinting an imbrocatta to his face, and his desire to defend himself from this will enable
you to immediately feint again, throwing a rising falso in the manner of a montante to his sword hand,
and should he want to defend himself from this in some way, you in that moment will be able to turn
one or two tramazzoni to his sword hand that will subsequently descend into porta di ferro larga.
584. (p.211/#2) (Coda Lunga Alta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in any guard he wishes, you will be able to place yourself in coda lunga
alta with your left foot forward, in a manner of guardia di lioncorno; and now you will pass your right
foot forward, feinting an imbrocatta to his face, and if he wants to defend against this, in that tempo
you will immediately turn a rising falso traversato to his sword hand that goes in the manner of a
montante, then subsequently withdrawing your right foot back, you will throw a roverso to his sword
hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
585. (p.212/#3) (Coda Lunga Alta with the Left Foot Forward)
Finding your enemy in whatever placement he wishes, you will be able to change yourself into
coda lunga alta with your left foot forward; and next passing your right foot forward, you will feint an
imbrocatta to his face, and he wanting to defend himself from this, will enable you to turn a mezzo
mandritto across his sword arm; and even if he should make no movement against the imbrocatta you
will follow just as prescribed with the aforementioned mandritto, and subsequently you will withdraw
your right foot back, and you will be able to make a roverso traversato to his sword hand that then
descends into coda lunga larga.
586. (p.212/#4) (Coda Lunga Alta vs. Any)
Your enemy being in any guard he wants, you will be able to place yourself against him in coda
lunga alta with the left foot forward; and then you will gather your right foot near the left in order to
proceed forward with your left foot; (but before you step with the left foot) you will feint an imbrocatta
to his face, and nonetheless passing with your left foot forward, you will make another feint of a rising
falso to his sword hand, and then as he goes to defend himself, you will turn a tramazzone to his sword

hand that then descends into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and if the enemy should try to strike you
here with any attack, you will be able to pass your right foot forward defending yourself with a falso,
and giving him subsequently a roverso his sword arm or to his front leg, that then descends into coda
lunga larga; next you will be able to throw a rising mandritto traversato to his sword hand that goes in
the manner of guardia sopra braccio, withdrawing your right foot back without delay and throwing a
roverso to his sword hand again, that descends into coda lunga larga.
587. (p.213/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di
Ferro Stretta)
Finding yours enemy in coda lunga stretta or porta di ferro stretta with his right foot forward,
you will be able to place yourself in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and there you will
feint a thrust to his right flank, and as he goes to defend against this, you in that moment will be able to
pass with your left foot forward towards his right side withdrawing the sword hand somewhat back,
and you will presently be able to push a thrust to his sword hand, or you will also be able to strike his
hand with a mezzo mandritto that descends into porta di ferro stretta, but doing this in such a way that
the left foot faithfully follows behind the right.
588. (p.213/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di
Ferro Stretta with the Left Foot Forward)
Your enemy being in coda lunga stretta or porta di ferro stretta with the left foot forward, you
will be able to place yourself in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and there you will feint a
thrust to the left side of his chest, and now, as he goes to defend himself against your feint, you will be
able to presently step a little forward with your left foot, and now pushing a thrust to the right side of
his chest, or to sword hand, or besides those thrusts, you may also throw a mezzo mandritto to his
sword arm, setting yourself then in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward.
589. (p.213/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di
Ferro Stretta)
If you should find your enemy placed in coda lunga stretta or porta di ferro stretta with his right
foot forward, you will be able to place yourself into coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; ad
there you will pull your right foot near the left, and immediately feint a thrust to his right flank, and as
he goes to defend himself from this, you will withdraw your hand somewhat back, making another
feint, this time a thrust to the left side of his chest, stepping in this tempo somewhat forward with the
left foot, and giving him subsequently a thrust to the right side of his chest, or to his sword hand, or if
you prefer, a mezzo mandritto to his sword arm, setting yourself then in coda lunga stretta with the left
foot forward.
590. (p.213/#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left
Foot Forward)
Once again finding yourself in coda lunga stretta with your left foot forward against your
enemy, and he being in the same placement, you will be able to feint a thrust to the right side of his
chest from outside his sword, and if he should go to defend himself from this thrust, you will be able to
presently pass with your right foot forward bringing your left hand together with your right, and so with
the strength of two hand, you will throw mightily to his sword a mezzo mandritto beating it aside, and
so you will be able to subsequently push a thrust to the chest, being more that the left foot faithfully
follows the right, and next you will be able to then for your defense, gallantly withdraw two passes
back setting yourself in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward and that this such act of take the
sword with both hand,, you will be able to use many times, if your sword hand should feel tired, or if
it's wounded, and in short every other thing done that should occur, or design that you might have in

mind.
591. (p.214/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left
Foot Forward)
If you should find yourself in coda lunga stretta with your left foot forward against your enemy,
and he being in the same guard; there you will be able to feint a thrust to the left side of his chest, and
as he goes to defend against this feint, you will withdraw your sword hand somewhat back, then you
will be able to subsequently pass a little forward with your right foot pushing a thrust to his sword
hand; or instead of withdrawing your sword hand somewhat back, you may throw a falso to his sword,
beating it out towards his left side, pushing then a thrust to his chest; or if you prefer not to give him a
thrust, you will be able to throw a roverso to his face or to his sword arm that descends to coda lunga
larga; but if here the enemy should throw some attack at you you will be able to immediately give him
a rising falso to his sword hand; and then withdrawing the right foot back without any delay, you may
give him a roverso to the sword hand that will then descend into coda lunga larga.
592. (p.214/#2) (Coda Lunga Alta vs. Porta di Ferro Larga)
Finding yourself in porta di ferro alta with your right foot forward and your enemy in porta di
ferro larga, or in porta di ferro stretta; there you will be mindful, for your enemy can easily beat your
sword with a falso and then pass his left foot forward, making a half turn of the hand, and jam a thrust
into your chest; to defend against this, in the moment that he throws the falso to your sword while
passing his left foot forward, you will not allow his falso to touch your sword, and will skillfully take
your sword under his out towards his left side placing the true edge of your sword outside his and
pushing well towards his right side you will be able to subsequently push a thrust to his chest, or give
him a roverso to his face, whichever you will prefer, setting yourself then in porta di ferro stretta, or in
any other guard.
593. (p.214/#3) (Porta di Ferro Larga as Patiente)
Finding yourself again in porta di ferro larga with your right foot forward against your enemy;
there you will be mindful, so that if he should throw some attack to your upper parts, you will defend
yourself against the incoming attack with a falso, and in this action you will do well to bring the left
hand together with the right, so that as you lift up your sword you will be better able to beat aside his
attack, and subsequently passing forward with your left foot you will be able to push a thrust to his
chest, which he will struggle to defend, for you will overwhelm him with the strength of two hands;
then for your security you will withdraw the left foot back, removing your left hand from the sword,
turning a mandritto to his sword hand that descends into porta di ferro larga; and note that this taking of
the sword in both hands, is, as said elsewhere, advised if your right hand is tired, or hurt, or for diverse
other reasons.
594. (p.215/#1) (Guardia di Lioncorno vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro Stretta)
If you find your enemy in coda lunga stretta or porta di ferro stretta with his right foot forward,
I would like you to place yourself into guardia di lioncorno wit your right foot forward; and there you
will feint an imbrocatta to the face, and if he should go to defend against this feint, without any further
footwork, you will presently turn a rising falso traversato to his sword hand that goes in the manner of a
montante, which will then end in guardia alta; you may now also feint another montante, which, as he
goes to defend against it, you will then transform into a tramazzone to the sword hand, that will then
descend into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and if he should attack you here you will now pass forward
with your right foot defending yourself with a falso and subsequently push a thrust into his face,
following that with a roverso to his sword arm, or to his front leg, bringing the sword down into coda
lunga larga; now without any delay you may give him rising falso to his sword hand that goes in the

manner of guardia sopra braccio; and then withdrawing the right foot back you will be able to his his
sword hand with a roverso traversato that descends into coda lunga larga.
595. (p.215/#2) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Right Foot Forward vs Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di
Ferro Stretta)
Finding your enemy in coda lunga stretta or porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward,
you will place yourself into coda lunga larga with your right foot forward; and so then you will feint a
rising falso to his sword hand, and as he goes to defend against your falso, you will immediately step a
little forward with the right foot turning a tramazzone to his sword hand that descends into porta di
ferro larga; but if he responds to this attack with some attack of his own, you will defend yourself with
a falso, and stepping a little forward with the right foot, you will, with great speed, give him a
mandritto to the face, or to his sword arm, which then descends into porta di ferro larga; then
withdrawing your right foot back, you will give him a roverso to the sword hand that descends into
coda lunga larga.
596. (p.215/#3) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di
Ferro Stretta)
Your enemy being in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward or in porta di ferro stretta,
you will be able to place yourself into coda lunga larga with the left foot forward; and there passing
your right foot forward you will throw a rising falso to his sword hand and to his sword in such a way
that you come to mezza spada with him true edge to true edge in the manner of guardia di intrare; and
there with the great speed you will pass your left foot a little towards his right side taking his sword
with your left hand near the guard and pushing it towards his left side with all your strength you will be
able subsequently giving him a roverso fendente over his head or wherever else you please.
597. (p.216/#1) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Any)
Finding yourself again in porta di ferro larga with your right foot forward against your enemy,
he being in any guard he wants; there you will make a great pass traversing his right side (with your left
foot), and in this step you will be able to throw a rising falso and feint a roverso to the head,
nonetheless turning a mandritto tondo to his face, or to his sword hand, or to his leg; and subsequently
you will be able to give him a roverso to the sword arm that descends into coda lunga larga, and in so
doing your right foot needs to follow behind the left; and if the enemy should make any attack here to
your upper parts, you will defend yourself from the incoming attack in guardia di testa, immediately
passing with your right foot towards his left side, feint a mandritto to the head, and as he goes to defend
against this you will subsequently throw a roverso to his sword arm that descends into coda lunga larga,
and in this the left leg needs to follow the right, and this done you will be able to subsequently give him
a rising falso to the sword hand, and then withdrawing back your right foot, giving him a a roverso to
his his hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
598. (p.216/#2) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Unstated)
You being placed in porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward against your enemy, you will
will be able to pass your left foot in a great pass traversing his right side, and in this step, you will give
him a rising falso then also beginning to turn a roverso to his head, and he going to defend himself
from this feint will enable to you presently give him a rising falso traversato to his sword hand and to
his sword arm, and stepping subsequently with your right foot forward, you will be able to give him a
mandritto tondo across his face or to his sword hand, or to his front leg, this mandritto going thereafter
in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; then immediately withdrawing the right foot back you will be
able to give him a roverso to his sword hand, that descends to coda lunga larga.

599. (p.216/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Once again finding your adversary in any guard he wishes, you will be able to place yourself in
coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward and there you will send a stoccata trivillata in his general
direction50, and so with foresight, gathering your left foot next to the right, your sword will descend
into coda lunga lunga; then you will immediately pass your right foot forward, feinting an imbrocatta to
his face, nonetheless transforming it into a rising falso (provocation) that goes in the manner of a
montante, and as he goes to defend himself from this falso, you will pass your left foot towards his
right side, turning a tramazzone to his sword arm that descends into porta di ferro larga; and there if he
responds in some way, you will immediately pass your right foot forward, defending yourself in
guardia di testa, and subsequently you will throw a mandritto to his face, to his sword arm, or to his
front leg, the sword descending into porta di ferro larga; where you will immediately withdraw your
right foot back giving him a roverso to the sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
600. (p.216/#4) (p.216/#1)
Finding yourself against your enemy with your left foot forward set in coda lunga larga, and he
in any guard he wishes; there you will be able to giving him a stoccata trivillata, but with foresight (ie
according to a plan), and then immediately gathering your left foot near right your right and going with
the sword into coda lunga lunga; you will then be able to pass your right foot forward, feinting an
imbrocatta to his face, and so, now that he will go to defend himself from this imbrocatta in any way,
you will subsequently pass your left foot towards his right side, giving him a mandritto to his sword
arm that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; or in lieu of the mandritto to the sword arm, after
you have thrown the imbrocatta feint, you may pass your left foot towards his right side, turning a
tramazzone to his head that also descends into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; but if the enemy should
elect not to attempt a defense against your imbrocatta feint, you will still throw the aforementioned
mandritto or the tramazzone; and now that you are in cinghiara porta di ferro larga, if he should now
attack you with any blow you will immediately pass forward with the right foot defending yourself by
going to guardia di testa, giving him subsequently a roverso to the front leg that descends into coda
lunga larga, then you will follow with a rising falso to the sword hand, and this falso will go into
guardia sopra braccio; you will be able to without delay withdraw the right foot throwing a roverso to
his sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
601. (p.217/#1) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Unstated)
Once again finding yourself positioned in porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward; there
you will pass your left foot forward towards his right side, giving him a rising falso and also feinting to
turn a roverso to his head, and in this same act, you will throw an imbrocatta to face that descends into
cinghiara porta di ferro larga; immediately passing your right foot forward, and you will make a falso
to his sword hand, and to his sword, and you will be able to subsequently feint a roverso to his right
temple; and as he goes to defend against this, you will give him a mandritto to the face or to the front
leg, or to his sword hand that descends into porta di ferro larga; and now withdrawing the right foot
back you will make a roverso to his sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
602. (p.217/#2) (Coda Lunga Larga vs. Unstated)
You being in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward; there you will push a stoccata trivillata
towards your enemy's sword hand, and (then) gathering the left foot gallantly beside the right, you will
50 The source text calls this a “stoccata non offensiva trivillata” which is a non-offensive stoccata
trivillata, or as elsewhere more effectively called a “stoccata trivillata that goes not to actually hit your
enemy,” the purpose is to simply freeze the opponent long enough that we can gather back and bring
our sword behind us into coda lunga lunga.

allow the sword to go into coda lunga lunga; you will now be able to pass your right foot forward
feinting an imbrocatta to his face, and subsequently having done that to him, you will make another
feint, this time with a mandritto to his left temple, and as he goes to defend himself from this attack,
you will subsequently give him a roverso to his sword arm and to his front leg that will then descend
into coda lunga larga; then presently you give him also a rising falso traversato to his sword hand that
goes in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; and instantly withdrawing your right foot, you will throw
a roverso to his sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
603. (p.217/#3) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta or Coda
Lunga Stretta)
Finding yourself again in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward and your enemy in porta di
ferro stretta or coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward; there you will be able to feint a rising
falso to his sword hand, and he goes to defend himself from this in any manner, you will be able to
subsequently pass your right foot forward, feinting a tramazzone to his head, nonetheless giving him a
roverso to the sword hand or to the front leg, but in such a way that your sword descends into coda
lunga stretta; and that done, you will, without delay, throw a rising falso to his sword hand that goes in
the manner of guardia sopra braccio; and now withdrawing the right foot back, you will throw a
roverso to his sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
604. (p.218/#1) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta or Coda
Lunga Stretta)
Finding your enemy in porta di ferro stretta or in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward,
you will place yourself into coda lunga larga with your left foot forward; and there you will feint a
rising falso to his sword hand, nonetheless transforming it into a tramazzone feint to the head, and as he
goes to defend against this tramazzone, you subsequently make another feint, this time making a show
of turning a roverso to his right temple, and with the greatest speed throwing a mandritto to his face or
to his sword hand, or to his front leg that will then end in porta di ferro larga; but if you do not want to
throw the mandritto, then after the aforementioned roverso feint, you may give him a rising falso to the
sword hand in the manner of a montante; now you may also make this rising falso a feint, and quickly
turn a tramazzone to the sword hand or to the sword arm that the descends into porta di ferro larga, then
for your safety, you may subsequently withdraw the right foot back, giving him a roverso to the sword
hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
605. (p.218/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. (See Play))
Finding your enemy in coda lunga alta or coda lunga stretta with his right foot forward, or in
porta di ferro alta, or in porta di ferro stretta, you will place yourself in coda lunga stretta with the left
foot forward; and there you will make the right foot push the left forward (ie make a gathering step)
and in that tempo you will drive your sword under his, making the point of your sword guards towards
his right side, and subsequently you will make a presa to the underside of his sword, attacking him then
wherever you prefer.
606. (p.218/#3)(Guardia Alta vs. Any)
Your enemy being in whatever guard he wants, you will be placed in guardia alta with the right
foot foot somewhat forward; and there you will feint a fendente to his head, and because he will be
compelled to bring his sword into presence in order to defend his head, or because he may also direct
the point of his sword at your hand, either way, after making this feint to the head you will
subsequently make a presa to his sword in such a way that you will then be able to strike him with your
sword wherever you wish.

607. (p.218/#4) (Coda Lunga Larga with Either Foot Forward vs. Any)
You may also set yourself against your enemy in coda lunga larga with either the right foot or
the left foot forward, all exposed so that the enemy will throw some attack to your head; and this being
done, if your right foot is forward, you will be able to pass the left foot forward defending yourself with
the sword in guardia di testa against every attack that he should send towards your upper parts, and
immediately you will make a presa of your left hand to the underside of your enemy's hand striking
him then wherever you wish.
And if you have the left foot forward you will pass the right foot forward, defending yourself
from an attack to your upper parts by going into guardia di testa, and you will immediately make a
presa of your left hand to the underside of the enemy's hand striking him then wherever you wish.
608. (p.219/#1) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Unstated)
If you were set against your enemy in porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward; there you
will stay mindful, because he may throw some attack to your upper parts, and you will be able to in this
tempo pass with your left foot forward defending yourself with the sword in guardia di testa, and
subsequently you will quickly take his sword in whichever way best enables your preferred fo to your
strike him wherever you wish.
609. (p.219/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in any whichever guard he wants, you will place yourself into coda lunga
stretta with the left foot a little forward; and thence stepping a little forward with your left foot, you
will push a stoccata trivillata to hiss sword, then pulling the left foot back near the right, you will allow
the sword to go into coda lunga lunga, you will be able to step forward with the left foot forward,
giving him a mandritto to the head that descends into porta di ferro larga; and so remaining there all
exposed to the enemy, inviting your enemy to throw some attack at you, and as he does in whatever
manner he wishes, you will defend with a falso immediately passing forward with your right foot,
giving him a mandritto to the face that goes to porta di ferro larga; and then subsequently you will
throw a roverso to his sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga, redoubling subsequently with a
rising falso to his sword hand that goes in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; then withdrawing the
right foot you will give him a roverso to his sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
610. (p.219/#3) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Unstated)
Remaining in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward against your enemy; you will be able
to push a stoccata trivillata to his sword hand, and immediately pulling the left foot near the right
allowing the sword to go in that tempo into coda lunga lunga; in that moment you will pass the right
foot forward giving him an imbrocatta to the face that descends in the manner of porta di ferro larga;
and subsequently strike his sword hand with a rising falso; then you will immediately withdraw the
right foot, throwing a rising roverso such that the sword goes into coda lunga lunga; and passing the
right foot forward again you will feint a rising falso to the sword hand and nonetheless you will
transform this into a tramazzone feint, turning in the direction of the head, and as he goes to defend
against this you will immediately throw a mandritto tondo to his front leg, and without delay withdraw
the right foot back striking him subsequently with a roverso to the sword hand that descends into coda
lunga larga.
611. (p.219/#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro Stretta)
If your enemy should be set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward or in porta di ferro
stretta with the right foot forward, you will be able to place yourself into coda lunga stretta with the
right foot forward; and there passing with the left foot towards his right side you will give him a mezzo
mandritto that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and then withdrawing the right foot back
near the left, you will throw a rising falso that ends in guardia alta; you will subsequently feint a rising

falso to his sword hand in the manner of a montante, and nonetheless you will transform it into a thrust,
pushing it towards the right side of his face, and as he goes to defend against this in some way, you will
subsequently make a great step forward with your right foot towards his left side, turning a mandritto
fendente to his face or if you want you may make a mandritto tondo to his sword hand; and if you don't
like either of these options you may also strike his front leg with a roverso and subsequently throw a
rising falso in the manner of a montante to his sword hand; or else go into guardia di testa for your
safety; and in each of these aforementioned attacks you will make the left foot follow behind the right
foot, and next you will set yourself with the sword in porta di ferro stretta.
612. (p.220/#1) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Any)
Remaining in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward and your enemy being placed
however he wishes; there you will step a little forward with your right foot, and with great speed and
strength, you will turn two tramazzoni to your enemy's head or to his sword hand; and if he should
respond with some attack you will subsequently throw a rising falso to his sword hand that goes in the
manner of guardia sopra braccio; then immediately withdrawing the right foot backwards for your
security, you will give him a roverso to the sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
613. (p.220/#2) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Again finding yourself in coda lunga larga against your enemy, and having your left foot
forward, and he placed however he wishes; there you will be able to feint a thrust to his right side, and
as he goes to defend against this, you will quickly pass your right foot towards his left side and in this
step, you will withdraw the sword fist somewhat back, pushing subsequently a stoccata trivillata to his
chest or to his sword hand, and in this your left foot will follow behind the right; and as he goes to
defend against this, you will be able to immediately turn two tramazzoni to his head or to his sword
hand, the sword then descending into porta di ferro larga; then you will be able to subsequently throw a
rising falso to his sword hand that goes in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; and next withdrawing
the right foot back, you will give him a roverso to the sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
614. (p.220/#3) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
You being in coda lunga larga with your left foot forward against your enemy, you will be able
to pass your right foot forward, somewhat towards his left side, and in this step you will push a stoccata
trivillata to his sword hand, and then you will subsequently turn a tramazzone to his head or to his
sword arm that descends into porta di ferro larga, and note that that you may always turn a tramazzone
at him regardless of what guard he is in; and so if he should respond with some attack, you will throw a
rising falso to his sword hand that goes forcefully to guardia sopra braccio; then you will pull your right
foot back near the left, and should he try to attack you here in any way, you will be able to step
somewhat forward with your right foot giving him a rising roverso ridoppio to his sword hand and to
his sword; then you will immediately make a descending falso to his face and to his sword arm that
descends in the manner of porta di ferro larga; and subsequently withdrawing your right foot, you will
be able to strike his sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
615. (p.221/#1) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Note: the text here states that you make the falso descend into guardia alta (“scenda per infino
in guardia alta”); it is also used to describe the montante ending in guardia sopra braccio.
Again finding yourself in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward against your enemy, and in
whatever placement he wishes; there you will be able to push a stoccata trivillata to his sword hand,
and as you will have your left foot forward, you will then pull the left foot near the right, your sword
going into coda lunga lunga; and this done you will quickly give him a rising falso traversato to the
sword hand that goes to end in guardia alta; and then stepping somewhat forward with the right foot

you will be able to throw a rising falso to the sword hand that goes in the manner of a montante that
ends in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; you will stay mindful that these two falsi must be made
with the greatest speed, one after the other; then you will able to also push an imbrocatta roversa to his
face or to his sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga; and if in this the enemy should try to
attack you in any way, you will be able to presently strike his sword hand with a rising falso that goes
thence into guardia sopra braccio, withdrawing your right foot back and giving him a roverso to the
sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
616. (p.221/#2) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Remaining in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward against your enemy, and he in any
guard he wishes, you will throw a stoccata trivillata, but only with the left foot forward, and gathering
then the left foot near the right and going with the sword into coda lunga lunga, you will be able to step
step forward with just your left foot, giving him a descending falso to his face or to his sword that
descends in the manner of cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and subsequently passing with your right foot
forward you will be able to strike his sword arm with a rising roverso ridoppio that goes to end in
guardia alta; then turning subsequently a rising falso in the manner of a montante to his sword hand that
goes in the manner of guardia sopra braccio, and if he had thought in this to beat your falso to the
ground with the true edge of his sword, you will not allow him to touch your sword in the least, but will
gracefully transform the falso into a tramazzone that goes to strike his sword arm, or to strike his head,
the sword then descending into porta di ferro stretta.
617. (p.221/#3) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Unstated)
Once again finding yourself in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward against your
enemy; there you will be able to turn a mighty tramazzone to his sword hand or to his sword; and
thence you will immediately pass your left foot traversing towards his right side, turning a second
tramazzone to his head or to his sword hand that descends then into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; if he
should think to throw some attack at you here, then you will be able to pass your right foot forward
defending against the incoming attack with a falso, and give him subsequently a rising roverso ridoppio
to his sword hand and to his sword arm that rises to end in guardia alta; and then you will make a rising
falso feint in the manner of a montante to his sword hand, and as he goes to defend against this, you
will presently pass your left foot traversing towards his right side, turning a tramazzone to his sword
arm that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and if he now responds with some attack to strike
your upper parts, you will be able to pass you right foot forward defending yourself in guardia di testa
from this incoming attack; and next you will give him a mandritto tondo to the front leg, or to his
sword arm and then, for your safety you will withdraw your right foot throwing a roverso to his sword
hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
618. (p.222/#1) ()
Finding your enemy once again in any guard he wishes, you will place yourself in coda lunga
stretta with the left foot forward; and there you will push a stoccata trivillata to his sword hand, and
lifting your sword over the head in the manner of guardia di testa, you will be able to strike him in three
different ways: first feint a rising falso to the sword hand presently passing your right foot forward
making another feint of turning a tramazzone to the head, and as he goes to defend himself from this in
some way you will be able to immediately throw a roverso to his front leg that descends into coda
lunga larga; you will presently turn a rising falso to his sword hand; The second way will be that you
will again feint a rising falso to the sword hand, passing in that instant with your right foot forward, and
all in one tempo push a thrust to the right side of his face and as he goes to defend this you will
subsequently be able to turn a tramazzone to his face that descends into porta di ferro stretta; the third
way will be, that you will feint a rising falso passing nonetheless with your right foot forward and your

sword will go to guardia di testa for your safety; you will subsequently turn a mandritto tondo to the
face or to the sword arm or to the front leg, such that it will go then into guardia sopra braccio; then
your security you will not remain there a second, but will withdraw your right foot back, throwing a
roverso to the sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
619. (p.222/#2) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Unstated)
Finding yourself in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward against your enemy, you will be
able to throw a stoccata trivillata to his sword hand with your left foot forward, and then pulling the left
foot near right the sword will go into coda lunga lunga, you will now be able to pass your right foot
forward feinting an imbrocatta to the face, and as he goes to defend against this, you will subsequently
make a rising falso to the sword hand in the manner of a montante, such that will need to end in guardia
alta; and subsequently withdrawing your right foot back, you will throw a mandritto tondo to his face
or to his sword arm that goes to guardia sopra braccio; and if he should try to strike with some attack to
your upper parts , you will be able to pass your right foot forward, giving him two roversi, the first will
be to beat his attack to the side, the second to strike his front leg, that will then descend to coda lunga
larga; then presently you will be able to throw a rising falso to the sword hand that ends in the manner
of guardia sopra braccio, and subsequently withdrawing the right foot back, you will be able to strike
his hand with a roverso that descends into coda lunga larga.
620. (p.223/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Any)
Your enemy being set in whatever guard he wants, you will place yourself in coda lunga stretta
with the right foot forward; and there passing your left foot traversing his right side you will give him a
mandritto to the sword hand and sword arm that descends then into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and
then immediately allowing your right foot to go behind the left, you will be able to strike his hand with
a roverso that that descends into coda lunga larga, striking him quickly with a rising falso to the sword
hand that goes in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; then you will be able to pass your right foot
forward feinting a roverso to his right temple and as he makes to defend himself, you will immediately
be able to throw a mandritto to the sword hand or to the front leg that will then descend into porta di
ferro larga; and so if he should respond with some attack you will defend yourself with a falso rises to
end in guardia alta, passing subsequently with your left foot towards his right side and feinting a rising
falso in the manner of a montante, you will push a thrust to his face, and now that he wants to defend
against this, you will presently turn a tramazzone to his head that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro
stretta; and if in this he should try to strike your upper parts, you will without delay be able to pass with
your right foot forward and defending against his attack in guardia di testa, and subsequently strike him
with a mandritto the face or to the sword hand, or just to the front leg; and immediately withdrawing
your right foot back, you will be able to make a roverso to his sword hand that descends into coda
lunga larga.
621. (p.223/#2) ()
If you should find your enemy in whatever guard he wants you will be able to place yourself in
porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward; and there passing your left foot traversing his right
side, and feinting a roverso to his right temple, you will pass your right foot without delay traversing
his left side lifting the sword into guardia alta as though you intend to throw a mandritto to his head,
but nevertheless you will pass subsequently with your left foot traversing his right side giving him an
imbrocatta to the face, and as he goes to defend against this you will turn a tramazzone to his head or to
his sword arm that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and now if he should think to strike you
with some attack to your upper parts, you will immediately pass your right foot forward defending
yourself gallantly in guardia di intrare, and subsequently you will give him a roverso fendente to the

face or to the sword arm that descends into coda lunga larga; you will then immediately strike his
sword hand with a rising falso to the sword hand that goes in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; and
then this done for your safety you will withdraw your right foot back throwing a roverso to his sword
hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
622. (p.223/#3) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding yourself remaining in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward against your enemy
and he being in any guard he will be in you will be able to pass a little forward with your left foot,
pushing in this step a stoccata trivillata to his sword hand or to his face, and you will immediately pull
the sword hand a little back and with the greatest speed you will push another stoccata to the sword
hand or to his chest, whichever you think better, then two stoccate will have gone one after another
with great speed, then pulling the left foot near the right, and allowing the sword to go into coda lunga
larga, you will be able to pass immediately with your right foot forward feinting an imbrocatta to his
face, and he going to defend himself against this imbrocatta you will presently withdraw the sword fist
half an arm back pushing at him an imbrocatta to his face or to his chest or to his sword arm such that it
ends in porta di ferro stretta; and then this done you will not tarry but will turn a roverso to his sword
hand that descends into coda lunga larga; and if he should attack you here with some attack, you will
withdraw the right foot back, giving him a stoccata trivillata to his sword hand setting yourself then in
coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward.
623. (224/#1) (Cinghiara Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Sword in Presence)
If you have placed yourself into cinghiara porta di ferro stretta with the left foot somewhat
traversing, your enemy having his sword in presence; there you will make a great step forward with the
right foot, throwing a falso in that tempo into your enemy's sword, and in this you will not pass guardia
di faccia; then immediately passing with your left foot forward, not taking your sword from his, you
will make a half turn of the hand pushing now a punta ferma to his chest, and after this, withdrawing
your left foot back, you will turn a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand that does not pass porta di ferro
alta.
The counter to this will be that finding yourself with the sword in presence against your enemy
with your right foot forward; there you will be mindful that when he passes with his right foot forward
to strike your sword with his false edge, you will make no movement at all; but in the tempo that he
passes with his left foot forward, making a half turn of the hand to push a thrust to your chest, you will
take your sword under his towards his left side pushing a thrust into his chest.
624. (p.224/#2) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Sword in Presence)
Placing yourself into porta di ferro stretta with your right foot forward, and he having his sword
in presence; and there, with gallantry and strength, you will be able to turn a tramazzone that strikes his
sword and in this tempo passing your left foot forward towards his right side, you will turn another
tramazzone to his head or to his sword arm that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro stretta, and you
will make these two tramazzoni with great speed, using only the wrist of the sword hand.
625. (p.224/#3) (Cinghiara Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Unstated)
Finding yourself in cinghiara porta di ferro stretta with the left foot traversing against your
enemy, you will be able to turn a mighty tramazzone to his sword, and subsequently passing your right
foot forward you will turn another tramazzone to his head or to his sword arm that descends into porta
di ferro stretta.
626. (p.225/#1) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Unstated)
You will also be able to also use these two tramazzoni in this way; that finding yourself in porta

di ferro stretta with your right foot forward, you will pass the left foot traversing your enemy's right
side turning a tramazzone to his sword hand, and subsequently passing with your right foot forward,
you will turn the other tramazzone to his head, such that it will then descend into porta di ferro stretta;
and note you shall keep in mind that these tramazzone will go as you make your footwork with great
quickness.
627. (p.225/#2) (Cinghiara Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Unstated)
You will also be able to use these two tramazzoni against your enemy with different footwork:
that finding yourself in cinghiara porta di ferro stretta with the left foot traversing, you will be able to
pass with your right foot forward, turning a tramazzone to his sword hand, or to his sword; then you
will presently pass your left foot towards his right side turning the other tramazzone to his head, or to
his sword arm, but with great quickness as said above.
628. (p.225/#3) (Counter to (#626 & 627))
The counter to these tramazzoni will be, that finding yourself with the sword in presence, with
your right foot forward in either porta di ferro stretta or coda lunga stretta; stay alert, and as he turns the
first tramazzone, you will be able to defend against this with the true edge of your sword or you may
beat it aside with your false edge towards his left side and immediately without any delay passing with
your left foot forward, you will be able to push a punta ferma to his chest or to his face preventing him
from being able to turn the second tramazzone.
629. (p.225/#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta or Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy were set in coda lunga stretta or in porta di ferro stretta with his right foot
forward, you will place yourself in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward; and there you will
make a falso tondo with the sword well-grasped to his face or to his sword, then subsequently you will
be able to pass with your left foot towards his right side feinting a mandritto to his head; and as he goes
to defend this in some way, you will throw a roverso to his front leg or to his sword arm, or to his
sword hand, this roverso shall not pass coda lunga stretta; if he should respond with some attack here to
your upper parts, take yourself into guardia di testa for your defense, and passing subsequently with
your right foot towards his left side, turning a rising mandritto to his sword hand or to his sword arm,
making your left leg follow behind the right, making your sword stop in porta di ferro alta.
630. (p.225/#5) (Coda Lunga Stretta or Coda Lunga Alta Either with the Left Foot Forward as Patiente)
Finding yourself in coda lunga stretta or in coda alta, with your left foot forward against you
enemy, and if he should perhaps throw some attack to your sword hand or to your sword arm or if you
should have to defend with the sword, or for any other reason you may have in your head, you will be
mindful that in the tempo that throws the aforementioned attack, you will withdraw your sword hand
somewhat back, making his blow come up empty, and subsequently passing with your right foot in a
great step forward you will push a thrust to his flank; and note that it is necessary to make this thrust
very quickly, then you will withdraw your right foot back, and place yourself into coda lunga stretta
again.
631. (p.226/#1) (Porta di Ferro Stretta or Alta as Patiente)
If you are placed in porta di ferro stretta or porta di ferro alta with your right foot forward; and
if there your enemy should throw some attack to your sword hand or your sword arm in any way, in
that tempo, you will withdraw your sword hand somewhat back, making his cut go by in vain and
subsequently you will pass your right foot or your left foot a little forward, pushing a punta ferma to his
chest or to his flank; then you will withdraw your front foot back, setting yourself into whatever guard
should appear to offer you the most safety.

632. (p.226/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta or in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward,
you will place yourself with the right foot forward with the sword in the manner of coda lunga stretta;
and there you will be be able to feint a mezzo mandritto to his sword, nonetheless pushing a thrust
under his sword to the right side of his chest, passing in that tempo with your right foot somewhat
forward; then turning subsequently to pass your left foot forward, and making a half turn of the hand,
you will be able to push a thrust to his chest and if he wants to defend against this in some way, you
will be able to make a forceful presa to his sword and or to his sword hand with your left hand.
633. (p.226/#3)(Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Porta di Ferro Stretta or Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set with the sword in presence in porta di ferro stretta or coda lunga stretta with
the right foot forward, you will place yourself in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward; and
there you will feint a thrust to his right side stepping somewhat forward with your right foot; and as he
goes to defend in some way you will now withdraw your sword somewhat back feinting another thrust
to the left side of his chest; and as he goes to defend against this you will immediately make a sfalsata
of your sword under his, passing subsequently with your left foot towards his right side, pushing a
thrust to his chest, making in that tempo a turn of the hand, such that your sword comes to be found in
coda lunga stretta.
634. (p.226/#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If you were to find your enemy with the sword in presence in coda lunga stretta with the right
foot forward, you will be able to place yourself in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward; and
there you will feint a mezzo mandritto to his sword, stepping somewhat forward with your right foot,
and feinting a thrust to his chest, and now that he wants to defend himself from your thrust, you will
subsequently be able to pass your left foot towards his right side, making a sfalsata of your sword under
his and pushing a thrust to his chest, making in that tempo a half turn of the hand such that the sword
goes to be found in coda lunga stretta.
635. (p.226/#5) (False Edge to False Edge)
If you were to find yourself false edge to false edge against your enemy with the right foot
forward, and were your enemy to now pass his left foot forward making a half turn of the hand , to
push a thrust to your chest; in that tempo, you will make a sfalsata of your sword under this pushing a
thrust to the left side of his chest, and if he should try to defend against, you with quick wits, will be
able to make a sfalsata of your sword under his and passing with your left foot forward in that tempo
towards his right side, you will give him a thrust to the chest, making in this instant a half turn of the
hand, such that the sword will come to be found in coda lunga stretta.
636. (p.227/#1) (False Edge to False Edge)
Finding yourself false edge to false edge with your right foot forward, and were your enemy to
now pass with his left foot forward making a half turn of the hand to push a thrust to your chest, you
will be able to be shrew, and when he passes to make the thrust, you will make a sfalsata of your sword
under his, beating it towards his right rise with the true edge of your sword; and you will subsequently
be able to step somewhat forward with the right foot pushing a thrust to his chest, and if he should go to
defend this in some way, you will be able to make a half turn of the hand pushing another thrust to the
chest, and if he should defend against this, you will subsequently make a mezzo mandritto to the front
leg and without out delay make another rising mezzo mandritto to his sword arm, withdrawing thene
the right foot back and setting yourself into coda lunga stretta.

637. (p.227/#2) (False Edge to False Edge)
Finding yourself false edge to false edge with you and your enemy both having your right foot
forward; there you will be able to make a great step forward with the left foot making a half turn of the
hand and pushing a punta ferma to the chest, and if he in that tempo should make a sfalsata of his
sword under yours to beat aside the aforementioned thrust with the true edge of his sword, and perhaps
give you a thrust to the chest, you will shrewdly in the tempo that he makes his sfalsata to beat your
thrust, you will put another thrust at him to the chest without making another turn of the hand, and then
withdrawing both feet back, you will make sure to keep the sword constantly in presence for your
safety.
Use of accorto in this section?
638. (p.227/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta.)
If your enemy is set with the sword in presence with the right foot forward in coda lunga
stretta, you will be able to place yourself in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and so
throwing a mezzo mandritto to his sword, and subsequently passing your right foot somewhat towards
his left side, you will push a thrust to his chest; but if he should defend in some way, you will
immediately make a half turn of the hand pushing another thrust to the chest, and he wanting to defend
against this in some way, you will be able to without delay strike his front leg with a mezzo mandritto
and also you will be able to subsequently make a rising mezzo mandritto to his sword hand and to his
sword that does not pass guardia di intrare; then withdrawing your right foot back you will make a half
turn of the hand setting yourself in coda lunga stretta.
639. (p.227/#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta as Patiente)
Finding yourself set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward against your enemy, you
aware, you will be able to attend to if he beats your sword with a mezzo mandritto, to strike you then
with a thrust to the chest or a roverso to the face; and so in the tempo that he goes to beat your sword
with a mezzo mandritto, you will make a sfalsata of you sword under his, and passing that tepmo with
the left foot forward, you will strike him with a thrust to the chest, without make a half turn of the hand,
and your sword must then be found in coda lunga stretta.
640. (p.227/#5) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, you will place yourself
into coda lunga larga with the left foot forward; and there you will feint a mezzo mandritto and
nonetheless passing your right foot forward you will strike him with a thrust to his right side of his
chest from outside his sword; and he wanting to defend himself you will be able to subsequently make
a half turn of the hand pushing another thrust to the chest, such that the sword goes to be found in coda
lunga alta with the arm well extended forward, then withdrawing your right foot back you will place
yourself for your security into coda lunga stretta.
641. (228/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
Remaining in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward and your enemy set in coda lunga
stretta or in porta di ferro stretta with his right foot forward; there you will pass your right foot
somewhat towards his left side while feinting a thrust to his right side, but then you will quickly
withdraw the sword hand somewhat back, and push another thrust to his left side; and note that this
thrust goes not to wound your enemy, but to bring your sword against his, true edge to true edge, in the
manner of guardia di entrare; and in doing this your left leg must follow a little behind the right; and
subsequently, now that you find yourself true edge to true edge, you will make a half turn of the hand
pushing yet another thrust to the chest, making an accrescimento of the right foot somewhat forward,

and as he goes to defend himself you will immediately throw a mezzo mandritto to his leg, and
subsequently turn a rising mezzo mandritto to his sword hand that does not pass guardia d' intrare, and
then withdrawing your right foot back you will place yourself in coda lunga stretta.
642. (p.228/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Any)
If you find yourself set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, and your enemy is any
placement; there you will step somewhat forward with the right foot pushing a thrust to his face, not to
wound him, but to bring him to mezza spada, true edge to true edge in the manner of guardia di intrare;
and there with skill you will make a sfalsata of your sword under his, passing that temp with the left
foot somewhat towards his right side, while making a half turn of the hand, driving a punta ferma to the
chest, and you must find your sword in coda lunga alta making sure to keep it full extended forward.
643. (p.228/#3) (False Edge to False Edge)
Being false edge to false edge with your right foot forward against your enemy, you will be able
to take your sword underneath his, feinting a thrust to the left side of his chest, and as he goes to defend
this, you will subsequently make a sfalsata of your sword under his passing that tempo with your left
foot forward, and having made a half turn of the hand in that tempo, you will push a thrust to the right
side of his chest, your sword then going into coda lunga stretta; you will withdraw your left foot back
turning a mezzo mandritto to the sword hand that does not pass porta di ferro alta.
644. (p.228/#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di
Ferro Stretta)
If your enemy were set in coda lunga stretta or in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot
forward, you will be able to place yourself in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and there
pulling your left foot near the right you will be able to throw a falso which goes not to wound, passing
subsequently with the right foot forward, feinting a mandritto to his head or his sword hand, but in this
feint you will make a half turn of the hand, making another feint of pushing a thrust to the left side of
his chest; and as he goes to defend against this thrust in some way, you will subsequently pass your left
foot towards his right side, and in that tempo you will make a sfalsata of your sword under his, driving
a punta ferma to the right side of his chest, the sword going then into coda lunga stretta; and passing the
left foot back you will turn a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand that does not pass porta di ferro
stretta.
645. (p.229/#1) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy is set with the sword in presence with his right foot forward, you will be able to
place yourself into coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and there you will push a thrust to the
right side of his chest, and passing subsequently with the right foot forward you will turn a mandritto to
his left temple or to his sword, and note this mandritto goes not to actually strike your enemy, but only
to bring you together with him in to mezza spada, true edge to true edge, in the manner of guardia di
intrare; note you must be very shrewd, when you find yourself at mezza spada you will be able to
proceed in one of two ways, the first being, that you will pass with your left foot forward making a half
turn of the hand pushing a thrust to the chest, making in this tempo a presa to his sword or to his sword
arm with your left hand; the other is that finding yourself true edge to true edge, you will be able to
feint a roverso to the right temple and in this tempo you will place your left hand upon your blade near
the guard, and with the strength of both hands you will drive forward with all your strength a thrust to
the chest, and you will pass in this tempo with your left foot forward making this thrust.
646. (p.229/#2) (Mezza Spada)
If you should find yourself in some way at mezza spada with your enemy and he should want to

make a presa with his left hand to your sword, you being wise in the tempo that he goes to make this
presa, finding yourself with whichever foot forward that you wish, you will withdraw the leading foot
backwards turning a mandritto to whichever hand he is using to make the presa, or you may also throw
the mandritto to the sword hand; and note that if he wants to take your sword, you may again throw a
mandritto to his hand; but if it should come to pass that he should make a presa to your sword with his
left hand, you will be able to immediately push the sword at his gut with great violence, and forcefully
you will pull him towards you so that you can more easily lift hiss sword hand, and perhaps not without
great injury to his hand, but perhaps this may go in vain, and he wanting to hurt you with his sword,
you will be able to labor of throwing yourself forward and with your left hand making a presa to his
hand you will better be able to grab it and send it throw him to the ground. You will also be able to take
the blade of your sword with your left hand and giving him such stortura51 with both hands which you
may do so that you can lift up his hand. You may also make an intrigo di piedi such that in such
manner that at you have in mind for reason of lifting it at the hand. You will alsoo also work to make at
him such intrigo di piedi, such that it will be hard for him to fence, or you may also forcefully knee him
or kick him in the testicsles, and I think you can then free your blade from his grasp.
647. (p.230/#1) (True Edge to True Edge as Patiente)
You will also be mindful that if the enemy should come to mezza spada with you, true edge to
true edge, perhaps to make a presa to your sword arm with his left hand, to then possibly pull it under
his left armpit, you will be able to in that tempo that he throws your arm under his, to turn the point of
your sword towards your left side for over his arm, and you will immediately take your blade into your
left hand, and you will be able to push it forcefully across his throat pushing strong in that tempo your
body onto his to render him incapable of harming you with his sword.
648. (p.230/#2) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Any)
Finding your enemy again in whatever guard he wants, you will be able to place yourself in
porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward; and there you will feint a tramazzone to his head, and
as he goes to defend against this in some way, you will transform the tramazzone into an imbrocatta
roversa to the enemy sword hand, allowing the sword to descend into coda lunga larga; and you will
subsequently feint anew, making a show of turning a rising falso to the sword hand, and nonetheless
you will throw a tramazzone to the sword arm that descends into porta di ferro larga, and note when
you make this attack you will remember to make an accrescimento somewhat forward with the right
foot; and now, should he think to make any attack at you, then you will defend yourself in guardia di
intrare, giving him subsequently a roverso the sword arm or to the front leg, and stepping somewhat
forward in this tempo with the right foot, your sword descending into coda lunga larga; then
immediately you will give him a rising falso to the sword hand that goes in the manner of guardia sopra
braccio, and for your defense you will withdraw the right foot back throwing at him a roverso to the
sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
649. (p.230/#3) (Coda Lunga Larga vs. Unstated)
Remaining in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward against your enemy you will make a
rising falso to his sword hand and subsequently passing with your right foot forward, you will be able
to feint a mandritto to the head, giving him nonetheless an imbrocatta to the face or to the sword hand,
such that it must descend into porta di ferro stretta, and then you will be able to throw a roverso to his
sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga; and if he should want to attack you here you here in
some way, you will withdraw the right foot back pushing a thrust to his sword hand, and presently you
will withdraw the left foot back setting yourself in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward.
51 Stortura is here left untranslated as the meaning is unclear an may be a technical term.

650. (p.230/#4) (Unstated (Most likely Coda Lunga Larga) vs. Sword in Presence)
Finding your enemy with the sword in presence and with the right foot forward in porta di ferro
stretta or coda lunga stretta, or coda lunga alta, or porta di ferro alta, you will place yourself with the
left foot forward against him; and there you will feint a rising falso to the sword hand and nonetheless
passing with your right foot forward, you will push a thrust to the right side of his chest from outside
his sword, and as he goes to defend himself in some way, you will immediately pass your left foot
forward, making a half turn of the hand and pushing another thrust to the chest, making these attacks
with the greatest speed; then withdrawing your right foot back, you will turn a mandritto to his sword
hand that stops in porta di ferro alta.
651. (p.231/#1) (Coda Lunga Larga vs. Sword in Presence)
Your enemy having his sword in presence with his right foot forward, you will be able to place
yourself into coda lunga larga with the right foot forward; and there you will feint a rising falso to the
sword hand, inducing him to defend against it, and when he does, you will subsequently push a thrust
to the right side of his chest from the outside of his sword, and as he goes to defend against this, you
will be able to subsequently pass your left foot forward, feinting a thrust to the face, and nonetheless
taking his sword with your left hand whatever way will best enable you to subsequently strike him as
you please.
652. (p.231/#2) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
Finding your enemy again with the sword in presence with the right foot forward, you will place
yourself into coda lunga larga with the left foot forward; there you will feint a rising falso to his sword
hand, and passing with the right foot forward, you will make another feint, this time making a show of
throwing a tramazzone to his head; and now, as he goes to defend against this second feint, you will
turn a rising roverso ridoppio to his sword arm, which will go then into guardia di lioncorno; you will
subsequently turn a mandritto fendente to his head, or you may also turn a mandritto to his front leg or
to his sword hand setting yourself then in porta di ferro stretta.
653. (p.231/#3) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Unstated)
Finding yourself placed in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward against your enemy;
there you will feint a tramazzone to the head, and as soon as he goes to defend against this tramazzone,
you will immediately turn a rising roverso ridoppio to his sword arm that does not go past guardia di
lioncorno; then you will subsequently step somewhat forward with your right foot, and you will be able
to make a mandritto to his front leg or to his sword hand; and then immediately withdrawing your right
foot back, you will give him an imbrocatta roversa to the sword arm setting yourself then for your
defense gracefully into coda lunga stretta.
654. (p.231/#4) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
Remaining in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward and your enemy having his sword in
presence with his right foot forward; there you will pull the left foot somewhat near the right, and
without stopping you will immediately pass the right foot forward making a rising falso underneath the
enemy's sword, along with a feint of turning a mandritto to his left temple, or to his sword, and in this
same tempo you will pass your left foot forward making a half turn of the fist, and pushing at him a
thrust to the chest to his left side and then you will subsequently turn your sword into guardia di intrare
for your defense; and without delay you will turn a roverso fendente to his head that descends into coda
lunga stretta, the right leg following somewhat behind the left; and if he should think to strike you here
with any attack, you will withdraw your left foot back turning a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand that
does not go past porta di ferro stretta.

655. (p.231/#5) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Sword in Presence)
Finding yourself in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward and your enemy having his
sword in presence; there you will be able to beat his sword with a falso towards his left side, and
subsequently stepping a little forward with your right foot you will give him a mandritto to the face that
descends into porta di ferro stretta, pulling the right foot near the left; and if the enemy throws some
attack to your upper parts and only your upper parts, you will lift a falso into your enemy's sword
driving it towards his left side, then passing presently with the right foot forward, you will be able to
give him a mandritto to the legs that descends into porta di ferro larga all exposed, such that the enemy
will be enticed into throwing a mandritto or roverso to your head; and when he does this, you will
remain mindful that as he throws whichever attack he prefers, you will defend with the sword in
guardia di intrare, and in a single motion, you will pass with your left foot towards his right side in the
manner of a leap, giving him a roverso fendente to the head, the right leg following behind the left, and
the sword settling into coda lunga stretta.
656. (p.232/#1) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
Your enemy having his sword in presence and his right foot forward, you will place yourself
into coda lunga larga with the left foot forward; and there you will give him a rising falso to the sword
hand with great speed, making the sword go in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; and if he should
respond with some attack, then in that tempo, without moving the feet one iota, you will throw a
roverso to his sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga; after this you will be able to feint
another rising falso to the sword hand, and nonetheless passing your right foot forward, you will push a
thrust to his right side of his face; and should he perhaps wish to parry this, in that moment you can
turn a mezzo mandritto across his left temple; and should he defend himself from this attack with the
true edge of the sword by going in the manner of guardia di intrare, in that moment, you will be able to
presently pass your left foot forward, making a half turn of the fist, and push a thrust to the left side of
his face or chest, and in the selfsame tempo, without the slightest inconvenience make a presa to his
sword or sword arm with your left hand.
657. (p.232/#2) (Right Foot Forward? vs. Sword in Presence)
Finding your enemy with the sword in presence and having his right foot forward, and having
your right foot forward, there you will feint a mezzo mandritto to his left temple or to his sword hand,
and as he goes to defend this in some way, in that same motion you will be able to make a half turn of
the fist and throw a falso impuntato to his face; but should he defend against this you will be able to
presently strike his front leg with a mandritto that does not go past porta di ferro stretta, and for your
security you will will take your sword into guardia di intrare.
658. (p.232/#3) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy has his sword in presence and his right foot forward, you will place yourself
against him in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and there you will feint a thrust to the right
side of his face, and subsequently passing your right foot forward, you will make a sfalsata of your
sword under his, immediately giving him a mezzo mandritto to his sword, beating it out towards his
right side, and subsequently you will throw a roverso tondo to his face or to his sword arm that does not
pass coda lunga stretta; and if he should defend himself from this roverso in some way, you will be able
to, without delay, pass your left foot somewhat towards his right side turning your sword under his
without turning the hand, and thence push a punta ferma to the right side of his chest, doing it such that
the sword shall then go to coda lunga stretta; then withdrawing your left foot back you will turn a
mezzo mandritto to the sword hand that stops in porta di ferro alta.

659. (p.233/#1) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy has his sword in presence with his right foot forward, you will place yourself in
porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward; and there you will touch your enemy's sword with your
false edge, making sure to keep your arm extended far forward; and subsequently you will pass your
left foot forward, making a half turn of the hand, and pushing a punta ferma to his chest; and should
your enemy seek to defend himself by lifting his sword in the manner of guardia di testa, you will pass
back the left foot giving him a falso to his sword hand, behind his sword, and you will follow that, in
the shortest time possible, with a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand, making your sword end in porta
di ferro alta.
660. (p.233/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, you will be able to place
yourself also in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward; and there stepping a little forward with
your right foot, you will feint a thrust to his chest, and as he goes to defend against this in some way,
you will subsequently strike his sword hand with a mezzo mandritto that does not pass porta di ferro
stretta; then you will subsequently throw a falso to your enemy's sword that does not pass guardia di
faccia; and immediately passing your left foot forward, while making a half turn of the hand, you will
push a punta ferma to his chest, and if he should defend against this thrust in any manner you will
immediately withdraw your left foot back, pushing a thrust to his sword hand and setting yourself with
the sword in porta di ferro stretta.
661. (p.233/#3) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro Stretta)
If you should find your enemy again having his sword in presence with his right foot forward in
either coda lunga stretta or in porta di ferro stretta, you will set yourself into porta di ferro larga; and
feinting a rising falso to his sword hand now, that he make some movement for fear of this falso, you
will make a sfalsata of your sword under his towards his left side, beating his sword aside with a mezzo
mandritto out towards his right side; then without any delay you will step a little forward with the right
foot giving him a mezzo roverso to his face or to his sword arm that does not pass coda lunga stretta;
and immediately withdrawing the right foot back, you will turn a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand
that does not pass through cinghiara porta di ferro stretta; and so if he should respond to you with some
attack to your upper parts, then subsequently you will defend with a falso that does not go past guardia
di faccia, and with the greatest speed, you will make a half turn of the hand pushing a thrust to his
chest, such, that if he defends against it in any manner, you will immediately withdraw your right foot
back, turning a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand that stops in porta di ferro alta for your security.
662. (p.234/#1) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Sword in Presence)
Any time that you should find your enemy with the sword in presence you will be able to place
yourself against him in porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward; and you may skillfully lift a
rising falso to his sword hand that does not pass guardia di faccia, and then subsequently stepping a
little forward with your right foot you may throw a mandritto to his chest or to his sword arm that
descends again into porta di ferro larga; and having withdrawn the right foot back near the left, then
you may lift a rising falso to his sword hand (as described above), and subsequently passing your left
foot somewhat traversing his right side you may give him a mandritto to his face or to his sword arm
that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; then subsequently, without demure, you can step pass
your right foot forward, lifting a rising falso in the same manner mentioned twice before, you can give
him quickly then a mandritto to the face or to the sword arm, and for your security you will keep it
from passing porta di ferro stretta, if that is at all possible; and be advised that these three falsi (falsos)
with the three mandritti (mandrittos) must go with the greatest of speed, so that you will be suppressing
your enemy from responding to you with any attack he might wish to make, and so in striking him you

will also be defending yourself.
663. (p.234/#2) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with Either
Foot Forward)
If your enemy should be found in coda lunga stretta with either foot forward, you will be place
yourself against him in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and there accordingly you will
feint a stoccata trivillata to his chest, and as he goes to defend against this in any way, you will make an
accrescimento a little forward with the left foot, striking his sword hand with a thrust or with a mezzo
mandritto making the sword stop in cinghiara porta di ferro stretta; but if he should try to strike your
upper parts in some manner, with both skill and grace, you will defend yourself against the coming
attack with the true edge of the sword in the manner of guardia di intrare, passing your right foot
forward in that tempo and there making a half turn of the hand, pushing an imbrocatta ferma to his
chest or to his sword arm setting yourself then in porta di ferro stretta for your defense.
664. (p.234/#3) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy should have his sword in presence with his right foot forward, it will please me,
that you place yourself nicely into porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward; and here you will be
able to strike a falso into your enemy's sword, beating it out towards his left side, to step then a little
forward with your right foot, pushing a thrust to his chest, without any turning of the hand as you might
otherwise do; but if he should defend himself in some way, you will immediately pass your left foot
forward towards his right side, and in this tempo you will make a half turn of the fist and push a punta
ferma to his chest; and if he should want to defend himself from this, you will with foresight, quickly
make a presa with your left hand to his sword or his sword arm; then as you judge most correct, you
will strike him with a thrust or a cut wherever you should most prefer.
665. (p.235/#1) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Unstated
Finding yourself in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward against your enemy; you will
be able to make a falso to his sword, and then give him a mandritto to the front leg accompanied by
your targa, and this mandritto goes not to wound him, but to make him guard his lower parts; to the end
that you will pull the right foot back near the left and your sword will be in porta di ferro stretta, and
subsequently you will be able to pass your left foot traversing his left side, making a falso and roverso
as you step, and such that the right foot follow behind the left, and your sword ending in coda lunga
stretta; gathering the left foot back somewhat near the right, this foot work will be for continuing the
play, to the end that you will be able to make a great pass forward with your right foot forward, going
with the sword into guardia di testa, feinting a mandritto to the front leg, and as he goes to defend
against this, with the greatest speed strike his head with a similar mandritto, and pulling the right foot
somewhat near the left, you will set yourself with the sword in porta di ferro alta.
666. (p.235/#2) (Sword and Targa) (Porta di Ferro Alta vs. Unstated)
Remaining in porta di ferro alta with the right foot forward against your enemy, you will be able
to gracefully touch his sword with your false edge; and subsequently passing your left foot forward,
you will make a half turn of the hand pushing a punta ferma to the chest; and if he should make to
defend himself against this in any manner, you will be able to jam the face of your targa into his sword
hand for your defense, and then subsequently give him a mandritto to his shins; or instead of the
mandritto to the shins, you may feint a mandritto to his legs, and as he goes to defend against this you
will throw the mandritto to his head; after that for your defense you will pass your left foot back, going
with the sword and targa together into guardia di faccia, passing your right foot back and settling
yourself into coda lunga stretta.

667. (p.236/#1) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Unstated)
Remaining in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward against your enemy, you will be able
to feint a thrust to his right side from outside his sword, and as he goes to defend against this thrust,
you will pass your right foot forward, pushing a thrust to his chest within his sword accompanied by
your targa; and immediately passing your left foot towards his right side, you will turn a roverso
fendente to his head, and in this the right leg must follow the left; but if the enemy should here think to
strike your upper parts with any blow, you will make your targa guard the head well, and you will
subsequently step a little forward with the left foot, pushing a thrust to his face.
668. (p.236/#2) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
If you find your enemy in any guard, you will settle yourself into coda lunga larga with your left
foot forward; and now you will push a stoccata trivillata to his sword hand, and then pulling your left
foot back near the right, and allowing your sword to go into coda lunga larga, you will pass your right
foot forward pushing an imbrocatta to his face, and as he will want to defend himself with his targa or
his sword, you will immediately pass your right foot towards his left side driving an underhanded
stoccata to his guts under his targa; or you may feint the mandritto to his leg, and as he goes to defend
himself from this mandritto, you will subsequently be able to strike his head with a mandritto fendente,
the left foot following behind the right foot, and the sword will have gone into porta di ferro stretta.
669. (p.236/#3) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
Finding yourself set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward against your enemy and he
also in coda lunga stretta; you will give him a mandritto to the leg, and subsequently turn a roverso
tondo to his face, and as he goes to defend himself you will immediately pass your left foot towards his
right side, pushing a thrust to his gut under his targa, and in the tempo when he tries to defend against
this, you will be able to turn another roverso to his face and this will want to be a tondo (or round),
going in the manner of a circle; and immediately you will push another thrust to the right side of his
face, and so if he should want to defend against this, you will pass your right foot forward giving him a
roverso to the leg; and for your defense you will withdraw your right foot back, going with the sword
accompanied by the targa into guardia di faccia.
670. (p.236/#4) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga
Stretta with Either Foot Forward)
If your enemy should be found in coda lunga stretta with either foot forward, you will place
yourself into coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and there you will push a stoccata trivillata to
his sword hand while keeping your left foot forward; and subsequently pulling the left foot near the
right you will allow the sword to go into coda lunga lunga; then without delay passing with your right
foot forward, you will be able to feint an imbrocatta to his face, and if he should try to defend this
imbrocatta, you will immediately be able to turn a mandritto across his front leg; but if you notice that
he wishes to defend against the mandritto, you will be able to accordingly give him a thrust to the
thighs or flanks in the manner of a descending falso; and if you do not wish to strike with this thrust in
the manner of a descending falso, you may instead strike his head with a mandritto fendente; after
either attack you will immediately allow the right foot to go gracefully and quickly backwards and for
your security you will place yourself with the sword into guardia di faccia with the targa accompanying
the sword nicely.
671. (p.237/#1) (Sword and Targa) (Cinghiara Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy should be set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot you will place yourself into
cinghiara porta di ferro larga with the left foot traversing; and there passing your right foot forward you

will make a falso to the enemy's sword and subsequently you will feint a roverso to his front leg that
does not go past coda lunga stretta, and as you can expect him to want to defend against this feint, you
will make a half turn of the hand, transforming your roverso feint into a thrust to his right flank, and so
in the tempo that you push the thrust, you will also pass your left foot towards his right side; and then
without delay withdrawing your left foot back you will be able to push a thrust accompanied by your
targa to his sword hand; or if you do not care for this attack then after you have made the falso you may
turn a roverso tondo to his face and subsequently passing with your left foot traversing towards his
right side, you can push a thrust in that tempo to his face accompanying the sword with your targa; and
if he wants to defend himself from this thrust, you will immediately make a roverso to the leg then for
your defense you will withdraw the left foot back, pushing a thrust to his face accompanied by your
targa.
672. (p.237/#2) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Right Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga
Stretta with the Right Foot Forward)
If your enemy were set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, you will place yourself
in coda lunga lunga with the right foot forward; and there you throw a falso tondo to his face over his
targa which will need to go under your arm without moving the feet one iota; and then subsequently
passing your right foot forward, accompanying your sword and targa together, placing your false edge
into the enemy's sword, keeping below him and to the outside such that you will be able to strike his
legs thereafter with a mandritto, passing in that same tempo with your left foot towards his right side
immediately turning a roverso tondo to his face which will need to go around his targa, and if he should
lift his sword or targa to defend himself, you will throw a roverso to the leg that descends into coda
lunga stretta, making a good defense of the head with the targa; then for your defense you will
withdraw the right foot back pushing a thrust to the face under your targa, and then withdrawing your
left foot back you can set yourself in coda lunga stretta.
673. (p.237/#3) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
Being in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward and your enemy in the same guard; there
you will throw a mezzo mandritto to his sword that does not pass porta di ferro stretta, and then
immediately engaging his false edge with your false edge, and subsequently passing the left foot
forward, in this tempo you will make a half turn of the hand pushing a thrust to his face; and should he
wish to defend himself from this thrust in some way, you will be able to use one of these these attacks:
jamming your targa into his sword hand and giving him a mandritto to the leg; or making a feint of
throwing the said mandritto and pushing a thrust to this guts; or just giving him a blow with your targa
to his sword arm, pushing again presently a thrust to the face and then jumping dextrously back with
even feet for your security.
674. (p.238/#1) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Stretta as Patiente)
Finding yourself in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward against your enemy; there if he
should throw a mandritto to your head, in that same tempo, you will strike a mandritto to his sword,
accompanied by your targa, in such a way that you come to mezza spada, true edge to true edge in the
manner of guardia di intrare; and then subsequently passing the left foot forward you will make a half
turn of the fist pushing a thrust to his face accompanied by your targa; and if he should want to defend
against this in some way you will immediately give him a mandritto to the leg, allowing the targa to
defend the head; then you will subsequently push a thrust to his face, withdrawing your left foot back
and setting yourself then with your sword into coda lunga stretta.
675. (p.238/#2) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Your enemy being in any guard he wants you will place yourself in coda lunga stretta with the

left foot forward; and there pushing a stoccata trivillata to his sword hand with the left foot forward,
and then allowing the sword to go into coda lunga lunga, gathering in this tempo your left foot near the
other; and you will subsequently push an imbrocatta to his face, passing presently with the right foot
forward, and doing it such that the sword goes under your arm afterwards; and subsequently you will
be able to throw a great roverso to his front leg that descends into coda lunga stretta, keeping the targa
defending the head; and next you will pass your left foot towards his right side pushing a punta ferma
to his right temple accompanying it with the targa and leading the right foot behind the left.
676. (p.238/#3) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Your enemy being in any guard he wants, you will be able to place yourself in coda lunga stretta
with the left foot forward; and there allowing your sword to turn in the manner of a molinetto, you will
give him a roverso to the leg with the left foot foot forward; and allowing the sword to then go into
coda lunga lunga, pulling the left foot near the right foot, and then with shrewd skill you will pass your
right foot forward feinting an imbrocatta to hiss face and as he lifts his targa to defend himself, you will
make a half turn of the hand pushing a thrust to his guts; and if he wants to defend himself from this
thrust in some manner, you will immediately turn a roverso to his face; and subsequently passing a
little forward with the left foot traversing his right side, you will give him a mandritto tondo to the left
temple, then presently passing your right foot forward, you will turn a mandritto tondo across his flank;
or if you want, make this a rising mandritto to the underside of his targa arm, or to his sword hand; then
for your safety you will withdraw the right foot back, going with the sword and the targa accompanying
into guardia di faccia.
677. (p.238/#4) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Your enemy being in any guard he want, you will be able to place yourself in coda lunga stretta
with the left foot forward; and throwing a falso to his face with the sword well-grasped, that goes over
your head, because this said falso goes not to strike him, but you will subsequently act with your sword
and your body as though you want to strike his front leg with a mandritto, passing your left foot a little
forwards, and also making a good defense of the head with your targa, then presently you will also be
able to throw a mezzo mandritto across his left temple and subsequently passing your right foot
towards his left side you will be able to hit him with another mandritto to his flank for across his head,
and in this making the left leg follow the right, and your sword will be thereafter found in porta di ferro
alta, and notes that these two mandritti (mandrittos) will have to go one after the other with the greatest
speed.
678. (p.239/#1) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga
Strett) If your adversary is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward you will once again be
able to place yourself against him with the left foot forward in the act of turning at him a rising
mandritto to the sword hand, you will be able to now throw at him another rising mandritto to the
sword hand with the left foot forward, then turning the sword in the same guard, such at him it appear
that you wishes to strike with this rising mandritto to his sword hand, but as he will be afraid of the cut,
and you now at him will give a mandritto tondo across the left temple, passing presently with your right
foot towards his left side, you will turn another mandritto across his flank, or to his head with the
greatest speed, and your left foot in this needs to follow the right and your needs to settle in porta di
ferro alta.
679. (p.239/#2) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta with Either Foot
Forward) If your enemy should be set in coda lunga stretta with the sword in presence with either foot
forward, you will place yourself in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward, and there pulling your

left foot near the right, making a falso tondo impugnato, you will subsequently pass your right foot
forward feinting a mandritto to his front leg, and as he places his sword under his targa to defend
against this attack, you will mutate your mandritto with a half turn of the fist, throwing a falso into your
enemy's sword, and knocking it towards his right side, you will subsequently give him a roverso to the
front leg that does not pass coda lunga stretta, keeping the targa in defense of the head; and
withdrawing then your right foot back you will be able to push a thrust to face, accompanied by your
targa for your safety.
680. (p. 239/#3) (Sword and Targa) (Cinghiara Porta di Ferro Larga) If your adversary should be set in
any guard with the sword in presence, you will be able to place yourself in cinghiara porta di ferro larga
with your left foot traversing him; there step forward with your right foot and in that tempo you will
give him a falso along with a roverso feint to the front leg, and as he goes to defend himself with the
sword under his targa; seizing the tempo, you need to make a half turn of the first throwing a falso to
his sword and knocking it out towards his left side and subsequently you will be able to pass your left
foot towards his right side giving him a mandritto across his front leg, and in that tempo you will not
forget to make a good defense of the head with your targa; but if he should defend himself from this
attack, you will not delay, and will turn a roverso tondo to his face and subsequently push a thrust to
his face accompanied by your targa for your security; and if he should want to strike you with any
attack, and per adventure he may fear your thrust, you will presently be able to strike his targa arm
with a mezzo roverso; or you may strike his front foot with a fendente, allowing the buckler to defend
the head well; and then you will immediately return the sword with the point looking at his face,
accompanied by your targa, and so you will be secure.
681. (p.240/#1) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Stretta as Patiente) Finding yourself in coda lunga
stretta with the right foot forward against your enemy, and if he should throw a mandritto to your head,
you will in the same tempo, give him a mandritto of your own into his sword, accompanied by your
targa, such, that you will find yourself with him true edge to true edge in the manner of guardia di
intrare; and then subsequently passing your left foot forward, you will make a half turn of the fist
pushing a thrust to his face accompanied by your targa, and if wants to defend against this in some way,
you will immediately give him a mandritto to the leg, allowing the targa to defend your head; and so
you will subsequently push a thrust to his face, passing back the left foot and setting yourself with the
sword in coda lunga stretta.
682. (p.240/#2) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any) Finding
your enemy in any guard he wishes, you will be able to place yourself in coda lunga stretta with the left
foot forward; and there you will push a stoccata trivillata to his sword hand or to his face,
accompanying this with your targa and stepping a little forward with the left foot; and as he will want
to defend himself in some way from this stoccata trivillata you will pass your right foot towards his left
side, turning two mandritti, one after the other to his head with the greatest speed; or you may also
throw the second strike across his front leg and the left foot will have to follow the right and the sword
will need to settle in porta di ferro stretta with the targa high in defense of the head.
683. (p.240/#3) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any) Your
enemy being what placement he wants you will be able to place yourself in coda lunga stretta with the
left foot forward; and there you will push a stocatta trivillata to his face accompanied by your targa,
passing then in this tempo the (left foot) a little forward; and as he wants perhaps to defend from this
stoccata in some way, you will subsequently pass your right foot towards his left side, turning a rising
mandritto to his arm, making the left leg follow the right, and the sword finding itself settling into porta
di ferro alta with the targa placed gallantly in defense of the head.

684. (p.240/#4) (Sword and Targa) (Any vs. Sword in Presence; as Patiente) If your enemy is set with
the sword in presence and you in whatever guard you wish; you will be mindful, that whether you fight
with a sharp sword or a blunt sword, that if the enemy throws a stoccata or imbrocatta at you, then in
that same tempo, you will be able to drive your targa into the enemy's thrust, striking him at the same
time however you wish ; and note this is particularly effective against sharp swords, because you can
easily bind his sword in your targa such that he will not have it to use again; but if by chance the same
should happen to you, such that find your sword bound in the enemy's targa, you will be able to
immediately step forward striking your targa into the enemy's targa and in the same tempo having
pulled your sword back, withdrawing it from the enemy's targa, you will perhaps find this no less
gallant an action than the first.
685. (p.242/#1) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Alta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Porta di Ferro
Larga) If your enemy is placed in porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward, you will place
yourself in coda lunga alta with the left foot forward; and there you will feint a mandritto across his
sword, and nonetheless stepping a little forward with the left foot, you will push an imbrocatta to his
face; but if he should defend this imbrocatta in any way you will presently pass your right foot towards
his left side turning two mandritti tondi one after the other with great speed at his left temple; or you
may turn the second mandritto across his flank, or to his sword hand, doing it such that the left foot will
follow the right and the sword will need to end in porta di ferro alta.
686. (p.242/#2) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Any) Your enemy being in any guard he
wants, you will place yourself in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward; and there you will
gather the left foot behind the right, making a falso tondo that goes overhead, and this will go not to
wound the enemy, but to bring your sword into guardia alta, and the targa will be extended well
forward in defense of the head; subsequently you will give him a mandritto tondo across his left temple
without moving the feet; and then presently passing with the right foot forward you will feint a
mandritto across his flank and if he should try to defend this in some manner, you will strike his left
temple with that same mandritto that you feinted with, then you will stop your sword in porta di ferro
alta.
687. (p.242/#3) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any) Once
again finding your enemy in any guard, you will place yourself in coda lunga stretta with the left foot
forward, and there pulling the left foot near the right, you will make a falso tondo that goes overhead,
and subsequently passing your right foot forward, you will turn a mandritto tondo to his left temple,
and subsequently passing your left foot towards his right side, you will be able to similarly turn another
mandritto tondo to his left temple and now the sword will need to descend into cinghiara porta di ferro
stretta; then passing presently with the right foot forward, and keeping the targa defending the head
well, you will make in that tempo a roverso to his flank, that does not pass coda lunga stretta; and if he
should respond with some attack you will defend with a thrust to his face accompanied by your targa,
without moving the feet; or instead you may push that thrust to his sword arm.
688. (p.242/#4) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any) Finding
your enemy again in any guard you will place yourself in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward,
and here pulling the left foot back near the right, you will make in this tempo a falso tondo such that
goes over your head, and then giving him a mandritto to the leg, which mandritto will be interrupted as
it goes not to wound your enemy and it will not pass porta di ferro larga, but after it's done you will
subsequently pass your right foot forward turning a roverso tondo to his face and over his targa, and if
he perhaps lifts his targa high to defend against this roverso you will presently pass your left foot

towards his right side pushing a thrust under his targa to his face, accompanying your targa with the
thrust, and if he wants to defend this in some way you will be able to quickly strike his front leg with a
roverso that does not pass coda lunga stretta allowing the targa to guard the head then for your security
will you withdraw your left foot back, going with the sword accompanied by the targa into guardia di
faccia.
689. (p.243/#1) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga
Stretta)
If your enemy should be set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, you will place
yourself into coda lunga larga with the left foot forward; and here passing your right foot forward, you
will give him a rising mandritto accompanied by your targa, such that your sword will stop under his
sword in the manner of guardia di intrare; then subsequently passing your left foot towards his right
side, you will be able to give him a mandritto to the front leg; and if perchance he should defend
himself from this in some way, you will subsequently push a thrust to the right side of his chest or you
will giving him a roverso tondo to his face, always keeping the targa defending the head well; and thus
withdrawing your left foot, you will go with accompanying the targa into guardia di faccia for your
security; After having thrown the rising mandritto, finding yourself in guardia di intrare with the point
of your sword looking at the ground, in this tempo you will make a half turn of the hand, pushing a
rising thrust to his guts. Or after having thrown the aforementioned mandritto, you can pass your left
foot forward and drive your targa into his sword arm, striking in the same tempo with a roverso
fendente; and if he should defend against this in some way, you will be subsequently be able to turn a
mandritto tondo across his flank, then immediately withdrawing the left foot back, you will go with the
sword accompanying the targa into guardia di faccia.
690. (p.243/#2) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga
Stretta or Porta di Ferro Stretta)
If your enemy should be set in coda lunga stretta or in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot
forward, you will place yourself into coda lunga larga with the left foot forward; and there you will
give him a rising falso to the sword hand, and so pulling your left foot near your right foot, you will
allow the sword to go into coda lunga lunga; and presently passing your right foot forward you will
feint another rising falso to his sword hand, and he wanting to defend himself, you will subsequent;y
turn a roverso tondo to his face, passing then immediately with your left foot towards his right side and
this done you will push a thrust to his chest under his targa, the right leg following the left, then for
your defense you will pull the left foot back, going with the sword accompanied by your targa into
guardia di faccia.
691. (p.243/#3) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga
Stretta with Either Foot Forward)
Your enemy being in coda lunga stretta with either foot forward, you will place yourself into
coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and there, pulling the left foot somewhat near the right,
you will make a falso tondo that goes overhead, and this will not be done to strike him; and that done
you will presently pass the right foot forward, feinting a mandritto to the front leg, and as he goes,
perchance, to defend himself with the sword and targa together, you will be able to mutate your
mandritto into a half turn of the fist, pushing a punta ferma to the left side of his abdomen, and note
that this thrust will go in the manner of a falso impugnato; and then withdrawing your right foot back,
you will give him a mezzo mandritto to the sword hand; and similarly withdrawing your left foot back
you will place yourself for your security into porta di ferro stretta.
692. (p.244/#1) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in

Presence)
If your enemy is set with the sword in presence and with his right foot forward, you will place
yourself in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward, and then pulling the left foot near the right, you
will make a falso tondo that goes overhead turning at him subsequently a curtailed mandritto, that is to
say it will come up short underneath his sword and which must not pass cinghiara porta di ferro stretta;
then you will immediately pass your right foot forward, striking your false edge into his sword beating
it towards his left side; and next you will be able to give him a mandritto to the face or to the sword
arm, such that it will then descend into porta di ferro stretta; and following, you will be able to without
delay turn a roverso tondo to his face over his targa, and as he wants to defend against this using his
sword and his targa, you will immediately pass your left foot towards his right side pushing a thrust to
his face under his targa, and you will remember to keep your targa defending your head, and this done
you will withdraw the left foot back setting yourself into coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward.
693. (p.244/#2) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Sword in
Presence)
If your enemy is set in some guard with the sword in presence you will be opposite him set in
coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward; and there pulling your left foot near the right, you will
make a falso tondo and subsequently passing your right foot forward, you will give him a rising
mandritto accompanied with your targa to his sword hand; and if he should want to defend himself in
any way, you will subsequently be able to pass your left foot towards his right side turning a roverso
fendente to his head and your right leg will follow a little behind the left, and your sword will go into
coda lunga alta with the targa well-extended in defense of the head; then you will immediately turn a
mandritto tondo across his left temple and presently passing your right foot towards his left side, you
will be able to redouble with another rising mandritto to his arms accompanied by your targa; and in
this the left foot will need to follow the right and the sword will settle into porta di ferro alta; and if he
should respond with some attack to your head here, you will block this with your targa, presently
pushing a thrust to his face and stepping a little forward with your right foot, you will withdraw the
right foot back, setting yourself into coda lunga stretta for your security.
694. (p.245/#3) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Right Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding yourself in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward and he in any guard he wants;
there you will pull the right foot near the left making a falso tondo, immediately passing the left foot
towards his right side, and turning a mandritto tondo across his left temple, and should he want to
defend this cut in some way you will subsequently pass your right foot towards his left side turning
another rising mandritto to his targa arm or to his sword hand, and in this the left leg will follow behind
the right, and the sword will settle into porta di ferro alta.
695. (p.245/#4) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Lunga vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, you will set yourself
oppose him in coda lunga lunga with the left foot forward; and there you will give him a rising
mandritto to the sword hand, passing in this tempo somewhat forward, you will then return the foot to
its starting position, and similarly the sword will return to coda lunga lunga; then you will feint another
rising mandritto to the sword hand, then feint with the eyes and the body to throw an attack to his head,
you will pass with the greatest speed somewhat forward with the left foot, giving him a mandritto tondo
to the shin of the front leg, as the targa defends the head; and if he should respond with some attack to
your upper parts, or to your lower parts, you will subsequently pull the left foot back near the right
pushing at him a thrust to the face accompanied by your targa; and subsequently turning a roverso
fendente in the manner of a molinetto, passing in this tempo with your right foot in a gran passo
forwards, allowing the sword to descend to end in porta di ferro alta, (the targa) gallantly remaining to

defend the head.
696. (p.245/#1) (Sword and Targa) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Sword in Presence)
Finding yourself against your enemy in porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward, and if he
should have his sword in presence or if just if he should throw some attack to your upper parts you will
be able to throw a falso into your enemy's sword beating it out towards his left side, and presently
passing your left foot towards the right side you will give him a mandritto to the face that does not pass
cinghiara porta di ferro alta, and in this the right foot needs to follow behind the left; then in this tempo
you will be able to make a half turn of the hand setting yourself into coda lunga stretta, andd then you
will feint a thrust to the right side of the face, and as he goes to defend himself from this you will
immediately lift your sword somewhat upwards, and you will subsequently pass you right foot in a
great pass towards his left side, giving him a roverso traversato over his targa to his targa arm, and in
this you will make the left foot follow the right and your sword will go into coda lunga stretta; and so if
he should responds with some attack you will go with the sword accompanied by the targa into guardia
di faccia to protect yourself.
697. (p.245/#2) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in what guard he wants you will place yourself against him in coda lunga
stretta with the right foot forward, then pulling your right foot somewhat near the left you will be able
to make a falso and mandritto thrown short, such that it goes not to strike, and the sword shall then be
found in porta di ferro larga, then immediately you will be able to pass your left foot forward turning a
roverso tondo to his face over his targa, and subsequently pulling the left foot near the right, you will
subsequently pass your right foot pushing a thrust to his gut, and if he should go to defend his face,
then without delay you will withdraw the right foot back, throw a rising mandritto to the sword hand
that stops in cinghiara porta di ferro alta for your security.
698. (p.245/#3) (Sword and Targa) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in what guard he wants, you will place yourself against him in porta di
ferro larga with the right foot forward, but in narrow stance; and here lifting a rising falso that does not
pass guardia di faccia you will subsequently pass your right foot forward and throw a mandritto to his
chest and to his sword arm that descends back into porta di ferro larga; and then pulling the right foot
back near the left you will lift a rising falso that goes to end in guardia alta, and subsequently you will
pass your right foot forward while feinting an imbrocatta to his face, and nonetheless you will make a
half turn of the hand giving him a mezzo mandritto to his sword hand that turns down into porta di
ferro larga, immediately pulling the right foot near the left; you will also then lift a falso to end in
guardia alta, you will feint an imbrocatta to his face and so work that you stay quick and aware to pass
immediately with your left foot forward making a half turn of the hand pushing a thrust to his chest; but
if he should go to defend against this in some manner, you will again step a little forward with your left
foot making a half turn of the hand and lifting the sword well high you will push another thrust to his
face and in this your right foot will have to follow the left; and next for your security you will withdraw
your left foot back, turning a rising mezzo mandritto to his sword hand accompanied by your targa.
699. (p.246/#1) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in what guard he wants you will will place yourself opposite him in coda
lunga stretta with the left foot forward and giving him a stoccata trivillata to his sword hand, then
immediately to the sword hand, then immediately pulling the left foot near to the right, and allowing
the sword to go into coda lunga lunga.
700. (p.246/#2) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Any)

Finding your enemy in what guard he wants you will place yourself in coda lunga stretta with
the right foot forward; and here you will make a falso, and subsequently passing your left foot forward
towards his right side, you will give him a rising mandritto to the sword that does not pass cinghiara
porta di ferro alta, accompanying this with your targa; then subsequently with great speed you will be
able to turn a roverso fendente to his head in the manner of a molinetto, and in this tempo the right leg
needs to follow somewhat behind the left, and the sword needs to stop in cinghiara porta di ferro alta
with the targa defending the head.
701.(p.246/#3) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Stretta)
If your enemy should be set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward you will place
yourself in the same guard; and then you will make a falso, subsequently passing your left foot foot
towards his right side, feinting a mandritto to his front leg and if he goes to defend this in any way, you
will throw that same mandritto to his head; or if you want, as you feint the mandritto, and now that he
wants to defend, you will make a half turn of the hand pushing a punta ferma to his guts in the manner
of a falso impuntato, always keeping the targa well-extended forward to defend your head; then
immediately you will withdraw the left foot back, going with the sword accompanied by the targa into
guardia di faccia for your defense.
702. (p.247/#1) (Sword and Targa) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda Lunga
Stretta)
If your enemy should be set in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, you will be able to
place yourself in coda lunga stretta but with the left foot forward; then you will pass the right foot
forward and this you will make a half turn of the fist pushing a thrust over his sword and to his guts,
but in this you will lift the sword hand a little, such that the point goes somewhat somewhat low, to the
end that you can better strike him; but if he wants to defend himself in some way you will subsequently
pass your left foot forward, making a half turn of the first, and again pushing another thrust to the face;
and if, perhaps, he wishes to defend himself from this attack you will will immediately drive the targa
under his sword hand, giving him subsequently a mandritto across the front leg; and then without delay
you will withdraw the left foot back, going with the sword accompanied by the targa into guardia di
faccia for your security.
703. (p.247/#2) (Sword and Targa) (Porta di Ferro Stretta vs. Any)
Your enemy being in what guard he wants, you will place yourself into porta di ferro stretta
with the right foot forward; and here you will make a falso, subsequently passing your left foot towards
his right side; and next you will feint a roverso to his right temple, and if he wishes to defend himself,
you will immediately make another feint, this time showing that you want to to throw a mandritto
across his front leg, and in this feint you will make a half turn of the fist, pushing a punta ferma to his
guts in the manner of a falso impuntato; then immediately you will withdraw your left foot back, going
with the sword into guardia di faccia, accompanied by your targa.
704. (p.247/#3) (Sword and Rotella) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the left foot forward vs. Any Guard)
Finding yourself again in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward against your enemy, and
he in whatever guard he wants, you will be able to make a falso tondo impuntato, and because you do
not throw the falso to wound the enemy, you subsequently will pass with your right foot forward
making at him a feint of turning a mandritto to the front leg, and if from that same provocation, he
places the sword under his rotella to defend himself of the said attack, you will be able to in that tempo,
that you are cutting with the mandritto, make a half turn of the hand smiting his sword with your false
edge, and putting it out towards his right side, then at him make presently a roverso to the front leg, that
does not pass coda lunga stretta, then withdraw immediately the right foot back, you will go with the

sword into guardia di faccia accompanied with the rotella for your security.
705. (p.248/#1) (Sword and Rotella) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Any Guard with Sword in Presence)
If your enemy is set with the sword in presence in such guard he wants, you will yourself be set
opposite him in porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward, and there you will pull the left foot
somewhat near the other, then you will be able to pass with the right foot forward making a feint of
throwing a roverso to his front leg, and he wanting to defend, placing his sword under his rotella you
will be able to in that moment, that the roverso is about to strike, to make a half turn of the hand
smiting your false edge into his sword, and putting it out towards his left side, you will be able to
subsequently pass with the left foot towards his right side giving him a mandritto to the front leg, but if
he should defend himself of the said attack in some way you immediately after the mandritto will be
able to turn a roverso tondo to the face, and if he should lift his rotella or sword to defend himself you
presently will pass with the left foot forward pushing a thrust to his chest under his rotella and if he
should want to defend himself of the said thrust in some way, you subsequently will turn at him a
roverso tondo to the face, or if you want, you may turn a roverso fendente in the manner of a molinetto
(a moulinet that turns to the outside of the arm), or throw the roverso fendente to his sword arm,
making sure the right foot follows somewhat behind the other, and that the sword stops in coda lunga
stretta.
706. (p.248/#2) (Sword and Rotella)(Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Any)
You yourself will be able to set against your enemy in porta di ferro larga with the right foot
forward but in narrow stance, and finding him in what position he wants, you will pass with the right
foot forward, and throw at him a roverso to the front leg, and not to wound him but to give him
occasion to defend himself with his sword under the rotella, and he will respond subsequently with a
mandritto to the leg, which reason will compel him to do, you in that tempo that you will be passing
with the right foot forward will him a roverso to the leg, and he doing some defense with his sword
under his rotella throwing to then throw a mandritto to your leg as is said above, you will pull the right
foot near the other making in that moment a half turn of the fist, and with your sword you will not
abandon his, making his cut come up empty, putting it aside with your sword out towards his left side,
you will pass presently with the left foot towards his right side giving him a mandritto to the front leg,
and if he should defend against this in some way, you subsequently will turn at him a roverso tondo to
the face, and withdrawing then the left foot back, you will go with the sword accompanied with the
rotella into guardia di faccia.
707. (p.248/#3) (Sword and Rotella) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in what guard he wants, you will be in coda lunga stretta with the left foot
forward, and stepping with your left foot somewhat traversing towards his left side, you will be able to
make in that tempo a falso impuntato (a descending false edge attack), that goes to his face, and
subsequently passing with your right foot forward you will make a feint of turning a mandritto across
his front leg, and provoking him to use his sword and rotella to defend himself against the said
mandritto, you will be able to in that same tempo, to make a half turn of the fist, and push at him a falso
impuntato to his thigh, or to his left flank, but per adventure that he should defend against said cut, or
just, that you just want to hit him, immediately without any delay you will be able to pass with the left
foot towards his right side driving your rotella into his sword arm, you will presently push a thrust into
his belly, and thence passing your left foot back, you will go with the sword under your rotella in
guardia di faccia, and then passing the right foot back, you will set yourself in coda lunga stretta.
708. (p.249/#1) (Sword and Rotella) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Remaining in coda lunga stretta with the left foot forward against your enemy, and he set in the

same guard with either foot forward, you will be able to step forward a little with the left foot making a
feint of pushing at him a thrust to the right side of his chest, and subsequently you will pass with the
right foot forward towards his left side withdrawing in that tempo the sword fist a little back, and
extending the rotella well forward, you at him will be able to wound with the point into his left side, the
thrust needing to go in the manner of a falso impuntato, and often these thrusts to not go to hit him,
they are thrown just so he will defend himself of them; and if should defend himself, you will be able
to subsequently: pass with the left foot forward towards his right side pushing a thrust to the chest, and
now the right leg needs to follow the left and if he should defend this said thrust (the thrust from his
right side to his chest), you will be able to wound him with a roverso to the leg that does not pass coda
lunga stretta or a roverso to the face, and thence immediately passing back the left foot, and going with
the sword and rotella into guardia di faccia, and thence settling yourself in coda lunga stretta with the
right foot forward.
709. (p.249/#2) (Sword and Rotella) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Any)
Your enemy being in whatever guard he wants, and you being in porta di ferro larga with the
right foot forward, and thence you will make at him a feint of wanting to throw a rising falso, but
nonetheless stepping somewhat forward with the right foot, throwing at him a roverso tondo to the face,
and returning then again making a strike to the face with the false edge of your sword, or with a
mandritto, but it will be better with the falso; and if peradventure he should defend himself of said falso
in some way, you will be able to immediately turn a mandritto fendente to his head or, to his front leg.
You are able to now having thrown the falso, pass with the left foot towards his right side, pushing a
thrust to his face under your rotella, and then this done you will be able to immediately pass with the
right foot forward, making a rovers to his leg, that descends into coda lunga stretta, allowing the rotella
to guard the head, and then withdrawing, going with the sword and rotella into guardia di faccia for
your defense.
710. (p.250/#1) (Sword Alone vs. Opposite handed) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs.
Any)
You will be able to place yourself against your enemy in coda lunga larga with the left foot then
you will be mindful that your right foot pushes the left forward not giving him any attack but pressing
him; then your opponent will either attack you, withdraw backwards, or remain still in some guard. If
he simply remains in guard, neither attacking, nor retreating, you will push a stoccata trivillata to his
sword hand, and pulling the left foot foot near the right you will allow the sword to go into coda lunga
lunga; then subsequently you will pass your right foot forward giving him an imbrocatta to the face or
to the sword arm that will then descend into porta di ferro larga, making whichever will appear better in
that tempo; then you will turn a roverso to the sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga; and if he
wants here to attack, you will immediately striking his sword hand with a falso traversato that goes in
the manner of guardia sopra braccio, then without delay you will withdraw the right foot back for your
defense, giving him in this tempo a roverso to the sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
711. (p.251/#1) (Sword vs. Opposite Handed) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Finding yourself remaining in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward against your enemy,
and he being in any guard; and following the aforementioned order of not wanting to throw some
attack, you will be able to push a stoccata to the sword hand and immediately gathering the left foot
near the right, you will make the sword go into coda lunga lunga; then in that moment you will pass
your right foot forward and feint an imbrocatta to his face, and as he goes to defend against this
imbrocatta feint, you will presently give him a rising falso to the sword hand that goes in the manner of
guardia sopra braccio; so subsequently you will turn a rising roverso ridoppio to his sword hand and to
the sword, then giving him subsequently a descending falso to the face; and now if he should want to

attack you in any manner you will subsequently withdraw the right foot back for your defense, striking
his sword hand with a roverso that descends into coda lunga larga.
712. (p.251/#2) (Sword vs. Opposite Handed) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Any)
Remaining in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward against and he following the
aforementioned course of not throwing attack after you have pressed him, you must keep in mind, that
he not may be in settled in any guard that of three types, thus larghe, strette or high staying in this as
proposed above, always as I did that he not able to use one of three modes, attack, retreat or remain in
guard, because if he should remaining in a wide guard and you in coda lunga larga as said above you
will be able to pass your right foot foot forward giving him a rising falso, such that the point of the
sword does not pass over his knees, and this because he cannot strike the sword hand with a falsoo of
his sword, which falso if he throws it, you will then be able to strike his sword hand with a roverso or if
you should not be able to strike it you can beat the aforementioned falso to the ground with the true
edge of your sword, giving him then quickly a rising falso traversato to the face or to the sword hand;
and also that you should strike the sword hand with this aforementioned roverso,, you will not stay
striking the falso which needs to go without delay to guardia sopra braccio, just if he should defend of
wanting to strike with some attack you will be able to immediately withdraw your right foot back,
giving him a roverso to the sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
713. (p.251/#3) (Sword vs. Opposite Handed) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs. Coda
Lunga Larga with Either Foot Forward)
Finding yourself in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward against your enemy and he in
that same guard, but with either foot forward; and so you will press him again, and if he does not throw
some attack, you will push a stoccata trivillata to his sword hand, but accordingly that if you cannot
strike his hand in this tempo, you will pull the left foot back near the right, and your sword will go into
coda lunga lunga; then you will immediately pass your right foot forward, feinting an imbrocatta to his
face or to his sword arm, and in that tempo you will turn a mandritto tondo to his sword hand or to his
sword arm; and if he should want to strike you in some way you will subsequently pull your right foot
back giving him a roverso to the sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
714. (p.252/#1) (Sword vs. Opposite Handed) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Right Foot Forward vs.
Coda Lunga Larga with Either Foot Forward)
Finding your enemy again in coda lunga larga with either foot forward, and he still not having
attacked you then you will place yourself in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward, and keeping
the point of the sword directed somewhat at his sword hand you will press forcing him to make some
movement, always you will stay mindful and if perchance he should throw a falso to strike your sword
hand, you will beat it to the ground with the true edge of the sword giving him then immediately a
rising falso to the sword arm or to the face; but if he should instead feint a rising falso to then make a
sfalsata of his sword under yours with the goal of knocking your sword aside to then give you perhaps
a mandritto to the face or to the sword arm; you will stay mindful that when he makes feint, you will
stay defending yourself, and now that that he wants to disengage his sword under yours, you will throw
a rising falso to his sword, and subsequently withdrawing the right foot back you will give him
similarly a mezzo roverso to the sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
715. (p.252/#2) (Sword Alone vs. Opposite Handed) (Coda Lunga Alta with the Right Foot Forward vs.
Coda Lunga Stretta or Coda Lunga Alta, with Either Foot Forward)
But if the enemy should be set in coda lunga stretta or in coda lunga alta with either foot
forward, you will will place yourself in coda lunga alta with the right foot a little forward in narrow
stance; and here you will step forward with the right foot and in this you will give him two mandritti

one after the other with the greatest speed, the first going to his sword, the second to his face or to his
sword hand or across the front leg that will then descend into porta di ferro larga; subsequently you
will lift a rising falso to his sword hand and to his sword that will not go much past guardia di faccia;
and subsequently you will be able to strike his face or his sword arm with a mandritto that descends
into porta di ferro larga; and so if the enemy should seek to throw some attack at you will withdraw the
right foot back giving him a roverso traversato to the sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
716. (p.252/#3) (Sword Alone vs. Opposite Handed) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs Coda Lunga Stretta or
Coda Lunga Alta with Either Foot Forward)
But if your enemy should be placed in coda lunga stretta or in coda lunga alta with either foot
forward, you will place yourself against him in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward; and here
you will pass the left foot somewhat traversing his left side, giving him a mezzo mandritto that
descends into cinghiara porta di ferro larga, all exposed, enticing him into striking you; and so you will
stay mindful that should he strike you, or even if he should not strike you, then you will be able to pass
with the right foot forward lifting a rising falso to his sword hand and to his sword pushing it out
towards his right side; and you will be subsequently able to give him a mandritto to the face or to the
sword arm that descends into porta di ferro larga; and so if he should throw some attack here at you,
you will strike his sword hand with a roverso traversato that descends into coda lunga larga; and
subsequently you will renew your attack with a rising falso to his sword hand that goes in the manner
of guardia sopra braccio; then for your safety you will withdraw the right foot back, giving him a
roverso to the sword hand and to the sword arm that descends into coda lunga larga.
717. (p.253/#1) (Sword Alone vs. Opposite Handed) (Guardia di Alicorno vs. Porta di Ferro Larga)
But if your enemy were set in porta di ferro larga with his right foot forward you will place
yourself into guardia di lioncorno against him with your right foot forward; and there you will feint an
imbrocatta to his face or to his sword hand, and as he makes some motion to defend himself you will
presently strike his sword hand with a rising falso traversato, but if he does not move at the imbrocatta
feint, then you will not keep throwing the falso, which will not have passed guardia di faccia; and
subsequently you will strike his sword arm with a roverso traversato that does not pass coda lunga
larga; and if he should want to attack you here in some way, you will withdraw the right foot back
giving him a mandritto to the sword hand that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro larga.
718. (p.253/#2) (Sword Alone vs. Opposite Handed) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. Coda Lunga Alta or Coda
Lunga Stretta with Either Foot Forward)
If your enemy is set in coda lunga alta or coda lunga stretta, having either foot forward, you
will place yourself in coda lunga stretta with the right foot forward; and there traversing his left side
somewhat with your left foot you will go with the sword into cinghiara porta di ferro larga, so that you
will be all exposed to give him a reason to attack your head with some attack; and when he throws the
attack to your head go with the sword into guardia di testa passing in this tempo with the right foot
forward you will subsequently give him a mandritto to the head or to the sword arm or to the front leg
that descends into porta di ferro larga; and now should he think to strike you in some way you will lifte
a rising falso to his sword hand and to his sword giving him then immediately a mandritto the face or to
the sword arm that descends into porta di ferro larga.
719. (p.253/#3) (Sword Alone vs. Opposite Handed) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward
vs. Sword in Presence)
If your enemy should be set in some guard with the sword in presence, either a stretta guard, or
a high guard, you will be able to place yourself against him in coda lunga larga with the left foot
forward; and here you will give him a rising falso traversato to his sword hand that goes in the manner

of guardia sopra braccio; and subsequently passing the right foot forward you will lift a rising falso to
his sword hand and to his sword, giving him subsequently a mandritto to the face, or to the sword arm
that descends into porta di ferro larga; then you will immediately turn a roverso to his sword hand that
descends into coda lunga larga, and without delay you will throw a rising falso to his sword to his
sword hand that goes in the manner of guardia sopra braccio; and if he should try to throw some attack
at you, then you will immediately pass back the right foot, giving him a roverso traversato to his sword
sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
720. (p.253/#4) (Sword Alone vs. Opposite Handed) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward
vs. Any)
Finding your enemy in whatever guard he wants you will place yourself into coda lunga larga
with the left foot forward; and here you will give him a stoccata trivillata to his sword hand, such that
he will not able to strike you in this tempo; then immediately gathering the left foot near the right, and
allowing the sword to go into coda lunga lunga; then passing the right foot forward, you will give him
skillfully a mandritto52 that descends into porta di ferro larga, all exposed, inducing your enemy to
attack you; and when he does you will defend with a falso that does not go past guardia di faccia and
subsequently passing your left foot forward you will make a half turn of the hand giving him then a
punta ferma to the chest; and immediately you will withdraw the left foot back, turning a mandritto to
the sword hand that descends into porta di ferro stretta.
721. (p.254/#1) (Sword Alone vs. Opposite Handed) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward
vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro Stretta)
Your enemy being in coda lunga stretta or in porta di ferro stretta with his right foot forward,
you will place yourself into coda lunga larga with your left foot forward; and here you will give him a
rising falso to the sword passing with refined skill with the left foot somewhat forward near the right in
this tempo; then pulling the left foot somewhat near the right you will allow the sword to go into coda
lunga larga, immediately passing the left foot forward, feinting another rising falso to the sword hand,
and nonetheless you will push in this tempo a thrust to his left side and as he goes to defend against this
in some way you will immediately pass your right foot towards his right side, pulling the sword hand
somewhat back and subsequently pushing a thrust to his sword hand or to his sword arm making the
left foot in this go behind the right, setting yourself then in with the sword in porta di ferro larga.
722. (p.254/#2) (Sword Alone vs. Opposite Handed) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. (See Play))
Finding yourself remaining in porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward against your
enemy and he set in coda lunga stretta or in coda lunga alta with his right foot forward, or in porta di
ferro stretta; you will give him a rising falso to his sword hand and to his sword, and subsequently you
will turn a rising roverso ridoppio to his sword and to his sword, that will not pass guardia di lioncorno,
passing the right foot in this tempo a little forward in this tempo; then you will subsequently throw a
descending falso to strike his face and his sword arm that descends into porta di ferro larga; and if he
should throw some attack to your head, you will withdraw the right foot immediately back giving him a
roverso to the sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
723. (p.254/#3) (Sword Alone vs. Opposite Handed) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward
vs. Unstated)
Finding yourself set again in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward against your enemy,
you will give him a rising falso traversato to his sword hand and subsequently passing your right foot
forward towards his right side you will turn a mandritto to his head or to his sword arm that descends
52 Target for mandritto not provided.

into porta di ferro larga, and in this the left leg needs to follow the right; and if the enemy should
defend himself and make some attack at you, you will presently defend yourself with a falso giving him
subsequently a roverso to the leg or to the sword arm that descends into coda lunga larga passing your
right foot somewhat forward; now that you will have thrown the roverso, then without any delay you
will make a rising falso traversato to his sword hand that goes in the manner of guardia sopra braccio;
and if he should want to throw some attack at you you will withdraw your right foot back giving him a
roverso to the sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
724. (p.255/#1) (Sword Alone vs. Opposite Handed) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward as
Patiente)
Remaining in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward against your enemy, if he should throw
a stoccata or imbrocatta to your chest, you will defend against it with a falso, beating the thrust out to
his right side; then subsequently you will pass the right foot forward giving him a mandritto to the face
and to the sword arm that descends into porta di ferro larga.
725. (p.255/#2) (Sword Alone vs. Opposite Handed) (Porta di Ferro Larga as Patiente)
Remaining in porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward against your enemy, and he
thinking to throw some blow to your head, or perhaps to push an imbrocatta or stoccata to your chest;
you will defend yourself from these with a falso that does not pass guardia di faccia; and subsequently
passing your left foot towards his left side, you will give give him a descending mandritto to his face
and and to his sword arm that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and if he should respond
with some attack to your head, you will presently pass the right foot forward defending yourself with
the sword in guardia di testa; and subsequently then giving him a mandritto to the face or to the sword
hand or to the front leg that descends into porta di ferro larga; and presently withdrawing the right foot
back you will place yourself into coda lunga stretta.
726. (p.255/#3) (Sword Alone vs. Opposite Handed) (Coda Lunga Stretta vs. (See Play))
Finding your enemy again in coda lunga stretta or in coda lunga alta or in porta di ferro stretta
or in porta di ferro alta with the right foot forward; you will place yourself with the sword in coda lunga
stretta with the right foot forward; and next you will give him a mandritto to the sword hand but
keeping the bottom of your sword as low as possible, allowing the sword to descend into porta di ferro
larga; then subsequently you will turn a roverso to his sword hand that does into coda lunga larga, and
note that this mandritto and this roverso will have to go with the greatest speed, one right after another;
then subsequently you will lift a rising falso traversato to his sword hand and his sword and stepping
subsequently with your right foot a little forwards you will be able to turn a mandritto tondo to the
sword hand or to the front leg, which will then descending into porta di ferro larga, making this falso
and this mandritto go one after another with the greatest speed.
727. (p.255/#4) (Sword Alone vs. Opposite Handed) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or
Porta di Ferro Stretta)
Remaining in porta di ferro larga against your enemy, he being in coda lunga stretta or in porta
di ferro stretta with his right foot forward; there you will provoke him with a rising falso to the sword
hand, making it shrewdly, so that he cannot strike you; then immediately turning the sword back into
porta di ferro larga, you will pull the right foot next to the left, then subsequently you will step forward
with your right foot feinting another rising falso to the sword hand, and as he goes to defend himself
from this in some way, you will immediately transform your falso into a roverso tondo that will strike
his face or his sword arm, which will then descend into coda lunga larga; next for your defense you will
withdraw the root back giving him a mandritto the sword hand that descends into cinghiara porta di
ferro larga.

728. (p.256/#1) (Sword Alone vs. Opposite Handed) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward
vs. Coda Lunga Larga, Coda Lunga Stretta, or Porta di Ferro Stretta)
Finding your enemy in coda lunga larga, or coda lunga stretta, or porta di ferro stretta with his
right foot forward, you will be able to place yourself in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward; and
here you will give him a rising falso traversato to his sword hand that ends in coda lunga alta; after that
then you will be able to feint another falso in the same way, and nonetheless as he goes to defend
himself in some manner, you will step a little forward with your left foot, giving him a mandritto tondo
to his sword arm, or his sword hand, or his front leg; then presently you will turn a roverso to his hand
that descends into coda lunga larga; and if wants to throw some attack to your head, you can defend
yourself by going with the sword into guardia di testa, passing your right foot forward in this tempo;
and subsequently you will take his sword from the outside and giving him then a mandritto wherever
you please, and note that this presa needs to be made with the greatest speed; and should you notice
that you are unable to make this presa, you will subsequently turn a mandritto across his sword arm that
descends into porta di ferro larga following in this same tempo the left foot a little behind the other.
729. (p.256/#2) (Sword Alone vs. Opposite Handed) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Any)
Remaining in porta di ferro larga with the right foot forward against your enemy and he set in
whatever guard he wants you will be able to give him a rising falso accompanied by a roverso
traversato to the sword hand that goes to coda lunga lunga; then pulling the left foot near the right, you
will be able to subsequently pass the right foot forward feinting an imbrocatta to his face an as he goes
to defend against this thrust in some way, you will immediately turn a mandritto tondo across his sword
arm; and subsequently withdrawing the right foot back you will throw a roverso tondo to his sword
hand for your defense that descends into coda lunga larga; but if if he does not react to your imbrocatta
feint, you will valiantly push an imbrocatta to his face or to his chest that descends into porta di ferro
larga.
730. (p.256/#3) (Sword Alone vs. Opposite Handed) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs
Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro Stretta)
If your enemy were set in coda lunga stretta or in porta di ferro stretta with his right foot
forward, you will place yourself in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward; and here you will give
him a rising falso traversato to the sword hand, and subsequently you will turn a rising roverso ridoppio
to the sword hand, allowing the sword to turn and go into coda lunga lunga; then you will immediately
feint another rising falso to his sword hand and as he wants to defend against this feint, you will
presently pass the right foot forward, making a sfalsata of your sword under his, and putting his sword
aside with your false edge; then you will be able to subsequently make a mandritto to his face or across
his sword arm that descends into porta di ferro larga; and so if he should try to attack you here you will
immediately withdraw the right foot back, striking his sword hand with a roverso that descends into
coda lunga larga.
731. (p.257/#1) (Sword Alone vs. Opposite Handed) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward
vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro Stretta)
Should your enemy be settled in coda lunga stretta or in porta di ferro stretta with his right foot
forward, you will be able to place yourself in coda lunga larga with your left foot forward; and here you
will give him a rising falso to the sword hand accompanied by a rising roverso ridoppio to his sword
hand, your sword then turning into coda lunga lunga without moving the feet; then you will
immediately be able to feint another rising falso to his sword hand, and as he goes to defend against
this, you will transform it into a stoccata trivillata, that goes to the left side of his face, stepping a little
forward with the left foot, and if he wants to defend himself against this thrust you will subsequently be

able to pass your right foot towards his right side, turning then a mandritto across his head to his sword
hand, or to his front leg that descends into porta di ferro larga; and now the left foot will faithfully
follow the right.
732. (p.257/#2) (Sword Alone vs. Opposite Handed) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward
vs. Coda Lunga Stretta or Porta di Ferro Stretta)
Finding your enemy in coda lunga stretta or porta di ferro stretta with his right foot forward,
you will be able to set yourself into coda lunga lunga with left foot forward; and here you will feint a
rising falso to the sword hand, and as he goes to defend himself from the falso, you will presently pass
the right foot forward making a sfalsata of your sword under his, and you will subsequently turning a
mighty tramazzone onto his sword beating it down towards the ground, then subsequently you will give
him a rising falso to the face or to the sword arm; and immediately withdrawing the right foot back for
your defense, you will make a roverso traversato to his sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
733. (p.257/#3) (Sword Alone vs. Opposite Handed) (Porta di Ferro Larga vs. Any)
If you should find yourself again in porta di ferro larga with your right foot forward against
your enemy, and he in whatever guard he prefers, and and should he throw some attack you will be able
to defend against it with a rising falso, and then immediately passing your left foot towards his left side,
you will be able to turn a rising roverso ridoppio that goes up high and ends in coda lunga lunga,
pulling the right foot near the left; and note that if he does not throw some attack, you may perform the
same attack as described above then subsequently you will be able to pass your right foot forward
giving him a rising falso traversato to his sword hand and to the aforementioned sword which will not
pass guardia di faccia, then giving him subsequently a roverso to the face and to the sword arm that
descends into coda lunga larga; and if he should think to attack you somehow, you will withdraw your
right foot back, striking his hand with a mandritto that descends into cinghiara porta di ferro larga; and
here, whether or not he chooses to attack you you will pass your right foot forward lifting a rising falso
to his sword hand or to his sword that does not go much past guardia di faccia; and subsequently you
will give him a mandritto to the face, or to the sword arm that descends into porta di ferro larga; and
then for your defense you will withdraw the right foot back, giving him a roverso traversato to the
sword hand that descends into coda lunga larga.
734. (p.258/#1) (Sword Alone vs. Opposite Handed) (Errata)
Note that you will need to be mindful to move continuously towards the sword of your enemy
and finding him in whatever guard he wishes; should he throw a mandritto you can counter this with a
roverso to the sword hand, and if he throws a roverso, then you can counter by throwing a mandritto to
his sword hand and sword arm.
735. (p.258/#2) (Sword Alone vs. Opposite Handed) (Errata)
Any time you find yourself against your enemy in coda lunga larga, or coda lunga stretta with
the left foot forward, all exposed to the end that is provoked to throw a mandritto to your upper or
lower parts, be mindful that you can always strike his sword hand with a mezzo roverso that turns into
coda lunga larga or coda lunga stretta without moving the feet; but he if should try to throw a roverso to
your high parts or lower parts, in that tempo you will be able to make a mezzo mandritto to his sword
hand, turning then into coda lunga larga or coda lunga stretta without moving the feet.
736. (p.258/#3) (Sword Alone vs. Opposite Handed) (Errata) Finding yourself again in coda lunga
stretta or porta di ferro stretta with the right foot forward against your enemy, here if he should throw a
rising falso to the sword hand beginning in either porta di ferro larga or coda lunga larga, you will beat

it to the ground with said cut53 and with the hand as low as possible, you will then subsequently give
him a falso or a roverso to the face, or push a thrust to his chest; and that how much one will be say it
beat to the ground these falsi in these placements of coda lunga stretta or porta di ferro stretta,
nevertheless you will be able to beat them and defending them in whichever other place that you should
find yourself strike then presently with one of the aforementioned attacks.
737. (p.258/#4) (Sword Alone vs. Opposite Handed) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward
vs. (See Play))
If you have in mind of want to take your enemy's sword you will place yourself in coda lunga
larga with the left foot forward well below the body all exposed, going then immediately on because he
will be compelled for these two respects: the first for seeing you open, the other for your going under,
of throwing at you some attack to strike you, this done now that you will go under in this without
leaving your guard one iota, your right foot pushing the left forward, be mindful to defend this attack
gallantly going with the sword into guardia di testa, then in this same tempo you will pass your right
foot forward somewhat towards his right side; and now with your left hand you will subsequently from
the outside take his sword striking him then wherever you prefer.
738. (p.258/#5) (Sword vs. Opposite Handed) (Coda Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward vs.
Sword in Presence)
And note that your being in coda lunga larga with the left foot forward, all exposed and your
enemy not wanting to throw some attack, at lest he will be forced to keep his sword in presence for his
security, you will always (then) be able to drive your sword under his passing presently with your right
foot forward and making the aforementioned presa.
739. (p.259/#1) (Sword vs. Opposite Handed) (Coda Lunga Larga vs. Unstated)
If you wish to come to a presa with your enemy, you will be able to place yourself in coda lunga
lunga with the right foot foot traversing his right side, and turning the left shoulder towards him you
will give have yourself appear exposed, and he throwing some attack, this made you will be able to
make the aforementioned presa passing your left foot forward in this tempo; and so if he does not throw
an attack you will in the fashion above driving your sword under his and then pass your left foot
forward following with the aforementioned presa.
740. (p.259/#2) (Sword vs. Opposite Handed) (Coda Lunga Stretta with the Left Foot Forward or Coda
Lunga Larga with the Left Foot Forward)
Again finding yourself in the aforementioned guard of coda lunga stretta or coda lunga larga
with the left foot forward against your enemy, and if he wants to throw some attack, you will stay in
wait and then he throws some attack, you will be able to step a little forward with your left foot,
pushing a stocatta trivillata to his face and as he wants to defend against this in some way, you will
presently pass your right foot towards his right side turning a mandritto across his head or across his
sword arm, or to his front leg that descends into porta di ferro stretta, and the left leg will follow
faithfully behind the right.
741. (p.259/#3) (Sword vs. Opposite Handed) (Guardia di Lioncorno vs. Porta di Ferro Larga)
Your enemy being set in porta di ferro larga with his right foot forward you will place yourself
against him in guardia di lioncorno with the right foot forward; and here you will feint a mandritto
turning only your wrist, and nonetheless you will subsequently pass your right foot giving him a
roverso traversato to his sword arm that descends into coda lunga larga, then subsequently you will
53 Probably reference to play #735

give him a arising falso to the sword hand that goes in the manner of guardia sopra braccio, and then
withdrawing the right foot back you will give him a roverso to the sword hand that descends into coda
lunga larga.

Considerable license was taken with this paragraph. Here is the original, “Perché mentre cade in pensiero all’huomo
di fare alcuno colpo essendosi non messo all’animo il schifarsi; di necessitate conviene che tra per l’uno et
l’altro muova prima l’arma da l alcuna guisa, nella quale essa si trovava; et le gambe da alcuno agiamento, nel
quale la persona parimenti sostenevano, darommi primeramente per seguire cosi fatto naturale ordine ad
aprire tutti quelli agiamenti di mani et di piedi li quali da tutti universalmente dall’effetto loro, si chiamano
guardie, in che cioè possa l’huomo la persona comporre, et onde con salute sua il braccio dell’arma, et li
seguitanti piedi far mossa debbiano.
ii Here is the original: “...che dichano che mi può fare il nemico io sono qui con la spada alla presentia che mi polgli egli
fare io sono migliore de lui”
iii “et più di pavento gettare in altrui di quello, che ricever si devrebbe.”
iv “et nel vero li subiti mutamenti nelli antichi secoli a quelli di perduta speranza di tanta salute furono, che li savi poeti
non altrimenti Proteo che col presto volgersi di forma in forma levarsi da dosso gli altrui colpi dottamente finsero.”
(p.42/#2)
i

vPerciò che cosi di havere sopra te alcuna vittoria prima che that the la spada lontanta da te a te ritorno
facesse gli havresti aperata forse la via
vi Here is the original: Il difendersi dalli dati colpi col falso della spada in tanto tutti gli altri schermi avanza, in quanto e'
più forte nel sospingere in fuori la sapda del nemico per fare al taglio della sua seguentemente presa la via; che
risolcando il medsimo aere onde l'avesaria, come di possessione scacciata fossse prima che a sè richiami la smarrita
virtute, se non sia lecito al valoroso della sua arte cogliere altrimenti frutto, non dando indugio all'opera potrá l'arma in
alcuno membro del nemico in segno di viittoria fortemente insedire.” (p.44)
vii Here is the original: “...che dichano che mi può fare il nemico io sono qui con la spada alla presentia che mi polgli egli
fare io sono migliore de lui”
viiiKey to this section (p.49/#7) is that ampissimo campo refers to the very broad scope of this art as per Florio's campo can
mean scope of any subject.
ix Tempo is here translated as motion. The purpose of this section is, in the translator's opinion, to show that while this
action of parrying with the true edge and thrusting is all one motion, it is two separate tempi; in the first tempo we parry
and only then do we make the riposte.
x “...avsisandotii che se egli si argomentase da poi che tu avesti tirato il primo falso overo che ello l'avese batuto a terra
per darti poi seguentemente di una punta o, d'uno mandritto per faccia, of per il braccio dalla spada che tirando tu l'altro
falso lo giungeresti meglio che se 'l non facendo mossa alcuna anquora lo potresti giunger quando egli non se movese.”
xi “Intraglia al giuco.”

